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SUMMARY.

The "Russian Folk-Theatre" is a study of the various dramatic

genres which form a hitherto neglected part of Russia's oral litera¬

ture. It is divided into five main sections with an Introduction and

extensive bibliography, It has three main aims, firstly to give a

general account of the history and characteristic features of each

type of theatre, secondly to present the Russian folk-theatre as a

specific dramatic entity and thirdly to offer a picture of drama in

evolution. The first four sections are arranged in order of dramatic

complexity beginning with primitive ritual drama and ending with the

relatively sophisticated "Tsar Kaximillian."

After briefly introducing my subject and the background to

its study in Russia I proceed in Chapter I. to discuss the emer-

A

gence of dramatic forms in general and the role of the ritual in

harnessing dramatic impulses. The importance of imitatory instincts

and man's reactions to his physical surroundings and needs are

stressed. The principles inherent in the creation of drama set

forth in this chapter form the basis for the detailed examination

of ritual drama in Russia which follows.

The rituals are split into two main groups: Rites of Inten¬

sification dealing with the fate of the community as a whole
-i-
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and Rites of Passage more closely connected with the individual.

Among the former two major types may be discerned, those based

on agricultural processes and those based on animal husbandry.

A description is given of each of the three seasonal cycles of

rites revolving round an anthropomorphic figure and of the major

animal masks on East Slavonic territory, the "horse" "bull" and

"goat". In a somewhat different category is the bear as an animal

of the hunt. Little remains of ritual origin in the Russian bear-

games and most of then clearly belong to a later period. However,

bear-baiting, the performances of trained bears and scenes with

the "bear" mask are also included here.

These rituals are viewed as an integral part of the peasant

calendar and their ethnographical background is not neglected.

But more important is the embryonic dramatic structure which is

revealed. The elements of plot are seen; the extent to which the

rituals may be considered truly dramatic is discussed and it is

shown how secular masks and scenes by the addition of new features

evolved from ritualistic beginnings.

Birth, death, puberty and marriage are the events which

affect man's life most deeply and these have produced the most
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significant Rites of Passage. Particularly important in Russia

was the liarriage Ritual which is here revealed as a complex

dramatic and aesthetic as well as social occasion. While fixing

it within a social and historical framework I have also tried

to assess its dramatic qualitiesj significant are the number of

dramatic games which have evolved from it. Death games and some

of the "Khorovod"s which may be the remnant of ancient puberty

rites are also dealt with. Of particular interest are the two

plays "Pakhomushka" and "Mal'bruk" which complete the section.

Combining secular with ritual features they are hybridsof Ritual

and drama proper.

Section II deals with the Puppet-Theatre, the most highly

developed forms of which were in Russia "Petrushka" and, mainly

in the South the "Vertep," In chapter IV and V the two types

of theatre are examined in depth. A brief history is followed by

descriptions of the construction of dolls and theatre. The basic

characters and scenes which form the nucleus of the two cycles

are then analysed. The differences in origin between the religious

secular half of the "Vertep" and the similarities between the

comic episodes of both the "Vertep" and "Petrushka" which show
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them as two facets of a single tradition are brought into focus.

The puppet-theatre may be traced back to ritual with its anthropo¬

morphic figures. On the other hand through the play "Tron" based on

the "Vertep" plot but with human actors its links with the main¬

stream of the "live" folk-theatre tradition are seen.

Section III and IV are devoted to the secular theatre proper.

Each of the three plays in section IV based on social and historical

themes present a different dramatic approach. "Lodka" is an example

of song-dramatisation. The various layers of which it is composed

are examined and it is shown to be a strange fusion of folk-legends

about Ermak, Kazin and Pugachev with the romanticbrigarf. literature

popular in Russia in the 19th century. "Sarin" is a typical product

of folk-satire. Its primitive dialogue links it with the "question

and answer" games discussed in section I. "Kak frantsuz fcoskvu bral"

is a historical play based on Napoleon's 1812 campaign. These plays

are non-ritual in themes and attitudes. Showing as they do imagi¬

nation and the desire for entertainment they represent a distinct

phase in the development of folk-drama.

In section IV "Tsar Maximillian", the peak of folk dramatic

achievement in Russia is subjected to detailed analysis. The history
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of the play arid an examination of various explanations as to its

origin are followed by a study of the various characters and

scenes of which it is composed, I try to prove its role as an

intermediary between the traditions of the folk and the literary

stage of the early 18th century by outlining the various types

of theatre popular in Russia at this time ana comparing features

of language and style in the folk-play and the repertoire of these

theatres, "LSaximillian" is nevertheless shown to be rooted in

oral tradition through the many elements of folk-origin to be

found in it* This section ends with a comparison between "Tsar

maximillian" and the English folk-play "St.George" which reveals

hitherto unsuspected connections between the Russian and West-

European folk-theatre.

In section V a survey is made of the dramatic methods used in

the folk-theatre, Such features as the choice of actors, the prepa¬

ration of costumes and the limitations of stage and scenery are

included. These broader aspects are followed by an analysis of the

actors' "play" such as movements and gestures on stage. This reveals

a specific pattern which throws light on a much misunderstood dramatic

convention.
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From this it is clear that the Russian folk-plays in spite

of their varied origins can be regarded as different aspects of

a homogeneous dramatic tradition*
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Notes on orthography.

The following system of transliteration has been used through¬

out except on p.341 where a phonetic transcription was required

for linguistic commentary.

Russian

Aa
E<5
Bb
Tr
M

12
jKS
3a
Mh

Kk
JIji
Mm
Hh
Oo
nn

Transliteration

a

b
v

g
d
e

e

zh

z

i
i ,•

k

1
m

n

o

p

Russian

PP
Cc
Tt

Xx
Ita

IlSm
mm

Transliteration

r

s

t
u

f
kh

ts

ch
sh

shch

■b omit
H y
h t

ds e

Kb yu
Ha ya

Ukrainian Cyrillic has been transliterated according to the

British system which corresponds to the above scheme for Russian

except in the following instances,

Ukrainian British system

€c ye

Quotations from primary sources are in Cyrillic scipt. The New

Orthography has been used throughout.
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ihe student of folklore, wherever his interests may lie, will

find in hussia a richness and diversity of material which can scarcely

be equalled in western hurope, covering an enormous range of human

experience and imagination from the bold and uncompromising deeds of

the bogatyri to the infinitely varied emotional complexities of the

lyrical ballads, from saai-historical accounts of past events and

heroes ill the historical songs to the fantastic creatures, objects

and adventures of the volshebnye akazki, from the broad comedy of

anecdotes and humorous tales to the accumulated wisdom of centuries

in the poslovitsy. The reasons for this abundance are not hard

to find.

livery country has its own store of art and knowledge trans¬

mitted through the ages by oral tradition. The variety and quality

of the material thus preserved, however, largely depends upon the

extent to which the folk of each region managed to retain their own

group identity and to resist the pressures cf encroaching "mass-

civilisation". i'olk-lore and folk-literature in many cases performed

a specific function or were the result of specific conditions. Thus

lore pertaining to the weather, the seasons, the behaviour of animals

and people, the making of tools and so on took the place of the

► « •

- VI27-
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agricultural college and books on animal husbandry. In Russia

itself the peasant agrarian calendar, which had evolved in the course

of many centuries, provided guidance on such topics. The singing

of ballads and telling of tales was a way of entertaining the people

and, at the same time, of passing on news and preserving historical

or local events for posterity. The Russian historical songs,

although often factually inaccurate, nevertheless recorded and per¬

petuated information about and, more important, contemporary reactions

to outstanding political figures and events. ..here the laws of

nature were not understood, superstition and ritual evolved as a

means of remedying ills and relieving emotional tensions. Gradually,

however, with the passing of the 'dark .ges, know-led ,e based upon

scientific observation and experiment took the place of superstition}

the oral tradition was replaced by the printed word and the spread

of the cities, the T>rea':-up of rural seclusion and the Industrial

Revolution all contributed to the abandonment of the ancient art

forms in favour of ready-made entertainment. Polk traditions

lingered only in those places where civilisation as we know it

failed to penetrate sufficiently quickly.

Moat of the great land mass of muropean Russia was in this

position. Many factors, geographical, economic and social, contribu¬

ted to this. The sparse population of early Russia (even nowadays,

"despite a population of almost 209 million, the ooviet Union is



thinly settled, with an average density of 24 persons per square

mile, equivalent to s^rse rural .ettlo-eut in the - -itiah Isles""'" );
the vast distances and the natural barriers formed by mountain ranges,

the immense forest regions and the tai ;a made communications difficult

and, indeed, dangerous. From the earliest times the Fast Slavs

were an agricult real people and the situation did not alter appreciably

until the late nineteenth century when over 30 per cent of the

population were still engaged in rural activities. A certain amount

of cottage industry was present in hievan Fascia and from the time

of Peter the Or .at t ere -was ind strial activitp in certain specific

fields such as the growth of the iron industry in the Urals from

the early eighteenth century or the cotton industry round Moscow and

St. Petersburg from the 183Js. In the more advanced areas towns

existed from about the seventh or eighth centuries but elsewhere only

from the ninth or tenth centuries. Both urban and industrial

expansion were slow. The mass of the population was scattered in

small village communities where the feudal system, tyin. the peasant

to the land, and the tight-knit structure of the family unit further

hampered the natural development of social and economic intercourse.

Not until the late nineteenth century were serious inroads made into

the seclusion of kussian rural life, brin^fnevitable destruction as

1. fi.E.H. Mellor, Geography of the U5SR (London 1364), p. 117 •
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well to traditional customs, amusements and beliefs which had been

preserved to a remarkable degree among the people.

i'he -ousaian folk-theatre, although it remained active until

the first decade of toe twentieth century aimi although it presents

the folklorist with a varied and interesting subject for research,

does not have a very prolific repertoire compared with that of other

genres and. partly for this reason it has been largely ignored both

by the folklorist and the theatrical historian. There are many

other reasons for this relative neglect of the folk-theatre, however,

historical factors produced an artificial break in the development

of spontaneous drama in mssia. Indeed, tne hist, ry of the folk-

theatre in xtussia may be roughly divided into two phases. There

is firstly the period ranging from the earliest beginnings to the

end of the assign of Tsar Aleksei kikBailovich. This is characterised

on one side by the development of dramatic games and scenes from

earlier rituals, and masicings of partly paganistic origin, and on the

other by the activities of the skomorolchi? Iiu3sia's first professional

wandering players, who participated in and eucoura ed both these and

other types of entertainment and about whom, unfortunately, very-

little of a concrete nature is known. The general trend of this

period was a slow movement towards a more secular concept of theatre

but with ritual as its foundation and starting-point. It was of

necessity basically rural in character. The latter half of this

1. Infra p. i94-.



period is characterised by increasing conservatism and antagonism

in the attitude of the official church towards folk-entertainmenfc in

all its manifestations, culminating in Tsar Alexei T-ikhailovich' s

Ukaz of 1648 prohibiting all forms of public entertainment."*" The

"theatre", closely connected as it was even then with lingering pagan

beliefs and ritc-s was particularly vulnerable to such attacks

throughout its history. It is largely because of t is that there

is such a lack of information about the development of folk-drama in

this early period.

The second period was inaugurated mainly by the reign of ieter

the Great.. uelaxation of the power of the Church and of the strict

ecclesiastical morality which had up to this time suppressed or

destroyed much of the spontaneous amusements of the people, dramatic

or other-wise, coupled with Deter's own interest in the theatre and

his introduction of xuis3ia's first completely secular theatre for all

classes of society, were followed durin0 the whole of the eighteenth

century by a flourishing of theatrical arts on a variety of levels.

Most important among these for the future of the folk-theatre was the
1

growth of the Urban Democratic Theatres which not only provided both

entertainment and education in theatrical methods but also a platform

1. The text of the relevant points of this act may be found in
A.S. Famintsyn, ekomorokhi na Kusi (SFb. 1889), PP* 185-187*

Z. Infra js.366.ff.



upon which the ordinary people were able to practise and develop

their own skills. One such amateur company, that of F.G. Volkov,

which began its activities in Yaroslavl in 1750, eventually laid the

foundation of Sussia's national, theatre. During' this second period

ritual elements still remained but the new dramatic games and scenes

which evolved at the tine were completely secular in origin, although

borrowings and influences from the rituals were also apparent in them.

The early eighteenth centuiy too saw the expansion, mainly

at the hands of foreign troupes and entrepreneurs to begin with, of

the fairground bala; an theatres popular in both town and country,

and this movement in one form or another continued t flourish and

increase in popularity throughout the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. These theatres, many of which, particularly in Petersburg

towards the end of the last century, attracted actors and entrepreneurs

of considerable talent and renown, such as A.Ya. Alekseev-Yakoviev,

V.M. Llalafeev, V.X. Berg and IT.P. Semenov, to mention but a few,

made a valuable contribution to the growth ana evelopment of a

secular popular theatrical tradition in lus3ia. Between these and

the folk-theatre, the actors and audiences of which were drawn to a

considerable extent from similar backgrounds with similar tastes and

demands, there was clearly much mutual interchange of experience and

ideas.

The smallness of the repertoire in this latter period of the



folk-theatre can at least in part be accounted for by fear of the

powers of the censorship in the nineteenth century. Hany of the

themes of folk-dramas were satirical in nature and some plays (e.g.

"Petrushka") had a number of versions, some of which were for "general

release" and others for small selected audiences. Puppeteers, actors

and those who knew of such themes were suspicious of outsiders making

enquiries and naturally unwilling to communicate the full text of

such plays to strangers. Nikolai Vinogradov, trying to obtain

information from two raeshniki, found himself at a considerable dis¬

advantage for this reason.""

many genres of folk-literature were alx-eady familiar to a wide

audience in itussia from the eighteenth century, but, partly as a result

of its chequered history, the iiussian folk-theatre as such was not

widely read -r known among the scholars and intelligentsia of the

nineteenth century and if known it was not generally considered as

worthy of serious attention. Broadly speaking it is true that the

1. "nyreM nepeicpecTHHx sonpocoB, no43a^opnBaMBa h ^axe xecTH, MHe yutaxocB

BBicnpocHTB noaTH Bed, hto 6hxo HyacHo. CUhoto toxbko He yuiajtoct ,so3HaTB-

ca HH KOHMH XHTpOCTaMH - HX HMeH H 3BaHH3 H TOHHOiTO MeCTOXMTeXB

CTBa. Ha stot caeT y hhx Kpenico a3HK dim CBa3aH: "IIoTOMy, xotb th h

^yina-aemoBeK, h HajaJnomiode npHmomca, a aeBo du He dumo, - xto Teda 3HaeT
N.N. Vinogradov, "Velikorusskii verteps" Izvestiya J.H.Ya.b. ..

(1905), Book 3, P. 361.



works of the folk-theatre are of a lower artistic and aesthetic

standard than most of the other genres of folk-literature. The

byliny and akazki for instance, even in the printed form, contain

much to grip the attention and imagination. The byliny inspire with

their noble themes - self-3acrifice in the service of the state and

one's fellow-men; patriotism; the eternal struggle of good against

evil. The enormous emotional ranges of the lyrical songs held an

immediate appeal for both reader and listener. In all the verse

foots of folk-literature there is a direct aesthetic appeal in the

sound and rhythm and word organisation of the smoothly flowing sung

or chanted lines. But in the theatre, on the other hand, plots

are almost non-existent (as in the earliest rituals) or merely consist

of a series of episodes loosely woven around some central character:

Petrushka, Adol'f, the Ataman, etc. Sometimes they are little more

than a series of anecdotes. Boreover, sentiments and ideas expressed

here are seen as through a distorting mirror and much that is less

than noble find3 expx'ession - satire, parody, mockery, anti-semitism,

chauvinism - all these elements can be traced in the folk-dramas.

The language is rough and unpolished and the verse structure of uneven

standard. Humour is often produced from crudities of language,

gesture and situation. Ibr all these reasons the .fblk-theatre was

largely despised during moot of the nineteenth eantury as an enter¬

tainment for the ignorant masses.
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Much, however, can bo said in defence of the folk-theatre and

a great deal more can be revealed by delving beneath the surface of

first appearances. It is, first of all, an essentially non-profess¬

ional typo of felk-literature. The variants of the ritual dramas

and playlets are not connected with particular "schools" or with

specific performers in the way the best of the byliny and skazki

often are. It is certainly true that gifted, untrained actors

emerged from time to time from among the folk, such as the talented

comics and dedy of the fairgrounds whom A.Ya. Alekseev-Yakovlev

remambered with such affection-"'' hut in general the success or

failure of each performance depended upon the indifferent skills of

a group of amateur actors, varying from year to year and from place

to place. The impression made by each individual song or tale is

not totally lost on the printed page* but the impact of a work

created both to be heard and S8an is drastically reduced in this

form. To appreciate the playjuily it is necessary at least to

imagine it in its authentic surroundings. . uch of the enjoyment of

the folk-audiences, and there is no douht that they themselves

enjoyed the plays tremendously, stemmed from their own direct and

indirect participation in the performances. .Jo much of the humour,

for instance, depended upon the mood of the moment, upon a good

1. A.Ya. Alekseev-fakovlev, iuaaskie narodnye gulyan'ya (L.-M. 1943)*
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actor/audience relationship. So much depended upon being physically

present. People enjoyed judging the costumes and make-up, guessing

their cwn acquaintances among the actors, comparing one year's

performance with another. Divox^ced from the excitement and moods

of the festive seasons during which the plays were predominantly

performed they naturally lose much of the attraction felt by the

original audiences. Similarly, the connection, however subconscious,

in the rnind of the peasants between the agricultural rituals and the

sense of awakening nature, the return of warmth and the emergence of

the land from under the snow, the preparation for the spring sowing,

etc., cannot be gleaned from the written text, yet it is an essential

part of the enjoyment of participation.

The folk-theatre perhaps more than any of the folk-literature

genres sprang from the loins of the masses as a spontaneous,

collective expression of thoughts and feelings, antipathies, preju¬

dices and joys, fears, demands and protests not always reasonably

or aesthetically expressed. In 3pite of the lack of interest of

the scholars, the folk-theatre in its various manifestations constituted

one of the most popular features of the fairgrounds and the spring and

winter village festivities from the earliest times and its vigour and

lively high spirits, colourfulness and bucolic fun not only interested

but inspired many of Russia's writers, painters and musicians.

Pushkin wrote of it and compared its growth and characteristics with



with those of the early theatre in 3urope; A.S. Griboidov's and

Goncharov's writings furnish some of the earliest eye-witness accounts

of the folk-play "Lodka" strovskii included can example of the same

play in his "Voevoda11; Dekrasov in his loen rut husi shit'

khorosho" describes village fair and a, lively performance of

"Petrushka"; Dostoevski! in his "hapiski iz f.ertvog-o dome," writes
with interest of the repertoire of the soldier theatre and includes

a description of the playlet "fedril Obzhcra", which was part of it,

performed by a group of his fellow-prisoners. The dramatic works

of Blok and layakovskii and the music of Gtravinskii all show clear

influences from the folk-theatre and the repertoire of the fairground

balagans.

Nevertheless, most of the at Pration of scholars in the past has

been devoted to the more spectacular and immediately rewarding

genres of fclk-1 ite-ratare while the folk-theatre has been much

neglected. It was among the last of the oral genres to be collected

and studied. As early as the seventeenth century isolated examples

and s .all collections oi ijIk-literatare had been appearing in print

but major developments in the field began towards the end of the

eighteenth century with the general revival of interest in lussia's

past written and oral, cultural and hi, torical heritage. In his

Istoriya Possiiskava (1763-1734) V.IT. Tatishchev was already talcing

a scientific interest in .mssian folklore and, as early as 1734> had
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compiled a questionnaire on ethnographical and folklore as well as

historical topics, which vras distributed to senior officials in

Siberia and the Kazan* government. V.K. Trediakovskii in his Novyi

1 kratkii anooob k slozheniyu rossiiskikh stlkhov (H 735) attempted

to analyse the specific features of folk-poetry, while M.V. L«nonosov

carried out valuable work in the field, of pogovorfci and poslov.itay,

using them as examples in his Kratkoo rukovodstvo k krasno reoh iyu

(l74S) and Bossiiskaya grammatika (1757) Mil compiling the first

collection of these in the 1760s, a work which is, unfortunately, no

longer extant.

Throughout the nineteenth century the work of collecting and

studying folk-literature continued with a particularly productive

period of about twenty years beginning with the 1850s. It was

during this tine that many of the major collections of different

genres were made, the importance of which has not, in the majority

of cases, bean superseded. The first edition of Afanasev's Skazki

appeared in 1855« Another well-known collection, I.A. Khudyakov's

Yelikorusakie skazki, followed in 186^-62, Kireevskii's songs from

1862, Dal'* s Poslovitsy in 1361, Gil'ferding* s Onezhskie byliny in

1873* It wa3 in the sixties too that the well-known ethnographer

P.V. Shein began his work as a collector of folklore materials. Thus

a basic fund of scholarly material, not always entirely reliable or

collated accordin to scientific principles, but nevertheless of
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substantial interest and value, had appeared for most genres of

foIk-literatiire well before the end of the nineteenth century.

.out the first collections of examples of the folk-theatre did

not start appearing until the last decade of the century. a.V.

Lavrova and a.A. Popov's anthology karodnyi Teatr was published only

in 1396 (Moscoy*),to be followed fifteen years later by N.H. Onchu-

kov's Severnye narodnye drag/ \orb. 1911), containing variants of all

the well-known dramas of the live theatre, "Tsar - aksimilliaa",

"Sarin", "Lodka", as well as a few less well-known playlets such as

"Parasha", adapted from the vaudeville "Yamshchiki ili - kak gulyaet

starosta Semen Ivanovich" by Grigor'ev. Onchukov'. anthology was of

limited interest since it dealt exclusively with the theatre of

Northern liussia. dince then to my knowledge only two further

Collections have been published, neither of which may be said to be

really suitable as a basis for scholarly work. The first of these

was V. Golavachev and 33. Lashchilin's Narodnyi teatr na Donu (itostov-

on-hon 1947); which was again of a regional nature; moreover, the

authenticity of many of the texts included in it has been doubted by

several scholars including Professor P.G. Bogatyrev. The second was

P.N. Berkov's collection Itusskaya narodnaya drama /CVTI~aX w. (Moscow

1953)> which is also inadequate for several reasons. In the first

place Berkov, as he himself states in his introduction, was largely

Activated in his choice of plays by considerations of a non-literary

1. I have been unable to obtain a copy of this book.
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nature. A number of his examples, in particular the two variants

of "Llaximillien", were included as being those most indicative of

anti-feudal, anti-monarchical attitu.das emon: the ordinary people in

the last century. This insistence upon non-Literary criteria lias

even led him to name one category of plays in the anthology as "plays

of a political-denunciatory nature". This contains such plays as

"Mezhdorechie o bogatyre i russkom voine", "Anika-Voin", "Tsar' IrodM

and "Tsar1 axirdllian", the attitudes and moods .f which are, as

will be seen, quite unconnected with the development of cla3S

antipathies during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. iloreover,

Berkov's collection, aimed largely at the theatrical historian,

contains much that while certainly belon ing to the early period of

the secular theatre in Bussia still has only tenuous links with the

folk-theatre as ouch; plays, for instance, like aar, pop, pod'yaehii

i monakh", "Lherlikin i shlyakhticli" and "Kherlikin i shkolyary", ell

taken from Tikhanov's collection of eighteenth-century interludes. ^
A number of items, such as "Gollandskii lekar' i dobryi nptekar',"

which is not '-.noun to have existed in dramatic fox:... or "Bva muzhika"

which is actually a folk-tale, are only remotely connected with the

theatre at all. All the works included in the section containing

songs and dialo gues from the reoertoire of t e a:oj?orokhs and wandering

pilgrims are aloo suspect since none are of a drastic nature, and

whether or not they ever formed a part of the repertoire of the

wandering players in the middle Ages is a matter for pure speculation.

1. P.N. Tikhancv, "Odinnadtsat' Intermedii XVIII veka," Pamyatniki
drevnei pis'mennosti i iskusstva, CLXXXVTI (1915).
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To counterbalance the incomplete picture presented by the

collections of folk-plays #9 have the many texts with notes and

commentaries and the explanatory article3 on the folk-theatre which

ap eared in cthnc " teal journals in the latter ■ glf of the

nineteenth century. The 1890s in Russia witnessed another period

of increased interest in the fields of folklore and ethnography,

but this time wcrk was carried out on a more scientific basis under

the auspices of such organisations as the "Otdelenie etnografii

russkogo gecgraficbeskogo obshche3tva" and the "ktnograficheskii otdel

Obshchestva lyubitelei estestvoznaniya, antropologii i etnografii"

attached to kcscow University. In the respective journals of these

two organisations, hhivaya jtaring and . -tno, -raficd sskoe Obozrenie,

many texts and articles on the folk-theatre were published. Of

particular importance, for instance, was the series of articles, "K

istorii narcdnc ,0 teatra", in the -.tno. -raficheskoe ■Jbozrenie, to

which many scholars of note (e.g. Y. Kallasb, .1. v'asil'ev) contri¬

buted. It is upon such journalistic material that the serious

student must still basically rely."*" Other journals in which texts

and articles on the folk-theatre and related topics have appeared

include the Rievskaya dtarina and the Sbornik O.R.Ya.S. at the end of

the nineteenth and beginning of the twentieth century and, nearer the

1. details of these texts may be found in the Bibliography.



present day the uchenye aapiski of many universities and ojvotskaya

■rtnografiya. fatten collectively, these scattered texts, along with

the few anthologies, provide a reasonable fund of aterial upon which

to base research. Here are drawbacks, however, and many of. the

texts should be approached with caution. dome of the earlier variants

were collected by amateurs, country squires, school-teachers and

others who, although interested in the customs and festivities of

their village communities, were not trained in the skills' of collect¬

ing folk-lore materials. Much was misheard, misunderstood and

reinterpreted according to the ideas of the educated observer.

Texts were expurgated before publication and the language of the

originals far from being phonetically reproduced was often "purified"

and brought closer to the literary norm. The often confused and

episodic nature of many variants was sometir.es attributed to a

general lack of dra" tic experience and the texts rearranged in acts

and scenes, to present a more coherent pattern. All this has to be

borne in mind when analysing some texts as this type of editing can

lead to misleading conclusions. Other texts have been condensed

because of the censorship in tsarist .lussia just as a number of texts

in the collections of both Berkov and Gologachev and Lashchilin ware

later deliberately chosen because of their political bias. few

texts contain such details of particular interest to the student of

the theatre as the appearance of the characters, their costume and.
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make-up, the biography of the players, the location of variants, the

use of scenery.- methods cf acting, etc., and It is therefore often

extremely difficult to get a coherent picture of the performance as

a whole. The fact that the folk-plays were recorded for the first

time much later than the other genres of folk-literature makes it more

difficult to discover the time and nature of their origin. It also

means, unfortunately, that the only texts we have at our disposal

belong to the middle of the nineteenth century and later, by which time

the processes of decay and disintegration which eventually destroyed

the living oral, tradition in all its branches were already far advanced.

..ith the growth of scientific .interest in folk-lore in general

during the latter half of the nineteenth century some more detailed

works on various aspects of folk-literature relevant to the study of

the theatre began to appear. Much was done in the realm of ritual

by such eminent scholars as P.V. khein, A. Veselovskii, I.M. Snegirev,

A.H. Afanas'ev and many others. It is to such works as A.if. Afanastev'a

Poeticheskie yozzreniya slavyan na nrirodu (.1.1865-69)# I.P. Sakharov's

Skazaniya mssko ;o tiaroda '^oib. 1841), I.M. knegirev's Hasskie prosto-

narodnye prazdniici i mover-rye obryady (M. 1337-39)? P.V. Shein's

Velikorus1 v svoikh peanyakh, obryadakh, obychayakh . . •_ (SPb. 1898),

A- Korinfslcii's Narodnaya kus' (M. 1901), etc., that one must turn first

of all for the basic materials on the rituals from which much of

Kussia's folk-theatre springs. Here again, however, a cautious
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approach is necessary since the author's interpretation of the material

at his disposal and, to a considerable extent, his original reasons

for selecting it, often depend upon which of the nineteenth-century

folklore "schools" he belongs tc. Thus Afanas'ev as a "mythologist"

regarded many cf the customs and beliefs he describes as remnants of

ancient solar and thunder mythology. Sakharov's material in

Skazaniya rusakogo no.roda must also, but for different reasons, be

treated warily since hi3 collections have been regarded as not always

suitable for serious scientific research, containing a3 they do many

unofficial "borrowings" from other sources as well as direct falsifica¬

tion of texts. Clearly, it was no part of the aims of these

folklorist-historians and anthropologists to present the materiel, in

their works and compilations in a dramatic light but the student of

the theatre using a quite different approach can make use of their

materials for his own purposes.

The wedding ritual because of its elaborate and highly aesthetic

nature gained particular attention from both folklorists and amateurs

and many valuable materials from all over Hussia were published during

the nineteenth century. However, such works (see for instance

Agreneva-blavyanskaya'a Opisanie krest'yanskoi svad'by /M. 1387_/)

generally take the form of a detailed record of the proceedings

together with a greater or lesser degree of comment upon such features

as the music and song, historical and anthropological aspects with



little or no mention of the dramatic nature of the ritual.

1 2
Ivan e'ranko and Jvgen narkovskii in more recent years have

written extensively on the verten, providing a history of this type

of puppet-theatre from its earliest beginnings in ostern nurope to

their own day (the end of the nineteenth century until the twenties

of the present century), plus a detailed description of many texts

which can be used as a basis for further study. VI. ferets* study

"kukol'nyi teatr na Eusi," and P.G. Bogatirev's Cheshslcii kukoi'n.Yi

i russkii narodnyi teatr^Berlin-iJb. 1923) on a more scientific,

analytical level aimed specifically at the professional folklorist

rather than the general reader ^.he includes, for instance, a special

section on methods of collecting folk material) also provide much

valuable information. In the 193os Jczef Golabek was writing

specifically on "Tsar' . "axinillian" ("Gar maksymilian," Brace komia.ie

etnbf.ruficanui, Jo. 1'/ ^ rakov. 1936_7)j and in the 1940s V.Yu. Lrupyaa-

skaya devoted .or candidate's thesis "larodnaya drama 'Lodka' - ee

genezis i literatumaya istoriya" to one aspect of the live folk-theatre

considered by this time as an integral part of a specifically dramatic

1. See "Be istorii ukrayins'kogo vertepa," Jap, nauk. tovar. im.
bhevchenka, JIII (Lvov 19G6).

2. Jee "Ukrayins'kii vertep - materiay&li z ulcrains'koyi narodnoyi
drami," Vseokryi. Akad. n., nbirnik istor. fil. Jo. 86.

3. Jablished in ...zhegodnik imperatorskikh teatrov ■.1394-95)<, Prilo-
zhenie, kn. 1 (OFo. 1895)•
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tradition.

Histories of the Hussion theatre usually contain some mention

of the folk-theatre from the fleeting references in A. Veselovskii'3

Starinnyi teatr v Kvrope (if. 1871) or P.O. lorezov1 s Istoriya russkogo

toatra ot fstokcv do poloviny A/HI st. (iiPb. 188^5 to whole chapters

in such works as the history of the Bussian theatre edited by VPV.

Kaliash and IKE. Hfrosj* Professor A. leletskii's tarinqyi teatr

v Rossii (l-l. ly23) j, with materials on ritual 1 agricultural drama and

funeral and weddin^ games but confined to Oouthem Hussia and without

specific references to sources} and Vsevolodskii-Gerngross's Iatoriya

rugskogo teatrov (M.-L. 1929) and liu3skii teatr ot istokov do serediny

XYIII v. (M. I997), basically a revised and condensed version of the

fist volume of his earlier work. The materials on the folk-theatre

in many of the histories, especially the later ones (e.g. 8.3. Daniloy'a

Ooherki po istorii russko.-p drauaticheskago teatra /M.-L. 1948_7) is,
however, often superficial. and repetitive. Not only accepted details

but sometimes material based upon hearsay or unauthenticated documents

was also repeated anu gradually accepted as fact. There is, for

example, the case of the satirical game on the barin theme published

by P.N. Berkov^ under the title of "Skomorosh'i igrishcha .{VII v.".

Istoriya russkogo teatra (koscow, 1914)»

2. P.N. Berkov, Nusskaya narodnaya drama NVII-KAw. (M. 1953)j
PP« 43-
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The original text of this scene was published in an article by M. M-na,

"Skomorokhi na Ruei," ^ without any indication of its source and' since

then has reappeared in numerous histories of the Russian theatre as

an authentic play of the seventeenth century. It is, for example,

quoted in the Istoriya Russkogo teatra edited by Kallash and IDfros,

again without mention of sources.

The most valuable material on the folk-theatre to be found in

any history of the theatre is certainly that in Vsevolodskii-Gerngross's

work. In Volume I of his Istoriya RusskOf.o Teatra he introduces a

completely new approach to such phenomena as the Russian agricultural

rituals, work-games, marriage and funeral rituals, considering them

as a specific dramatic entity, representing as definite and identifiable

a phase in Russian theatrical history as the school theatre of the

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries or the neo-classical

tradition of the mid-eighteenth century. lie tries to define the

nature of primitive drama, basing' his arguments on the sociological

view of art as a "product of social conditions". Hach example of

primitive drama is therefore discussed in .relation.to its position on

the socio-economic scale of development in Russia, with particular

emphasis upon the importance of utilitarian elements in the evolution

of dramatic form. His main contribution to the field was his

widening of the concept of "theatre" to include not only pagan ritual

1. In Illyustrix'ovanna.va gazeta, (13 Jan. 1368), Ho. 3, P. 38.



but evr the ritual the Orthodox Church, the rasa itself as well

as a variety of dramatised processions of the type "Cmcvsnie nog" and

"Khozhdenie na oslyati", and other phenomena generally regarded as of

only peripheral interest to the theatrical historian. His work has

certainly cast new light upon this neglected part of Russian folk-litera¬

ture. On the other hand, his chapters on the rituals and playlets

themselves do not proceed much beyond a fairly detailed description

with some historico-sociological comment and he does not analyse his

material from a specifically theatrical point of view.

Another dnor source of information on the folk-theatre is the

anthologies of folk-texts and materials which have appeared over the

nineteenth and twentieth centuries: P.G. Bogatirev's Rusakoe narodnoe

poeticheskoe tvorche3tvo (M. 1956), V.P. Biryukov's Dorevolyutsionnvi

fol'klor na Urale (dverdlovsk 1936), V.I. Chicherov's Russkoe narodnoe

tvorchestvo (M. 1959)> B.M, Sokolov*s Russkil fol'klor, issue 1 (1929)

among others. However, since it is generally recognised that the

drama is the lea3t productive of the Russian folk-genhes, little space

jr at'jonfcljj I ..o .I:.; i/ .1 it.

To my knowledge no attempt lias been made to present a detailed,

analytical account of the whole of the Russian folk-theatra as a

single dramatic phenomenon. In Anglish the only scholarly work which

touches upon the problem is Br. 3. Aalnick's Ph.D. thesis, The Origins

of the Russian Theatre ... i^mondon 1936), in which her introductory
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chapter deals briefly with some aspects of the folk-theatre.

although it is not among the most prolific forms of hussian

folk-literature, the folk-thoatre nevertheless contains a wide variety

of different types of dra:ia, most of which continued to flourish right

up to the early years of this century. Consequently it offers a unique

opportunity to examine some of the laws relating to the emergence

of dramatic forms in general. therefore, i have tried to show the

folk-theatre in development from the emergence of ritual drama from

basic primitive needs and instincts, through the period of gradual

secularisation of ritual themes and methods, to the evolution of a

predominantly secular' tradition able to draw upon a wide range of

secular and non-secular sources but in which the experience and

knowledge accumulated from the rituals has left clearly discernible

traces. In this work I also aim to introduce unity and coherence to

the study of the folk-theatre. By combining the experience of

scholars investigating independently many.different aspects of the

folk-theatre with the conclusions of my own detailed analysis of a

large number of texts I hope to be able to present a comprehensive

description of the folk-theatre in all its manifestations as a specific

dramatic entity with its own laws and traditions. without ignoring

either the ethnographical or the historical elements I have particularly

tried to approach the texts from a theatrical point of view, analysing

them from the simplest ritual to the complex "Tsar kaximillian" as

pieces of drama and not simply as sooio-historical phenomena*
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In this work I have made use of both primary and secondary

sources. for the historical and social background to the development

of the folk-theatre I have made extensive use of social histories,

histories and works on the theatre, histories of literature, memoirs,

works on anthropology and ethnography, collections of folk-literature,

etc., but my conclusions, particularly on tl e dra atic structure of

the dramas, are based essentially upon close observation of the texts

themselves.

for tne purposes of this study 1 have included under the heading

of "folk-theatre" only those dramatic phenomena which conform to the

basic criteria used in determining whether or not a work belongs to

a folk-culture. i'hey are all demonstrably a part of an oral tradition

which continued to function Ion, after the demands of the non-literate

society whicn created it had ceased to be operative. They belong

to a homogeneous group, many of whose characteristic features on the

one hand differ widely from those of the literary theatre, but on the

other closely resemble those of other branches of folk-literature.

.No single original creator can be found for any of thea and it is

impossible to hazard more than an approximate guess at the time at

which they made their first appearance. They are all "group" creations

and each work bears upon it the stamp of many generations of people

from different social and historical backgrounds with different tastes

and skills, all of whom have actively helped to shape the plays as we
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now see them. Like all examples of folk-literature they are not

static and fixed hut perpetually fluctuating and in motion around the

permanent basic framework which is the nucleus of all folk-art and

the foundation upon which the artistic creativity and imagination of

the folk was free to build anew at each performance.

.because of the- comparatively small number of texts of each type

of folk-draua I have not limited myself to ar\y particular region but

have drawn my examples from a wide area of European .Russia* making use,

too, of evidence from the Ukraine and *.hite Russia in a few cases where

valid analogy existed."'

In my examination of the texts I have not followed the methods

of any of the folklore schools of thought current :>w or prevalent in

the past but have tried always to rely upon my own judgement. I'he

folk-theatre clearly reflects many successive layers of historical

reality from pagan attitudes to the phenomena of ...atore to the class

antagonisa of the nineteenth century. Rut its aim was never to reoord

or pass on historical facts aa the "historical" folklorists suggested.

At most it acts as a subconscious mirror to historical movements and

trends. Similarly, traces oi ancient lyti elogy and pagan beliefs

certainly remain in the most ancient examples of folk-drama. Rut I

find it difficult to agree with the "mythologists" that it was the

1. A detailed bibliography of the materials I have used or referred
to will be found at the end of the work.
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abstraCt which gave rise to the concrete rather than vice-versa. The

first impulses of primitive men towards any form of activity were

rather based upon concrete principles, in particular the struggle for

survival, and only at a comparatively advanced stage would the formation

of an abstract philosophy of life, or mythology, based on these

originally material attitudes, be possible. .in awareness of the laws

of cause and effect rather than any specific religious beliefs may

well have given rise to rituals which at a later date became endowed

. .

dramatic forms were based directly upon such features of daily existence

as wibrk-processes without any magical intention. The impulse to

dramatise comes not from mythology but from reactions to material

surroundings. Perhaps, since I see the folk-theatre as essentially

the product of its own environment, my views qre closer to those of

the present-day ilarxist school of folklore. However, adherence to

principles rather than to observation of the facts can only lead to

distortion of the truth and my intention is to present a balanced

and comprehensive picture of the folk-tlieatre in all its many facets,

not all of which are open to the same interpretation.

The chequered history of the folk-theatre and the wide variety

of different influences and sources to be found there make it a

fascinating, but awkward, subject to study. Classification and

arrangement of the different plays is difficult for a number of
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reasons. A strictly chronological order is ruled out by our lack

of precise information us to their tine of origin. Grose-borrowings

of themes, scenes and characters make, a thematic arrangement equally

complicated. In my study I have therefore loosely divided the

folk-theatre into four ain sections each representing a different

and advancing sta, e of dramatic development beginning with the ritual

drama, which may be said to be at the foundation of the whole movement,

together with developments of semi-secular or wholly secular dramatic

forms based upon ritual methods. The techniques of ritual drama are

also discussed at this point. This section on ritual drama is

followed by a second on the puppet theatre, in particular the vertep

and "Petrushka". Both these forms of theatre were in Kussia already

essentially secular in nature in spite of the originally religious

themes of the vertep, but the use of the puppet-figure in dramatic forms

can be traced back to ritualistic beginnings. Prom this I proceed
i

in Section Three to the live, secular folk-theatre proper, examining

a number of different types of folk-play arranged thematically. The

last two sections on tho secular theatre are devoted, respectively,

to the play "Tsar aximillian" in which many of the elements typical

of other types of folk-theatre are to be found united and in which

the art of the folk actor and producer reached its ighest point, and

to a study of the folk-actor and the dramatic techniques of the

folk-theatre, in which the texts of the secular theatre are examined

from a purely dramatic point of view.



SECTION ONE

RITUAL DRAMA IN RUSSIA



CHAPTER I

THE BEGINNINGS

Ritual drama along with the games and dramatic scenes which

emerged from it represents the theatre as an embryonic stage of

development. Between it and the modern theatre there are many

differences and similarities and a close examination of these and

the basic principles upon which ritual drama is based reveals

much that is essential to an understanding of the subsequent

evolution of the folk-theatre in Russia.

The most important single impulse towards the creation of

drama is almost certainly the desire to imitate. Man himself

is of course a highlyimitative animal. In this respect it is

interesting to note the high incidenoe of imitation in children's

games. Modern British children will play at "Cowboys and Indians",

"Cops and Robbers", "Hospitals", "Schools", "Mothers and Fathers",

etc., imitating to the best of their ability the actions of the

grown-ups involved. Many examples of similar games among the

children of Russia and other Slavonic or neighbouring peoples can

be found in Vsevolodskii-Gerngross* s Igry Narodov SSSR. There

is, for example, the game "Gostit.'£^a",^ in which the little

1. V.N. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, Igry Narodov 33BR (M-L 1933),
p. 296.



girls "bake pies" out of clay and build themselves huts in which

they pretend to entertain each other. In another game, "Gorshki"

boys and girls play at "families". Their play includes building

a house, making food (from sand and water), eating at table,

going off to work, pasturing the horses, cutting corn, etc.

The same is true of primitive children'. "But children are not

continually preached at nor harassed by fears, actually they

spend much of their time in games. Both sexes make and play

with dolls and miniature household equipment. Boys play at

hunting and war, and may even imitate in play the dancers and

singers they see and hear in ceremonials."

In fact the imitative games of primitive children of

whatever race or nationality were often of considerably more

importance than those of the children of today, for they were

usually regarded as a form of preparation for the life of adult

society. Closely connected with this is the familiarity of

primitive peoples with the principles of imitation in learning-

processes. One of the most effective ways of learning a trade

was (and still is in many cases) to watch the actions of a

skilled worker and to imitate him as closely as possible.

This, of course, was particularly necessary in a non-literate

society. In some cases the actual actions imitated later

1. Beals and Hoijer, An Introduction to Anthropology (N.Y. 1954)»
p. 594.
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developed into symbolic actions and gestures which were incor¬

porated into the quasi-dramatic rituals of initiation and other

ceremonies.

Man clearly has a highly-developed ability to perceive

and react to imitation in a variety of forms. Modern man is

able, for example, to appreciate the imitation of men by other

men (as in the modern theatre); the imitation by men of animals

(as in the pantomime); the imitation by animals of men (as with

trained performing animals at the circus); even the unconscious

imitation by an inanimate object of another (as when chemical

or rock formations in oaves are described in terms of flowers and

ferns). That primitive man was equally receptive to imitative

phenomena is obvious. Thus in war-games re-enacting the defeat

of one tribe by another we find an example of imitation by men

of other men; in the many popular animal-dances we see imitation

by men of animals (e.g. kangaroos, snakes or birds); in a group

dance imitating the arrf of the ocean performed among the
1

FLjians we see imitation by men of an inanimate object.

Primitive man's reaction to the imitation by animals of human

beings is evident from his amusement at the antics of tame

performing animals - bears, monkeys, goats, pigs, etc.

1. Franz Soas, "Literature, Music and Dance," in General Anthro¬
pology. b.v Franz Boas and others (U.S.A. 1938), P» 807.



The imitations of primitive man are often based not upon

fleeting impressions but upon extremely close observation of the

object imitated. An ability to reproduce the complicated and

brilliant plumage of a variety of birds and their characteristic

motions is to be seen in the dances of the South Sea Papua in

which owls, crows, starlings, eagles and others were effectively

displayed.1

By the time that man has developed the degree of perception

and the corresponding ability to reproduce it, there is scarcely

any phenomenon which he oannot imitate if he so chooses. In

order to achieve a satisfactory representation he has at his

disposal a multitude of means, both natural and artificial.

Natural means would consist of manipulations of the "actor's"

own body such as movements of the limbs (clapping and stamping),

movements of the body ita&lf (wriggling, shaking, undulating),

facial movements (teeth-gnashing, rolling of the eyes), inflections

of the voice (to represent the noises made by animals and birds).

The effective use of such body-movements used symbolically can

be seen clearly in a variety of mimetic dances 3uch as those of

the Indians of the Pueblo of Laguna in New Mexico who accompany

the words of their song about the rising sun with gestures to

indicate the coming of dawn and the subsequent fertilisation of

1. Julius E. Lips, The Origin of Things (London 1949)* p. 262.



the crops."*" The use of such symbolic body-movements is of

course a fundamental feature of many of the Slavonic khorovody

in which such things as the processing of flax and the growing
2

of millet are shown. Artificial means involve the supplementary-

use of other materials and objects, such as facial and body

paints and dyes, head-dresses and masks made from feathers or

painted wood or cloth, costumes of one sort or another,

instruments for distorting or amplifying the human voice and a

variety of properties, weapons, musical instruments, the tools

of magic, ritual food, etc. All these artificial aids serve to

heighten the dramatic effect. Animal skins and feathers were

an obvious and popular form of costume. This can be seen in

the following description of a "deer" dance among the Maidu

Indians:- "And one dresses in a feather cape, wearing on his

head a deer's head with the antlers on. In each hand he

carried a stick, painted blank and white to represent the fore¬

legs of the deer, and held thus, the man leaning on them as two

canes."^

Natural vegetation was also used in order to create an

impression of fertility, spring or summer, as in the decoration

1. T^ranz Boas, op. cit.. pp. 605/6.
2. Infrd f
3. Bowland 3. Dixon, "The Northern Maidui Acorns and Winter

Dances in the Sacramento "Valley," in C.S. Goon, A Header in
General Anthropology (Jonathan Cape, 195Q)> p.287-<?
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of the liussian vegetation figures Yarilo, Kostroma, Ivan Kupalo,

or Jack-in-the Green in England or the ?fing3tl of Lower Bavaria.

Masks were also a popular means of imitation and disguise.

These could be made and deoorated with a variety of materials,

feathers, oarved wood, hair, palm bast, bark.

This mastery of the means to imitate was employed by

primitive man on a variety of subjects. His choice of subject

was, however, to a large extent limited and conditioned by the

pattern of his own existence and the society in which he lived.

The life of primitive man was dominated by the struggle for

existence which affected him essentially on two pl&nest (a) on

a general or social plane where events influenced the life of

the tribe or village community as a whole (e.g. the abundance

or lack of a food supply, the weather and the changing seasonal;

(b) on a particular or individual plane where events were of a

direct personal nature (such as birth, death and marriage).

In many primitive communities before the division of

labour into specific trades and other economic developments

people had little leisure time to devote to esoteric pursuits

like art and literature, since they were almost wholly occupied

with obtaining food. Such conditions can still be found among

economically backward, although not necessarily "primitive"

peoples. YZhere art existed (or exists) in such communities

the impulse towards its creation was almost certainly of a
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predominantly utilitarian nature. "Primitive art," writes

Raymond Firth, "is highly socialised. To begin with, in many

respects it is the handmaid of technology ... In a primitive

community, art is used by the ordinary people, in embellishment

of their domestic implements, and in their ordinary social

gatherings."1 The art-forms which are characteristic of par¬

ticular tribes or communities are often of this nature, as, for

example, the magnificent basketry work of the Californian Indians

or the pottery of the ancient Peruvians, old Russian house-

carvings or the intricate stylised embroidery with distinctive

regional variations found on the festive garments and linen of

the Slavonic peoples. Looking at it from a slightly different

viewpoint primitive art might also be said to be the "handmaid"

of religion. In some respects, religion itself in primitive

communities served a utilitarian function when we consider man's

total dependence upon nature and his ability to control the

spirits who apparently influenced its course. The importance

of religious rather than aesthetic factors in the mind of the

artist can be seen in the refusal of the Maori wood-carver to

have food near him while he worked in case it should defile him

p
or his creation. A remnant of such attitudes is clearly seen

in the Russian icon-painters who prepared themselves for work by

1. Raymond Firth, LIement a of Social Organisation (3iy Iftl\
p. 171.

2* Ibid.. p. 165.
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prayer and fasting.

Villile utilitarian (including religious) considerations were

probably foremost in the mind of the primitive artist it would

be difficult to deny the existence of the aesthetic instinct

which is necessary to the production and enjoyment of true works

of art. Huth Bunzel suggests* "Most definitions of art

presuppose the existence in man of an esthetic emotion which can

be evoked by the qualities inherent in objects or activities."'5'
But she also states* "But it is nevertheless true that the

greater part of the art of primitive man is applied to useful
2

objects."

The utilitarian aspect of early arli closely linked as it

was with man's personal and communal struggle for survival, is

to be seen also in early drama, much of which was of a ritual

nature. These ritual dances or dramas were not performed

specifically for aesthetic enjoyment but were directed towards

achieving something, whether this was to influence the "spirits",

to help with learning-processes or as a sort of group therapy

designed to facilitate the transition of individuals frcaa one

social sphere to another. Many of these ritual dramatic forms

1. Buth Bunzel, "Art," in General Anthropology by Franz Boas and
others, p. 536-

2* Ibid.1 p. 538.



fall into one or other of two categories. In one of these we

find rituals which revolve primarily round the individual and

in the other those which directly concern man as a part of a

community. The anthropologist Van Gennep has named these as

"Rites of Passage" and "Rites of Intensification" respectively.

The purpose of such dramatic rituals, linked with the essential-

occupations of man, clearly defined their content.

Particularly relevant is the high incidence of "animal"

imitations in early drama. The appearance and behaviour of

various animals were known to most communities. Animals were

necessary for food and clothing to all except perhaps the most

primitive of food-gatherers. Moreover, animals by their very

nature were an obvious target for imitation. Their bright

colours or distinctive markings, their powers of movement or

gesture and all the grotesque similarities and disparities

between the world of animals and that of men were striking and

easily portrayed. The diversity of animals imitated in tribal

dances and dramatic ritual is great and often surprising, like

the extraordinary Witchetty grub ceremony among the Aranda tribe

of Central Australia in which the life cycle of the grub is

acted out? or there is the turtle dance of the Andaman Islanders

in which the dancers imitate the movements of a turtle as it swims

through the water.Of comparable interest are imitations of

1. See .for example Chappie and Goon, Principles of Anthropology
(Jonathan Cape, London 1947)> PP« 493» 511, etc.
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emus by the Tasmaniaas and kangaroos by Australian aborigines?

of the bear, goat, horse and others by the Russians and other

Slavonic peoples ana the lengthy and complex snake dances of the

Ilopi Indians.

Much attention too is paid to representation of the spirits

who controlled all the known and unknown world of man including

all hi3 means of subsistence. These spirits might belong to a

great hierarchy of independent supernatural creatures or they

might be manifestations of the souls of the dead who also had

tremendous power. These appear in the dances of many South

American tribes: "The masked dancer imitates the external

appearance of the spirits, the sounds, movements etc., and is

supposed to get hold of their soul or essence, which in turn

implies the power of controlling them.""'" Similarly, during

winter ceremonies among the Suni Indians of New Mexico the terri¬

fying "K&tcinas", in reality- Indians dressed up, were supposed to

represent the spirits of the dead who had powers to bring rain

and thus to encourage the growth of a good crop.

Less common, in some respects, are imitations of inanimate

objects and natural phenomena, because of the difficulty of

transposing them in terms of understandable symbolic gesture.

1. Karsten, The Civilisation of South American Indians (N.Y. 1926),
p. 216.
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Dances representing such things can be found among peoples who

believe in the metempsychosis of dead souls into inanimate

objects as well as into other human beings and animals. The

Onas of South America, for instance, believed in the trans¬

migration of souls into the heavens, the clouds, thunder,

mountains, stones, dark abysses, etc., and present these

mimetically in their masked dances.^" Then there is a large

section of ritual drama in which vegetational and seasonal

changes are noted. The actual degree of awareness of or desire

to influence seasonal changes to which these rites bear witness

among primitive peoples has been the subject of some controversy.

However, it is difficult to deny at least that the widespread

use of greenery and flowers in such rites is being applied

symbolically to represent spring, fertility and new life.

It was not only the important role of the animals, the

seasons and the spirits in the life of primitive man that were

reflected in his art foms. The actual work-processes by which

the continuance of that life was guaranteed were also the stuff

of artistic creation. Thus reproduction of the methods of

hunting, fishing and trapping animals formed one of the most

widespread foundations of drama. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross devotes

the whole of the first part of his section on dramatic games to

1. Karsten, op. cit., p. 218.
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hunting. A great variety of animals are represented including

the bear (especially among North-west Siberian tribes), hare

(in the Astrakhan, Samara and Kazan* governments and among the

Kazakhs), elk, beaver and fox.1 Similar in origin are the

buffalo dances of some South American tribes (e.g. the Yacjuis
of Liexico).

Yhe introduction of work-processes into the drama brings

us back to a previous point, the importance of imitation in

learning-processes. In the initiation rites of boys and girls

at puberty trade secrets were usually transmitted in this fashion.

In time the work-actions often became highly stylised, sometimes

to such a degree that they were comprehensible only to the

initiated, who then had to interpret them for the proselytes,

itypical of the transmission of work-processes in initiation rites

are the ceremonies of the so-called Poro Bush society of the

Mano people of Liberia* "Once the boys have been duly impressed

by'these rite3, the process of instruction begins, and they

learn the details of agriculture, trades, herb medicine and the

like. In the Bush model gardens are planted, and forges and
2

other experimental paraphernalia set up."

1. Yaevolodskii-Gerngross, Igrv Narodov OojA, pp. 5ff*
2. Chappie and Coon, Principles of Anthropology, p.50X
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The mere fact of imitating real or imaginary phenomena

does not, however, necessarily create drama. urama is only

one of the imitative arts and there are many works of art in

which the actions of men, animals or nature are faithfully

reproduced in a variety of ways. Sculpture, painting and

embroidery, for example, by skilful use of colour, texture,

shape, form, etc., all contrive to reproduce the known world.

In what way then does drama differ from other imitative arts'-

It is convenient to divide the techniques of art into three

major categories of (a) art in space (like painting), (b) art

in time (like music), and (c) art in space and time. Drama

is an art both in time and in space. That this is so can best

be demonstrated by illustrating how man uses his powers of

imitation in drama.

Doth the nature of the imitation itaelf and the means by

which it is achieved can be very varied. It is possible to

stress simply the external appearance of the object imitated

or the sounds it makes, or its characteristic movements, or to

combine in the imitative prooesa a whole complex of different

approaches. Thus, for example, in many animal dances the main

feature is often the distinctive gait of the animal or, in the

case of birds, the brilliant plumage. In the seasonal rites of

Slavonic and other peoples the most important feature is usually
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the symbolic flowers and greenery.

'The means by which the imitation is achieved are, aa I

have pointed out, two-fold, natural and artificial. They are

also of both an audio and a visual nature. It is of course

possible to have a dramatic fona in which one or the other i3

absent. This is the case, for example, in a radio play where

the visual effects have to be imagined by the listener, or in

the mime where, on the oontrary, the audio effect is replaced

by the visible gestures of the actors. In the true drama,

however, both elements are present. Audio stimuli in drama

may range from a simple musical accompaniment of the dance to

complex conversations between a series of characters, or music

and conversation may be combined as in some operas. In

primitive "drama" song, dance and dramatic mimesis are often

woven together:-

Primitive, rhythmic poetry that is not sung is, as far
as I am aware, unknown. It is therefore more oorreot to speak
of song rather than poetry. All song is accompanied by body
movements that are often associated with noise, such as
hand-clapping or stamping the ground, also by swaying of the
body. Therefore poetry, music and dance form an inextricable
unit. ... Symbolio or descriptive movements akin to gestures
accompanying speech appear with dance movements. -1-

One of the most important considerations in the musical

accompaniment to the dance-dramas was the rhythmic beat of the

1. Franz Boas, op. cit., pp. 593 and 605.
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drum which not only facilitated the execution of the movements

but also induced the state of hypnotic trance necessary to some

rituals. Sometimes the symbolic gestures of the "actors" were

accompanied by a sort of choral narrative in which the theme

of the piece and the meaning of the movements was explained.

Such a procedure is to be noticed in the Russian khorovody

Monologues (and sometimes simple duologues), spoken or

sung, are quite a common feature of early dramatic forms.

Musical exchanges between the two halves of a choir are also

frequent but spoken dialogue of any complexity occurs only in

the drama of more advanced societies or in the more sophisticated

examples of drama in primitive societies.

As an example of a half-developed simple fozm of dialogue

note the half-conventionalised, half-improvised exchanges which

form the basis of the marriage rituals in many communities such

as the Slavs, the Che remiss or the Riffians. 2ven simple noise

may be considered as an audio effect in primitive drama. 'ihis

miglit take the form of shouting, the clapping of hands, beating

of drums, ringing of bells, etc. Noise invariably accompanies

any ritual aimed at the expulsion or warding off of spirits or

unwelcome influences. Note the noisy procession accompanying

1. Infra j>nt> f-f-
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the expulsion of "Maslenitsa" 1 in Russia or the "Harrowing of

heath" or the expulsion of the "cicada" among the Andamanese

during which ceremony the people "begin to make as much noise

as they possibly can, by banging on the sounding board, striking

the ground with bamboos, beating pieces of wood together, or

hammering on the sides of canoes, while at the same time
7

shouting".

Clearly, such combinations of choral and instrumental

music, human speech and other sound effects with a variety of

controlled movement, which are necessary to the formation of

drama, require both time and space in which to develop, and

therefore may be described as "art in time and space".

However, no amount of movement, imitative or otherwise,

within time and space will produce drama unless certain other

conditions are also present. The movement must be co-ordinated

to fit a definite pattern evolving or "in progress". This

leads us to the idea of "action" and "plot". Aotion is the

co-ordination of movement and the plot is the pattern according

to which it evolves.

1. Infra p

X. x\.R. frown, "The Andaman Islanders," in C.S. Coon, A Reader
in General- Anthropology (London 1950), P* 209.



In most primitive dramas these elements remain in an

embryonic form. Thus in many of the animal dances where animal

characteristics are simply imitated, the action, however decorar-

tive and imaginative, is essentially static and therefore does

not constitute true drama. In order to construct a "drama11 with

any degree of symmetry and cohesion a considerable sense of

pattern and rhythm is necessary. These qualities were certainly

present among primitive propie, and in some cases were more highly

developed than they are today.

Where a sens© of pattern is applied not merely to individual

features such as the mimetic gestures of the dancers, or the

rhythmic beat of the accompanying music or the alternation of

colour and design in the actors' costumes, but to the action

considered as an integrated whole, the emergence of a plot is

visible; the pattern which it most often takes is that of a wave

with a rise, a crest and a fall. This, incidentally, is also

the basic pattern of many dramatic rituals (both "kites of

Passage" and "Kites of Intensification"), and the debt which
\

drama owes to ritual is again made clear. This type of pattern

can be found, for instance, in primitive dramas where a hunt, a

battle or a death are depicted. In the former we find the

preparation of the hunters, the actual hunt and the final death

or capture of the animal. Good examples of the "dramatic

battld1 can often be found within the framework of the marriage
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ritual where the bride at some point is "captured" by the groom

and his followers. Thus, among the Ehotiya of Southern Tibet

and Sikkimt

Two men at that moment} called "thieves"} force their
way into the house, supposedly to steal the girl, and a fight
is simulated; the "thieves" are beaten, and half-cooked meat
is thrown in their mouths, although they may escape this
treatment by giving money to the bride's guardians. Two days
later, the "thieves" are honoured and named the "happy
strategists"A

Scenes in which the bride is won either after a battle or a

monetary transaction may be found also in the Russian marriage

ritual.^

Thirdly, death scenes, incorporating preparation, the death

itself, and burial or resurrection are extremely common. A

ritual death and rebirth is one of the essential features of many

Rites of Passage in which the central figure is in this way made

to leave one social or age group and enter another. This

happened during the initiation of boys into the Poro Push society

of the llanos, where at a critical point in the ceremony a mock

death was enacted. The boys, apparently run through with a

spear, were in fact unharmed and the "bodies" which had been

hidden were carried away into the forest, the Poro Grove, where

they were initiated into the men's world.^ Death is also the

1. I.A. Van Gennep, Rites of Passage* transl. Vizedom, Caffee
(London i960), p. 122.

2. Infra, p i35.
3* See, e.g., George Earley, "The Mano of Liberia," in C.S. Coon,

A Reader in General Anthropology.



central part of the cult of Attis, Adonis and other vegeta¬

tion spirits, and, as wiU fee- seen, it plays an important part

in both the agricultural and the "animal" games'1" of the hlava.

Having considered some of the objects that man attempts

to imitate and some of the methods used by him to achieve

dramatic effect through imitation I shall now turn to seme of

the reasons which may originally have been behind his urge to

imitate.

The degree to which ritual and primitive drama overlap

has been pointed out. One of the most important impulses

towards ritual action, particularly in Rites of Passage, involv¬

ing a transition from one state of life to another, vras probably

a psychological one. As Van Oennep puts its

It is this new condition which calls for rites

eventually incorporating the individual into the group
and returning him to the customary routines of life. These
changes may be dangerous and, at least, they are upsetting
to the life of the group and the individual. The transi¬
tional period is met with Rites of Passage which cushion
the disturbance.^

The psychological desire to "act out" the transition in tangible

terms may well be at the root of such scenes as the "death" and

"resurrection" of the young initiate or the "capture" of the bride.

1. Ih-fra. ■ jp-42 01 J> 77.
2. Van Gennep, op. cit., p. IX.
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In hunting rituals derived from the actual experience of

the hunters tactics of evasion or deception may be at the base

of imitative costumes and actions/' Hunters lured animals by

imitating the calls of their mates or offspring. Others

camouflaged themselves as part of the landscape by covering

themselves with brush or vines to simulate bushes or ant-hills.

Such methods must have made the adoption of animal attributes

in their games an easy prooes3 for primitive peoples.

In some cases it is clear that the desire to closely

imitate an object was prompted not 30 much by the need to deceive

that object as by the actual wish to identify self with the

object. 'The idea behind such identification is connected with

the two principles of magic, "contagious" and "sympathetic",

defined by Frazer and subsequently included by Van Gennep as two

distinct "types in his classification of rites. The former,

briefly, depends upon the belief widespread among primitive

peoples that there is a strong connecting link between an object

and any part of it or any symbol U3ed to represent it. Such is

the principle which lies behind many fears and superstitions

relating to nail-parings, shed hair and teeth which are often

carefully hidden in case they are made use of to injure their

owner. "Sympathetic" magic has for its foundation the related

belief that a "performed", simulated action may produce a result

similar to the real action. Both these types of magio are

closely linked in ritual.

1. Disguise -might also deceive -disposed
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Contagious magic would therefore lead the "actor" to feel

identification between himself and the object imitated when his

"costume" consists of either a part of that object or a symbol

for it. Some South American tribes (among others) believe the

head to be the seat of the soul or spirit. As the mask is for

them the symbol of the head, the masked dancer is believed to

possess the powers of the spirit he represents.^" Similarly the

dancer who wears an animal skin feels himself largely imbued with

the strength, ferocity or cunning typical of that animal. 'Phis

impression is heightened by the extreme rhythmic nature of the

ritual. It is interesting to recall too the effect that "dis¬

guising" had upon the young people in Tolstoy1s War and Peace,

particularly on Sonya and Nicholas who appear almost to undergo

a personality change.

"Sympathetic" magic can be found in many rituals, especially

in those where an attempt to influence the natural course of

events is made as in agricultural, hunting or rain-charm dancesx

... in a village near Dorpat, in Kussia, when rain was
much wanted, three men used to climb up the fir-trees of an
old sacred grove. One of them drummed with a hammer on a
kettle or small cask to imitate thunder} the second knocked
two fire-brands together and made the sparks fly, to imitate
lightning; and the third, who was called the "rain-maker",
had a bunch of twigs with which he sprinkled water from a
vessel on all sides. 2

1. Karsten, op. cit., p. 216.
2. J.G. Frazer, The Golden Bough (abridged edition, London 1923)>
p. 63.
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Nowadays drama is regarded almost entirely as a form of

entertainment, although at many times in the past it has been

used for more serious purposes. However, it is doubtful whether

the aim of the primitive actor was ever primarily to entertain,

in the same way that the primitive painter or sculptor usually

did not intend first and foremost to give aesthetic pleasure.

However, aesthetic considerations are clearly present in much of

primitive drama, in the beautiful and striking nature of many of

the costumes and masks, or in the intricate patterns and rhythms

of the dance. From eye-witness accounts too it appears certain

that both those participating and those watching thoroughly

enjoyed many of the performances, reacting with laughter, horror,

fear, etc., much In the same way as the modern theatre audience

doe3.

Another powerful impulse behind early drama may have been

the desire to communicate. The need to communicate his thoughts

and the discovery of the means to do so marks one of the major

steps in the development of homo sapiens. It is also one of the

main distinctions between man and other animals. The communica¬

tion of thought-processos can be achieved in many ways. These

fall into two main groups - visual and aural methods. In the

visual group we might include such things a3 alphabets and

hieroglyphics, the use of a variation in light patterns as in

the flashed morse code or the use of expressive gestures as in
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the "deaf and dumb" language. In the aural group are such

things as speech itself or varying sonal and rhythm patterns of

instrumental origin as in the language of the tom-tom. Jesperson

underlines the importance of the desire to communicate in the

emergence of human language and it is interesting to note that

he sees song and poetry rather than the prose of everyday exchanges

as the original outcome of this desire."1"

In fact the drama itself is particularly suitable as a

means of communication since it combines both aural (speech, song,

music, etc.) and visual methods (mimetic gesture, the colour

symbolism of costumes or the conventional symbolism of masks, for

instance). It is this combination of audio and visual

impressions and motional stimuli which makes the drama so

effective. It has long been recognised as an important means

of communication! worth noting in passing is the use made of

drama as part of the "school" curriculum by both Lutherans and

Jesuits at the time of the Reformation.

The existence of communication as one of the factors behind

the emergence of dramatic forms brings us to another important

feature of drama - the need for an audience to communicate with.

It seems to me that four different degrees of audience presence

can be distinguished in drama. Firstly, there is "drama" in

1. Lee 0. Jespersen, language (London 1964)> P« 434*
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which there are no spectators at all hut only actors. Secondly,

there can be an audience whose presence is merely presumed (as

in a performance for the benefit of the "gods"). Thirdly, there

may be spectators who also participate in the drama. Slnally,

there is the strict division into actor3 and audience which has

been typical of the modern theatre for many years in spite of

experimental attempts to break down the "foot-light barrier".

The presence of an audience is generally considered to be

necessary for the complete fulfilment of any drama. A play

produced in an empty hall may be considered to be still dramatic

in much the same way that a pillar-box in a darkened room may be

3aid to be still red. In the most embryonic stages of dramatic

phenomena where only one or two dramatic elements are visible

there is usually no audience at all. Thus the hunter who dresses

himself in ostrich feathers or a buffalo-hide, or who imitates

the cry of a young animal in order to trap the mother, does not

have an audience although he makes use of dramatic methods, for

the animals who see or hear him are unaware that he is "acting",

and are indeed incapable of reacting to him as human spectators

might.

i/e find examples of the second degree in rituals designed

to produce seme particular result, such as rain-dances or agricul¬

tural rites designed to promote the awakening of spring or the

fertility of the crops. Among peoples who believe in vegetation
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spirits, souls of the dead and other supernatural beings, an

attempt to induce these to react in the desired way is clearly-

present in the drama. Here there is an audience, but it exists

only in the imagination of the actors and is arbitrarily endowed

by than with the power to react as a live, human audience would.

A degree of interaction between actors and audience has

been a particular feature of drama at many stages of its develop¬

ment. The barrier between warrior-dancers and those who watched

them was a social rather than a professional one and those who

did not actively participate in such things as the vegetation

rites were nevertheless as much involved in the actual process

as a congregation is involved in the mass although it is the

priest who conducts the worship. In the Hussian khorovody, for

example, the girls #10 dance are at the same time the spectators,

for they dance as much for their own amusement as for the people

who may be watching. In children's dramatic games, such as

^'Jenny Jones" in mngland or "Kostroma" in Huasia^" the children

act for themselves, each child enjoying the play of the others

as he waits for his own turn. "Audiences" at this level too

respond by hand-clapping and the beating of hands in time to the

rhythm of the dance; they respond with the choruses of songs and

by helping with sound effects; they have no inhibitions about

1. Infra f ff. ,52ff.
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showing their feelings or about prompting an actor who has

forgotten his lines or about voicing aloud their reaction to the

play.1

The final stage in which audience and actor are strictly-

separated probably came about through the emergence of two

factorsi in the first place the appearance of professionalism

or specialisation in the realm of the arts, following inevitably

upon similar trends in other trades (the development of particu¬

lar trades as opposed to collective work being considered as one

of the main economic advances in primitive communities); in the

second place, there comes a point in the dramatic history of

most peoples when the purely aesthetic nature of dramatic forms

rather than the utilitarian-religious side becomes the more

important and audience participation is no longer necessary or

even desirable. A line is now drawn between the entertainers

and those entertained. This brings me to one of the final points

that I wish to make here, that is, the significance of the

"actors" themselves in early drama.

I have already indicated that a great deal of primitive

drama was governed by specific, non-artistic considerations.

This condition affected not only the themes and orientation of

the drama but also, to a large extent, the choice of actors.

1. Infra p. 575 ff.
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The criteria which govern the choice of actors for the modern

play are not those of the primitive society. For instance, the

division of labour in the community may play an important part

in the latter. In a hunting community it is the men who hunt

while the women, less strong physically and tied by the need to

look after the children, tend to stay in the villages. One of

the major occupations of women at home was the cultivation of a

garden or plot to provide extra food for the village; in fact

the role of women in the development of faming was extremely

important. The importance of distinguishing between male and

female tasks is, however, due not only to economic or physical

considerations. Probably of greater importance are the super¬

stitions which surrounded women, many of the physiological

functions of whom were not understood in primitive societies.

During childbirth, for example, women are considered to be taboo

since at this time they are considered to be particularly at the

mercy of evil spirits and must therefore not only take care of

themselves hut also beware of hurting other people. The woman

may not become a witch-doctor or shaman and is usually excluded

from magical practices, because being an easier prey for evil

spirits she herself is likely to be possessed by the very powers

she might seek to control. Fear of evil spirits and the result¬

ing sense of a need for exactitude in every feature of his day to

day exigence was one of the governing principles of man's life in
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primitive society. As Jespersen says*

The life of the savage is regulated to the minutest
detail through ceremonies and conventionalities to be observed
on every and any occasion} he is restricted in what he may
eat or drink and when and how; and all these, to our mind,
irrational prescriptions and innumerable prohibitions have to
be observed with the most scrupulous, nay, religious care....^-

This sense of exactitude permeates all sections of primi¬

tive man's life. Note, for instance, the strict social

delimitations, the incest taboo and other kinship patterns, or

age divisions in which one set of criteria apply to children,

another to adult males, another to old people, and so on. The

effects of such divisions in social and labour relations can be

found in art forms too. The two major groups of rituals, "Hites

of Passage" and "kites of Intensification", which can be pre¬

dominantly dramatic in nature show such effects clearly. One

would not, therefore, expect women to participate in hunting

rites nor in any others based upon male occupations. Women axe

usually excluded from participation in magic rites of any sort.

The fear of disaster coming from any female involvement at a

critical time of male activity is shown by the severity with

which female penetration into male initiation rites (or vice

versa) is regarded! in many cases the intruder suffers the death

penalty.

1. 0. Jespersen, op. cit., p. 427*
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Thus it is that in dramatic rites which reflect male

occupations (such as hunting), or in which magical conjuration of

spirits (of the dead, etc.) is an important element, male actors

only are usually the rule, while in those which reflect women's

work (such as many of the agricultural rites) the actors will be

mainly women. ITote in this respect the participation of males

only in the Russian "animal" games as opposed to female partici¬

pation in the spring vegetation rites.

Another major consideration in the choice of actors in

primitive drama was the importance of social groupings. Thus

not only were women excluded from male initiation rites but so

too were young male children. Similarly, in the marriage ritual,

participation or non-participation would depend upon the nature

of one's relationship to the bride and groom or the degree of

one's friendship with them. The actors in this ritual would

tend to be drawn from two specific groups, one of which would

belong to the family, tribe or village of the bride and the other

to that of the groom.

Other factors, physical or aesthetic for instance, could

of course play a part. The shaman clearly held his position not

only because of his "magical" powers but also by virtue of his

skill as a juggler, "conjurer" or dancer. Such things as the
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role of the shaman himself or the choice of a woman skilled in

the manipulation of words and emotions to replace the "weeping"

bride or funeral mourner may be regarded as elements of

"professionalism" which are normally absent from primitive

drama.

Sometimes the human "actor" is replaced by a manufactured

effigy made of straw, wood, etc. Such a figure is often the

central character of agricultural rites. Among the ancient

Peruvians, for example, it was customary in order to promote the

fertility of the maize crop to carve imitation sheaves from wood

and dress them like men and women. These were then burnt along

with carved wooden maize-cobs and a sacrifice of sheep and

children. Clearly of a similar nature are the many spring and

summer effigies to be found in rites all over Europe (including,

for instance, the Ilussian corn-dollies).



CHAPTER II

DRAMATIC RITS3 OP INTEHSIFXCATI ON

J.'!rom my Introduction it is clear that man's earliest experi¬

ments in the realm of drama were made through ritual. Russia is

no exception; the most primitive dramatic forms are closely

connected with ritual, in particular with ths two major groups,

rites of intensification and rites of passage. Prom the dramatic

point of view rites of intensification appear to be dominant in

Russia, although dramatic rites of passage or remnants of these

uo exist. Even within the rites of intensification themselves

we find that much of the dramatic material used is in fact drawn

from the rites of passage.

Sites of intensification in Russia can be divided into two

main groups, one concerned with agricultural processes and

seasonal changes and the other with domestic animals. These twc

categories are a reflection of the major occupations of the early

East Slavs in those regions which yield the richest materials on

rites of intensification, namely those now occupied by the

Ukraine, white Russia and Central European Russia. It is

difficult to define the exact occupations of pre-Slavonic and

hlavonic tribes in this region before the foundation of the

- 31 -
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Kievan state. Both pre- and post-revolutionary historians

disagree as to the relative Importance of hunting, agriculture

and animal breeding among these peoples. There can he little

doubt that most of the tribes settled in these regions would at

least have passed through a food-gathering or hunting stage

before attaining any degree of agricultural knowledge. More¬

over, hunting did not disappear overnight from such communities,

and animal breeding and agriculture were often inter-dependent

functions. Among those supporting the existence of a relatively

high agricultural development in the Slavonic tribes upon the

territory that was to become the Kievan state is B.D. Grekov,

who ba3es much of his arguments upon recent archaeological

excavations. Thus, he points out the presence of a variety of

grain seeds among excavated finds dating to the pre-3cythian

Tripoli culture (3rd-2nd mill. B.C.) and states confidently that

even in pre-Scythian times the Slavonic tribes living in the

Dnepr ba3in were already acquainted with agricultural processes.^"

Geographical conditions certainly influenced the pace of

agricultural development. The territory occupied by the early

Slavonic tribes (including the Dregovichi, the Vyatichi, the

ilrivichi, the Severyane known to us from the Chronicles) might

1. B.D. Grekov, "Kievskaya Hus'", in labrannye Trudy, Vol. II
(M. 1959), P. 33.
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be divided into three main geographical regions; the forests of

the north, the steppe-forest now in the central northern Ukraine

and the steppe lands of the south down to the shores of the

Black 3ea. The forest regions, where lynxes, wild bulls, deer,

bears, sable, etc., roamed in abundance, were clearly more

suited to hunting than to farming, although even here hunting

for food was dying out between the ninth and thirteenth centuries.

Farming was slower to develop here because of the necessity of

clearing the forest. The area most conducive to the swift

development of agriculture was the steppe-forest of the central

Podneprov'e, the hearth of the future Russian state (also the

area of the Tripoli culture). Grekov is sure that a relatively

high level of agricultural achievement had been reached in

ICievan Rus' by the eleventh to twelfth centuries. He cites the

finds made by A. Fedorovskii at "Bonetskoe gorodishche" in 1929

which included millet, rye, barley, wheat and buckwheat seeds,

agricultural implements (sickles, a mill-stone, etc.) and a

series of grain-3torage pits.*"

Animal breeding and herding, on the other hand, was

particularly well developed in the steppe-lands of the south.

,/ithout a large collection of well-annotated material it would

be difficult to correlate the Bast Ulavonic rites of intensification

1. B.D. Grekov, Krest 'yane na Ruai (/1-L 134b)
p. 33.
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exactly with the economic fortunes of the various branches of

early Slavs. However, certain interesting features do emerge,

such as the absence of hunting rites among the Hast Slavs

compared with the abundance of these among other peoples of

the far north (in North-West Siberia, for instance)• The

Central Russian, Ukrainian and White Russian rites of intensifi¬

cation, on the other hand, are mainly concerned with agricultural

and animal processes. In other words, the Hast Slavonic rites

of intensification were derived as elsewhere from the essential

occupations of the community.

1. .Dramatic Ritual in .Agriculture

Above, I have dealt briefly with the relative importance

of agriculture in the life of the primitive Hast Slavs. Prom

Hievan times at least until the Revolution agriculture was,

without doubt, the major occupation of the Russian peasant*

Many of his beliefs and superstitions (pagan in origin) were

based upon direct observation of the laws of nature and their

effect upon his daily work in the fields. Even the coming of

Christianity did little to slacken the almost organic link

between the peasant, his land and nature as he understood it.

Thus, for example, the calendar saints, whose feast-days very

often hid a much older pagan festival, became part, as it were,
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of the rural weathers-forecast. The 16th January, St. Peter's

hay, was known as "Petr Polukorm" (January being the time for

assessing the amount of feed left for the winter). The 22nd

January, St. Timothy's Day, was known as "Timofei Poluzimnik"

(i.e. half-way through winter), and the 3rd of February, St.

Simeon and St. Anne's Day, as "Semen s Annoi sbruyu pochinayut"

(this being the time to prepare farm implements for the spring).

As was the case with other peoples, the phenomena closest to and

most important to the East Slav agriculturalists became the

subject of their ritual ceremonies and their first dramatic

ventures.

Pus3ian agricultural rites fall into two main categories.

The first contains rituals connected with the preparation of the

land for the healthy growth of the new crops. In this category,

by fax the larger of the two, are included the winter rites and

then the later group of spring/summer rites. In the second

category, which is relatively small, we find the late summer/
autumn rites connected with the harvest itself.

Leaving aside for the time being the important cycle of

rituals and ritual games which took place in the depths of winter,

during Christmastide (Limnie syyatki) between 24th December and

1. 7.1. Chioherov, Limnii period ruaskogo zemledel 'cheakogo
kalendarya AVI-XLTvy. (A.N. 3SSR, M. 1957), p. 11.
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6th January} I shall begin by turning-towards the latter end of

the season when the end of winter, although not yet in sight, was

already not too far distant, and preparation for the resumption

of agricultural field-work had already begun.

(a) Maalenitsa

During the month of February, the week preceding the

beginning of the Lenten fast, known as Maalenitsa (Shrovetide)

wa3 one of the two great festive periods among the Russians (the

other being Christmastide). Every village had its riotous

celebrations, the central attraction of which was often the

ice-hills built up for tobogganning. Around these would

congregate all the attractions of the fairground with performing

animals, puppet and theatre shows, acrobats, conjurors and

comedians. Youths would amuse themselves too by building "snow

towns" (aneahnye gorodki) which one band v©uld defend against

the attacks of the other until either the town was captured and

destroyed or the attackers admitted defeat. These amusements

were not the prerogative of the village, for the townspeople too

took part in the fun. From the middle to the end of the

eighteenth century ice-hills with their attendant side-shows

were built in 3t. Petersburg on the Field of Mars Uarsovo Pole)

and the Admiralty and Palace Squares and later on the Neva and

in other places.

Each day of Shrove week had a special name indicating a
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particular aspect of the merry-making. Monday was "Vstrecha",

on which Shrove was ceremoniously welcomed into the village;

Tuesday was "Saigrysh" on which the fun really began; on

Wednesdayj "Lakomka", the feasting and drinking, so much a part

of this festival, got under way; by Thursday, "razgul", "peralosi,"

"shirokii chetverg", the festivities were in full swing; Friday

and Saturday, "teshchiny vechorki" and "zolovkiny posidelld."

respectively, were days for the exchange of family visits; and

finally, on Sunday, "provody", "proshchanie", "tserkovnik",

"proshchal'nyi den'", it was time to sober up for the beginning

of the fast and escort Shrove out of the village. Generally

speaking, then, there were three main parts to the Shrovetide

celebrations: firstly, on the Monday, the reception of the

ihrovetide procession with Shrove at the head of it, secondly,

a period of riotous gaiety, of singing and dancing, drinking and

eating of pancakes, playing games and acting comic scenes, and

thirdly, on the following Sunday, the "provody" or "leading away"

of the departing Shrove.

The formation of the Shrove procession was always basically

the same, consisting of a long train composed of sledges, logs,

or sometimes even heavy armchairs, bound together and dragged

along by between ten and twenty horses. This train would be

decked out with streamers and flags or, for lack of better

material, simply with straw. Many of the participants, dressed
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in fancy costumes would ride on the sledges, which often held

various symbolic objects - a 3apling ("derevtso"), harrow

("borona")» carts ("telegi"), a "kibitka" (sort of covered wagon),

a "barkas" (long-boat, launch) and a ship. But there is no doubt

that the most popular of these was the ship, often of complicated

structure complete with ma3t and rigging.

Typical of the Shrove procession in general is Morozov's

description of "Maslenitsa" in the Yaroslav government where ten or

more horses were harnessed one behind the other to a specially

prepared cart. Each horse had a rider dressed in ragged, soot-

soiled garments. These carried a variety of different objects,

one a whip, another a broom. Bells and rattles were hung every-

shere, even round their own necks.^

The Shrove procession was invariably accompanied by crowds of

people, joking, singing and carousing amid the jingle and clatter

of bells and other objects beaten or shaken to produce as much noise

as possible. At the head of the procession was "Maslenitsa"

(Shrove) himself. This creature, who might have either male or

female sex (in spite of the customary title of "Chestnaya Gospozha
2Maalenitsa")? was portrayed either by a human being or by a suitably

1. P.O. Morozov, Istoriya russkogo teatra do poloviny XVIIIogo v.

(SPb. 1889), p. 12.
2. As in the poemi- "AoporsH Ham© tocthh MacjfeHsma.

lUOTfcxJLLKa ^BOTBeBHa,
,;yH« fieaaa, ftynfi pyiiflHaa,
Yoca A-IHHHaS, TpnapAAHlXUH,

, „ „ HeHTa aitaa. ABynoiiTHHHaH..
{see "ivalendamaya poezlya" in P.O. Bogatirev, -tusskoo, naiodnoe,
poeticheskoe tvorchestvo 3 14.1954-, p Jb3 J
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attired doll. The keynote of the whole procession, in contrast,

as w&il be^-Saa«, to the mood of solemnity or quieter gaiety which

attended some of the later agricultural festivals, was one of

exuberant high spirits, a sort of Slavonic Bacchanalia, encouraged

by liberal libations of vodka.

The Bacchanalian nature of the festivities comes out again in

the following description where the part of Maslenitsa is taken by a

peasant dressed in female clothings-

"nae.se o'roro bo.sh.ih "Mac^aHssmy", Ho^eMy-To hs
KpaoaBsma-dorirHH npe»paTH»Hyi>~cfi b itaps^eHHoro dado©

KyaCHKE. yBemaHHH& 6ep©30BHMH bohhebmh H C <SaJta.sa2KoS

3 py©e .... wyxHK-flacJieHHna , »poue daacausaSBH,

Aepaaa 3peMsx ot Bpejcesa mTo$ c "rocyjiapeBK* bheom",

noJtiiuo Hero aaoxua npaajtaAKBaacB h k doiossy c hhbom,

-j
ctohbmeuy noA-ie o-dos c "dJHBSKM sopodoK".

A similar impression of disreputable habits on the part of

Shrove is received from Morozov's description from the Yaroslav

government, where Maalenitsa, also a "drunken" peasant, was dressed
2

in tattered beesvstained garments.

Maslenitsa as a doll was usually "feminine" and made out of

wood or straw. The material was given a roughly human shape with

a head and anas at least and dressed in female clothing - an undershift,

1. A.A. Korinfskii, iferodnava Bus' (M. 190l)s Chapter XIII, "Chest-
naya Gospozha Maslenitsa," p. 160.

2. P.O. Morczov, op.cit.f-i'i
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a "sarafan" and a scarf round its head. However, male dolls with

grossly exaggerated sex organs are also known.

.an interesting substitute for the doll Moslenitsa was used in

some cases. This was a wheeli-

p
"Ha caiiax, 3ansixehbhx napoio-rycBKOM, BMecTo Eosex,

A

r^e caAHTcH icyaep, yTBep:KAeHo ropH30HTaxf>Ho npocToe

TejtexHoe Koxeco. B ero ico-ieco BA®xas bhcokhS

ocTposoHeHHHfi mecr, cepeAHHa jcoroporo yjspaiaeHa cHonow

p*H, nepe3«3ahhhm xeiiTaura, kohhh kotopux otfxeraioT

chou. Base cHona, Ha aecTe, <5xk3 caiaoro amana,

npnAexana AepeBXimas po3etka, HKeionaa b cepeaehe

Kpyr, ot EOTOpOrO k KpaHM po30txh itayt 6exhg h

nepHue noxocH. Saoxb dexHx noxoc npoxoAHT EecicoxbKO

qepHHx xhhtiE b baa® xyqeS. B stom xe KecTe npimeiTxeH

paaBeBahaiHficsi $xar. Ha 3aAEe caneffi, cpeAH pa3HHx

3aBHrysieK, nsodpaxeHH ABa MaxenKHX nsnnecKHX fioxxa;

no yrxaas 3aAKa abs sraodpasreEHH coxi-ma. lia doieax

sa^ka KOHTypnne stsadpaseehh xhbothkx c paannyrofi

nacrBS). Ha icoxece chaht e^apHK.,f

The wheel figures in another procession from the Yaroslav government.

Here it is attached to the mast of a model ship and i3 decked out in

1. "A procession from the Tula government," in Y.N. Ysevolodskii
Gerngross, Istoriya russkogo teatra (L-M 1929), Vol. I, pp. 161-2.
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female clothing, thus combining the symbolic with the realistic

representation of Shrovei-
"liiUKHMH spye oCBepmin poro^aMK KOHycoo(5pa3Ho, a

sa BepxHeM apyce npHKpenajiH na^eToe Ha naa'ry Ko.aeco

h HOKpu^H ero xencKHM capafjaEOM . . . Ha Komeeo

npoTSEyjiK BepSsoHEyio xecTHHuy « Ha nes nocaAH«£H camoro
mosKoro maxyna, ojeToro b zeHcKoe nxaTBe c <5ojibhbm

EOXOIEHHKOH Ha TO^OBe H E KECKS.

The final phase of the Shrova-tide celebrations consisted of

the "seeing-off" or "sending-off" of Shrove ("provody maslenitsy").

This seams to have taken one of several forms, depending upon the

place and historical time of each particular example. Sometimes,

especially in more modem times, Shrove would simply depart from the

village insisting that it was time to leave in spite of the repeated

requests of the villagers for him (or her) to stay.

The Shrove games of the 19th and early 20th centuries mostly

ended in this way with Shrove setting out for home, to Rostov or to
%

the fair in the next town.

The influence of the Christian festivals of Lent and i-.aster

can be seen in the battle which sometimes completed the Shrove

1. U.S. Tikhonravov, Sobranie sochinenii v chetyrekh tomakh (M.1398),
Vol. II, pp. 58-59«

2. See "Ustnaya narodnaya drama v XVIII v." in V.L. Xuz'mina,
Russkii demokratichoskii tea.tr XVIII v. (M. 1953).
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celebrationsi ending with il&alenitsa's ignominious flight after her

defeat by the Lenten Fast ("Yelikii post", "post dolgii khvost").
The humour of this situation was reflected in many popular songs and

folk-pictures ("narodnye kartinki"). Y.3. Kyz'mina quotes an

account of such an ending to a 3t. Petersburg "M'ardi Gras" in the

18th centuxys-

MHpocKaisa.aa ona (''acjremma) mhmo Moero 3peHiia e

nopedHTHMH b cpaxeHHH nyjtHMH k ZApUtM no rami na aajn

yx.BB.Taxt kak na kocTiUHx, noannpahcb BiiecTo nocoxa

ckobopoaehkom, b 3ajiacxeHHOM eapaiammice c BpHBene3Hoto>
i

ha aebo! de^pe ckobopo^od, eakhhybpa ujieva harox&syb wy-
<3HOH«y, sakythbiih cbosd roviosy baracicahhkm ytsrpajibhhbom,

bhcyiih sanekmeltaa ot ycta^ocrw »8hk , nojiosa ohoa ha

ote&mne ot 6uBmero eno npa^iectba ry6u, icaje ttomcxo. " '

Of a much more intriguing nature is the custom in some parts

of the country of solemnizing the passing of Shrove with a mock

funeral. From Shein, for instance, comes this account of the burial

of Haslenitsa ("Pokhorcny Maslenitsy"):-

"B nponeEHoe BocKpeceHBe, t.e. b nocxeAHHH 4®hb

MacxeHiii^Bi, noCvTG ode^a codepyrcn XQBBH m 6a6u z

ooBepnanT odpjujee noxopos cxe,ayio«His odpasoM. ,;e.ia»T

1. "Uatnaya narodnaya drama v aYIII v." in 7.3. Kuz'mina, op. oit.,
p. 60.
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hs oqaouu kykjiy . . . b takom bh.se kvkjia era

z3o6paxaeT coCoz) MacJiHHHuy. SaTeM OAHy <5a6y napA^aT

nonou, Ha^eHyT Ha Hee poroxy naMecTo pnaa h b pyKH

Aa«syT eit HaBH3aHHuii Ha BepeBiee ocweTOE — Ha iiecTo

Ka.sn.aa.

,,boe as ^haci'bywphx b oc3pH.se 6epyi MacA'HHnry no,s

pykh h b conpoBos^eHHH tojuih, boa npe.sBo.SHTex&cTBOM

nona nycicaioTc.R b nytb m3 o^noro kohus *epeBHH b .spyroE,

npx neHHH pa3X!*HRHX neceH. Kor,sa Ke nponeccHH BKCTy-

naeT b ocSpaTHHf rryTB to Mac.iamtny caaca»T hs naxkh

bkccto hccexok, hakpiibhh ee nexeHKoM. .so

jcoHHa AepeBHH, npoheccxa ocTanaBXHBaeTcH. TyT xyKxy

M .cHHHHisy paa^eBaioT, pasopsyx h paeTemraT bck* Bo

bc§ BpeMH ueoTBHH c MacxHHEXieil non, paawaxKBaa Ka.sn.soM,

KpHHHT "Axxajiya," a sa hhmh kphhht, nyKHT bch Toxna,
0

kto bo hto ropasx; kto nxaneT, kto soex, kto xoxmgt

H.T. A» A KOI\Sa MacXHHHJSy XOpGHHX, TO EOKlT neCHH.

B aaKJioHeHKe nyxHo saweTHTB hxo Kyiury MacxflHimy xejiaioT

bo MHorux AOMax na .sepeBH© a xopohht tojcbko OAHy. "

with the destruction of Shrove we have the first reflection of

1. P.V. Shein, /elikorus' v svoi&h pesnvakh. obryadakh. obynha.vfl.k-h.
ckazxax, xe.;endakh, verovanivaldi CCPh. rqQA\ Vni . t fcr",„ -j
Section 2, "Pesni obiyadovye", p. 333.
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the major theme of Russian ritual drama, which reflects in its turn

the major theme of existence whether in the human, animal or vege¬

table kingdom, tho problem of life, death and rebirth.

(b) The Harrowing of death ("Gpskhivanie ot Smerti")

The month of February saw the performance of another odd

ritual with certain dramatic features. This was known as the

"Harrowing of death (or Plague)" ("Opakhivanie ot Cmerti (Chumy)"),

which took place on or around Ylaa'ev den' (St. Vlasii's days about

the 11th February), or occasionally at times of local crisis such as

drought or the plague. The oustom had parallels in other countries

of Europe, for example Plough Monday in England.^" It was quite

different, at least in construction, from Shrove and indeed from any

of the following spring or summer rites, taking the form of a

procession led by a chosen band of women who ploughed a ritual farrow

round the village in order, ostensibly, to preserve it from evil.

According to Mskslmov, the participation of nine virgins and

three widows at least was necessary for the rite to have its full

effect. The participants, who were warned of the rite beforehand,

would meet secretly in a field some distance from their village, where

1. oee John Brand, Observations on Popular Antiquities (including
Bourne's "Antiquitatea Yulgares"), Hewcastie-upon-'iyne 1777) P* 175*
"In the Uorth there is another Custom used at or about this Time,
which if I mistake not, was antiently observed in tho Beginning of
Lent* the Fool Plough goes about, a Pageant that consists of a
number of Sword .Dancers, dragging a Plough, with Music and one,
sometimes two, in a very antic Dress ..."
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they then stripped to their shifts. Some bound their heads with

white scarves but the virgins usually loosened their hair and went

without head- covering. A widow was chosen and harnessed to a

plough, another took hold of the steering handle and together they

would begin to plough a furrow. From this magic furrow it was

supposed that the healing powers of the earth, effective even against

death, would emerge.

The strangest feature of the rite was certainly the mystery

and strict secrecy which surrounded it since the men-folk of the

village were excluded not only from participating but from knowledge

of its taking place.

(c) beaaik

After the Lenten fast began the spring and summer rituals

proper ("Semik","Yarilo", MIvan Kupalo", etc.). There is a great

deal of similarity in content among these rituals and a certain amount

of overlapping in the dates of their celebration which often vary

from place to place. The inevitable confusion that results makes

it difficult to differentiate between them, both in the context of

time and subject-matter, as precisely as one might have wished.

The highlight of all spring festivals in iiusaia is of course

the abundance of greenery, the budding vegetation of tree and flower

1. S.V. Maksimov, Lechiatava, nevedomara i kreatnava sila (St.Fb.
1903)» P* 261.
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whose swift appearance from under the melting snow has something of

the speed and impact of a revelation. The return of spring after

the long, dark months of winter brought with it to the eyes of the

.Russian peasant a tremendous surge of new energy, warmth, colour,

growth, the awakening of animals, the return of the birds from

migration, whose reappearance was encouraged by the making of little

clay or dough models. The sense of a resurrection in nature is well

expressed in the peasant calendar of springJ-

Gn the 1st of March the "Baibak", or Steppe Marmot,
awakes from its winter sleep, comes out of its hole and
begins to utter its whistling cry. On the 4th arrives the
Rook, and on the 9th the Lark. On the 17th the ice on the
rivers becomes so rotten that according to a popular
expression, "a Like can send its tail through it". On the
25th the Swallow comes flying from Paradise and brings with
it warmth to the earth . . . 1

On the Thursday of the 7th week after master (see Dal1, Ushakov)

"oemik" takes place.

During this time not only are the houses and streets of the

villages decorated with flowers and birch branches but the birch-tree

itself often figures as a totem image, decked out with flowers and

carried from plaice to place by singing and dancing youths and maidens,

as the songs of the period suggest.^

1. :.R.3. Ralston, Dongs of the Russian People (London, 1871]-. p. 213-
2. E.g. I M-Wo, MO <5epe3HHJ»Ka!

•o, mo ky^pasaa!
CeMHK tieCTHOf!
, .a Tpoziua — 1

and others, in Ustnor, poeticheskoe tvorc-cstv- i^.sskogo naroda«
compiled by O.lT Vaailerxko and V.P. 3idel'nikov (M. 1954), P* 13*
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dhero the place of the birch tree is taken by a human being

we find many instances of a girl dressed to look like a "bush", in

other words she is garlanded with birch or maple branches and crowned

with a wreath of flowers and leaves. Oddly at variance with this

picture of freshness and brightness is Vsevo1odskii-Gerngross'

assertion that "Semik" is often portrayed by a girl in the clothes

of an old hunch-back, carrying a broom. Accompanying her is

"Semichikha", a youth dressed like an old woman., with a bucket and

stick.These figures in fact are, as will h e Seen, among the stock

characters of the Russian folk-theatre and recur throughout its

history in a variety of guises, and they appear to have connections

with a European tradition of extreme antiquity.

Strange, too, among so much life is the reappearance of the

death element, with which we are now familiar, for tie birch-tree

(or doll), stripped of its finery, is, like Shrove, abandoned or

destroyed when the festivities are overs-

"okahwbaetcg a to boo tqh, bto napoaepyrt noxopoHH

byqexa. Rxa£yt ero sa bochxeh b rpo<5 hjsh ties rpotfa,

HocHJiBa qfcTKpe AesysKH 6epyr sa njseqn, sn@p$A i-ust

aobybka apeochx jlbt g pacnystSnnmoi Boxocakh, b jsapoBOM

sa^Tane c ehpokeisz pykasamks oca sajsodHO noer

(?cbsth$ £>o;se". ifosaae hochjsok ha£t apyraa aebyaiea,

1. V.N. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, Istoriya russlcogo teatra (L.-Jd.
1929), Vol. I, p. 166.
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Tojse c pacnynSHBiiMH aoxocaiai, e BisecTO aa^suia

cTapuM wiaaTew na uepeBKe. kpeT&H ^eByriica aaodpasaeT

matb cemhsa. oha h^St 3a hocejceeiiih h nphhhtaet, Kaic

na noxopoHaxj 3a ne» cjie^yeT aeaas To^na. Hyne-io

dpocaioT b oBpar hjui Bojiy, H8E npa3^HecTBo h

oKaiiHHBaeTofl."

(d) The »atar-jqy.i.oIio ("Prazdnik ilusalki" - "Petrov den'")

The "water-nyiapha", daring this festival, were chased away

from the Itussian village. This event was celebrated about the same

time as "Semik" or during the week after Vfhitsun (Troitsa). The

rtHusallci", who were supposedly the spirits of drowned girls, could

exert an evil influence either by luring others to a watery grave

or by tickling to death any man unfortunate eno-.igh to come across

them. The "Husalka" wa3 usually depicted by one of the village

girl3 dressed in a white dress or shift. Her hair was worn loose

and uncovered and was decked with gay spring flowers wound into a

garland. In spite of her vernal appearance the "ftuaalka" was often

3een astride a poker and holding a besom in her hands to remind

people of her witch-like nature.^ Like "3emik!l, the 1 ffusalka" could

also be represented by a birch-tree or a straw model. Like "bsmik"

too, she was borne from the village amidst noise and merriment,

1. Prom "Hukovodstvo dlya sel'skikh paatyrei," 1862, La. 21, p. 1191
quoted in V.H. Vsevoladskii-Gerngross, op. cit.. Vol. I, pp. 167-8.

2. V.PT. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, op. cit.. Vol. I, p. 168.
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shouting and singing, firing from guns, etc. She figure was then

disposed of or chased away as Ivan Bunin describes in his poem

"Petrov den'".^ imong the most complete accounts of the ritual

is this one given by Snegirev:-

"B Cnacme Pks&hc&om caeay&«ee sa TpofmjHHM aesm

BocKpeceH&e cAHBeT "pyca^BHHM aaroBeHBeis", a noHe^eJiBHHK

"fipoboxahhem pyeaAoic". tor^a Be^epoM xopoboah aebaa

H SeHUHH c boceahmh neOHHUH CXO^STCS C paQHHX ctopoh

ropo^a b HaaBatiennoM MecTe h ctoet okoao aaca na yr^ax

yatm; KaxAuti hobtii xopoboa nneeT nyqeAy b bha«

samaHHM, npe£CTaBJEKK>myx>, no nx cAQBaM, pycaotsy. B sto

speMA oocTaB,tnioTCH xopoBOAHHe icpyxKH, a b oepeAHH® hx

dofiKaH xeH^HHa, c nynejioBO b pysax, nanmeT iioa Becea,y»

necnro, aeaan paaHKe kpitbahhbe. IIotok xopoboah

paB^eJMUDTCfi H® ABC CTOPOHH, H&CTynaTe<BBHy!D H odopo-

HHTo^EBHyro. aepacaaihe b pyicax pycaxoK easHgaBTca

HecKooiBKHKH seHinHHaHH ot HanaAeHHfi Apyrrac, KOTopae

CTapax>Tcfl BHpBaTB y hex ay^eAH; npn o(5e ctopohh

KHAaBT Apyr b Apyra necieoM h odAHBas>T boaox>. BHjneA

1. See Ivan bunin, "Petrov den'" in Izbramaye stikhi (Paris 1929),
"AeBymxH-pycaAo^KH, P* 40*

Has nOCA6AHH& AeHti
CseT sa AecoM saHHMaeTcn,
IIodAeAHeAH nedeca,
CodApas3Tca c Aydnnami
I ysHKn HS AepeseHB
Ha onysrsy, k Mop» cEsoMy
aoaoahoro OBCa ..."
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aa ropoA, one ronopsT, uto "apeiojiKaiH pycaaoE".

i'or-sa pacT&p3BiBaKjT Ttyncjiu., paadpacjuBamT :ix no iiojoo a

npoBoxassiae hx Aesimu B03BpamaffiTcii b ropo£ 1
c yiiHHHeM"

(e) iariloi Kostroma, Kostrubon'<a

The names of the ritual a that I corae to next were often

usecl interchangeably. In fact, the festival was generally known as

"Yarilo" or "Kostroma" in the berth and "Kostrubon'ka" in the

Ukraine. Their actual date3 varied considerably from place to place

(Hal* quotes 27th April in White Russia, 30th June in Ryazan and

Tambov governments, 24th June in hizhegorod government), but generally

speaking they were to be found between Whitsun and the beginning of

the St. Peter Tfest ("Petrovskii post") on the 29th June.

Proa the available descriptions of "Yarilo" several distinct

types emerge. In some the grotesque is predominant. In Voronezh,

for example, a crowd would gather from early morning on the town

square and decide which of them was to be Yarilo. ".hen this had

been settled the chosen one was dressed in bright, multicoloured cloth¬

ing. They decorated him with flowers and ribbons, hung bells on

him and stuck a coloured paper dunce's cap with cock's feathers on

2
his head. This procedure was followed by a procession in which

1. I. Jnegirev, Russkie prostonarodnye orazoniki i suevarrive obryady,
issu« 4 (K. 1039)J pp. 10-11.

2. Afanas'ev, Poeticheskie vozzreniya slavyan na prirodu (M. 1369)»
Vol. Ill, pp. 726-727.
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drums were played and Yarilo performed various antics to the amuse¬

ment of the crowd who followed behind him.

in the section on ohrove i indicated how in some cases

maolenitoa might be depicted by a human being and an inanimate object

together. This phenomenon is quite common in the agricultural

rituals, particularly during "Ivan Kupalo". In the description

given below, in addition to the grotesque old man in his rags and

tatters there is a doll also playing the part of "Yarilo* the

townspeople, as in Voronezh, chose the human Yarilo collectively.

i.hen he was suitably attired they gave him

a small coffin to hold in which there was a doll, depicting
Yarilo and made deliberately with exaggerated sexual organs.
Then they set off out of town5 the old man carried the coffin
and the women walked beside him wailing funeral dirges and
trying with gesticulations to express their grief and despair.
Once in the fields they dug a grave and buried the doll in it
with weeping and wailing and then immediately afterwards the
games and dances, reminiscent of a pagan wake, began.

In other parts of the oountry, Yarilo emerges as an aesthetic¬

ally pleasing creation, a beautiful youth, resembling the Greek

Adonis, riding upon a white horse. In his fair curls a wreath of

flowers is set. His feet are bare and he carries in his left hand

some ears of rye. It was believed that when he rode across the

fields and meadows he helped the crops to grow and this brought joy
2

and prosperity to the peasants. The identification of Yarilo with

1. Afanas'ev, Poetichoskie vozzreniya alavyaa .iu "-.-irodu (M. 1369),
'/ol. Ill, pp. 726-7•

2. A.u.. korinfakii, harodna.ya una' (M. 1931), p. 3oG.
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a vegetation spirit whose presence affects the growth of the crops

i3 much in evidence in this version.

Although the names " Yarilo" and "Kostroma" are often used

interchangeably to describe the same ritual, Identification of the

one with the other should be viewed with caution, for "Kostroma" is

tc be found in two distinct editions, only one of which closely

resembles "Yarilo". The fir3t edition follows the established

pattern of preparation (dressing the figure, etc.), procession and

"death". In this version from Korinfskii "Kostroma" is played by a

young girl!~

Preparation;

"CosMBanacB co sceix AepeBHH, codHpajn-ieB b sapaHee

odxedobaeeoe MecTo Kpacnne .seBymxn, bjch b npocTon- He

iipasAHHHEOM Hapxyte, cTaHoBHjract 3 icpyxoK Ha Jiyry, O^eoft

:."3 KpacaBHH AocTaBajtcn xpedaft neo<5pa;i:aT£ codos "fCocTpoiiy".

The Procession and the death:

(SpaJiH-EOEEUH ee aa mnposyio Aocsy deAOAydosyiD,
• • •

qthockhh ee, c npnneBaMH ro-socMCTUMH, na deper peicz,

b^eci. npHHEMHJIHCB dy^htb BpHTBOpjKBqrBO* ciihiseid "KoCTpoMy",

no.AHHMa.2H ee 3a pyKHj 3aT©M naHKHa^n icynaTBCH, odnHBaa

boaoS Apyr Apy^Ky; koTopah—hedy,ab via acbymes octabaaacb

npn 3tom ha depery, Aepxana .sydHHoe nykohko h da*a

b Hero Kyjraeom, icaic b dapadan." ^

1. A.A. Aorinfahii, op. cit., p. 293-
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She ceremony usually ended, with mexryaaking, the girls being

dressed in their holiday fimxy-

"Kostroma" as a "doll" could be either masculine or feminine,

bhein gives examples of both types. In the following example the

doll is feminine (the description is from liuromskii uezd)i-

The Preparation?

"UpHTacKHBaeTCH 6oJis»ffioii nys cojsomh h Bee naxoA&JSHecit

ryt napHH h aobkh xyjt-ay Ha noAofiHe EeasHHE . . .

...eHiiiiiHii h AeBymKE oaqbsut MyMejo b capa$aH h pyCanxy,

ro.ioBy noB«3EBaE)T jcoceheoki is ytfuparoT hBeTaira, Ha Horn

HaAeBaiox 6a®KaKK h A©ByaiKK h KusaAyT ee b kopkto. "

The Procession:

Then corses a description of the procession to the river, which

takes the form of a mock funeral. One woman acts as the lament-

singer, the "plakal"ahchitsa".
The heath t

'

''ffpHaeAffiii k pe»e mjh oaepy, KocTpoay pasocSjaMaieT,

cHHMaffiT c Hee Bee ydopu h <5pocai5T ee b Bojy, np»r m©m

noiOT ejs«Ays)Bty» necKJo

"Bo no.ae cShjo, b uojlq,

1
CTos-ia tfepesa • . •"

vhen a male figure is used the procedure is much the sane. In

1. P.7. Jhein, op. cit., pp. $68-JQ.
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Shein's description of another ceremony from western Muromskii uesd

the figure is dressed in male clothing. i-ostroraa's "wife" follows

the coffins weeping. When the body iS slung into the river, however,

she begins to dance, saying:-

"IIoh^h ayna nphko takh b pail, takh b paM, tskh

b pa£ ..." 1
I wish to turn now to the second "edition'1 of nostxcma, which

i3 of an entirely different nature and much more complex in form,

for the most part this edition has become a ciiildren' s game, played

by little girls or their older sisters for amusement only, with few

or no traces of ritualistic significance. The game takes the form

of a dialogue, in questions and answers, between Kostroma's mother,

or nurse, and Kostroma's young friends. The following version,
p

again, is taken from Ohein:-

Kostroma and her nurse:

"B 3Ty nrpy nrpaioT npenMymecTBeHHo aobohkk. Bh-

6hx)R»t oho no atpedBB ^Byx; o,4Hy b tfadicy hjh HHKBsy, a

Apyryjo — b doxbHy® KocTpony. H«Hi>Ka ca,5HTc« Ha nox,

a 6oJhussi jeoshtcsi k He if Ha xoxemi, a ocTajtbHae bos

B3sBHiicB aa pyKH, xoaht BoKpyr anx h noioT.

"iCocrpaiiymKa, KocTpona,
cy^apkhh tk moh,

1. i.V. fhei-n, op. cit., pp. 368-70.
2. xuid., . 2oo, pp. •



CocTapH-ia te wens.
Cbokm yjfou-pasyMOM,
cboed jtoxoakoso,
CKOPOK) norOBOpKOK). "

The question and .answer Games

"MrpapgHe - j.>k, Tyx y BcpoTi

HflHBKa - ETO Tanv

Hrp. - EyabMa KpstBopoT.

Han, - SaneKV

Mrp. - EocTpo.Ma AOMaV

IlflH, - IleTy-TH, b ropoA yexaxa. !I

The players continue to ask if Kostroma is ready and the

nurse replies with a variety of excuses
w

- k o66ahh ymxa."
"

- Ot odeaiia rrpKinxa.M

- OdeAaeT. "

"
- OTAHxaeT."

"
- dadojxsxa."

"
- 3ohshb tpyana."

The game i£ concluded with Kostroma's death and funerals

The x'uneral*

"Ilpii nocxeAHHX cxoBax Bee AeByiiEH dpocaioTca Ea

KocTpony, cx^TEBa»T ee sa pysii, oa both, kek nonaxo
n. c Boen e roxocbdoll HapacueB, ho <3es bckbhx npHaHTaHisM,

TamaT ee h icxanyT Ky£a-HH6yAB b cropony, a caMH naaaiot

hhh. "
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The Sesurroctiont

"Torua Kocrpona BCKaKHBaeT h 6heT Jt«*asjOC,npnroBa-

pHBanj "IleKM <5jihhh, noMHHaK MeHfl." Taorja oia y^apht

nocjie^hiod, Bee bokakmbauot h deryT, oHa sa hhmh, KoTopy©

nc aiaeT, Ta b cjieAysoniHSt pa3 Ae-saeTca KoeTpoMofi, h c

h0m02hbm ctapom koctpokk AOJ17S.BS. bhjtobhtb 6adxy. "

I was very interested to find that an analogous game called

"Jenny Jones" or "Georgina" was popular among the little girls of

Hngl3nd and Scotland during the last century. The following version

is part of an eyewitness account given by Alfred G. Haddon, from the

village of Harrington, near Cambridge, in the summer of 1896*-^"

A row of girls stand opposite to the "mother" behind
whom crouches "Jenny". The row advances and retreats,
singing the first couplet.
On. "I've come to see Jenny Jones, Jenny Jones,

How does she do?"

Answer "She is washing, v;ashing, washing,
You caritsee her now."

The first question is then repeated with the following
answers.

Anew. "She is scrubbing, scrubbing, scrubbing, ..."
.uisw. "She is ill ..."

Ansir. "She's very ill ..."
Then finally»-

Ju. "I've come to see Jenny Jones, Jenny Jones,
How does she do?"

Answ. "She's dead."

The mother says this in a mournful voice, and at the same time
Jenny lies on the ground.

1. Alfred G. Haddon, The Study of Man (.London, 1898), Cn. TV. p. 4.2,
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There fellows a part of the game in which Jenny's friends aslc her

mother which colour they should wear to the funeral, blue, red or

white, hut none of these is suitable. Finally they pick on blacki-

"Black is for mourning, mourning, mourning. That will suit."

Two of the girls come forward, take up "Jenny" and
conveyher for a short distance; the "mother" and other children
following, crying, with handkerchiefs up to their eyes.
"Jenny" is then placed at full length on the ground as if in
a grave; all the children stand round crying - the girl wno
stands over the grave picks up a handful of earth and
sprinkles it over the dead "Jenny", saying - "ashe3 to ashes,
dust to dust, if God won't have you the devil must." "Jenny
Jones" then jumps up and runs after the other children who
flee before her. The one she catches is the "Jenny Jones"
of the n8xt game.

The author includes "Jenny Jones" in his chapter on 'funeral

Games" and suggests that it reflects a one-time active participation

by the girls of a village in the funeral rites at the death of one

of their number.

A variation upon the death and funeral of Kostroma was found

in the early spring of 1940 among the peasant women of the villages

Borozhevo and Domoshevo (near Bryansk) which, by reason of their

remoteness, retained till comparatively recently a rich folk-lore

tradition. There were several editions of the game including a

"Khorovod" and a full-scale dramatic spectacle with as many as a

hundred participants, which was later staged in Moscow.1 The

central motif, apart from the illness and subsequent death of

1. In the 'winter of 1940 in the Born aktera and the Joyuz kompozitorov.
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Kostroma, was a step-by-step demonstration of the processes of

spinning and weaving:-

"Ha noACTH-sxe nocpeAH Kpyra ("icaparoAa")» ue&xehho,

ne b takt nshhio, abh^ymnxch xeHUHH xi aebyiueb, Ae;snt ha

cnnne Tsraexo doABHaa KocTpowa po.ii> kotopo2 Bcerysa

henoxhflet A6BOHK8 , JIhHO doabhovi hokpkto nxaTKOM.

koctpoma henoabhxha, mojcsht, phaom cjhexo chaht

KeHinHHa - uarb Koctpomh hah npocTo- "Kyiia". Ehcthhkh,

ybepenhiime abhxehhhmh oaa hmhthjoyet hckohho acehckyio

pafiQTy- o6pa6oTKy "npflAeBa" (icyAexii) b rrpHssy, a aareM
•j

B XOACT. "

This version of Kostroma was also distinguished by the addition of a

number of comic scenes drawn from everyday life, making the whole

performance a remarkably rich (comparatively speaking) dramatic

experience.

(f) Ivan Mupalo

The last important festival in the spring/summer group is that

of John the Baptist (Ivan Kupalo), which took place on Midsummer's

•Eve, 24th June.

Midsummer's Mve was a time full of strange supernatural influ¬

ences. It was the time when the fearless and the adventurous might

1. Kulakovskii, Iskusstvo sela Borozhevo (M. 1959), pp. 9-*
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set out at midnight to seek the flower of the exotic plant

"razryv-trava" ("believed to "be a type of flowing fern) which blooms

only at this time. With the help of the blossom, hidden treasure

might be found by the man who was bold enough (like Petko in Gogol's

story "The 2ve of Ivan Kupalo") to pluck it from the grasp of the

demons and spirits guarding it. It was a time when the country¬

side was splashed with the garish glow of bonfires, in whose flick¬

ering light girls and youths danced and sang and leaped with gay

bravado back and forth across the flames. The distinguishing

feature of the midsummer games is indeed the bonfire, for in many

other ways they closely resemble the other agricultural rituals

previously examined. Thus at Ivan Kupalo, too, a straw figure,

usually famine, is made, dressed and decorated with flower-garlands

and necklaces,or instead of the dummy a girl may play the part.

Vsevolodskii-Gerngross says that the latter was usually dressed as

a bride and that with bandaged eyes she had to distribute garlands

of flowers to the other girle of the village.1

A typical feature of the Ivan Kupalo festival is the appearance

of a second figure alongside that of Kupalo itself. This usually

consisted of a tree-branch (usually willow, poplar or black maple)

decorated with flowers and ribbons. This tree-figure wan known as

"Marena", ''tlarenochka", "Morana", "Morynka", etc. (cf. merti", morior.

1. V.iu Ysevolodskii-Gerngross, Istoriya russkogo teatra (L.-M. 1929)>
Vol. I, p. 173-
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mori Latin; mertvyi, saert', mor) "

In the cereaony itself the figure, Kupalo, was carried to an

appointed place outside the village. A little hut or bower of

tree-branches and flowers was made and Kupalo placed in it. Before

the hut stood a table spread with a selection of food and drink.

Where "Marina" also participated the doll Kupalo would be laid at

the foot of the tree-figure.

Kupalo (and "carina") usually suffered the same fate as "Oemik",

"Yarilo" and the others. When the amusements round the bonfire were

over the "honoured guest" was undressed and destroyed. Groups of

boys and girls would fight for possession of it and the victorious

party would fling it into the river or scatter the fragments of it

to the winds.

(g) The Harvest Festivals

Somewhat apart from the spring and summer festivals stand

those of late summer and autumn; apart that is in ritual significance,

though basically similar in content.

After Midsummer, the attention of the villagers was increasingly

drawn by the prospect of gathering in the coming harvest, which,

depending on the crop and the geographical location, might take

place any time between the end of July and October. This important

2. Prof. A. Belctskii, dtari;=v.yi teatr V Krssil (M. lyZ'j), y. 2.1-
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period in the agrarian calendar was accompanied, no less than the

earlier work of preparation, by a considerable amount of ritual

action and celebration.

It was customary, for instance, to gather a fistful of grain

stalks (in particular rye) and fold than in half with the ears head

downwards. This was known as "plaiting the beard" ("zavit1 boroctu")

and was intended as an offering to the pagan god of cattle Volos or,

at a later date, to the prophet Hlijah or even God Himself."'" Other

ritual observances included the washing of hands, clearly an act of

purification, and the prophylactic binding of the scythes with grass

"so that next year none of the reapers would cut their hands."

Then, before leaving the fields, the workers would bow three times

to the earth with the words:

2
"HhBKSI , HKBKS, OT£0.K TBOK) CH^y Ha .SpyryiO HKBjey. "

The last sheaf from the harvest (known as the "pozhinal"nik"

or "imeninnik") was particularly endowed with special significance

and was carefully preserved. The peasants of the Hvinitsk Volost',

for instance, used to lay great store by the powers of the last sheaf

of oats from the field. This was usually left unthreshed and

brought into the home where it was laid beneath the icons, and care¬

fully preserved until the 1st October. On that date ("Prazdnik

Pokrova") it was divided up among the cattle, each receiving a small

1. For the above references see Vsevolodskii-Gerngroas, op. cit.,
/ol. I, pp. 121-122.

2. Ibid.
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piece before it3 proper feed. The cattle were thus strengthened,

the peasants believed, to withstand the effects of any shortage of

fodder during the long winter months.^"

Snegirev gives many examples of the type of celebration which

attended the "harvest—home" • One such was taken from a letter by

T.K. Kashkadamova describing the course of events in the Penza and

Oimbirsk governments

"B IleHaencKoil vs. CKMfiHpcKofi ryfiepHHEx, b floxunEZ,

rio oKoii^aKHM xHHTBa, Beci. sapoa cdnpaeTcji b no^e

ii,oi;HiiaT& nocJieAHHe 3aroHH h Kor^a y&e cBstzyv noc.3eAHEli

CHon (hmehkeeh*) ; Tor^a HapaxaioT ero b capa$aH a

kokoihhhk, h c necii&Mn HecyT sa rocnoACKHfi ABOp, TAQ

rocno^a noAHEBasiT shenob hhbom e bheom, noa.apab.me c

II 2
OKOHHaHHeM SaTBH."

Sometimes it is a young girl who is the centre of attraction.

In such cases a special garland was woven. The girls cast lots and

by this means one of their number, the "talaka", is chosen, dressed

in a white mantle and crowned with the garland. The other reapers

make themselves garlands as well; then, organising thanselves into

a long row, they bow three times to the east and then set off

homeward, singing, with the "talaka" at their head.^

1. hilaktorskii, "Prazdnik Pokrova u krestyan Dvinitskoi volo3ti"
in Itnograficheskoe Obozrenie (19^3ho. 4? P- 125*

2. I. Snegirev, op. cit., issue 4> 1339> P* 94 •

3. V.N. Vsevolodskii-uerngross, lstoriya maakogo teatra. Vol. I,
pp. 121-2.
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With the gathering in of the harvest., the last cycle of

dramatic rituals connected specifically with the growth and matura¬

tion of agricultural vegetation is completed till the following

spring. During the -winter months, between December and January in

the period known as "zimnye svyatki" (Christmastide) another cycle

began in which, is clear, the sane impulses and general

direction, although under a different guise, can be perceived in

ritual games which, paired with a wide variety of other amusements,

gave the peasants, especially the young people, a brief interlude

of entertainment and merriment before preparation for outdoor work

began again.

Prom the above examples it is clear that there is a great deal

of similarity in form and content between many of the agricultural

dramatic rituals. The drama tends to centre round a symbolic

figure, animate or inanimate, and follows a regular pattern consist¬

ing of preparation, death and disposal. Prazer, ilannhardt and the

anthropologists of their school have interpreted such rituals as

anthropomorphic representations of the changing seasons, the

quasi-human characters of the drama being considered as incarnations

of the spirit of vegetation. Mannhardt, emphasising the animistic

nature of primitive man, indicates that in Northern liurope tree-spirit3

came to be regarded as having particular powers over the generative

functions of nature. Hence the tree, and by analogy foliage and

greenery in general, became symbolic of the vegetation spirit whose

appearance is naturally moot connected with the seasons of growth
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arid fruitfulness, spring and summer. Therefore in the game3 of

these seasons the abundance of leaves and flowers for adornment,

the use of the tree in juxtaposition to the anthropomorphic figures,

attempts to make the figure resemble a tree, all lead to the figures

such as Green George, the May Queen, Yarilo and Kostroma being

viewed as vegetation spirits, although other interpretations axe of

course possible. Thus, for example, Kulakovskii offers a more

specific explanation of the "Kostroma" ritual in the light of

material from Dorozhevo village. He considers the figure to be an

embodiment of kostra (' tow'), or, as he puts it, the remains or

"battered bones" of the plant, destroyed in the effort to obtain

from it the strands of thread t> be used for spinning.She is, too,

the product of a magical marriage between "Paraskova- Pyatnitsa"

(patroness of flax and spinning, herself a descendant of the pagan

goddess Bereginya or Lada) and one of the spirits of growth known as

"Ovsen"1. He sees the whole rite as a sin-offering ("iskupitel' naya
zhertva") and suggests that the act of spinning the cloth was

originally carried out in reality, "Kostroma" herself being wrapped

in the finished product. In the ritual therefore the performer, by

demonstrating his reasons for destroying or "killing" the plant,

hoped to deflect the anger and desire for revenge of thd vegetation

spirit away from himself. Also, by casting Kostroma into the -.rater

which was considered to be the life-force itself, he hoped to ensure

1. kulakovskii, op. cit., p. 26.



a good crop in the future.

The ohrovetide custom of chasing out the "Carnival" or 'heath"

is interpreted by both mannhardt and Frazer as a symbolic removal

of the dead vegetation of winter from the village. This sort of

interpretation can, however, raise problems. For example it does

not explain the continuity of a well-developed series of agricultural
rituals occurring at regular intervals in some countries (e.g. .Russia).

Why should the East Slave wish to repeat the sane ritual four, five

or more times in the one year! A more obvious discrepancy which

Frazer himself was not slow to note is the deliberate killing of the

vegetation spirit whose preservation rather than destruction should

have been the aim. Two possible solutions to this problem can be

seens either (a) that the death of the spirit was always accompanied

by a hope of his resurrection and subsequent rejuvenation (something
in the nature of the ritual killing of the king at ilemi), or (b) that

death itself had, in the primitive mind, connotations of fertility.

It is possible that an element of both is present in the East olav

rites. Thus, a Ukrainian version of "Kostroma" reported by Professor

Eeletskii in wliich Kostroma appears as a dead youth wept over by his

wife, contains a resurrection scene with the words»-

"O.shb, oskb Ham foeTpy6oH£ica,
Oxhb, Oif.HB esei roJtydoHBKa, " 2

1. Ibid.

2. Prof. A. Eeletskii, op. cit., p. 21.
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Similarly the"*" animal rituals based on a vegetation cult often

appear to have a resurrection scene.

Frazer bases his belief in the life-giving virtue of "Death"

itself on such customs as "taking pieces of the straw effigy of

Death and placing them in the fields to make the crops grow, or in
2

the manger to make the cattle thrive". Analogous features can be

found in the Bussian and other East Slavonic rituals. The Ukrainians,

for instance, thought that leaves from the garland of the "Death"

figure ("xiorynka") had power to protect the wearer from evil spirits.

On the other hand, pieces from the "living" spirit, "Yarilo" or

"Kostroma" were also said to be efficacious when scattered upon the

fields.

There can be no doubt that primitive people were aware of

seasonal changes, dependant upon them as they were for food, warmth

and other necessities of life. By the agricultural stage this

dependence must have become even more evident. Still, it is im¬

probable that their idea of the seasons corresponded to our own.

Their conception of seasonal changes must have been influenced by the

ways in which these affected their means of livelihood. In other

words, primitive man would be aware of the recurrence at certain times

of the year of conditions favourable to the growth of his crops (e.g.
the rain or the sunshine of spring and summer) and of others

e.g. Tnfrd p-17•
2. J.G. Frazer, op. cit., p. 314*
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unfavourable (e.g. the snow and frost of winter, or drought?. If

the Russian and other hast Jlav agricultural rituals are considered

from an agricultural rather than a seasonal point of view then many

of the anomalies which surround them disappear. Chicherov points

out that in the life of the early Slavs

The concepts of spring, summer, autumn and winter did exist
but only in their concrete relationship to the time and nature
of the work-processes of the people. One should not base
one'3 study of agricultural ritual upon the seasons of the
year but upon the working life of the peasant in its concrete
historical and geographical context ... An examination
of agricultural rituals taking into account the ?/ork-cycle of
the peasant which defines their general character and specific
features allows us therefore to speak of a division of the
folk-calendar into two cycles, (a) ritual3 which encourage
the growth of crops, (b) rituals which accompany the gathering
in of the harvest

If this is the case then another possible explanation of the puzzling

ritual death of the agricultural rites presents itself! namely, that

the intention of the primitive agriculturalist was not to kill and

subsequently resurrect the spirit of vegetation but rather to free

it from negative features like "old age", evil spirits or barrenness

so that its fertile potentialities might be released and strengthened

at certain critical periods in the agricultural year. The death

supposedly inflicted upon the vegetation spirit is very often by fire
2

or'water, both of which are symbols for life-giving forces. The

procession of the aged and tattered Aaslenitsa is often accompanied

1. V.I. Chicherov, op. cit., pp. 16, 19.
2. Frazer, for example, interprets the drenching of the "Pfingstl"
(a tree-spirit in Lower Lavaria) as a rain-charm; Jolden Lough,
p. 297-
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by such fertility symbols as the plough and a young tree while the

ship in which she often rides brings to mind the annual journey of

the Germanic earth-goddess ITerthus to renew the fecundity of nature.

Indeed, the obvious antiquity of certain features of the Itus3.ian

Shrove procession, as well as its wide distribution throughout the

country, seem to bely the suggestion that it was largely adapted from

the .'est European Carnival, although from Peter the Great's time

onwards influences from this direction can he seen. Bacchus is

probably a borrowed figure, possibly introduced by Peter himself, since

he was one of the main characters in the Etaperor's famous masquerades.^"
The figure of Maslehitsa itself is often replaced by a wheel decked

2
in female clothing, clearly intended to represent the sun. Thus

Shrove appears to be connected just as much with the positive forces

of growth and vegetation as with the negative forces of winter

sterility, and the procession may have been designed as much to

awaken and reassert the latent powers of the spirit of growth as

to destroy the image of Death or Winter.

1. Jee e.g. the masquerade to celebrate peace with Sweden at the
end of January, 1722, from A. Kryuger's ''Sanodeyatel'nyi teatr
pri Petre I," in Starinnye Spektakl1 v Aossii (Leningrad 1928 ),?■365 fh

2. an interesting analogy to the Pu3sian Shrove wheel can be seen
in the Slovak tale of the heavenly battle between the two giants,
spring and winter, who turn themselves into flaming wheels and
fling themselves down from the heavenly mountain to see which shall
be broken and defeated. In the collision the wheel of winter is
broken hut both giants arc transformed into flame, one white (winter)
and the other scarlet (spring). The white flame offers a grosh to
a passing peasant if he will put out the x-ed flame, hut the latter
offers a chervonets ana winter is extinguished mm vanquished (see
n..A. Xorinfskii, op. cit., pp. 36-37'
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A strong sense of releasing or encouraging the appearance of

the vegetation spirit can he seen in the rite of the "Harrowing of

Death", which may he regarded as a symbolic preparation of the fields

for the reception of the spring seed. A ritual ploughing is often

connected with the desire for a good crop or favourable growing

conditionss-

A similar rain-charm is resorted to in some parts of India}
naked women drag a plough across a field by night, while the
men keep carefully out of the way, for their presence would
break the spell. 1

Duch features, typical of the ritual, as the loosening of clothes,

undressing, unbinding the hair, were probably designed to ease the

passage of the vegetation spirit. It is interesting to remember

that such actions were commonly used by the iilavs and other races

to facilitate the passing of a dead soul or the entry of an infant
2

into the world. The scattering of sand into the furrow and the

harnessing of a pregnant woman to the plough (ilaksimov is particularly

insistent about this latter point ) were obviously intended to

promote fertility. There is, however, a negative side to the ritual

as well as a positive. Certain actions are used to ward off ox*

keep at bay any evil forces which might have an unfavourable effect

upon the successful outcome of the rite. This must be the reason

behind the secrecy which surrounded the ritual and the strict

exclusion of the non-initiated group (in this case the men of the

1. J.G. Prazer- op. oit., p. 71•
2. Gee for example D.5. Tikhonravov, Dochinenlya v 4-kh. tomakh

(M. 1896), Vol. II, p. 55.

3.S.V. Maksimov, op. oit., p. 261- (in footnote).
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village) from participation. During the ceremony all the male

peasants, young and old alike, were warned not to come anywhere

near the 3cene of the action, or indeed to leave their homes at all

"/aaftiKbM.".^ Acts of violence against men who violated

this rule were not unknown. This exclusion of the men-folk reminds

one of the sort of taboos which surrounded men during and after the

birth of their children, affecting their relationship both with the

women and with the infant itself. On the whole, the intensity of

purpose which characterises the "Harrowing of Death" seems to show

that it has retained a much stronger link with its earlier pagan

significance than most of the other agricultural rituals where the

potentialities for gaiety and merry-making have tended to outweigh

the more serious implications.

It is the dements of fertility and fruitfulness in the

agricultural rituals which come to the fore rather than thoge of

death and sterility. The predominant sex is always female and where

a male figure is used to represent the vegetation spirit it is his

physical function as a giver of life which is emphasized. The

emergence of new life appears yet again in the bridal or marriage

theme typical of the spring and summer rituals, the vegetation spirit

being often portrayed by a young girl dressed as a bride. With

regard to the spring marriage theme, an interesting ritual was noted

1. A.Y. Korinfskii, op. cit., "Ylaslev Den!", pp. 152-153-



in the town of Azov where the festival of "3emik" was known as

" ipei" ("Fodit' Ripei") and took place on the second day of Trinity

Sometimes even elderly women played the game "Ripei"5
then something like a theatrical performance would take
place. From among the participators in the game one woman
would play a young man, another a.n old woman. These were
man and wife. This couple went into the centre of the ring
formed by the players and the old woman pretended to beat
the young man. The choir asked her why she was beating him
and she replied that he had thrown her over and started
visiting young girls. 1

This ceremony might well symbolise a union designed to rejuve¬

nate the flagging powers of nature. Such symbolic marriages were a

common feature of the spring rites. For example, in the Swedish

province of Bleldnge the Liidsummer Bride "... selects for herself

a bridegroom, and a collection is made for the pair, who for the time
2

being are looked on as man and wife."

The vegetation spirit thus constantly revived and invigorated

during the spring and summer resides at the height of his strength in

the fully matured crops. That the last sheaf is regarded as the

final dwelling-place of the spirit is attested by the many beliefs

centred on its beneficent qualities, such as the assian custom of

keeping it till the beginning of October when it was distributed among

the cattle to help them withstand a possible food shortage. The

1. Brailovskii, "Prazdnik Ripei" in Zhivava Starina (1890), Book III,
pp. 223-4« This version was related to brailovskii by 80-year-old
Akulina font surova in 1809-

2. J.Gr. irazer, op. oit., p. 133.
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harvest rituals rounded off the agricultural year and the preserva¬

tion of the last 3heaf ensured the presence of the dormant spirit

of vegetation within the village throughout the winter.

2. Bitual Drama in Animal Husbandry

In this discussion of the dramatic rites of intensification

I have so far dealt only with those specifically connected with the

agricultural processes. But I have already pointed out that

animal-herding was also an important occupation in some regions

occupied by the early East Slavs. The major domestic animals, the

horses, cattle and goats, were, generally speaking, widely distribu¬

ted. Small-horned cattle were, however, relatively unimportant

in the husbandry of the Great Russians, the goat being most abundant

in .jhite Bussia and, to a lesser extent, in the Ukraine. Cattle

and horses were widespread, the horse being particularly necessaiy for

work in the fields of the more agriculturally advanced areas. The

value which the East Slavs attached to their domestic animals cars be

seen from the many rites designed to protect then from harm. he

have already seen, for example, how the last sheaf was fed to

cattle to help them stand up to the riguours of winter.^" Sipovskii

tells of the customary songs and rites in honour of the patron saint

1. Supra.>
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of cattle and farming on ft. Egor's Bay ("Egor'ev den'"), the 23rd

April. This was the day when the cattle were chased out into the

fields for the first time after being shut up indoors all winter.

Special songs, "Egor*evskie pdsni", were sung, such as the following:-

mMh BOKpyr noxs xoah-sh,
EropHH oKJiMKaxii:
EropHH th aaa xpatfpnM, ^
Th cnacH Hamy cKoTHHKyl"

In cases of cattle sickness the sacrifice of a calf, known aa the

"llikolets", set apart and specially fed till three years old, was

sometimes made to daint 'hlikolai" (Nikolai - Nicholas). The calf

was killed the day before the feast of St. "Mikolai". and specific

parts of it were offered up in church. A possible remnant of such

sacrificial customs is the ritual baking of small biscuits ("korovlci")

in the shape of domestic animals. Horses, too, as well as cattle,

had their patron saint and protector - the saints "Flor" and "Lavr".

Flor and Lavr's day was known as the horses' festival; on that day

the horses were not used for work, but given a complete rest for the

prevention of sickness. The horses were washed down, and ribbons

were wound in their tails and manes. On the same day special biscuits

with a horse~3hoe shape marked on them were baked and given to the
2

priest.

1. V.V. Sipovskii, Istoriya r-usskoi Olovesnosti igetrograd, 1916),
Part 1, issue 1, p. 42.

2. /.I. Chioherov, op. cit., p. 222.
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The role of animals in the "dramatic" Rites of Intensification

was, as -the case with the actual breeding of animals for domestic

purposes, to a certain extent territorially limited. The "goat"

drama was thus most popular in White Russia while the bull and the

horse played an important part in the games of Great Russia. These

three domestic animals form the basis for the following examination

of the dramatic "animal" Rites of Intensification. These took place

primarily during the period known as the "Zimnie Svyatki" (Christmas-

tide) between Christmas Eve and Twelfth Night. This was a time

dedicated since the dim, pagan past to merry-making of all kinds,

dancing and singing, taking part in processions and naskings, acting

in comic dialogues and folk-plays, showing puppets, parading tame

bears and goats. The church and state dignitaries who sought from

the 11th century onwards to abolish such amusements involuntarily

provide us with picturesque accounts of the course of events. Here,

Patriarch Joachim writing in I604 describes the "Zimnie Svyatki" in

iioscows-

"Tor^a . . . HeEaieaaaHHHS Kyxecmaro no .ay k aeacKaro,

coCjpascH MHormi hhcjiom, ot cTapax h mojioahx, iay;£H c

senaMH k acbkh xoaet no yjcnnaw h pepey-aicaM k (Secno-

BaHHHM H tfeCOBCBKM HGCHHM, CJCO.KCllHEM \'VU., MHOTEH

CKBepHOCXOBMH IXpilCOBOKyHJIHTOT, H UXHCHr.. 0 TBOpET, Ha

f aa^eiTTie CJiy^HLrx hohkctot :i 1: o- o^ona^eHHfi, h

npsodpasaionecxi b HenoAodHne ot Bora coaAaHHJi, o<5paa

-OBe^ecKT'/ in r;6ecoBc:"oe ;i * ?■ pcieoe JiHiaT,



KocMarae, h hhhmh tfecoBCKHira yxhmpehbmnccuea^hjrae odpaaw

uaaesaiome, ajxeaxftitam hpohhmh yxumpeHBMii npaBoc-iaBirax
„ 1

xpHCTaan npejiBmaioT ..."

(a) The riorse-i.iaak

The iaissian horse-mask usually consists of two parts, the head

and the body, both of which may be made from a variety of materials

and fashioned in a variety of different ways. Thus, the head might

be crudely carved from a piece of wood or fashioned from a piece of

rough canvas filled with straw, or again a real horse's skull might

be used. To give credibility to the figure ears and a mane were

often added, the forner consisting of two pointed sticks or bundles

of straw, the latter of straw or strands of hemp (pen(la). The

horse's head was then fixed to a pole which was in turn held by the

youth (or youths) whose task it was to play the horse. The simplest

method of forming the body of the animal was to drape some suitable

garment such as a sheepskin coat or a horse-cloth over the bent figure

of the boy. The structure could be strengthened by th© addition of

a rough framework, such as placing two straight poles across the

shoulders of two peasants and covering the whole with a blanket or
2

curtain, or as in the following example where the structure is

slightly different

_

£MJ337;
1. .negirev, pp. cit ., issue I,App. 37-33.
2. V. lolovachev and 5. lashchilin, Narodnye teatr na Sonu (see
Chapter oh l'Farcy"-"Kob^rla"), (lostov-on ion 1947)•
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"BepyT HecT h npoAeBSuoT ero ckbosb ABa peiieTa,

uexzy KOTopHMH yca«HBaH>T napHji ..."

A somewhat more imaginative use of the available materials is

to be seen in this "horse" from Bogilev government (Gomel1 skii uezd)*-

"IIoAodiie rojroBH iebdt H3jxoJicTa k HadnBamT coJioMoii;
H3 neHBKH aeaaiJT rpHBy h xboct. Beet ckqzgt odmaBaeTcs

dexKMH cKaTepTHMH, oTnero no.iyHaeTca "bee cctb de.aas

Eoda^a". Ha ro^cony izo6hjlu HaneBaeTeji ys^e^Ka k npw-

BeiaHBaeTcji koaoko-SB^HB.

B jtoaoBue pedpa ko (5bush BJiesaeT leaoBeu h noKpHBaeTca
2

AJIHHHHKH IipOCTHHBMH—HOIIOHaMH , TaK HTO BOTH 3aKpHTK. "

The appearance of the horse-mask was not restricted to Christmas-

tide. It was also a feature of the spring festivals and often took

part alongside the goat and other masked figures in the spring

processions of "Ssmik", "Busal'ya" and others. It was during the

spring festivities that the following lively description of the

"horse's" antics and its reception among the young people of the

village wa3 taken. Here the horse's head, a skull, was fixed to a

pole which was covered with a piece of material and hound with string

to form the neck. One end of this string was left looses-

A youth then took hold of the horse by these makeshift
reins and tried to parade it round and control its movements.

1. V.N. Vsevolodskii-Cerngross, Igry Harodov 3 S S R. (M.-L. 1933),
No. 196, p. 78* This description is from Ihite Aussia.

2- Ibid., p. 77, No. 195.
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The horse, however, was extremely frisky, and in spite of
all his efforts still leapt about and chased the girls and
boys in the crowd. ^

In the section on agricultural -dtes of Intensification I

mentioned the importance of a "resurrection" scene which frequently
2

occurred in the dramatic animal rites'. scenes ox this nature

involved all three of the animals under discussion here. Here, for

instance, is a comic scene from Smolensk uezd, revolving round the

supposed illness of a peasant's horse and its miraculous recovery

through the agency of an old wise-womans-

"KadHAa myTICK npHTBapaAa, adMaxHyAacB-ynajia, CGKI>

AHeil npajtuxaAa.

- JIbah ao<5phh, th hs hoctb ca cTapioc dadypan icadaay

BHAeHHTB? KxH 8ktf35J H6 yxyCHAa HAH MSMHpB npHCTaAa'<

ITpanry a Bac, nTodH bk MHe KadHAy BHAeHHAH.

IlaAxoAHTB dada, act ceMHAecHTii, cTaAa icadtuy ashhtb ,

BHJiHWHJia KadiiAicy oneHi. cKopa; b haho syxa AyHyAa,

b Apyrofi BeTep AynyA - xadKAKa ycTa.m.

- ynxscaK, MyxHK, Ha csaefi KadKAH: a to y nac

HexaponiHH HapoA, crAaaHTB ae - HeycTaiiHTB KadtiAa - hoh

BaAaiceTB xadHAy, cTapanTna yBaAOTB nacicapeM, xaAa kbo

CKHBTHa. "

1. .V. Maksimov, op. cit., p. 46I.
2. Cf. supra, 'pf ■ 65' dfe
3. V.E. Ysevolodskii-derngross, Igry Harodov .3 S S,R. (M.-L. 1933),
p. 7^,, Ho. 17C.
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('b ) The Bull-Mask

In spite of the ritual (and, of course, agricultural) impor¬

tance of the bull few interesting examples of the participation of

the bull-mask in dramatic games can be found. One such game,

however, popular at village winter parties, was noted by Maksimov.

The most necessary part of the bull-mask, as for the goat-mask too,

was the horns. In this example real bull-horns were fixed to a

large earthenware pot placed on the head of the actor. The erotic

nature of the game is clear from some of Llaksimov's remarks about it.

He saw that the main point of the game was for the "bull11 to butt

the girls. This was not only painful but often embarrassing

(deliberately so) and the girls would shriek and squeal. When the

game was over the "bull" was "killed", that is, the earthenware pot

on his head was smashed and the fallen "animal" was carried out."1"

(c) The Goat-Mask

The place of the goat-mask among the early dramatic amusements

of the last Jlavs5 particularly the white Russians, was also

considerable.

In construction, the "goat", like the other "animals", varies

according to the skill and imagination of its creators. The

primitive nature of the following goat is obviousJ-

1. 3.7. Maksimov, op. cit., p. 298.
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"Qaeh napeHB 3aKyTEi3acTC£ c ro.toBoii b BHBepnyTyio

mydy ("aiTon ne yaHajra"), BiicTaBMB b pyEaBa xse naajcit
-j

Hsodpaaaioiiine pora. "

The head of the "goat" could, however, be of more sophisticated

design with, for example, a mobile tongue which could be made to
2

click up and down by pulling on the string attached to it. This

mechanism was put to good use by the actor, who would tease the

bystanders, pretending to bite and snap at them.""

Nothing was easier to make than the body of the "goat". A

simple sack draped over the actor was sufficient. There are many

Eussian folk-pictures ("narodnaya kartinka'1 or "lubok") depicting the

favourite amusements of the people, among these performing animals

(particularly, the bear and the goat). On occasions, in place of

a live animal, a boy would "play the goat" as it were. In the

collection husskii Lubok^ there is a picture showing just this»

the boy's body is enveloped in a gaily-patterned sack-like garment

drawn tigitly round the long, thin neck with its goat-like head.

The 'animal'" s jaws can be manipulated by a string which runs from it

17
TX Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, Igri Nafcodov S. S. S.R. (M.-L. 1933)»
p. 86, No. 220; from Kursk government.

2. Avdeev, "llaska" No. 2 in ./oorniic muzeya antropologii i etnografii
XTV (M.-Ii. i960), p. 196. The description, dating to 1944, is
from the village Semenovo, Vereiskii region, Moscow oblast', where
there were many .»hite Eussian immigrants.

3. Oee e.g. D.A* Hovinskii, "Eusskie narodnye kartinki," bbornik 0EJA3
Vol. XXVII, Book 5, No. 9, p. 229-

4» Eusskii -uibok X'/II-.iX v.v. g*i.-l. 1962>, No. 63.
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inside the sack.

Another method of making the body was to construct a framework

similar to that for the horse, which was then covered with sheepskin

coats or rug3 and carried about by one or more people.

In conclusion I should like to add a "death and revival'' scene

with the goat-mask which closely resembled the above play with the

horse-mabk. In it the goat, made in typical fashion, is accompanied

by its owner, an "old man" with a hump-back (out of straw), wearing

a sheepskin coat turned inside out. The goat, like the bull, butts

the girls standing by and eventually talee3 ills-

"KH3JinKa nasmeT, na^aeT, BajmeTcn no nojry. Xo3hmh

roBopHT -rro ona sadoureJia.

- IIpHHecHTe boahhh, Ha^o e§ s6pH3HyTB, y efi shbot

3adoJie^ - roBopuT oh.

Ee o(5pKsrHBaK>T bo^oK, ona no^HHMaeTcn h nomsEeT. "

It i3 not difficult to find strong connecting links between

these "animal" games and the agricultural rituals already examined.

One of the most important similarities is the "death" 3cene; although,

1. 7.h. Vsevolodskii-Gemgross, Igri Narodov (M.-L. 1933),
pp. 06-87, ho. 220.
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as has been 3een, in the agricultural rites nore emphasis appears to

be placed upon the actual processes of deatl and burial, while in

the animal rituals the subsequent revival or resurrection plays a

major role. In the agricultural rituals we noted that the central

figure was a symbol of the fertile powers of nature, or indeed an

embodiment of the vegetation spirit himself. It seems probable that

the Christmastide animal masks had a like significance. The Russian

masks had their equivalents in other countries of lurope and indeed

in other parts of the world, and Irazer cites many instances which

suggest that the animals were looked upon as representatives of the

corn or vegetation spirit. In Sweden, for exanple, there took place

at Christmas a drama which appears to be an exact parallel to that

known among the last Slavsi-

In some parts of Sweden a regular feature of the little
Christmas drama is a pretence of slaughtering the yule-goat,
who, however, comes to life again. The actor, hidden by a
coverlet made of skins and wearing a pair of formidable horns,
is led into the room by two men, who make believe to slaughter
him ... at the conclusion of the song, the yule-goat, after
feigning death, jumps up and skips about to the amusement of
the spectators.

Very similar to the Russian "horse-drama" is this scene from

nssam, found among agricultural tribess-

... a curious feature of the ceremony is the manufacture of
gure or horses out of pieces of plantain-stem for the body and
of bamboos for the head and legs. The image of the "horse"
is laid on the floor of the nokma1s house, and the assembled
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guests dance and sing around it the whole night long, with
the usual intervals for refreshments. harly the next
morning, the "horse" is taken to the nearest river and
launched on the water to find its wag' down-stream on the
current.1

It is probable, too, that the hobby-horse of the Lnglish mummers1

plays had the sane origin. In the film of the "oymondsbury Dumming

Hay" made in 1951 which I was lucky enough to see at the English
/

Folk Dance and Dong Society in London there was a scene in which the

hobby-horse falls down dead and its owners attempt to revive it by-

holding their hands over its body as if to warm it.

Afanas'ev suggests something similar in his fanciful claim

that the Slavs in their animal games were drawing a parallel between

the fertilising strength of the spring rain-shower3 and the seed of
2

such animals as the goat and bull, known for their spring lust.

However this may be, the hull, horse and goat, in particular the

latter, were regarded by the Hussian and other Last Slav peasants as

animals whose presence could ensure good luck, plentiful crops or

a large family and in general protect them from ham. Thus Afanas'ev

points out that the Russians used to keep rams and goats in the

stables "in order to save the horses from the tricks of the house-

spirit (domovoi)".^

Ikisb.? pp. 337 ff.
2. A. Afanas'ev, -foeticheakie vozzreniya slavyan na prirodu

(M. 1865), Vol. I, p. 603
3* Ibid.> p. 714*



This little song which used to accompany the appearance of

the goat-mask states in so many words that the animals' antics

were intended to have a positive effect

"f,e K03a poraM,
Tan xKTa cToraM,

Kasa Harofi,
TaM Kaaa icanoK,
• •••••••

Ka3a xboctom, ,

TaM &HTB KycTOM ..."

The death and revival of the animals, as in the agricultural rituals,

would ensure the continued strength of the vegetation spirit or

perhaps even simply ensure that the animals concerned would breed

well in the coming spring.

3• The Dramatic Significance of "Rites of Intensification"

'These two major groups of Kites of Intensification may be said

to form the most elementary section of Russian folk-drama. They

contain many dramatic features, but these, on the whole, remain in

embryonic form. The core of each rite is essentially a dramatisation

or symbolic representation of certain phenomena familiar to the people,

in particular the birth and death of nature in its various manifesta¬

tions. The separate imitative incidents are held together by a

X# V.N. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, Igxy Narodov S S S.H. (lI.-L. 1933)>
p. 37, No. 221.
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slender thread or plot based upon either work-procasses (as in

"Opakhivanie ot Smerti" or the spinning scenes in the Dorozhevo

village's "Kostroma")* or the processes of death and burial as

conceived in the world of humans. Such plots were generally of a

very primitive nature consisting of three main parts, a beginning or

ascent (in the agricultural rites the ascent might take the form of

preparatory dancing and singing or the procession; in the animal

rites the request of the players for entry into the peasant household,

the introductory song promising good-luck and a certain amount of

horse-play), a centre or peak (in the agricultural rites the tragedy

of the death of the figure resolved by its burial or the tension of

a battle between two warring sides resolved by the victory of one

and the destruction by it of the dollj in the animal rites the death

or sickness of the animal followed by attempts to cure it resolved

by its actual recovery), and an ending or descent represented by the

return of the "actors" to the village, the sale of the animal or its

departure to another house.

These types of "plot", as I said in the £itsfc eh'lpfcei;^ may be
reckoned among the most primitive. These dramas in miniature remain-

basically tied to their ritualistic origins. Thus, even in the

lftL century when the actual significance of the arformanoes was

half-forgotten by the villagers, the strict seasonal nature of their

appearance, related to the two highest peaks of pagan religious

1. S-a-jora^-p-n.



activity, "Christmastide" and early spring, was still largely

preserved. The active hostility of the kussian Church from the

eleventh and twelfth centuries up to comparatively recent times

towards all forms of popular entertainment including, of course,

masking and dramatic games, clearly stems from an awareness of their

dubious antecedents. In church invectives these amusements are

often prefaced by the epithets "devilish" (besovskoe) and "idolatrous"

(kumirskoe) and those who took part in them were considered as

unclean and often required to purify themselves by plunging into icy

water.

It was not only the timing of the ritual drama3 but also the

place of action that was affected by other than aesthetic influences.

It was not usual for a particular 3pot in the village to be set

aside for the performance as would be the case in the modern theatre.

The place of action was defined not by the need to find a situation

which would allow the actors to make the best impact on those watching

but by the demands of the plot itself which required now a forest,

now a meadow, now a river. This was especially true of the spring

and summer agricultural dramas which, because of their strong

connections with nature itself and because the weather at this time

of year was conducive to outdoor activities, were always performed

in the open air. Animal rites belonging to the winter cycle, on the

other hand, were clearly better played indoors where the place of

action was as limited as on the theatrical stage. These dramatic

rituals became incorporated into the popular round of indoor winter
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entartainment where they were able to develop away from their

ritualistic origins.

The traditional division of labour, too, with the men being

primarily concerned with the farm animals and the women with work

in the fields has left its mark on the nature of the acting body.

It was rare for a woman to be allowed to take the part of one of the

major animal masks and the spring ana summer agricultural games were,

conversely, mainly the property of the female sex. The extreme

importance of the non-participation of men in the 'Harrowing of heath"

has already been pointed out, although on the other hand male actors

were not unknown in "Shrove" and "Samik" processions. To a

considerable extent, too, the lack of a strict division between

audience and actor typical of ritual, also applies to the Russian

games. This is particularly clear again, in the "Harrowing of heath"

where the possibility of an audience is deliberately excluded. Here,

every woman who sees the rites also participates in them., whether

she is actually helping to drag the plough or merely assisting in

the noisy procession which follows it. Similarly, at Shrove, there

was no limit to the amount of people permitted to join the grotesquely

costumed retinue. At "Sanik" and "Yarilo" large numbers of young

girls would weave themselves garlands of flowers or, at "Rusal'ya",

dress up all in white to resemble the water-nymphs. At "Semik" too,

in some parts, it was common to make more than one doll so that snail

groups of women eac having their own figure could take a more active
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part in the proceedings. The purpose for which each of these rites

was performed was important !ot only to the few people playing the

major roles, but to all of the villagers who were emotionally

involved in the evolution of the plot and its successful outcome.

malinovsky has said of languages "in its primitive uses

language functions as a link in concerted human activity, as a piece

of human behaviour. It is a mode of action and not an instrument

of reflection."^ This definition might equally well be applied to

primitive drama where the emphasis is not upon aesthetic or intellec¬

tual emotional enjoyment but upon individual involvement.

Before leaving- the subject of "actors" in those rituals, there

is one further point that I should like to mention: namely, that

the part of the central figure in the "drama" was often played not

by a human but by an inanimate actor in the form of a doll or even

simply a decorated tree-branch. The further development of this

feature of the rituals will be dealt with at greater length in "the

chapter on the puppet theatre.^
The aim of these maskings was not directed towards entertaining

an audience but towards producing certain specific material results

and the whole visual effect of the drama was influenced by thia

intention. The primitive actors did not strive for a realistic but

1. Bronislav K. Malinovsky, "The Problem of Ileaning in Primitive
marguuges'' in C.„. Ogdan and G.a. lichards, The .earning of meaning,

CRY. 195 6)
Infra,pic-'.ff,
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for a symbolic portrayal of the creatures and events they imitated.

It was not necessary for the spring dolls to be detailed replicas

of human beings, but it was necessary for them to be decorated with

and surrounded by flowers and greenery, the emblems of the spirit

they represented. It was not necessary for the bull, the goat or

the horse masks to be zoologically exact, but it was necessary for

them to be recognizable as such through some specific sign such as a

pair of horns or a sheepskin covering. The white garments of the

water-nymphs were also symbolic, standing for bride-like purity.

In the "Harrowing of Death", "costume effect" was achieved by the

absence or renoval of clothing rather than by the addition of any

particular dress and the intention here again was as I said ritualistic

rather than dramatic. Similar considerations governed the choice

of the properties and effects whose use nevertheless added to the

spectacular nature of the ceremonies, and added to their value as

entertainment. Such were the symbols of life and lust, the burning

wheels of Shrove and the blazing bonfires of ivan .iupalo, such was

the joyous yet potentially frightening cacophony of jingling bells,

raucous rattles and banging drums, the clamour of voices, beaten

metal and gun-fire which was an essential part of many processions,

such was the ritual food placed as an offering before Kupalo or

Sloryn'ka and shared out between the girls who came both to "worship"

and to enjoy themselves.

aven the movements and gestures of the actors remained to a

certain extent governed by ritualistic principles. Thus, although

the leapi.it, of the goat auu the butting of the bull became merely a
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source of amusement or girlish confusion the original hope of

encouraging fertility and growth through these antics was not com¬

pletely obscured.

The fact that the dramatic elements of the games which evolved

from Kites of Intensification were still clearly influenced by the

exigencies of ritual even in the 19ti and early 20th centuries, when

the pagan faiths which created them had long since disappeared, does

not mean either that the Russians did not actively enjoy taking part

in them or that their dramatic instincts were in any way retarded.

On the contrary they not only managed to embellish dramatically what

already existed but also to draw upon their experience to create

from them new dramatic forms.

The incorporation of spring songs of much later date into the

spring rites, for instance, underlined the already aesthetically

pleasing presence of the flowers and leaves. The austere nature of

the destruction of the spring figure was rationalised and thereby

made dramatically more immediate by the addition of the funeral

scenes borrowed from the Orthodox Church, some perfectly serious,

others of a more flippant nature such as the parody upon the rite of

Qoborovanie (here called "podzoborovanie") which appears in the

Dorozhevo version of "Kostroma".

ITew characters appeared, the priest, the mother, even in some

case3 the widow, and the emotional impact of the death was heightened

by the laments of the "plaltal'shchitsa" or professional mourner.
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The potentialities for developing the humourous side of certain

situations were also fully exploited and may he seen, for example,

in the person of the quack doctor or ?ri.se women who were sometimes

called in to cure Kostroma or attend to the sick "animals".* The

crude goat's head became a more satisfying sight when the simple

mechanism for manipulating it had been added.

Both the winter and the spring/summer ritual games, especially

the latter, were essentially noisy affairs, noise being considered

useful for the warding off of evil spirits. To the artificial sounds

of rattling, jingling and banging were added the amotional overtones

ox women'a voices weeping, lamenting, exulting, shrieking and

laughing; but dialogue as such occurs only in those cases where the

ritual itself has become rationalised and reinterpreted according to

the understanding of the people who performed them, such as the

funeral scenes into which responses from the Orthodox service and

the laments of the mourners have been incorporated, or the comic

animal revival scenes which include humorous exchanges between the

owner and the doctor. Such examples represent a step forward in the

creation of folk-drama through the medium of ritual. This is the

case, too, with the "question and answer'1 structure of the speech in

the game "Kostroma and her nurse" which may be said to be one of the

most primitive forms of dialogue.

1. L. Kulakovskii, op. cit."p-2-;-
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Rome evidence of a breakdown in the ritual pattern of the

rites described in this section is visible. Thus, for example, the

strict participation barriers of the ritual were broken when "..ostroma"

passed from the young women to become, in altered form, the property

of the little girls. Similarly, the sense of spectacle or entertain¬

ment to be found in some rituals had clearly become very strong in

modern times and we find in the animal game 3 and in such well-developed

versions of Kostroma as that found in .iJorosnevo village a definite

distinction between those performing and those watching. However,

it is still true to say that the dramatic elements of both the

agriculture and the animal rituals, remained very largely bound by

the principles of ritual.

•

4• The Secularisation of Ritual Rrama

In the preceding section on Russian Rites of Intensification

the important role of certain animal masks in the winter (and to a

lesser extent the spring and summer) cycle of rituals has been noted.

Another mask which, although it cannot be said to belong specifically

to the Rites of Intensification, deserves by association to be

considered alongside them i3 that of the bear.

(a) The Bear-I.Iask

The bear, of course, was an animal of the hunt rather than

agriculture and was much sought after in the thick forest regions to
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the north where it abounded. The importance of the bear to the

economy of such peoples in the north of what is now Russian territory

as the Yoguls, Yakuts, iurguts, Ostyaks, Jhlyaks and Runs is

indisputable. Among the Slavonic tribes, however, it was terri¬

torially limited and sought after only by those living in the more

northerly regions. This, coupled with the fact that its importance

as an animal of the hunt, both for its food and for it3 pelt value,

died out at an early stage among the Slavonic tribes, helps to

explain the lack of ritual ceremonies revolving round this animal.

Any which did originally exist would have disappeared with the decline

in significance of the subject. There is nothing among either the

Russians or the -^ast Slavs in general to compare with the variety of

rites and dramatic games connected with the bear to be found among

the Northern Siberian tribes. These depict such features as the

hunting and trapping of the bear, the dangers incurred by the

huntsman, the fattening and killing of a young bear caught and kept

for specifically ritual purposes. It is just possible, however,

that in the popular hussian sport of bear-baiting we see a distant

reflection of the ritual bear-hunt.

13ear-baiting ("medvezh'ya travlya", !lmedv3zhii boi") in which

battles were arranged between bears and dogs, men or even other bears,

was highly popular among all sections of the Russian public from

early times. There is much documentary evidence as to the existence

of bear-baiting at the Russian court from the time of Ivan the

Terrible onwards. the most interesting accounts are possibly



those 01 foreign travellers such us the Itoglishman Giles -letcher,

writing in 1569

on other speoiall recreation is the fight with wilde
Beares, which are caught in pittes, or nets, and are kept in
barred cages for that purpose, against the -Anperour be
disposed to see the pastime. The fight with the Bear® is
on this sort. The man is turned into a circle walled round
about, where in to quite himselfe so well as he can; for
there is no way to flie o\rt. When the Beare is turned loose
he cometh upon him with open mouth. If at the first push®
has miss® his aims, so that the Beare come within him, hse is
in great daunger. But the wilde Beare being very fearse,
hath this qualitie, that guiveth aduantage to the hunter.
His manner is when he assaileth a man, to rise up right on
his two hinder legges, and 30 to come roaring with open mouth
upon him. And if the Hunter then can pushe right into tie
very breast of him betwixt his for legge3 (as commonly hea
will not miss) resting the other ende of their boarspeare at
the side of hi3 foote, and so keeping the pike still towards
the face of Beare, he speedeth him commonly at one blow.

oigismund von Herberstein, who visited Hussia several times on

his ambassadorial missions during the first two decades of the 16th

century, also witnessed bear-baiting at the royal court and noted

that the men who provided the sport were highly regarded by the prince

and even well rewarded for the considerable danger they faced.

If in the encounter they happen to be wounded by the
irritated and maddened bears, they run to the prince, crying,
"Pes my lord, we are wounded.11 To which the prince replies
"Go, 1 will show you favour," and then he orders them to be
taken care of, and clothes and certain measures of com to be
given them.^

1. Giles Hetcher, "The Busso Commonwealth," from The unglish works
of Giles i'letcher the Hlder, edit. Lloyd W» Berry, Univ. of Wiscon¬
sin Press, Lladison 19£>4, pp. 297-298.

2. dgismund von Herberstein, "Notes upon -ussia," from transl, of
Iterum Hoscoviticerun Comaentarii, by 2.H. Mayor, London 1852, p. 137
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Ouch performances could take place at any tine of the year

although they were more usual in autumn and winter. In Moscow they

were usually held in the Kremlin itself on one or other of the main

courtyards on a place which had been specially set up beforehand for

the spectacle. In the 17th century a favourite spoi for the

entertainment was the Tsar Boris* Courtyard near the Patriarch's

palace

Bear-baiting was not only a sport for royalty. It was followed

with keen interest by the ordinary people too. In Moscow itself

public spectacles took place behind the "Kogozhskaya Zastava" almost

to the sixties of the 19tli century, and crowds of people would
2

gather to watch them every Bunday. The sport was abolished in the

1860s when an animal-protection society was formed.

whatever ritual significance may or may not have been originally

attached to organised beao-fights, there can be little doubt that

even by the l6th century to which belong our first detailed accounts

neither participators nor spectators retained any recollection of it.

however, this is not true of other games in which the "bear"

plays a predominant part. In the first chapter^ I indicated that

1. I. oabelin, Jomaahnyi lyt russkogo narodq v KVI i XVII st., Vol. It
Bomashnyi byt russkikh tsarei, Part II (h. 1915)? p. 308.

2. 0...,. lovinskii, "lusskie narodnye kartinki," JBornik OKTAS. Vol.
Cm (1081) Book IV, p. 290.

3- —f3
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primitive peoples are quici. to fine amusement both in their own

imitations of the gestures and appearance of animals and, similarly,

in the conscious or unconscious imitations by animals of human beings

themselves. People in our own society are still entertained by

the antics of young chimpanzees or poodles dressed as humans and

deliberately trained to wield instruments such as cups, knives,

forks, umbrellas, mirrors, used by us in our daily life, Among the

Russians and Past Slavs generally it was common to train bears and

goats in this fashion.

The extreme popularity of the trained bear among all sections

of Russian society is made manifest by many references to them in

early documents (particularly ecclesiastical) as far back as the 13th

century."' The 17th-century traveller Adam learius (Dutch ambassador)

remarks several times on bear-baiting and performing bears in Museoyy.

At the village of Joliza in 1634, for example, he says:-

..e slept not, but made sport with a young bear,
the Pristaf had brought us, which could show a thousand
tricks. ^

In old Russia the performing- bear was popular among all levels

of society from the Tsar himself to the poorest peasant. Ivan the

Terrible and ..achael Pyodorovieh both kept bears and even in the

1. For refs. see Al. S. Famyntsin, "bkomorokhi na hasi" (S. Peter —

burg, 1889), p. 122.
2. ... Olearius, The Voyan.es anu Travels of the Ambassadors from the

Puke of Holstein to the Great IXrke of muacovy and the King of
Persia, transl. Davies (ADCLAII), p. 11.
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so-called "Age of 3nlightenmentM the cu3tora was still maintained.

The Impress -iizabeth, for instance, enjoyed watching them. Ohe

herself kept a number of bear-cubs which she sent to the Aleksandronov

Monastery to be trained. The Archbishop of At. Petersburg, Peodosii

Yankovskii, who resided there, himself patronised the keeping and

training of tame bears. He had a servant Karpov who taught the cubs

in his care such tricks as walking on their hind legs, dancing

and performing other such antics. It was to him that the Snpress

sent her pets.^"

its for the peasantry, Hovinskii's graphic account of the trainer

with his performing animal speaks for itselfJ-

"UpExoA Boxaaa c MeyBeyen eme oaeHB neyaBHo

coctabjikji anoxy b yepeBencKofi 3arjtynHoii phshk; 3ce

descaxo k neuy Ha BCTpeny - v cTapnfi h naxafi; yase

dadyunca AEo&peHeBHa, KOTopas 3a HeMoroTou yxe njiTmii

l^oy c nsHKii He cnycKa-aacB, h Ta descHT.

- "yya th aro, cTapax xpareoBKaV - rcpirwHT efi Bcxey

dapHH.

- Ax daTiosxa - npnxJtediiBaeT AirovpeHeBHa: - Taic ya:

2
ueybeyh-to h h He ybhxy.' - h eemeiiht yajiee.

1. "Hrevnyaya i novaya Hossiya" (1876), Ho. 12, pp. 418-419J quoted
by -amyntsin, op. clt., p. 1.20.

2. Hovinskii, "Husskie narodnye lcartinki," obornik 0.H.YA.8. (l8Ql),
7ol. 27, hook J, p . 227-229.
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If such descriptions were not sufficient in themselves, the

popularity of the performing bear among the ordinary people would

he fully attested by the Ibissian folic picture^ where he was a common

subject. In the collection „husskii Lubok XVTI-XIX w." there are

several pictures showing the bear being put through his paces.

No. 63, for instance, shows the bear rearing on his hind legs with

ever;/ appearance of ferociousness. (it was usual to have the claws

and sharp teeth cut or knocked out, but sometimes these were left

in their natural state to provide more excitement., Nearby a youth

plays a little drum, stampin time with his foot, and to this

accompaniment the bear is forced to dance.^

Sometimes, to enhance the overall effect, the bear was dressed

up in human garments. No 13 of the above collection depicts a

dancing bear wearing a plumed hat and a tasselled collar while his

companion, a castinet-playing goat, wears a loose-fitting frock.

The main part of the repertoire of these performing animals

was made up of a series of imitative actions. Here, for example,

are only a few of the tricks performed by two bears shown in St.

Petersburg in 1771 by a group of peasants from Nizhegorods-

"5) HaT^rHBaioT k cTpejtBKiT, ynoTpedasa na-aicy, tiy^ro

6h K3 .ayica ....

10) -Coaht, icaic napHK h npecTapexmo, 11 xaic xpOKxe

Hory TacKaBT ....

1. lusskii Jubok -X/II- ... w. . 1; 62}. ho. 63.
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12) ka» cejibckme asbkh b aepB&AO ckotphtcs., npn-

KpHBaX)tc5i ot cbohx XeHHXOB ...»

13) KaK Maxtae pedHTa ropox Kpa^yT 11 noxsaioT, r^e

cyxo sa dpioxe, a r^e woapo, Ha KOAenax; BHKpaBEH ace,

39. »3500T C 51 • « • •

T
22) kto noanecet iikbo hah bhiio, c yr-n<ibootee

•j
nphkhmakt h, biranb2ih, nocyay nasaa otaasas, kaahhbtca ..

The antics of the bears were, of course, accompanied by a con¬

tinual stream of patter from the trainer. Although P.N. Berkov tells
2

us that the leading of tame bears was banned at the end of 1866, it

must have continued for some considerable tine in spite of this, and

Vsevolodskii-Gerngross refers to tame bears appearing in Moscow and

Leningrad even as late a3 1928.^

The purely embryonic nature of the performing bear as a form

of drama is obviousj although it is true that it represents one of

the earliest forms of non-ritual, quasi-dramatic entertainment it

remains extremely primitive in structure. There is no plot, only a

series of mimetic gestures corresponding to the monologue of the

bear-trainer, which as shown in the Introduction was one of the

first dramatic methods used. Of much greater interest, from our

1. SP- Burgskie,Vedemosti 1771 g.» No. 54; quoted by Ysevolodskii-
Gerngross, Istori.ya rusakogo teatra. Vol. I (l.-M. 1929)> p. 117*

2. i.h. Berkov, Busakaya Barodnaya Drama XVTI-XX w. (M. 1953)» P» 21.

3. V.N. /sevolodskii-Gerngross, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 116.
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point of view, are the "bear-masks and games whose evolution was

greatly influenced by the former.

The bear-mask existed alongside those of the horse, bull and

goat during the Christmastide festivities, and in construction bore

a strong resemblance to than. As in the other costumes the sheep-

shin coat was a major item. In one of the games collected by

Vsevolodskii-Gerngross the lad playing l;he part of the bear was

dressed in two black sheepskin coats, with the fur to the outside.

The -sleeves of one of the coats were pulled on to his arms, and the

sleeves of the other on to his legs. The loose tail and front

parts of the coat were then either sewn or tied together with string.

To complete the costume a black astrakhan hat was put on the "bear"'s

head and his face was smeared with soot."'"

sometime a the figure of the bear was made with a hump-back.

Like the horse-mask it could also be made from pea-stalks. The

dried-up pea-3talks are a similar colour to the browny fur of the

bear. This looks quite effective as a disguise when bound neatly
2round the arms, legs and body of the mummer.

This "bear-mask", which rivalled in popularity the tame,

performing animal it was often made to resemble, represents an

interesting phase in the development of ritual drama, for the ritual

significance of the "animal"'s appearance subsisted only in a few,

1. Yaevolodskii-GJemgross, Igry Narodov S.&S.R. (M.-L. 1933),
. . 01, pp. 34-5»

2* Ibid.1 loc. oit.



minor details, while the construction and content of the "drama"

which evolved round it was wholly borrowed from a totally non-rituar-

listic feature of everyday life. L Shall first examine what remains

of the original character of the bear-mask.

The early Russian church had no doubts about the connections

between the "bear-games'' and those other ritual animal-games which

have been recently examined, and condemned them all equally as pagan

ana unholy. Lack of documentary evidence makes it impossible to

say whether or not the bear was, like the other animals, a central

figure in .last Slavonic agricultural fertility rites, but it is

certain that he was regarded in their territories as an animal with

considerable powers for good luck and increase both at home and in

the fields. Note, for instance, the appearance of the bear-skin as

a sign of fertility in the Hussian and white Russian marriage

rituals." In many parts of Russia, itjiras believed that the bear
could cure illness if he stepped over a sick person. Similar

attempts were made to secure the good health of to cattle through

t ie intervention of the bear.

Such methods a censing the peasant home with burning fur taken

from the bear's coat or asking a bear-trainer visiting the village

to lead his animal round the farm and outhouses were thought to be

efficacious in warding off the evil eye, and similarly the health and

1. Ihfra j>. /13.
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fertility of the cattle and horses was thought to be ensured if a

bear's head could be hung up in the stablest

The approach of the Christmas (or Jhrovetide) masked bear

itself was accompanied by many popular songs and jingles which again

expressed the hope that those who offered the maskers hospitality

would receive a little more than mere entertainment for their troublwi-

"Me.SBe.52> iraxTyE
no peKe HJLHB6T,
Ko&y mccneT sa^Bop,
Tony 3hti> bo TepeM." *

An interesting analogy to the Russian beliefs concerning the

masked bear can be seen in the descriptions of a Moravian game which

still further underlines its original purpose. The bear was usually

played by a farm-labourer whose body was covered with pea-stalks.

To complete the picture a straw tail was stuck on and a bell hung

round his neck. The performance at each cottage consisted of a

little dance with the daughter of the house, and it was thought that

this would produce good crops of flax and hemp. Bad luck, on the

other hand, would follow those who refused to dance with the bear.

A piece of fur from the bear was often used as a good-luck charm

and placed in the nests of the farm geese.3 A similar dancing straw

1. A. Afanas'ev, Poeticheskie vozsreniya slayyan na prirodu, Vol. I
(M. 1865), PP. 390-393

2. Famyntsin, op. cit.. p. 95» quoting Sakharov, gkajflBigft, lusskogo
naroda l.III, 14*

3. P.G. Bogatyrev, Lidove divadlo Seske a slovenske (Prague, 1940),
in lib translat. by author, Cheshskii i slovatskji narodnyi teatr).
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tear was known in England and other parts of Western Aurope and

Frazer considers it to be a representative of the vegetation spirit

in the same way as the horse, goat and other masks.

In liussia, however, in spite of these indications of the bear's

original function the external form of the bear-games as we now know

then had been almost completely overlaid by borrowings of a much later

date from the repertoire of the live performing animal itself. Thus,

the Christmas costumed bears were often accompanied by a gypsy leader

and iade to "perform" all sorts of tricks. trial1 dramatic scenes

grew up around it as in the ./hite Russian "bear-games" played to

celebrate the birth of a child. Here, not only the "bear" and his

"gypsy trainer" played a part but also a whole "suite" of "gypsy

women" who went round the village together telling fortunes, offering

cures for all ills and collecting snail gifts for their perfonuance.

The bear-mask was not the only one to attract non-ritualistic

elements and to become in this way a part of the new secular repertoire

of cho folk-theatre. The "horse" was often joined by costumed

gypsies too, since gypsies were well-known, even notorious, horse-

dealers, particularly in Southern liussia and the " craine, and a scene

depicting the buying and selling of the horse would take place. Or

yet again, the horse might be depicted along with Russian "cavalry

officers". From such small beginnings something approaching a

1. A. Veselovskii, Otarinnyi teatr v Ayrope (M. 1G70), pp. 297-293.
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fully-fledged although dpisodic dramatic spectacle night emerge.

Ouch is the case in a game from fogilev goVermont which appears in

Vsevolodslcii-Gerngross's collection of games. In it the tradi¬

tionally constructed horse-mask is accompanied by ah officer, a lady

("barynya") and a gyp3yJ-

110,5hh H3 napneii phahtch o$Hi*epoM: nageBaeT co.i-

,;aTCKiie Kyn^np h aTaHH, sa rojiosy 6yuaxzniil KiiBep c

cynTanoM 3-13 (SyMa^Hofi kkcth, nepes mieno rocsydas JieETa

113 (SywarH. ^pyroii napeKB o/,eBaeTcs b sexicKyio pydaxy

c pacnHTHMH pymaBaEH h ^.H^apaK, na sex) Ha^eBaeT

mohhcth, aa roJOBy-n^iaToK. -to - <5apm-ui. TpeTHB

napeHB Hapsscaotch b coJuaTCKHil nys^Hp, ho 6e3 JE6HTH,

c roHOBHHH ydopoH Bpc.se yjrancjcoro. r7eTBepTH8 napens

- msran - Ha^eBaeT cnHHil apMHK, pBaHy® nanny, no^no

HCHBaeTCH sepeBKofi. C xcnyTOM b pyicax 011 yxaasHBaeT

-|
sa Kodnatoii. "

The "action" of this dramatic game consists quite simply of a

series of gay dances between the "actors" and an attempt on the part

of the gypsy, who comically extols the animal's dubious "virtues", to

sell the horse to the owner of the house in which the performance is

talcing place. It should be noted that while the external appearance

of the ritual-naslc remains unchanged in such games, some attempt is

made, as can be seen in the above description, to portray the non-ritual

1. Ysevolodskii-Gerngros3, Iggy narodov 5 S ,S»R. (LI.-L. 1933)> So.
195, P. 77.
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characters more realistically. The liberation of such masks from

their original ritual setting by their adaption into situations

drawn from the everyday social contacts of the people had a decisive

effect upon the development of non-ritual drama in Russia. The

addition of new characters (officers, gypsies, etc.) inevitably led

to the introduction of new scenes, and these to the introduction of

dialogue drawn from everyday speech, a3 opposed to the mimetic actions

and static monologues of earlier works.
(b) Other -Masks,

Hot only were the ritual-masks often joined by others of a

non-ritual nature but they themselves could actually give rise to

such masks. Thus, in all probability, the non-ritual "camel-maisk"

was based upon the construction of the ritual "horse". The similarity

in construction is clear. A typical "camel" was made by two

peasants tied back to bark in such a way that they could still bend

over in opposite directions. lach peasant was then given an

arc-shaped yoke which, as he bent forward holding it in his hands,

was meant to look like the camel's legs. The 'whole ensemble was

1
then covered over with a sheepskin rug, fur to the outside.

Although the animal masks were among the most important in the

winter cycle there were others which were just as popular. Indeed,

in Russia as elsewhere in Jurope, Christmastide replacing as it did

the ancient saturnalia and other pagan festivals connected with the

1. uvdeev, op. cit.. p. 199*
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coning of the New Year, was in general a period for disguising3 and

mimtninga of all sorts, a time when the people, .0 doubt profiting

fro.: the anonymity of their disguises, were able to abandon themselves

to riotous merriment and excesses.

The bands of mummers ("ryazhenye") who used to roam the

countryside during this season and who often became air much of a

social menace to the law-abiding villagers and citizens as their

ancestors had been a spiritual menace to the liussian church, were

known by a variety of names in different parts of the country. In

Novgorod government they were called "olcrutniki'1.

It is difficult to determine the exact origin of this word.

Veselovslcii suggests that it comes from a regional word "okruta",

meaning dress, clothing}^ while nfanas'ev offers the explanation that

the word first came from the verb "krutit'" whose original meaning

of to wind or roll up became extended to include the idea of dressing
2

or masking. The Novgorod "okrutniki" who were active during the

few weeks of the Christmas period used to go around the town looking

for the houses with lighted candles in their windows. These were

used as a sign that the mummers would be welcomed in the home. The

household was then entertained by a repertoire of comic scenes,

dancing, singing and general merriment.^

1. A. Veselovskii, op. cit., p. 299 •

2. A. Afanas'ov, Poeticheskie vozzreniya alavyan na prirodu. Vol. Ill,
p. 526.

3. I.M. Cnegirev, op. cit., issue, 2 (1839), p. 33.
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The costumes worn by these people are reminiscent of the ragged,

outlandish dres3 of some of the participators in the Shrovetide and

spring processions. They were made from odd multi-coloured scraps

of material and decorated with bells, etc. home of the "okrutniki"

dressed like brigands with scarlet sashes and a hunting knife tucked

into the sash.

kmong the "olcrutniki" was a sort of aaster-oi-ceremonies known

as the "rol'nik" whose particular function was to sing songs and

tell tales. Apart from the costumes the Christmas procession of

the ''okrutniki", in some parts of the country, closely resembled the

Throve procession in other aspects. In the town of T'ikhvin, for

example, a ship drawn by a team of horses formed the central theme of

the merry-making. In fact it was used by the mummers as a sort

of mobile stage on which they were able to dance, sing and play

conic sketches as the procession moved through the streets.~l

Another name for the raumnero in Itussia, particularly in the

north, was "kudesniki": "kudesit"', according to hal*'s dictionary,

means to practise witchcraft or black magic, and in Old Russia the

word certainly had this meaning:-

"IIpiiKjoomhcs HeKoewy HOBropoAma npinrra b h
o

npime k KyAecuHKy, xots Bo^xbobantjl ot iiero. "

1. Tee Tnegirev, op. cit., issue. 2 ( 1038), P. 33.
2. Pov. vr. let 6579' P° lavren. 3p.; quoted by >_>reznev3kii.
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In view of the Church's attitude towards the mummers it is not

difficult to see how the title of wizard or magician should become

attached to them. However, .vdeev seeks another explanation. He

believes the words "kydesy" (mumming) and "loidosniki" (mummers) to be

connected with a special sort of tambourine — like instrument used

by the old Hussion shamans in their religious rites. lb support

this argument he quotes the rather obscure passage from the "3toglav"»~

"KyAec 6bk>t h bo apncToTejieBH BpaTa, b eppasjeea
A

CKOT^T. "

few eye-witness accounts of these particular mummers are

extant. XJ.~. Herkov in his anthology of folk-drama makes use of

an article entitled "ICirilovskie Hudesy" from a nineteenth-century

Novgorod newspaper. The costumes here again are -unpretentious,

made mainly out of rags and sackcloth or coat3 worn inside out.

The mummers are accoutred with an assortment of brooms, spades and

oven -prangs ("ukhvaty").

The ragged costumes and the weapons found in the above descrip¬

tions are probably of a symbolic nature, as both occur also during

the bhrave and spring processions, the "Harrovdng of Death", etc.

Winter, evil spirits or Death itself were intended to flee in face of

them. iimong other terms used to refer to the mummers were "Naryadikhi"

1. Avdecv, op. cit.. pp. 194-5*
2. P.N. Berkov, op. cit., n. 68; quoting from Novgorod, gub. vedom
(1869), No. 5, p. 39™"
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(in Arcnangel "oblast" - Dal1 ) and "Ahalyavy" (in the Yaroslav

government ).

The origin of some of the Christmas revellers, however, unlike

that of the "kudesniki" or "okrutniki", can he traced to an actual

historical context. This is the case with the Chaldeans ("Khaldei"),

bands of young men who in early seventeenth-century Moscow ran riot

throughout the city practising their jokes and revelries. The Dutch

Ambassador, Adam Olearius, was fortunate enough to see them during

his stay in 2.Ioscow»-

These are a sort of rascally fellows, who get leave
of the Patriarch to disguise themselves, by putting on
vizards, and to run up and down the streets frcm the 18. of
December, till Twelve-tide, with Fireworks, wherewith they
set fire in their hair and beards whom they meet. Their
main spleen is against the peasants, whoa they force every
time they are met, to pay a Copec ere they get out of their
hands. They are all disguised, and have on their heads
great wooden hats, fantastically painted, daubing their
beards with honey that the sparkles might not fasten in them
. . . These men, they say, represent those who heated the
Oven into which Shadrach, Mesak and Abednego were cast, by
the command of Nebuchadnezzar. 1

The Chaldeans began their outrageous career as participators in the

Church play "The Fiery Furnace", ("Peshchnoe Deistvo"), about the

martyrdom by fire of the three youths Ananiya, Azariya and Misail,

similar in content to the tale of Meshach, Shadrach and Abednego in

the Old Testament Book of Daniel. The "iieiy Furnace" was played

in Moscow and several other cities during the sixteenth and seventeenth

1. Adam CELearius, op. oit. (for I636), p. 129*
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centuries,to which time belong the only extant copies of the text.3-
Eventually their activities were seriously curtailed and in the end

banned altogether because of the dangers incurred by the lives and

property of Moscow citizens.

The motives behind various examples of masking may vary widely.
2

As I pointed out at the beginning of this section? the desire to

hide or protect one's person by disguise from the attentions of the

evil spirits was one such motive and it is possible that some such

idea originally lay behind some of the most popular Russian foims

of masking. I refer here to the customary exchange of clothing

between men and women and the habit of wearing clothes inside out,

shoes upon the hands, hoots upon the head and like absurdities.

The exchange of clothing was a widespread and ancient custom.

Note, for instance Bourne's reference to the Synod of Trullus,

. . . where it was decreed, that the Days called the Calends,
should be entirely strip'd of their Ceremonies, and the
Faithful should no longer observe then. . . . They therefore
decreed, that no man should be cloathed with a woman's Garment?
no woman with a Man's. ^

1. In contrast to W. Europe, the secular drama in Russia did not
develop from the liturgical drama. Along with one or two other
religious ceremonies of a semi-dramatic nature (e.g. the "Khozhdenie
na 03lyati" on Palm bunday or "omovenie nog")? the "Fiery Furnace"
is the only example of liturgical drama in Russia of the kind which
in mediaeval Europe laid the foundation of a far-reaching dramatic
tradition.

2. S-upra,p ?-0 ■

3. Bourne, "Antiquitates Vulgares," in John Brand, observations on
Popular Antiquities (London, 1810), p. 213•
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In kussia, too, the early church considered this practice an

abomination along with all other forms of mumming.

In order to enhance their absurd or horrific appearance the

mummers would also daub their faces with soot, flour, beetroot juice,

charcoal, etc. It is highly probable that the primitive fona of

"make-up" originally had no aesthetic or dramatic function at all

but served merely as a protection (through disguise) against evil

spirits.1

Extremely popular among the Christmas masks were those of the

"old man" (or "beggar") and the "old woman". The appearance of

these characters wa3 deliberatiy grotesque and their antics often

clearly of an erotic nature. The "old man" nomally had a hump-back,

long, tangled hair and beard, and might be lame as well. His dress

consisted of a sheepskin coat (made from alternate black and white

skins), worn inside-out and tied with a piece of string. A stuffing

of straw inside the sheepskin represented the hump. Hair and beard

2
could be augmented with tow. He carried a cudgel. The "old

woman" was depicted in like grotesque fashion, her face daubed with

soot and an old rag wound about her head."' It is interesting to note

1. For use of decorative painting of the body by South -American Tobas,
Matacos, etc., see Karsten, op. oit.

2. Selivanov, God ruaskogo zeraledel 'tsa, p. 129} quoted by Avdeev,
op. cit.t p. 209.

3. V. Yu. Kiupyanskaya, "Narodnyi teatr" in Husakoe narodnoe
poeticheskoe tvorchestvo, edited by P.G. Bogatyrev, ^£>388-3 89.
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that "old men" and "old women" masks were among those seen by-

Professor P.G. "Bogatyrev during his visit to the Balkans in 1947*

These mummings took place during the Bulgarian winter festivities on

and around V&sil'ev Ben* (l-14 Jan.).^"

Indeed, the comic old hump-back is a figure known on the popular

stage of many lands and many ages. Perhaps it would not be an exag¬

geration to 3ee a resemblance even between this figure and the grotesque

mimic fool, Bossemus-Manducus of the ancient "Atallan" theatre. This

mask was one of the most constant of the Russian folk-theatre. We

have already seen him in the dishevelled representative of spring and
2

we shall meet him again in other guises.

The 'old woman", too, appears to have many sisters among the

Russian popular masks, the wifch "Baba-Yaga" or the "Kikimora",^ to name

a few. This latter in particular is an interesting and wierd figure 1

Avdeev, in his discussion of the mask, makes use of two main sources,

N. Pr.skii's "Banya, Slushanie i shestoe yanvarya" and the writings

of 7. Zovoiko. N. Pr.sldLi tells of a group of mummers dressed as

old women and trying to resemble as2nearly as possible the "Kiklmora"

or witch. They were clothed in rags and tatters and wore on their

1. See P.G. Bogatyrev, "Otchet 0 poezdke v balkanskie stranyi No. 1 -
Po Balgarii," in Kratkie soobshoheniya instituta etnografii (1947)•

2. S-u.fTd,p si, xnfta. .

3. (a) Bal' defines the Kikimora as a sort of "house-spirit" (domovoi)
which comes and spins during the night. It plays tricks with the
spinning implements (spindle, distaff, etc.) and leaves things in a
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heads, instead of the "kokoshnik",1 a pot ("gorshok") covered over

with a scrap of cloth. Zavoiko adds further details. lie tells

how the old "Kiklmori" used to cone to the evening parties ("besady")
2

in the villages. Seating themselves on the "polati", they would

begin to spin. The young girls watching than were highly amused

and used to tease them, receiving in return for their ihterference

sharp taps from the stick they used to carry their yarn.

This mask bears a strange resemblance to the quasi-pagan,

quasi-Christian figure of "Parask'eva I^ratnitsa", often equated in

folk-legends with the Virgin Mary. She was the patron saint of

spinners and weavers (a predominantly female occupation) and could

mete out dire punishment to those who broke the taboo against spinning

on Fridays, the day sacred to herself.

finally, 1 come to a group of masks which are wholly secular

in origin, regional and national costumes or costumes drawn from

characters and professions 3een in the everyday life of the people,

soldiers and officers, brigands, Arabs, Turks, gypsies, Jews and

muddle. During the day, however, it remains hidden behind the
stove.

(b) "The "Kikimori" are generally understood to be the souls of
girls who have died unchristened, or who have been cursed by their
parents, and so have passed under the power of evil spirits" (w.H.S.
Rolston, op. cit.. p. 133).

1. A fan-slipped piece of head-gear worn by Russian peasant-women.

2. A sort of half-storey or entresol in the peasant house which
could be used when the main part of the izba became overcrowded
(see Dal').

3. Avdeev, op. oit.. p. 203.
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Cossacks being among the most popular.

By the time that such non-ritual masks have appeared to co-exist

with the more ancient ones it is clear that little sense of "purpose"

remains, the fun of dressing up to amuse oneself and others having

become a desirable end in itself. And so the ritual beginnings of

masking and mumming were forgotten and they were accepted simply as

an integral part of village entertainment over the Christmas and

New Year period, on an equal footing with party games, fortune-telling,

card-games, songs and hearty eating.



CEAPTEK III

DRAMATIC BITES OF PASSAGE

1. Hjtuals Connected with Birth and -liberty

f

In the firsij section of this work I have devoted most of the
attention to the so-called "Sites of Intensification". Here I shall

proceed to the study of the second group of rites, temed "Kites of

Passage". Of the more intimate events which affected primitive man

closely, birth, puberty, marriage and death were the most important.

Oven when they occur in our own modern society, the first and last

two of these at least are heralded by a considerable amount of

emotional tension and ritual action. However, within the structure

of our society these events do not usually entail any great upheavals

of a social or economic nature. In nomal circumstances the

departure of a son from the family home does not bring economic ruin

to the parents; conversely, the marriage of a daughter does not

bring any benefits to her new relations. Similarly, the production

of a large family is not considered a social necessity. But in a

primitive society where the well-being of the community often depended

upon the number of able-bodied adults capable of gathering, hunting

or producing by other means an adequate food supply or of defending

- 114 -
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the village from attack; such events were naturally of prime impor-
and

tance/among the Hussions and other East Slavs they were attended by

a considerable amount of superstition and ritual ceremony. Thus,

at the birth of a child certain symbolic actions might be carried out,

mostly prophylactic in intent or designed to influence the infant'3

future by inducing happiness, virility, long life, etc. Since the

mother, for instance, was considered "unclean" after the birth and

therefore liable to harm both the child and other's around her she

had to be ritually purified before she could resume her normal way

of life. This was the purpose of the Russian rite of "Razmyvanie

ruk" (the washing of the hands). About ten days after the birth the

midwife brought water, mixed it with oats and placed three hot coals

in the mixture. An axe and a besom were placed crosswise on the

floor. Placing her right foot on these the mother would drink

from her left palm the water which the midwife poured over her hands.

To enhance a male child's future happiness and productivity he was

wrapped in some seed hemp or a bear skin or his father'3 shirt

("usynovlenie") while a girl might be wrapped in her mother's.1

In olden times a sword might be placed in the baby's cradle so

that he would grow up to be a fine warrior. At a later date a knife

or hammer, grain or money were used with a similar purpose. With

the coming of Christianity the christening ceremony, too, began to

1. V.h. Vsevolodskii-Cerngross, latoriya russkogo teatrai Vol. I,
pp. 127-128 - "Obryady pri rozhdeniyu rebenka."
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evolve all the signs of a Bite of Bassage, celebrating as it did the

transition of the human child from the limbo of the uhbaptised to the

world of the Christian soul. As regards dramatic action at christen¬

ings, a scene with a gypsy and bear popular among the white Bussians

was mentioned above.""

At the beginning of Chapter I, I mentioned how an apprentice

often learned the intricacies of his trade simply by copying the

gestures of the master and how the secrets of the trade were often

communicated through special formulae in a conventionalised context

during puberty initiation ceremonies. Among the most important

occupations of women in the Bussian villages were work in the fields

(during the months of spring, summer and autumn) and the spinning and

weaving of cloth (particularly during the winter when climatic

conditions over most of the country made outside work an impossibility),

iiaall girls in many parts of Bussia were at one time initiated into

the secrets of their trade in the same way as boys were initiated

into the skills of hunting, fishing, war, etc. Traces of such

ceremonies remained until comparatively recent times. It is possible

that imitation of the actions involved in certain work-processes

demonstrated at female puberty rites lie at the bottom of a type of

dance with actions, long popular among Bussian girls, in which the

mimetic movements corresponded to the text of a song. These mimetic

dances ("igrovye") are often referred to as "khorovodnye" although in

1. Gf. supra, p. 102.
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fact the two groups do not necessarily correspond for the themes of

the "khorcvod", with its formal structure (circular? linear, figure

of eight, serpentine, etc.) are not always dramatic or mimetic, while

the game-dances do not always follow the structural pattern of the

"khorovod".

Kolpakova in her discussion of the work-songs divides them

into two main groups, those connected with the agrarian calendar

("kalendamye"), depicting, for example, the sowing and tending of

millet, flax or cabbages, and those unconnected -with it ("vnekalen-

darnye"), showing actions involved in spinning and weaving, the

brewing of beer, etc.

Imong the most typical of the first group is the dance-game

"len" which describes the processing of flax. Here, a "mother" and

"daughter" are chosen to stand in the centre of the circle. The

girls of the choir, who are also "daughters", ask their mother to

show them how to prepare the ground for the sowing of 3eed:-

"rlaynH Mens, Mara, Ha jen aeMJoo naxarai"1
The mother performs actions to represent the ploughing of the land

while her daughters imitate:-

"A bot s^aK, aohk, AonyittKH, bot Tax, Tax, aa bot s^aK"

1. V.N. Vsevolodskii-Oerngross, Igry narodov S S S-R. (M.-L. 1933),
p. 95-

2. Ibid.. loc. clt.
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In this way they run through a whole series of symbolic gestures

(weeding, gathering the ripe flax, placing it on a cart, drying it,

threshing it, braking it, etc.) until the flax is finally spun and

woven into fine cloth. In this dance there are two solo performers

with a supporting chorus, each of whom performs individually the

mimetic gestures appropriate to the various stages of the dance.

In the following weaving dance, however, the action is communal,

the mimesis being exhibited in the various figures of the dance

itself

"AeBymKH cTanoBHTca b Asa pjua, aheom Apyr k Apyr.y,

B3HBHHCB pyKaMH TQK, KaK CTO AeAaiOT npH rHMEacTHKe

AAH toto, *ITO<5H cAexaTB hochakh. GapH cTanosaTca

njioTHo Apyr R Apyry, C Kpaes npoyAomca ctoht no

AeByEKe. Gapu ii3o6pa>xaiDT ocnoBy, a AeByEKH c icpaeB

TKa^Hxy. O^na TicawHxa depeT itaxBMHKa hih AeBOMEy h
ji

KajeT na pyKH nepBoft ot cedn napn, Ta-cAe&ymieft h Tas

ao Apyroro KoHna. AeByaKa na Apyron Konue npoyAonica

npHHHMaeT MaABaEKa, KOTopmG b otoK arpe H3o6pa»aeT

nonepe^Hy» EHTKy b xoACTe."

■hile the actual construction of these dances has remained the

same for centuries the content, however, has always been developing

and expanding, new topics continually being added, among which three

main groups may be discerned. home dances have a social thesie, some

1. Ibid,, p. 102.
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are satirical} others draw upon the animal wcrld for inspiration.

Typical of the animal theme in the "khorovoa" is the "igra

v zainku (the "hare-game)" in which the soloist mimics the actions

of a hare trying to escape from its captors (i.e. the circle of the

choir). The game is as follows;- The choir 3tands or sits in a

circle. One youth, the "hare", takes up his position in the centre

of the rign. The choir sing to him asking him to perform certain

actionss-

"SaHHbica, noxcuHl

CepeHBKoii, noxoAHl

Bot Tax, bot Tax iioxoahJ

SanE£Ka, nepeBepEHCBl

CepeHBxoS, nepeBepHHCBi

canHBica iion.iBHHi

•f
caHHBKa, TOUH HOXKQili - " E. T. A.

The soloist mimics all the actions of the song and the game ends with

him kissing one of the members of the choir who takes his place in

the middle, and the whole thing recommences.

Essentially there is little difference between games of the

type "zain'ka" and the "work-games". A change may be observed,

1. P.V. Shein, pp. cit.. Vol. I, p. 65» &>• 353
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however, in games like "Igumen" which reflects the thread of satire

running through the whole of Russian literature since the seventeenth

century. Some variants of this have lost the formal pattern of the

round dance and have developed into more or less independent dramatic

games, in whih the action, however primitive, is based upon a mixture

of social awareness with fantasy. xn other words invention, one of

the most important ingredients of true drama, takes the place of

mimesis. In it the youths and girl3 playing choose from their

number an "abbot" while the rest play "monks" and "nuns". A humorous

song' ' Ox, xo, xo! /.ft. no Ke.3eMKy xosy" ) accompanies the game

in which a young nun tells how much she would like to dances-

"nonaflcaTK <5H,XO
aja. MKmKx rocTei!
IIOJItOMaTB KOCTeK. "

The players then all demand to be made monks and nuns and each

approaches the abbot with the wordss-

"Th cBHToii oTen HryMeHB, nocTpnm Menn nosa^ya,"

upon which the abbot fulfils their request, tapping each lightly on

the back with his whip. When everyone has been "consecrated", the

humorous song is sung again. Hnally, the monks and nuns decide to

become unfrocked and the abbot performs thi3 ceremony by giving each

a heavy blow with the whip.'*'

Typical of the "social" theme are dances dealing with love and

domestic life, ranging from the frankly erotic, such as "golubets" or

!• Ibid.. Ro. 1066, p. 315.
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"russkaya", to comical tales of marital disputes like "v zhenu i

muzha" or "varili my pivo".

In the dance "russkaya" a young nan and a girl in the centre

of the circle act out a simple love scene. With movements of the

body, gestures of the anas and legs, facial expressions, they portray

the youth's courtship, the girl's reluctance, the young man's

desertion and attentions to another, his beloved's timid advances

and declaration of love and their final reconciliation. Dances of

this type offer far greater scope for dramatic talent to show itself.

In the work-dances, as we saw, the actions are dictated by the subject

of the dance and the girls reproduce them passively. ho charac¬

terisation is involved beyond that of the arbitrary titles of

"mother" and "daughter". In dances like "russkaya", however, things

are more complicated. The soloists are free within the basic outline

of the "plot" to improvise, to fulfil the role according to their

own inclinations and talent. They represent two distinct personali¬

ties, that of the bold, passionate "dobryi molodets" and that of

the shy, modest "dusha-devitsa", and must convey this impression

through their acting. In this description from Tereshchenko the

youth'3 dance as he pays court to his beloved, -

"... noatfoHenflCB oaho# pyKoio, oh iukucghh&mh Te.so-

ABHXeHPIHMH bhpa&het jdodobb cbok>: to MaHHT k cede, to

npiEKHMaeT cboid pyicy k rpy^H, liiic.iehho o<5humect h

•j
pacTaeTcsi nena^BHo ..."

1. A. Tereshchenko, Dyt russnogo naroda {-ankt Pb. 1648), Part II,
pp. 139-41.
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contrasts well with the girl's sadness at his desertion and her

attempts to win him hack which are expressed in the slowness and

gentleness of all her movements:-

"OHa pEcyeres npe.5 hhm 3a^yMUHBofi KapTEHoio: to

no^HHMaeT pykh BBepx, to onycKaeT kx co B3aoxojj, h

ocTaBOBBCB, noAywaB neMHoro, cxxaAHBaeT pyxa Ea rpy^B,

h nxiibet c noHKKEtefi rojiDBOK), cjiobho ropemii^haa aecse^xa,

c TnxSjtofi EpyTHHyniKoii . . . " 1
Of a much simpler nature is the quarrel and reconciliation seen®

between husband and wife, in which the quarrel corresponding to the

words of the song -

"Kajia^a xaHa HE .uoGIITCH MHHH,
iUO Bfl jqodhtb mhhh hh tjiaahu' Ha mhe«" -

is represented by the formation of the "khorovod" which forms a circl®

round the husband, leaving the wife outside it. Similarly the

reconciliation is effected by the wife's re-entry into the circle,

and sealed with a kiss to the words»-

"iUae coHAHTca nasjioHMTEa^g
2 ~J& /vUrnW na3EE,aeTna - nanaxyHTEa. "
gbuali-

Although birth and puberty rites were clearly known in iiusaia*

the events in the life of the East Slav which gained most attention

were marriage and death. For sheer complexity, for dramatic and

1• Ibid., loc. cit.

2. U.S. Tikhonravov,"Nachalo ruaskogo teatra," Letopiai russkoi
literatury i drevnosti 1359-1360, p. 14-
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aesthetic virtuosity few Kites of Passage anywhere can compete with

the Old Russian marriage ritual. By the time this ritual was fully

developed (probably by the sixteenth century) the social struoture

of the Russian village was already fixed in the pattern that was to

remain typical until the Revolution. To a considerable extent a

system known anthropologically as the "joint family" was in operation.

This meant that although each family was a separate unit (the clan

system having disappeared long before in Russia) the primary family

itself was linked to others by strong ties of relationship either

biological or through marriage (note, for instance, the large number

of kinship terms which exist in Russian denoting a highly complex

system of family relationship^1. The family links were extended

through the male line (since it was the men who brought their brides

to the paternal home and the women who left it upon marriage).
l

This is known as the patrilocal joint family. This system is clearly-

reflected by the marriage ritual although traces of much earlier

structures are also visible.

For both bride and groom marriage was a major step. It was

the beginning of a new, serious and immutable phase of their life

(for the Russian church does not authorise divorce), the beginning of

a responsible position in society, a foundation for the growth of a

new family. But it was the women in particular who felt the burden

1. Seals and Hoijer, In Introduction to ikithropology (N.Y. 1954)>
pp. 383-334,
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burden of the change, thrust from their own hones to take on a heavy

burden of work in a strange and sometimes hostile household, and it

was the woman around whom the marriage ritual revolved.

It is impossible to estimate exactly the earliest date at

which the marriage ritual as such was known on .Russian territory.

But from analysis of the text3 familiar to us from the nineteenth

century in particular and from descriptions by various eye-witnesses,

it is obvious that parts of it are of extreme antiquity. The form

that we know today, however, is the result of a gradual process of

accumulation and development over centuries of usage.

Out earliest accounts of marriage customs among the mast Slavs

come from the Chronicles

"IlojraHe * . • aweioT a dpanEHK oSHaaii: He j«et sate

3a hebectom, ho hphboaat ee HaKaHyae, a aa eaejiyiomiift

£eHB npuHJECH? 3a Hee - hto ^aiot. a ^peBJiHHe xhj:k

3BepHHHM ofiiiHaeM, xhjsh no-oKoTCKH, ydHBajCH Apyr Apyra,

ejm Bee HeaHCToe, a 6paKoB y hmx HeJtfziBajio, ho yuuyc&xn
a6bhh y boam. k pa^hmkhh, h cepebhh© aM6.5H

oe>maJ3: otfHnafi: shjih b .secy, KaK 3Bepa, ... 3? (SpaicoB

y hhx He dhbajro, ho ycTpanBajtHOB arpama nexay cejiauii,

H CXO^K-SHCB Ka 3TH HTpHHia, Ha HJtHCKH H Ha BCHKHe

tfecoBCKne necHH a s^ecB yuHKa-sa ce<5e «eH no croBopy

C HHMHj HM6JIH Xe HO ^Be II HO TpH aCSHH . . . "

1. U.S. Likhachev, Povest' vremennykh let (M.-L. 195^)> P* 211.
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Here clearly there is no mention of the marriage ritual as it was

later known, although games ("igrishcha") of various kinds became a

traditional part of the celebrations. The coming of Christianity

in the tenth century did not stop the development of the pagan

ceremony, although in common with other examples of popular enter¬

tainment it became the butt for ecclesiastical anger. This can he

seen from the writings of the Metropolitan Ioann II:-

"B eze spyTi. decoE h domoTOM h MsusseM, h Kxe

noHMaiDT&cfl, des dEaroc-soBeHBH cEeTasTBcs, e sera

oTMeTaioT&cE, h csoe xeHE nymaBTB h npHJieEuraBTBCE J
Mxe He nphhmaiotb cbhthx tehe he caehoio jietou, ame He ot

otha ^yxobnoro cbsaahh dy^yt he npheaisathca, -

H TH Been HBe TeM Been WXHM dHTI-I HameE BepH OTBepQSQHE
•i

CdopHHE HepiCBH ..."

No amount of invective could alter the fact that in the eleventh

century Christian marriage was practised to any great degree only

among the aristocracy and that not until considerably later did the

Christian sacraments, which were to co-exist for many centuries with

the folk-ritual, play a significant part in the lives of the ordinary

people.

The popularity which wedding-games and the attendant merry¬

making had gained by the fifteenth to sixteenth centuries is also

1. "Kanonicheskie otvety mitropolita Ioanna II," in Paayatniki dr.
rusSK.kanonich. prava, p. 7> No. 15*
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attested by Church documents, for example the btoglav, which describee

and censures the various entertainments to be found at the village

wedding, the playing of musical instruments, the antics and songs

of the mummers and "gusliplayers ("gusel 'niki"), all of -which often

seemed to obliterate the serious and sacred nature of the ceremony

itself.'*'

Details of royal and aristocratic weddings in the "Drevnyaya
2

lossiiskaya Vivliotika", in which many elements of the later
3

nineteenth-century peasant editions are present, indicate that by

the sixteenth to seventeenth centuries even among the upper circles

of society, who would be the first to discard outmoded and despised

forms, the old customs were still observed.

The eighteenth century, however, shows quite a different

picture, for by this time the ritual was beginning to appear in

literature, which indicates that for the reading public at least,

comprising the educated upper classes, it had lost its actuality.

Matinskii made use of scenes from the marriage ritual,in his

"Danlvtpeterburgskii gostinnyi dvor", first performed 1779• Similarly,

in the nineteenth century, Sukhonin drew upon the same material for

1. Infra,p-155
2. bee V.1T. Ysevolodskii-Gerngross, Ilisakii teatr ot istokov do
serediny .-"/III velca (ivl. 1957/> P* 32«

3. b.g. the main participants (svalchi, tysyatskie, druzhki, poezzhane)
in their respective roles and many familiar symbolic actions such
as the throwing of hops over the young couple or feeding them with
kasha.
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his "Busskaya svad'ba".

Among the villagers, however, the ceremony remained although

in time most of the magical or ritualistic significance was lost

giving way to a formal "game" with 3et parts much of whose original

meaning was no longer understood. Eventually, only the ornamental

side was appreciated and the more dramatic or aesthetically pleasing

parts were adopted into the village repertoire where they were

"played" out of context for the amusement and enjoyment of the

young people.

fiie ultimate stage in the development of a ritual before its

complete disappearance may be said to be that of its artificial

revival. The marriage ritual in Bussia was entering its final

phase by the early twentieth century. In Leningrad in 1923 the

State experimental Theatre ("Gosudarstvennyi Exsperenental1nyi Teatr")

made a dramatic spectacle of it;'3' in the 194'-'s a troupe of amateurs

acted it in the Don Cossack region, and V. Yu. Krupyaaskaya informs

us that contemporary to writing (1956) performances were common in

2
the amateur dramatics of schools and collective farms.

I shall now proceed to the ritual itself to discover, firstly,

what exactly are its component parts; secondly, what indications

one can find as to the historical and anthropological origins of these

1. V.B. Ysevolodskii-Gerngross, Istoriya russkogo teatra. Vol. I,
p. 190*

2. 7. Yu. Krupyanskaya, "Uarodnyi teatr," in Barodnoe poeticheskoe
tvorchostvo, ed. P.G. Bogatyrev ^ p-184.
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parts; and thirdly, what causes us to consider this rite as part

of the folk-theatre.

The marriage ritual may he divided, generally speaking, into

the following main sections (with variations of both a historical

and a regional nature)i~^~

(a) The ilatch-making ("svatovstvo", "sgovorki", "prosvatan'e

propivanie", "slovo dali").

(b) Inspection of the bride's household by the groom's relatives

and vice-veraa ("smotriny", "smotrenie" or "osmotr ugolkov").

(c) Preparation for the wedding, the sewing of the trousseau and

dowry linen ("prigotovlen'e k svad'be", "shit'e pridannogo

The Lath ("banya") •

(©) Party ("devishnik"), when the bride makes merry for the last

time with her girl friends.

(f) The arrival of the groom and the setting off for church

("3bory k ventsii')*

1. The descriptions of the Marriage liitual in this chapter have been
compiled from texts and accounts given in the following works
(i) 7.J. Ysevolodskii-Gerngross, "Obryady svadehnye"(in particu¬

lar from the Arkhangel, Vologda, Olonets and Kostroma governments),
in Istoriya ruaskogo teatra (l.-il. 1929), Vol. I.
(ii) 0. Kh. Agreneva-dlavyanskaya, Ooisanle russkoi Krwest 'yanskoi
ovad'bv (M. 1887). Part I. *

(iii) L.V. xdulakovskii, Iskusstvo sola -xoroshevo (id. 1959)«
(iv) N.P. Kolpakova, "Svadabnyi Obryad na Heke Pinege," in

.-rest'yanskoe Iskusstvo dovera (L. 1928), Vol. 2.

(v) Kinkh, Karodnye ^jryady, -Poychai . . . s1390).
(vi) "Jvadobnyi Obryad," in Itus3kii Pol'klor, compiled by Andrecv.
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(g) The Shurcn-oereaony ("venohaa'e").

(h) -edding-feast ("svadebnyi stol", "pir", "knyazhnyi stol").

(i) The :.ecidiiv;-ni:r->ht ("son molodykh", "brachnaya noch'").

(j) The rites ("utrennie obryady").
\

(k) Post-wedding feast ("khlebiny").

According to Agreneva-Slavyanskaya1 no more than a week must

elapse, and usually two or three days only, between the match-making

and celebration of the nuptials. In kolpakova'3 schemes, however,

for wedding rituals in the region of the Pineg kiver, a week to ten

days would appear to be quite appropriate. Thus, for the town of

Pineg in 1850 the following sequence was usualt-

(a) The "svatovstvo" and "smotrenie".

(b) A time-lapse of a few days for preparations.

(c) Thursday of the wedding week - "posidka" (bridal party).

(d) Itriday. The bride visits her relatives.

(e) Saturday. "Banya".

(f) Sunday. "Venchan'e".

(«) ilondayi the morning rites.
2

(h) A few days later the "khlebiny".
3

In fact Vsevolodskii-Gemgros s indicates that with the addition of

1. 0. Ah. ,igreneva-Siavyanskaya, ^pisanic --rest'yanskoi Svad'by 3
tekstami i pesnyami (hi. 10S7), Part I, p. 9- The texts used are
from the words of Xrina Andreevna Tedosova of clonets government
and another peasant woman from Petrozavodsk.

2' hrest'yanskoe Iskusstvo ^evera, No. 2 (L. 1927)«
3. uee Vsevolodakii-Gerngross, latoriya russkogo teatra ot iatokov

do seredinvwfc. 1957)> p. 14 •

aYIII V.
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many minor details the whole could he spread over as much as six

weeks. Although this would seem an unusually long period it is

obvious that the length of the ritual was quite flexible.

In the following pages I shall describe the course of events

during the actual ceremony.

In iiussia, at least until the middle of the nineteenth century

(here I am considering the rural scene in particular), it was customary

for parents to choose marriage partners for their children. If a

family had a son of marriageable age and knew of a suitable bride

for him, they would decide (often after consultation with close

relations) to call on the girl's parents and make their intentions

clear. sometimes they preferred to delegate this job to responsible

relatives or, indeed, to a professional match-maker. The choosing

of the match-makers is known as "vybor svatov". These people called

on the parents of the bride to find out if their suit was acceptable

and either received an answer there and then or agreed to come back

in a few days.

The match-making itself was carried out in an indirect manner

by use of set formulae. The match-makers pretended that they had

come hunting or had some merchandise to sell. Oft®, they were

entertained to tea by the bride's parents. Sometimes, but not

usually, the bride herself was allowed to be present. The

match-makers next began to compare the relative merits of the bride

and groom and proceeded to discuss such details as who should pay for
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which expenses of the wedding, how much wine and food should be

bought, the size of the bride's dowry, etc. The parents might

require time to consult together. This was known as the "duma".
clapped

when all the points had been settled the two families'clasped hands

to seal the bargain ("udarit'/bit' po rukam") and prayed before the

icons. Sometimes a small celebration took place ("zapoi") and

eventually the mat-ch-makers were sent home with some small gift each.

At this juncture the bride might begin her part in the ceremony

by singing a lament in wiiich she upbraided her parents for making up

their minds so quickly to get rid of her, for sending her into

bondage with a strange family*-

"CTaJi OTeH KSEH BHCIipaHKBaTB,
E poAHa HaTyaiKa BHBeAHBaTB.
TH cksush, AOHH JOOCHMaS,
yx th aymaeffl&-ah ha cyAHMyto cTopohyhky ..."

Usually the two dailies had agreed on the marriage beforehand

and the match-making prooedure was a mere formality. Sometimes,

even, the bride and groom already knew each other and had themselves

decided to many, awaiting only their parents' consent. The young

people had ample opportunity to meet and form alliances at the winter

parties ("besedy") at which the girls would entertain the youths with

home-made delicacies and where the long winter nights would be whiled

away in dancing, singing and games of all kinds. A love-token of

some sort from ths girl (a handkerchief or a piece of jewellery) was

taken as a sign of consent and would be produced eventually by the

match-makers. It was customary for a reciprocal inspection of the
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bride's and groom's households to be made before the final decision

was talcen ("smotriny"). Finally the ceremony of "zaporuchen'e"

might take place in which the groom gave the bride a shawl and a ring.

The time between the "svatovstvo" and the church ceremony was

used for the sewing and preparation of the bride's trousseau. It

was primarily her own best friends who performed this task, coming

to her home each evening for that purpose ("sliit;e pridannogo").

The bride herself made use of this period to visit all her near

relatives in the surrounding district. Bach visit was accompanied

by a set lament appropriate to each relation, e.g.:

The Lament of the Bride on Visiting her Helatives

'VotfpE KOHBHKH HOyCTOaJtHCB,
iCoJOKoaB^HKH noMesta^HCB,
51 npnexa^a ao^ - nesoAhnvma,
Ko k-puxehky ko onepewy

Bo AO- BO rOCTIt.
y KpH^e^iKa a& y nepeHa ^
Ectb no^Kona, a& see iioakohe ..."

hhe might also pay visits to her own friends ana they too were greeted

by a special song. Another type of song was introduced if the bride

had been married to an "old" groom (approaching 30):

"Po^hh- 6paT«H ^ero .saTB Mens He 3a pobhb?
Ax, asl He 3a poBHioniKy ^aTB sauys 3a cTaporo,
Ax, Aa sa CTapHM MyxeM AeBjca b jdoObh 0

shtb He Mory ..."

1. 0. Kh. ilgrenevar-dlavyonslcaya, cp. cit., Part I, p. 14*
2. Ibid.
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If the bride's parents were dead it was now that she must visit their

graves - yet another occasion for an appropriate lament.

During these days before the wedding the bride and her young

friends not only prepared the trousseau but at the same time enjoyed

the excuse for singing songs, playing games and generally making

merry. Sometimes the young men and the groom were also permitted

to attend. This pre-nuptial entertainment took place out of doors

in summer and then wedding games of the "khorovod" type were also

performed.

A day or two before the wedding there was an important gather¬

ing of the bride's girl-friends. Get songs were exchanged between

the bride, dressed in a special "pcvyazka" and "koklyushnitsa", and

the others. Afterwards the bride's plait was ceremonially unwound

by her best friend, the bride protesting all the while at the harsh

treatment meted out to her and trying vainly to resist. Ghe wailss-

»y& h He sapji xvl a& aaHHMaeTca,
yx h He cBeT JtH &a paccBeTaeTch,
He ropa jeh &a paecHnaeTCH"?
TpydnaTa Koca paenjieTaeTca,

BeK a& icopoTaeTca. "

It was more customary, however, to hold an all-female gathering

(known as the "devishnik") on the night before the wedding. During

this celebration the important rite of purification of the bride was

carried out (the"bath or "banya"). A female friend or relative

("banshchltsa", "bainaya istopshchitea") prepared the bath while

another prepared the bride's linen. During the whole ceremony the
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bride had to weep and bewail her fate. when the bath was ready the

"istopshchitsa" would begin her addressi-

"0TBOPHCB-KO AB6P& iytfOBaH,
Th no nHTHEHKEM 2Ce.ie3HHl£,
Th no neTc^BKaM Cyxavimu. "

Ihe friend who had prepared the linen continued with a song in which

she described how she had performed her tasks in the bath-house.

This was followed up by another about a girl who refused to exchange

her freedom for marriage. The reluctant bride meanwhile has been

resisting all attempts at getting her to enter the bath-house. bhe

laments

"ya: nosyieTe-Jin, noApy^eHBKH koH, roJtydymKH,
B Tenjjo-napiiyio daesicy,
ymhtb— to Moe deJioe jnmyaico,
ynecaTB-To moe) dyiiHyio ro^oByuKy,
yn.aecTH-.sa Me-axonpajHy pycy KocymKy ..."

finally she would enter the bath-house with two friends and then,

after being washed and dressed, she would sing of how, one day, she

was frightened by the sound of the groom's train arriving and how

her "freedom" escaped through the open door.-

"IIo.ieTe^a Bo-atHa BoaBiaxa hto 3a HiicToe 3a no-xiomKo . . ."

On the following day the groom began to play a more active part

in the proceedings. he arrived with his train ("pcezd") of rela¬

tives and close friends (the "druzhki"). The train was stopped at

the gates of the bride's house and wa3 sometimes asked for a ransom

before being allowed to pas3. In was more usual, however, for

another, more interesting, ritual to take place. The leader of the
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train ("tsyayatskii" or "vershnik") with one or two others would

approach the gates with gun in hand as if to seise the bride by force.

A verbal battle of wits ensued after which the "victorious" train was

allowed to enter. A time of great gaiety then began. before the

groom could take his rightful place beside his bride he had first

to buy the right to do so from the bride's anall brother or another

little boy who was occupying this seat. The child would answer the

groom with some set formula such as "A rouble for a plait, fifty

kopeks for a hair." A glass of vodka or a small gift of money

settled the matter and the boy then relinquished the seat. At last

the bride was dressed for the wedding and her parents blessed her,

using in the ceremony bread, salt, an icon, a lighted candle, ana

money, objects which symbolised their hopes for her happiness and

security in the future. Her father handed her over to the groan

whereupon she again began to wails-

e.g. H PoahmhM ,$a MaMeHBKa, .
yx K CAa.1L MeHJI A& KHH8D Ha pyKH. "

Before leaving for the church the young couple stood together

in the "krasnyi ugol" or Holy Corner, where the icons are kept) and

the girls father swung a shawl containing several lumps of bread over

their heads while the assembled company sang:-

1. P.N. Kolpakova, "Jvadebnyi Obryad na Aeke Pinege" (a durko-
--arpogorskii ritual), in Krest'yanskoe Isl-cusstvo oevera, Vol. 2
(L. 1928).
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"SoJIOTO C 30.E0T0M CBHBaJIOCe,
f-ewreyr c sceirayroM coicaTHJince,
r-,a (Ajtescea) c (Mapsell) cxoASUHce,
sa eAHIIOfi CTOJl CTaHOBHXHCe. " ^

The next step of course was the church ceremony which I shall

not discuss as it forms a purely artificial break in the folk ritual

itself, which continues again afterwards. Hie bride's parents

(and sometimes the groom's as well) did not attend.

After the wedding the bride's hair (loose during the ceremony)

was twisted into two plaits and a "povoinik" (a piece of special

headgear which denotes her married status) placed on her head.

When the train arrived at the groom's house from the church,

the newly-married couple were again blessed and friends scattered

grain, hops or feathers over them. Before the wedding feast a

humorous little scene was sometimes enacted, in which the bride's

relatives and friends with a great deal of noise pretend to heat her

new mother-in-law so that she will treat her daughter-in-law well.

Hie feast begins and as the wine and vodka, flow freely songs proceed

from the serious and stately, from special addresses to the main

guests, to gay wedding and uance songs, to comic songs and finally,

when the men are left alone, to songs of ribald and dubious content.

The bride and groom were not allowed to partake in the feasting but

were fed separately on "kasha" and "kvas3". finally, the young

couple were led to the marriage bed. sometimes a dummy in the shape
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of a child was placed between then and the women of the household

tried tc imitate the crying of a baby. A felicitous union was the

subject for much rejoicing and congratulation. If, on the other

hand, it was discovered that the bride was not a virgin, her mother

was made to bear the shame of it, being presented with a special

glass ("khudoi stakan", "dyryavaya charka") which did not hold the

vodka.

In the morning the couple went to the bath-house to wa3h. The

bride might then he required to perform, a number of tasks (sweeping
the floor, baking bread, fetching water, etc.) during which the

groom's family, to the great entertainment of all present, tried to

get in her way as much as possible.

Vsevolodskii-Gerngross also cites among the amusements of this

time a mock trial with a death sentence pronounced on the 3vaty.~

The whole ritual might well be rounded off, a few days later,

by another feast, this time at the bride's home. The newly-weds

would spend the night there, leaving in the morning with the bride's

dowry to begin their life together.

Although extant accounts of the marriage ritual are of com¬

paratively recent origin it is possible even so to detect many traces

of ancient beliefs and magical practices which have lingered on, half

in earnest, half in fun. Analysis of these shows that they may be

1. V.N. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, istoriya russlcogo teatra, Vol. I
("Obryady Svadebnye"), p. 145*
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divided into three main categories, with the intention ofj

(a) purifying,

(b) protecting,

(c) inducing fertility, happiness, etc.

00, Purifying rites

,.e have already noticed the important part played in primitive

society by purification before and after major events, times when

the people who had been exposed to the dangerous influences of evil

spirits were liable, if unchecked, to infect others around them.

On lussian territory such rites included the complicated ritual

purification of a mother several days after giving birth.1 These

rites often became "modernised" and were connected with Christian

rather than pagan religious beliefs, a church ceremony replacing the

spells and ritual gestures. P.G. Bogatyrev points out, for instance,

that

... among other rites pertaining to the birth of a child the
peasants adhere rigorously to one in particular which obliges
a woman who has just risen from childbirth to go to church
for a blessing. It is believed that if the woman does not do
this then there will be a severe frost ivolovo;ie) and that
the frost will destroy the crops (l.iuta).

It is generally accepted that the ritual bathing of the bride

on the night before her wedding is such a rite of purification (by

1. "ilaamyvanie ruk"i cf. supra, p. 115*
2. P.G. Bogatirev, Actes tlagigues. Rites et Croyancos en Pussie
^ubcarpathique (Paris, 1929)'» Pravaux de l'Institut des mtuaree
blaves - XI),p. 99•
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water) the idea being that she should cleanse herself of all impuri¬

ties before entering the new phase of life.

however, there are other opinions. for example, it has been

suggested that it is rather a remnant of an ancient ritual of

marriage with the spirit of the bath ("baennik") in which the girl

offers her virginity as a sacrifice for fertility. There are points

which would appear to support this suggestion. The extreme

reluctance of the girl to enter the bath-house at all seems tc

indicate a greater significance than symbolic cleansing alone. The

3ongs typical of the occasion, too, in which the bride's "freedom" is

lost show that it was in this ceremony that she first felt the

irretrievable loss of her maiden status. One should also remember

in this connection that controlled defloration of young girls, as a

prophylactic measure before marriage, was a common occurrence in

primitive societies and was carried out in many cases by the local

"shaman" or, in some cults, by the "representatives" of the gods.

Van Gennep, however, considers ritual bathing or anointing of the body

to be a typical "rite of separation" marking the first stage of the

subject's passage from one state to another (the other two stages

being transition and incorporation)The Russian "banya", whatever

its original significance, certainly represented a psychological

turning-point for the young bride.

1. bee Van Gennep, op. cit., pp. 10-11.
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Purification by fire is also found in the marriage ritual.

Thus in one version"'" the waggon taking the couple to the groom's

house is made to cross over fire. Similarly in kostroma government

if the bridal train set3 off in the evening straw is lit along the

2
roads "to preserve the young couple from the evil eye".

(b) Prophylactic rites

These were designed to protect the bride and groom from evil

spirits, whose influence was supposed to be particularly strong at

times of disturbance in the human life cycle (e.g. at births, deaths,

marriages, etc.).

I have divided such rites into three parts:

(i) action;

(ii) spells, words, noises;

(iii) objects.

(i) by action. - One simple measure to protect the bride from

ham is the veiling of her head and face. It is probable that the

exchange of clothing by the bride and groom in some cases may be

designed to outwit the spirits. fossibly our own custom of wearing

"something borrowed" originated from a similar thought. Maksimov

describes the preventative measures taken by the wizard ("koldun"),

1. I«j... likol'akii, Proiskhozhdenie i istoriya beloruBskoi svadebnoi
obryadnosti (kinsk, 19567*

2. A. Tereshchenko, op. cit., Part II: "uvad'ba v --ostromskoi
Gubemii," p. 180.
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azi important figure at the village wedding; en entering the house

the wizard spits three times to the east, examines the corners of

the room, blows and spits in them; then, in one he sprinkles rye,

in another grass and ashes in the other two.

'the segregation of the bridal pair from the rest of the company

at the wedding feast and the ritual eating of specially prepared

food puts, as it were, a barrier between thorn and ordinary mortals

(in other words a taboo is imposed) ana a warning to the spirits

not to interfere. She traditional refusal of the wedding train to

pass a funeral procession on the way to the church or to go over a

crossroads or near a graveyard stems from the sane desire to protect

the young couple in places where the influence of evil spirits was

felt to be particularly strong.

The general reluctance of the young girl throughout the whole

of the ritual to participate actively in any of the parts strikes

the observer as considerably exaggerated for. in spite of the fact

that an arduous life often awaited many young brides in the

pre-Revolutionary Russian village, not all of than can have been as

terrified of the consequences as the accounts indicate. An

expression of overt joy at the prospect would only have been a direct

encouragement to the evil spirits to come and 3poil everything right

at the outset.

(ii) ^pells. words, noises. - During the progression of the

wedding train towards the church some of the men might well fire
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their guns into the air, the noise of the detonation being intended

to frighten away any with wicked intentions (noise, as I have

already pointed out, being a strong deterrent to evil spirits).

spells and incantations of one kind or another /ere part of

the stock-in-trade of the "koldun". At certain crucial stages in

the ritual (e.g. crossing a threshold, going through gates or past

a cross-roads) he had to mutter his spells. In later times these

became set phrases pronounced by some respected although certainly

not magical personage for the future well-being of the young couple,

such is the case, for example, in the speeches of the "dtarosta1' at

Czech village weddings--

"voli'ky rohati, korowicy aijkati ^veliky uijky), ovecky
vownati, chlopciky chujati a divocky pizdjati, vc kazdoj
rut'ini po ditini, a na peer nihde leer, ilrajte sja, veseiite
sja.M 1

^iii) - b.iects. - many objects were considered by the Aussian

peasant to be effective against evil. I'or example - stones, wax,

salt, ail onion, garlic, amber, incense, the cross. Io guard against

evil spirits pebbles or linseed might be sprinkled in the bride's

shoes, a coin put in her stocking, an eyeless needle sewn into the

hen of her skirt, a bit of wax stuck on to her pectoral cross.

-bones (or broad) were often twisted into a shawl and swung round

over the young couples heads. In one version from Aostroma government

1. ~. nogatirev, ^ctes mayuaues et Croyances en huasie dubcarpathique
(Paris, 1929)2 Travaux de I'Institut d'etudes Clavcs^p. 105,

u
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salt was flung into the faces of the bridal pair on their return

from church "to preserve the newly-married, couple from quarrelling".^"

|A|0), -itoo desi, nod to produce the h^. . winces, ,—\n i„y

or fertility of the nev;l.Y-v,;eds

A very interesting rite with such an intention is recorded by
2

nikol'skii. \-t refers, of course, to bliite -lussia but the . .arriage

ritual in both countries is very similar.) This rite involved the

bear totem which, as one of the most powerful totens of the ancient

olavs, v/as supposed to bring prosperity and success."^ the young

couple returning from church are met by the groom's : other, dressed

in a sheepskin coat turned inside out. She smears them with honey,

■ater, tho bride and groom themselves nay bo dressed in sheepskin

hats and coats, imitating the bear for "good luck1.

The sheepskin coat representing a bear in wedding rites is

certainly connected with hopes of fertility and good fortune. In

Jamuel Collins' Jurvey of the -'resent btate of liussia" (1671, ?. 7)

a came across the following reference to a wedding rite:-

... and at their coming out of church, the -humana or Clerk
throws Hops upon the Bride, and wishes her Children as thick
as Hops; another with a sheepskin coat turn1a outward meets
her, and prays she may have as many children as there are
hairs on his coat.

1. ,1. Tereshchenko, op. cit.. Part II (ct. P. 1340), "Svad'ba v
Kbstromskoi gubernii," p. 131

2. I .id. hikol'skii, op. cit.. p. 90.

3. Cf. supra, pp. 91-1^2.
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OX a similar nature is the transparently symbolic action of

placing an imitation baby in the bed of the newly-married couple.

J have made only a brief selection of some ox the ancient

magico-religious rites which were preserved for centuries in the

marriage ritual. The abundance of such rites is a strong indication

of the extreme antiquity of many of the component parts of the ritual,

historically, too, it is possible to trace the ritual back into the

distant past. There are, for example, instances which recall the

practice of kidnapping one's wife, of carrying her off by force

v'umykanie"j."~ a remnant of this custom can surely be seen in the

symbolism by which the groom and his train are, at least for part of

the ceremony, regarded as the 'enemy" come to seize the bride away

2
from her friends and protectors. In nistopadov's "Cossack reading"

the arrival of the groom's train at the bride's home the day before

the wedding is described in the following termsi-

"/ eitcT^BHTejiBHo, H3 *iyjraaa steceTca veM ^a-iBne,
/

tqm CoJthmxiZ h HacToE^HBHfi HyM neceH, TpecioBaHHii k

1. ^abelin has suggested that the Russian game "Gorelki" may have
been a remnant of this ancient custom. "Goret'" meant that from
a group of players standing in pairs, one had to stand by himself
and then run towards one couple, break them up and try to catch
the girl for himself (I. ^abelin, Istori.va russkoi zhizni s
drovneishikl:. vronen, k. 1912, -'art 2, p. 306;. It is interesting
to ihihk that the knglish game known as "huts in may" may have a
similar origin.

2. A .II. Listopadov, Ctarinnaya Kazach'ya Cvad'ba (Bostov, 1947);
P« 55 •
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HeTepnejtHBEX cryrcoB B 3anepTue ^Bepz: cero^na KeHHx,

uapB-itapeBiro, KopoJtB-KopojreBiw, He tojtbko oxotkhk na

^HEOBHHiroro 3BepH, HO H HenpHHTeJIB, OCa^aiMUHi! H

depymnf: BpasecEyx) spenocTB. HeBecTHHa cTopona irrpaeT

TenepB poitB ocas^enniix, 3ammamHxcji, ao tqx nop rtoKa

ode ctojjOhh He coiisyrcs na odnteM mhphom crosope."

x'here is a similar description given by /sevoiodskii-Gemgross ^
where, on the day of the wedding, a few of the groom's friends, aimed,

approach the bride's horae which is locked and barred. Negotiations

begin, involving a battle of words. Gerngross has suggested that

this contest of words and wit reflected a much earlier conflict in

which cunning was combined with force of arms in the effort to outwit

the guardians of the desired girl.

The groom in the ;aarriage ritual is oftai known as "the hunter"

and the bride as the "hunted animal". This again may bear reference

to ancient times when a bride was regarded much in the light of a
2

hunting trophy. Thus, again in the "Cossack ..adding", a

representati/e of the groom's party arriving at the bride's home

tells how they have hunted a wild animal up to the very doort-

"Bot h AenB eAem h apyroil ezeu-. h Jiaca npoexa*ra

1. 7.IT. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, latorj/a russkogo teatra (L.-ii. 1929),
/ol. I,pp. 141-142.

2. A.... • Listopadov, op. cit., p. 52.
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ApHMyHMH H ctSWS. iilHpQKHH, - eh t&6e bbcph, hh UTUIiH,

xotb saaaa noesxafil OTicy^a hh bosbmhcb, 6pathe hoh, -

a b©pi>! He Ma^rafi, he 6o^bboM, - He to icymma, He to

.iHCHHa, he to Kpacsas jieBHual . . . Mh 3a hhkI PnajtHCB,

rnajiHCB, .sa b (5acypMaHcicofi-To seMjre h exes noTepHJEH.

Ah neTI . . . y caMOBa-To BaaeBo .aBopa codasa hesh

ymoxajeh kakhji-cb to abkobhheeh cjshae . . « He ,a.o3BO~

XHTH JSH, JOQAH ^OdpaH, ECOHCKaTB y Bac?"

Many of the bride's songs bewail her loss of freedom, her capture

by the wicked hunter, or her parents' inhuman treatment in sending* her

into bondage with a strange and hostile family:-

"Baacy e^et pa3ophte.ib mo&,
PasopHJ mod roxoByiaicy,
PaaxoMaa MOH cbhtohekhs

Pas^yqaet c othom. o MaTepsio, .

G poAHHii 6paT«aM c cncTpimaKE."

Another custom of extreme antiquity which may be reflected in

the marriage ritual is that of "group-marriage". Just before the

young couple are left for the night certain of the chief guests may

throw themselves on to the marriage bed, indulge in a bit of horse¬

play and finally retire. In the old "Cossack Wedding" this is per¬

formed by the "druzhko" and the "svashka"*-

"i|to<5h o(5oaphtb aeckoaibko ctecharasthxca ot hobh3bh

noaoxeHHH moxo^hx, Apy^Ko HyTXHBo npe£.aaraeT (SoUsoft

1. ibid., p. 7Y•
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c^Baaice "norpeTB nocTe-iB" h (SpocaeTcn k neii c pac-

upocTepTHMH CBaaiKa EHTaeTca yBepnyTBca,

ho ApysKo cxBaTHBaeT ee b oxariKy, KH^aeT na no^yEtKH
n 1

h caii Ba^aeT Ha hhx ..."

Of much later date (feudal) are traces of marriage by direct

sale. The customary giving of small gifts to the mother, "brothers

and sisters of the bride is probably also a distant reflection of

this practice. A more obvious one is the ritual of making the groom

buy his place beside the bride. The idea of a commercial undertaking

comes out strongly in the old Cossack wedding again, although it is,

of course, a common feature of the ceremony in other places tooi-

"Topry£ea dpaTen, Topryfics, -
y-pano, paHo, Topryfies,
He 'TAaBaS! cacTpy ^eineBO,
npoeH 3a cacTpimy cto pytfjstea,
^alpycy Kocy-THcaay,
ba! yM, sa paayn - cmcth HeTl ..."

V»hen the boy has already relinquished the seat they sing:-

"TaiapHH 6paTeH, TaTapus,
y-paso, paHo, TaTappin,
y-paHo, woe, TaTapiia,
lipoma* cHGTpHuy sa^apoM,
Kpacy AeBMHBio sa usTais, ^
Pycy Eocynricy orjiaji tbkI "

another remnant may be the habit of clinching the "match-making" by

the beating of hands ("rukobit'e"), as at the conclusion of a business

deal.

1. Ibid., p. 104.
2* Ibid.. pp. O6-O7.
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In some places even, for example in herekht, the bride was in

fact sold for money. The bride-price was known as the :1calym" - a

borrowing from the Turks."*"

3. The Dramatic nature of the Marriage Ritual

Professor A. Beletskii asserts that "in the marriage rituals we

see one of the major sources of dramatic poetry in an area where it
2

has the freedom to develop naturally". Although such a contention

is to a certain extent correct, it would be dangerous to overempha¬

size some of the parallds which appear to exist between the marriage

ritual and drama proper, for the former, no less than the Rites of

Intensification, wa3 essentially governed by non-dramatic, non-

aesthetic principles.

In spite of this feature in common there are, however, funda¬

mental differences between the Rites of Intensification and the Ritea

of Passage regarded from a purely dramatic point of view (the

ethnographical differences have already been dealt with in Chapter l).^
The dramatic character of the former is inherent in their vory

structure since by the U3e of imitative or symbolic actions and scenes

1. A. Tereshchenko, op. cit., Part II, Chapter Xs "ovad'ba v Xos-
tromskoi Gubernii," p. 170.

2. Prof. A. Beletskii, op. cit.. p. 23.

3» Cf. 3upra, J>-9.
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the folk have made of them miniature dramas tempered and controlled

by the ritualistic significance behind them. In the latter the

opposite is true. The Russian marriage ritual came into being as

a kite of Passage with a specific and important sociological-functional

role to play in the lives of the people. Certain parts of the

ceremony have no dramatic function whatsoever, for example, the

mutual examination of home and property by the families of the bride

and groom respectively ("smotriny"). There are, on the other hand,

as will "be. seenrparts which are very definitely dramatic in form,

and the dramatic potentialities of many of the methods used in the

celebration of the ritual were recognised, developed and exploited

through the aesthetic feelings and imagination of the folk until

upon the basis of the social act there had grown up a dramatic edifice

which for sheer complexity, variety, beauty and emotive power can

scarcely be rivalled in folk-literature.

Another difference between the two types of Ritual arises from

their separate functions, the one general, the other specific. This

is the balance between actor and audience. In the kites of Passage

the circle directly affected by the ceremony is very small, consisting

only of the relatives and close friends of the chief characters.

However, its spectacular nature and the public character and lack of

mystique of many of its parts attracted a considerable audience of

disinterested onlookers bent upon entertainment.

X have already noted that in the dramatic Rites of Intensification
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the choice of "actors" or participants was dependent upon certain
and immutable

external^factors and religious considerations, the customary

division of labour, etc. The same is to a large extent true of the

marriage ritual although the choice here is governed by a different

set of factors. The chief roles were allocated, if the word can be
'

\

used here, according to the 30cihl status of certain people in

relationship to the bride and groom; in other words they were filled

by the bride's and groom's parents, the groom'3 best friend and

assistant ("druzhko"), the bride's closest friends, her young brother

and so on. That the consciousness of this fact was a deep-seated

one among the liussian peasantry can he seen even in the games of

children. In the wedding game with dolls played by the children of
1

the village of Gkolok Kholm the little girls several times dis¬

puted the allocation of roles. They argued for instance about

which girls and how many should accompany the bride to the bath, and

which dolls should play the part of the cook at the wedding feast, a

role which should be fulfilled by the bride's married sister.

Although the main criterion for active participation in the drama

was therefore a social one, certain subdivisions can be found within

the larger group. The acting body is found to be split always into

two opposing and often hostile camps. There are three main

subdivisions of this nature: firstly the most important division

between the faction supporting the bride and that supporting the

groom; secondly, but allied to the first, a sexual division between

males and females; and thirdly an age division between the older and
X. Infrajp-Pf.
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the younger generation. Taking the first division, it is clear

that opposition between these two groups breaks out at the very

beginning of the ritual. The marriage-makers represent one group,

the bride's parents the other. Both extol the virtues of their own

side and each searches for a solution that is advantageous to himself,

ijinilarly, during the "smotriny" where both sides perform essentially

the same act, that of examining each other's home and property, the

"separateness" of the groups is preserved, since each maintains the

right to express its individual opinions and requirements. The

climax of this division comes, of course, in the mock battle between,

on the one hand, the gaining groom's party, who at last take active

steps to gain possession of their property, and on the other the

losing bride's party, forced to take a final defensive stand.

The second division is in some respects similar to the first

since the groom's 3ide is largely, although not wholly, represented

by males and the bride's side by females. However, there is a

difference. where the two groups are regarded from a social point

of view (as in the kinship groups of the bride and groom respectively)

it is the groom's side which lias the ascendancy. Where the

groupings are on a sexual basis, it is clear that it is the female

half which has the lion's share of the action. The significance of

the whole ritual primarily affected the bride rather than the groom.

It is the bride who has the burden of learning' and performing the

laments,of simulating emotions she may not truly feel, of playing a

part from the moment the marriage-makers enter her parents' house
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till after the marriage ceremony has taken place. whereas the

groom and his male friends remain more or less passive except at

specific points in the action (as in the arrival of the groom's

train, the buying of the groom's seat, the battle scenes, etc.), the

bride is forced to react to a constantly changing succession of

situations and people, the groom's parents, her own parents, her own

friends, various relatives, the groom and the groom's train, etc.

Many parts of the ritual are of an almost exclusively feminine nature:

for example the sewing of the dowry linen, the "devishnik", to which

the youths may or may not be invited, and, particularly, the ritual

"banya" from which they were rigorously excluded.

finally there somes the third division, that between the older

generation consisting primarily of the two parental pairs and the

younger generation of the bride and groom and their respective friends.

Although on the face of it the older generation play a relatively

small role in the ritual it is nevertheless an important one. It

is they, firstly through the groom's family and the marriage-makers

and then through the consent and collaboration of the bride's

parents, who set the ritual in motion. Thereafter it is they who

regulate the course of events, supervise the correct fulfilment of

each separate part, make 3ure that the young people know their role

and conduct themselves in the proper manner. It is the parents who

seal the bargain with a clasp of the hands at the "rukobit'e", it is

the two mothers who supervise the ritual actions designed to ensure
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the happiness, prosperity and fertility of the natch. In a sense,

then, although the marriage ritual is performed by and for the young

people, their role is largely a passive one since all their actions

are instigated and controlled by their parents.

The marriage ritual is, as I have said, a Hite of Passage,

and as such it follows a certain structural pattern. Curiously

enough, it is largely as a result of this pattern that it becomes

dramatic. Structurally, a well-developed Hite of Passage according

to Van Cennap consists of three main parts: (a) the separation (rites

in which the subject is secluded or cut off from his own group);

(b) the transition (rites which facilitate the transition of the

subject from one group or state to another); (c) incorporation (rites

which underline the ties now linking the subject to his new group).

The Russian marriage ritual can be said to follow this pattern. The

bride is forced, from the very first, to consider herself as a doomed

creature pitilessly cut off by her parents from her own group of

family and contemporaries and the familiar environments. This is

the main theme of her laments and upbraiding of her parents. The

bride and groom together are placed on a level apart by the symbolic

terminology in which they are now addressed, by the scenes of dramatic

pretence which they are forced to enact. They are rarely referred

to by name throughout the ceremony, particularly in the set songs and

laments. The groom becomes, rather, the hunter, the bird of prey or

the prince, the bride the hunted animal, or the princess who must be
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removed from the protection and seclusion of her palace. In the

often exotic imagery of the latter conception, the exclusiveness

of the young couple is particularly evident. During the scene of

the bath-house the clothing of the bride, the special "povyazka" and

"koklyushnitsa" also serve to distinguish her from her friends. At

this time too there takes place the ritual unwinding of the bride's

plait, symbol of girlhood, and with its unwinding, however reluctantly,

she renounces for ever her maiden status, her freedom and her past.

.Among the transitional rites three important moments stand out in

the Russian marriage ritual. Through three separate actions, ritual

washing ("banya"), defeat in battle ("the groom's attack), and direct

3ale (her brother's sale of the seat), the bride passes ever more

irrevocably from possession by one group to possession by the other.

As far as rites of incorporation are concerned the bride cannot be

said to have properly entered the new group, her husband's family,

until after the wedding night. The household tasks which she is

made to perform under the eye of her mother-in-law the day after the

wedding night are clearly intended to emphasise the bride's new

status as housewife and her new social position vis-a-vis the adoptive

family group.

Thus although the Russian marriage ritual is basically a

functional and social event, it comes by its very nature to have a

strong dramatic form, which was readily recognised not only by the

inactive audience but by those actively involved as well. In the
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course of time it became interpreted by the people as a form of

entertainment and attracted to itself a whole host of peripheral

amusements, merry-making and play-acting. That this had already

happened at a comparatively early stage in its development can be

seen from ecclesiastical diatribes in which it is condemned along

with a variety of other dramatic and musical entertainments;-

"B KHpcEHx cBa^Bdax nrpaET rxy&oTBopmi h opraHHHKH

h ryce-SBHHKH h cKexoTBopnii st (SecoBCKne necHH noK)T, h

KSE E hepKBe BeHWaTHCfl noe^yT, CBfflHeHHHK CO KpeCTOK

<5y^eT, a nepe^ hhm co BceMH tcmm strpaMH 6ecoBCKHMst
.» 1

pnmyT ..."

iilthough social relationships were originally the dominant

factor governing the choice of actors, other considerations eventually

crept in. Thus the "druzhko", who had rather an exacting role as

"master of ceremonies", as the groom's representative and leader of

the male faction, eventually cane to be chosen for certain inherent

qualities. In the "Cossack wedding" the groom's father chose his

match-maker, Nikolai Taras'evich, because he was afraid that he himself

might become tongue-tied and be unable to fulfil his mission properly.

ITikolai on the other hand had an easy way with words ("3a CAoQoity He

tfoAe^ B kapAlaH")' Similarly the groom's messenger, sent ahead of
the groom to the bride's home on the day of the "rukobit1e", also had

1. Stoglav (1551 ) CK» 41 > *|uesfc. 16, quoted by Al. S. Pamintsyn,
on. clt.« p. 20,
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particular qualities; since he had the difficult task on this occa¬

sion of acting as the groom's ambassador and presenting his friend

in the most favourable light. The groom was therefore careful to

choose a representative who was capable of doing the job conscien¬

tiously and with dignity.

particularly important of course was the ro^e of the "druzhko"

who organised the groom's side of the participation in the ritual

and acted as a sort - of master of ceremonies during the wedding feast

and other festivities. To keep the course of the ritual running

smoothly he had to be not only knowledgeable about and experienced

in the traditional running of the event but also witty and lively

enough to ensure the necessary atmosphere of light-hearted merriment

and joy.

In such a way considerations of a non-ritual character crept

in. Moreover} the words and actions specific to each character in

the ritual did not come naturally to them but had to be learnt like

the parts in a play. The young people's parents and others with

an accumulated knowledge of the ritual through years of watching and

participating had to coach the bride and groom, the "druzhko", the

young brother, etc., to the best of their ability for the reaction

of the relatives, friends and bystanders to a poor "performance"

was much the sane as that of an audience to a badly-rehearsed play.

Often, again, it was the "druzhko" who coached the groom, giving

him advice on how best to carry out all the intricate stages of the
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ritual, how to conduct himself at any given moment, how to react

to specific situations, when to how, when to kiss the bride, whom

to address and how, in short helping to fulfil his obligations in

the most satisfactory way possible.

This demand for a convincing, polished performance fell

particularly upon the bride, for the extent of her apparent grief

was taken as a measure of her love and esteem for her parents.

Although, to a certain extent, the bride's own feelings might well

correspond with those she had to exhibit there is no doubt that

"acting" also played a considerable part. The emotion, in other

words, was largely simulated. This impression is given by some of

the remarks to descriptions of the marriage rituals note for example

the following comments about the bride's actions during and after

the "bath" scenes-

bhe sways from side to side as if in the depths of
despair . . . Pretending that she doesn't want to go any
further .... then, as if she had guessed something,
. . . she bursts into tears. ~l

Indeed Vsevolodskii-G-erngross goes so far as to say that as much as

ninety per cent of the time the bride's emotion was not real.

This analogy between "actors" with their parts in a play and

participants in a marriage ritual can be carried a stage further.

As in a play the action and the words of each part are tied to a

particular character and a particular situation end the "actor" is

- 5 2ayyansKayu
1. 0. Kh. Agreneva, op. cit.» Part I, pp. 42, 44 •

A
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not usually at liberty to alter the basic text at will (although a

certain amount of improvisation may be allowed). In the play these

rules are laid down by the imagination of the writer} in the marriage

ritual by social conventions. Among the set actions, gestures or

movements to be found in the ritual we might include the following:

the handclasp at the conclusion of the bargaining ("rukobit'e")

performed only by the bride's parents and the narriage-makers} the

washing and dressing of- the bride (:,banya")> the prerogative of her

intimate friends or an older woman experienced at the job (_'banshchitsa");
the unwinding of the plait, usually done by her best friend; the

loosening of the bride's hair during the church ceremony and its

rewinding into two braids afterwards. ..'ithin the framework of such

obligatory or set passages the number and nature of which varied

considerably from place to place there was plenty of scope for

improvisation and free development. The same is true of the spoken

or sung addresses which formed an integral part of the marriage

ritual. A great variety of songs and laments to fit a multitude of

situations was available to those arranging the ceremony. There

were songs not only to accompany or describe the main stages of any

normal ceremony but also songs for more unusual or specific occasions.

Thus there were not only laments for the bride visiting her relatives

for the last time before the wedding, for talcing leave of her parents,

for the loss of her freedom and girlhood, but also for a bride

marrying an old groom or for a bride visiting the grave of her dead

parents.
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There were songs and toasts which could be sung in. honour of

any of the guests likely to be present at the wedding, the bride

and groom, the parents, the young girls, the married women, and many

others which could be used to prolong the merriment, and if the

wedding fare itself was not very lavish there were comic songs which

could be sung at the expense of the hosts.

The extreme variety of these verbal exchanges leads to another

point. most of the dramatic rituals which I have examined up till

now have been conspicuously lacking in any sort of developed audio

side, apart from noise and a few songs of much later interpolation.

The situation in the marriage ritual is very different for here we

find a rich store of verbal exchnge in which songs and the spoken

word are mixed in such a way as to give an almost operatic scope to

the work. Previously, we saw how a primitive dramatic game could

be formed through a series of mimetic gestures based upon some simple

song."1" In the marriage ritual, however, songs are used in a much

more subtle way. Although the content of the songs corresponds to

the action, the latter is not simply a mimetic reproduction. On the

contrary it is the song which is the commentary upon the action and

not only that but a commentary in which the real situation (the

physical appearance of the bride and groom, the interior of the

bride's house, the accoutrement of the festive table, the weather

1. Supri^p /5.
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and a multitude of other details) which might well he extremely

uninteresting, even squalid in some cases, is transformed by artistic

embroidery into a picture of extreme lyrical depth. In such terms

the young girl here describes the coming of the match-makers:-

.uament of the bride on the day of the ''rukobitte"
"Kaic cero^HE, cero ^eneHKa,
Cero AeHeEica rocnoAHH,
~ein> ko be^epy cKopoTaaoca
CoJtHne k sana^y ABHraaoca.
no aasaT ab. Kpacna coatHKiiKa
Ho nyTH a& no ^opoxeHBKe,
Otj-eht, rpeMHT kohhto .lojiraahhoe,
^aKpaneaa £y<5oBH caim
y cp&xBita aa y nepeHaro, ,

aa y cToada aa y neaesHaro ..."

The ritual of the bath is similarly romanticised

"Th soiUeM - a& naaa <5eaaa JsedeAymica,
B oTy b Tenao - napnyxi bo (Jaenicy,
IIpoTopena - npoHHmpHa AopoacenBKa, g
Pa30CTaaHH CyXOKEH AS Q,*KHHOBHe ..."

In other cases the original detail or event is itself enriched

by the addition of parallel metaphors, for example the bride's brotherJ-

"dpaTeix KpacHo Moe cojchhhko,
BpaTen eBeata, a& He Tonaeaaa,
'fa Bep6& aa 3oaoaeHaa,
Th .ancxSHMHii 6ia npoBOSHHaeic ,

Mae HeBOJtBHoS KpacHo# AeBynKn" -

the unwinding of the plait$-

"Yx h ne 3apa an ab 3aHHi£aeTea,
yx h He CBeT an ab paccBeTaeTca,

1. 0. Kh. Agreneva-dlavyanskaya, op. cit., Part I, p. 8.

2. Ibid., p. 41.

3. Ibid.. loc. cit.
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He ropa .sh as. paccnnaeTcs?
Tpydqara Koca pacnjieTaeTcs, .

/aCBHM BSIC ab. KopoTaeTca ..." -

the meeting of the bride and groom before the church service

"i^OJIOTO C SOJIOTOM cBHBajtoce,
^eM^iyr c xeMqyroM coKamxHce,
£a AaeKcefi c Mapseii cxoaiuhcs g
8a e^HHOfi CTOJI CTaHOBHJIHCe . . ."

Yet again, the whole of a given situation with all the charac¬

ters, actions and realistic details may be transported to the fantasy-

world of the symbol. This happens, for instance, when the match¬

makers and the bride's parents conduct the marriage bargaining on

the level of a business transaction, when the arrival of the groom

3
and his train takes on the aspect of a hunting or military expedition,

when the relationship between bride and groom is interpreted on the

4
level of the animal ldngdom, or when the whole tone of the ceremony

is released from the context of village peasant life and raised to

the more exotic level of worldly riches and princely splendours-

"They (the groom's train) turn to the girls with the
question -

ECTB AII B 3TOM Aowe xosskhV
^eB.VEKK - ECTBJ

- /..a&Te Han .aydororo cTojta - nocraBHTB nanero

1. N. Holpakova, op. cit.
2. Ibid.

3. Su-pra., >2>o, 135 .

4. SiA-fra., j>-i&3,
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KHsaa noA cBjrrne o<Spa3a.

The groom's men turn to the girls with the question -

- seto bh 3a ax>ah?

, eb.yekk - MoaoaoK khothhh BepHHe c-iyxabohkh!
ZvyxKH - T^e xe KHJirHHsr? O-rqero ona ne cuapsxeHa h

ee sa ctoa He noca^eHa?

..eB.yaKH - Hana KHfitrnHH b napnoii daeHKe, iioa meakobiam

BeEHEKOM ..."

Through such artistic artifices the marriage ritual is in parts

withdrawn from its functional, role and approaches a step nearer to

true dramatic entertainment.

Apart from the songs, speech in the marriage ritual consists

mainly of brief monologues and dialogue in which the use of set

formulae plays an important part. This is particularly true of some

of the symbolic scenes described above where the true meaning behind

the conventional phrases of the "hunter" or "merchant" is understood

by all. Otherwise, as for example in the bargaining between the two

parental groups over such details as the dowry and the ordering of

the wedding feast, the dialogue would tend to spring naturally from

the subject under discussion.

Above, I have shown a few of the instances where the marriage

ritual becomes truly dramatic. There are, however, others where the

1. V.V. Sipovskii, Istoriya russkoi 3lovesnosti, Part I, issue. 1
(s.Pb. 1909), p. 139.
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normal exigencies of dramatic entertainment are outweighed by the

demands of the ritual. This is true of both the time-span and the

place of the action. Normally, for the sake of convenience, the

time taken to enact the drama is limited to a few hours,''' but in
the marriage ritual the action may span a period of several days or

even weeks, according to the social etiquette of the family groups

involved. similarly, as is the case in the hite3 of Intensification,

too, the place of action is in no way chosen to facilitate audience-

viewing but varies according to the needs of the ritual, from the

living-room of the bride's parents, to the homes of relatives in

other villages, to the bath-house, to the street, to the church,

to the groom's home and so on. The dress and outward appearance,

too, of the chief "actors" may be called "costume" only in a very

limited sense, for such departures (excluding the wearing of festive

finery) from the normal as do occur are mainly of social origin.

The bride's veil, as we have seen, was intended as a form of protec¬

tion, whether against evil or immodesty, the unwinding of her plait

before the "bath", its rewinding into two braids after the church

service, her adoption of the "povoinik" are all symbols of her

changing social status.

However, such factors do not greatly detract from the general

dranatic nature of the marriage ritual. Not for nothing was the

1. N.I3.: compare with .>est European mediaeval mysteries such as
the fifteenth-century "Passion de Jean Michel" which took ten
days to perform.
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expression "igrat1 svad'bu" so popular. Hot only were its dramatic

potentialities recognised arid enjoyed by the Prussians but also

developed by them, for upon the basis of the ritual there grew up

a number of game3, scenes and playlets quite independent of either

ritual or social context.

"Pretend weddings" were popular at the young people's parties.

Here an old villager recalls how the youths used to enjoy tricking

people into believing that the ioatch-makers had come:-

"CpfljSTcH cBaxa.Mii, noiUy? CBaTaTB HeBecTy, aeEHxa

c co6oii nobeayr, noe^yr b -qy&oe cexo. S aac be^tb c

otkx nop cbatatb hanahaiot. Bot paacehtix nphmyi* ©a

cBaToB. CBaTH npaexa^E - ceii^jiac caMoBap cTaBHTB. -

CaAiiTecB cBaTyEKH. -

- Hot, bh cawoBap He cTaBBTe, bh hem hebacty

noxaisHTe!

A Tax He nojiaraeTcs. Ohh ohhtb caa:aioT, c caisoBapoii

b08htch. Ho tyt, kohchho, otkpoetch, ^to sTo psxeHH.

- Hy, He cepAHTecBl - " 1

Another popular game depicted the choosing of a bride or groom.

The groom chooses his bride from two rows of girls but his friends

begin to criticise and find fault with her. Then he chooses another

who meets with general approval. Now comes the turn of the brides.

1. Avdeev, op. cit., p. 201.
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One is offered a bent old nan for a husband but she turns her back

on him. Instead she chooses a handsome young man and tells how

she will love and look after him. The actions follow the words

„ 1of a song.

Eventually even the village children had incorporated parts

of the ritual into their games. Quite snail girls were familiar

with the procedure and knew long parts of the text by heart. I.M.

Levina was present at a children's "wedding-game" played with dolls

in 1928 in the village of Okolok-Kholm (Poshen'ga),"- in which seven

small girls took part. Each doll was given a specific part to

play (bride's family, groom's family and friends). Significantly,

while only the parents of the groom were represented, the bride'3

parents, three sisters and a brother were all present. The girls

chose which roles they wanted to play and 3poke and "acted" in turn

for the dolls. One place on the window-sill of the "izba" was set

aside for the bride's home, and another on the table for the groom's.

The ritual then began, starting with the match-making and finishing

with the post-nuptial games. The post-wedding featt "khlebiny" was

omitted because it was too late in the day to continue with it. The

game went according to the following patterns

1. See V.V. Kailash and N.E. Sfro3 (eds.), Istoriya russkoyo teatra
(M. 1914), P. 9. -

2. IJvi. Levina, "Kukol'nye igri v svad'bu i metishche," in
Krest'yanskoe Iskusstvo Severa (L. 1928), Vol. 2.
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( a) The -atch-makingt
Before setting off for the bride's house the groom's family
pray before the icons. eventually they go off to talk with
the bride's parents, in a little blue carriage drawn by a
wooden horse and guided by one of the girls, hnfisa. once
arrived and the formalities over the two families sit down
to tea. (The samovar is an old cartridge, the "shan'gi",
small bits of paper).

(b) "halazhivan'e k bogomol '.yu" '•

Both the "izba" are gaily decorated with odd scraps of knitted
lace, sweet papers and long strips of material to represent
the embroidered napkins ("poloteniSe ") draped over the icons
on special occasions. The groom's family come to inspect
the bride's home.

(c) "rosiaki";

During this part the unwinding of the bride's plait takes
place while Asya, who is acting for her, sing3 a lament.

(<0 "Tanya";
A certain amount of argument took place at this point between
the girls. One of them, Katya, wanted to take all the bride's
girl-friends to the bath-house but the others insisted that
only two should accompany her. Eventually it was decided not
to hold the ceremony of the bath at all because the "boy3n
would be looking in the window.

( 0) The ..edding Day t

The bride sings a lament describing the arrival of the groom's
train and just at that moment the groom and his family are
placed in the carriage arid taken over to the bride's "izba",
-he fathers of the young couple are too young-looking according
to the children, 30 they sew them beards out of tow. The
bride's father, now looking more appropriate to his role, is
able to bless and wish the bridal pair good luck. He swings
a "silk shawl" containing a few pebbles (instead of bread)
over their heads.

Next comes the "wedding-feast" at which the little girls use
all their ingenuity to improvise the conversation between the
guests.

1. "3han'ga"s a sort of flat cheese-cake.
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A modern note is added by the following stage in the proceedings!-

(f) The Civil Ceremony*
The office is arranged on a bench beside the stove. Two
girls take the part of the secretary and president of the
"ispolkom" and present a formal questionnaire. Parts
for the following church ceremony are eagerly sought after,
each girl anxious for her favourite role. The civil
ceremony is then followed by the religious one.

(g) "Venchanie v tserkvi"!
The "church" was situated on a bench beneath the window.
The priest chants,

- PocnoAH noMHJtyES -

twice. Then, as the "crowns" (half a walnut shell and a
stemless wine-glass) are placed on the couple's heads and
they are led round the lectern, he continues with

- nOAOCKH BeHhK Ha roJTOBH HX -

and,
- TocnoAH HOMHJtyHi -

in reply to which the elder sister of one of the little girls
chimes in with the bass:

- K AyxoBe TBoeMy. -
After the ceremony the newly-weds leave in the carriage.

(h) "Pir" (the V/edding-feast)t
Again there is argument, while the "cook" is chosen. Aven-
tually the feast begins and the symbolic bowl of "kasha"
(half a walnut shell) is brought in.

(i) In the final stage of the game, the sweeping of the
floor ("Podmetan'e pola"). the girls reconstruct some of the
trials undergone by the new wife in her mother-in-law's
household. They scatter "feathers" (leaves of hemlock) over
the floor and the young woman has to sweep them up with a
besom made from the same things.
If the post-nuptial feast had been played the -cook in this
case would have been the bride*3 "married sister".

It is difficult to decide the degree to which the children's

game may be called truly dramatic, or indeed to define the theatrical

genre to which it belongs. To a certain extent it might be con¬

sidered as a subsidiary form of the puppet theatre, to be classed
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alongside the "vertep" or "Petrushka", for the girls not only dress

and prepare the dolls and speak their parts for them as does the

professional puppeteer but also manipulate then as well, making

them go through the motions of praying, blessing the bride, riding

in a carriage, drinking tea and so on. However, there is a major

difference in that hfere the dolls may be regarded simply as an

extension of the girls themselves who, while finding the game which

interests them more fun when the action is, as it were, one stage

removed from them personally, still identify themselves with the

dolls, whereas in the puppet-theatre a definite attempt is made to

create an illusion of independant action on the part of the puppets.

Neither the text nor the action involves the puppeteer personally and

indeed he takes pains to hide his presence from the audience.

The game is really an example of one of those spontaneous

upsurges of the desire to act and imitate (in this case the life of

grown-ups) which seems to be instinctive in children even more than

in adults and the result is an odd mixture half-way between the real

ritual and the sort of dramatic performances based on the ritual

which I shall discuss later in this chapter.1 One of the most

striking things about the game is the serious attitude of the children

towards it and the strict attention to exactness in reproducing the

appearance of the characters (note the addition of beards to the

fathers) and the decor (note the elaborate decoration of the two

!• infra.jo-Ib8 ft.
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houses), the songs, laments and church responses (albeit abridged)

and social conventions (note the preponderance of bridal relatives

when lack of dolls necessitated a choice, and the arguments about

who should accompany the bride to the bath-house). All these

factors recall the ritual itself.

4 • from the marriage iiitual to decular drama

One of the most curious plays to have been inspired (in part

at any rate) by the marriage ritual is the folk-play known as

"Pakhomushka"• ~ This play used to be performed at village parties.

At the so-called "malye be3edy", when the girls gathered to spin and

sew and gossip only a female cast would take part, but at the

"bol'shie besedy" when boys were allowed in they too could join in

the fun. Once the roles had been allocated, the young "actors'

disappeared to fix their hastily improvised costumes while the

remainder arranged the "stage1' and the 'scenery''. As this play is

not widely known I consider it not inappropriate to describe the

text here.

The play opens with the appearance of "Pakhomushka" who rushes

in riding upon a long-handled baker's shovel ("skovorodnik").

1. J. Pisarev, b. buslovich, "bosyul 'naya Igra - kom^ediya Takhomuahka,"
in -'rest'yanskoe Iskusstvo bevera (L. 1927;.
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Twisting and gesticulating he rushes up to his parents and fall3 on
%

his knees. He asks for their blessing as he has decided to get

married. His father and mother point out his weaknesses, doubt his

ability to perform his duties as a husband, but at last give their

blessing. Pakhomushka jumps over to any girl in the audience and

sit3 on her lap, asking in a stage-whisper if she will marry him.

When the girl accepts he rides back to inform his mother of the good

news but she only laughs and assumes the girl must be stupid to want

to marry him. Pakhomushka himself is completely empty-headed, and

relays what his mother has 3aid back to the girl herself, who is

understandably annoyed. A quarrel ensues. Pakhomushka then courts

all the girls in the audience one by one, but there is something

wrong with each. One won't marry him because of his hump-back,

another because of lice, another because he shakes all over, another

doubts his ability to be a husband, another doesn't like his mother,

etc. Between each scene "chastushki" are sung, such ass-

"liHBa, BHBa, neHBeB He?,
AoBy seHHTBcs, KOHH HOT.
Bailey B nojre, 3aKpnqy:
KapajM .... xo^y!"

At last he finds "Pakhomikha", who agrees to marry him. His

parents give their blessing and the wedding train sets off for church,

Pakhomushka and his bride both riding on the shovel in place of a

horse. Hext follows a mock-wedding scene in which the priest ,

choir, bride and groom and relatives all play their part. llie

following scene is supposed to represent the wedding night. "Eho
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couple stretch out, faring in opposite directions, upon a cloth on

the floor. Pakhomushka searches for his "wife":a head but can't

find it.

"Llother," he shouts in mack consternation, "my wife has no head I"

"Have a good look, that can't possibly be right," she answers.

The next day Pakhomushka sets off for the town to look for work,

leaving instructions with his parents on how to look after his wife.

His wife rows him across the lake and he leaves hor with an admonition

to behave herself ("he good, don't go away anywhere, obey father and

mother, don't play about with the lad3"). On the other side of the

lake Pakhomushka finds work as a shoe-maker, while his wife rows home

again. Pakhomushka sings, banging away with a tool:-

"TiopT B03BKH
Kochc hoth

tiit&ica ot^aji b nacTyxat
Ce.a na KaMenrKH, aanaaKa^
Ky^a TnpyKymKH ym ... I"

A passer-by tells him that his mother has died. -hi3 has no effect.

Then he tells him his father is dying but Pakhomushka is only pleased

that there will be more room in the house. He 3ings:-

"PaayKpajneHH Ko^Sca,
E^et hobhM TapaHTac
y M6HH xesa xopoaia,
IdHKony Hyxiiu He ASCT. "

However, at the news that his wife has had a baby, he seta down his

tools and goes off home. Home once again he greets hia wife and asks

how 3ha has been behaving, whether she obeyed his father, did what his

mother trold her, did the housework. He is particularly interested in
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how she spent the nights. "Hid you always keep the door locked?

uid you stay in by yourself?" when his wife insists that she kept

all his instructions he then begins to question her about the unex¬

pected appearance of the baby. It can't be his, he points out, as

he hasn't been sleeping at home. Dhe replies that he was at home

the first night after the wedding, and they begin to fight. -One

version of the scene goes as followst

rakhonushka (dragging out the child): .(hat's this you've

got here?

Pakhomikha: A baby.

Pakhomushka: whose is it?

Pakhomikha: Mine.

Palchomushka: Where did it come from';

Pakhamikha? The lad3 made it.

After this scene Pakhomuslika goes off in search of his father and

meets a "passer-by ("prokhozhii chelovek"). He too, it turns out, has

been visiting Pakhoraushka's wife. The playlet ends with a violent

quarrel between Pakhomushka and his parents ("What were you gawping

at that you weren't able to watch Pakhomikha?"). He beats his

parents with the "baby", kills the passer-by, and ends up by thrashing

all those present. The audience disperses, squealing and laughing,

to the accompaniment of Pakhomushka' s cries of, "Don't go visiting

other people's wives, don't sleep with other people'3 wivesJ"

The playlet described above is clearly crude and primitive in
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every sense of the word but at the same time it does have features

which represent a development away from ritual towards drama proper.

Hitual elements are still visible but they are not predominant.

The dramatic nature of the play is embryonic but nevertheless

"Pakhomushka" can claim to be considered purely as a piece of dramatic

entertainment. It presents a picture of a drama-comedy compiled

solely for the amusement of peasant audiences but relying to a

considerable extent both in content and methods of production upon

familiar and ancient traditions of an originally non-dramatic nature.

"Pakhomushka" appears to be constructed in two distinct halves*

the second of which may well have been added at a later date. In

the first half we have what is virtually a parody on certain moments

in the ..edding iiitual, and in the second a dramatic anecdote upon

the social theme of the unfaithful wife and the cuckolded husband

typical of many Russian comedies and tales in the eighteenth century."''
Parodies upon weddings and funerals were of course a popular part of

village entertainments and the first half of "Pakhomushka" is only

one of axany variants, although more developed and more insistent

upon social aspects than most.

1. lee for example "Ihutovskaya kernediya," (V.lf. Peretz, Pamyatniki
ru3akoi dramy epokhi Petra Velikogo i_J>. Peterburg, 19^3.J't P* 413),
in which Kasenka deceives her husband the jester, or "shut"} or
the "Intenaediya No. 10" in odinnadtsat' intermedii XYIII veka
(1915), in which Harlequin benefits from the infidelities of the
wife ("khosyaika") in the absence of her husband.
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..hether or not there was any sacrilegious intention behind

the "Pakhoraushka" parody there is certainly an important difference

between it and such purely imitatory games as the wedding for dolls

previously noted, in the definite distortion of particular moments

of the serious prototype with the intention of producing a comical

effect and inducing laughter from the audience. The sexual overtones

of both parts are of course exploited for humorous purposes. There

are the hint3 about Pakhonrushka' s impotence during the courting

scene, the crude play on the situation of the wedding night, the later

adultery theme, Pakhomikha's efforts to underline her own sexual

nature, etc. Although the exploitation of sex for purposes of comedy

has been a feature of drama throughout the ages it should be remembered,

within the context of the Itussian folk-theatre, that such references

may well be a reflection of the emphasis upon fertility in the

agricultural and animal rites. Pakhomikha's bosom padded out with

rags to grotesque proportions i3 reminiscent of the exaggerated sex

organs of the male dolls in the fertility rites.x

Connected with such crudities is the willingness of the peasant

audience to find amusement in brawling on stage (to be found not only

in :'Pakhomushka" but in most kussian folk-plays - in particular, as

will "be seen in the puppet-play "Petrushka") and in obscenities of

language. X

1.

2.. e.g. Infra pxt.3,
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There is also a certain amount of comedy of character in

"Pakhomushka" although the characters themselves are neither complex

nor seen in development. They are merely comical in themselves, in

their stupidity (Pakhomushka in his gullibility), in their appearance,

in their movements and gestures. Pakhomushka himself is no more and

no less than one aspect of the stock comic character of the liussian

folk-theatre, already seen in the rituals but here more clearly

defined, where the addition of fangs (splinters of wood) to the

already characteristic hump renders the similarity to the Dossemu3-

lianducus of the Atellan Theatre more striking.

The comic nature of the two main characters is emphasised by

methods used in presenting them to the audiences through costume,

make-up, use of speech, and style of acting. Here, as elsewhere,

the grotesque is predominant and subtlety is non-existent. The

humour is coarse, the voices are loud (Pakhoinushka1 s is not only loud

but considerably distorted by the fangs which fill his mouth and

impede speech), gestures and movement on stage deliberate and emphatic.

This may be due partly to the fact that the plays of the folk-reper¬

toire were very often acted out of doors where it is more difficult,

if not impossible, to raider subtle nuances of voice or movement except

under exceptional acoustic and theatrical conditions (as in the

ancient Greek open-air theatres), and partly because actors unskilled,

like Hamlet's strolling players, in dramatic sophistications and

performing for audiences equally untutored tend to exaggerate in
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order to achieve effects and make their meaning quite explicit.

■The dramatic methods used in "Pakhomushka11 to present the comedy

of characters and situations and to convey in general the various

parts of the plot appear strangely diverse, falling roughly into four

categories.

In the first place we find in the costume of some of the minor

characters the use of symbolism whereby the role of the character is

indicated by some sign or clue to identity familiar to the audience,

a device widespread in the Aussian school theatre of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries. ouch is the case, for instance, with the

''bhafeuy'1, who are marked by ribbons on their hats and chests. In

such cases the rest is left to the imagination of the audience.

secondly there is, largely in the appearance of Pakhomushka

and Pakhcmikha themselves, the use of features of costume and make-up

commonly associated with ritual origins. Apart from the exaggerated

bosom of Pakhomikha, we should also note the generally grotesque and

ragged appearance of the two main characters! Pakhomushka's

sheepskin coat turned inside out, his boots worn on the wrong feet,

his weird headgear consisting of a pile of assorted hats and rags and

tatter3, and the soot, burnt cork or coal dust with which their faces

are smeared. ouch details do not stem at all from the social role

of Pakhomushka and Pakhomikha in the playlet but do on the other hand

connect them with the Christmas mummers, with figures popular in

spring agricultural rites and, in particular, with Aesnik and lemichikha
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or Ripei and his wife.

Attempts are made too at realiam. —any of the props are

actual objects of everyday U3e borrowed for the performance, such as

benches for the minor participants to sit on, the stool on which

Pakhomushka sits to work, the tools which he use3, the wedding ring

(if one is available), and so on. moreover, the actors do strive

to put some feeling into their part3, to make themselves and their

actions as convincin ; and realistic as possible. Pakhomushka in

particular makes every effort to act in character, bending over like

a hunchback, shaking and trembling when he moves, stammering when he

speaks. There are also moments in the play where realism i3

strangely mixed with convention. Two such instances may be seen

in Pakhomusbka's tiding on horseback' to court the girls and in the

"rowing of the boat" across the lake to the place where Pakhomushka

is to work. In a sense these are done realistically? the various

motions of riding a horse are reproduced, Pakhomushka cracks his

whip, pretends to jog the reins and even neigh3 like a horse.

Similarly, the "boat", for which a bench is substituted, is actually

"rowed across the stage by Pakhomushka and . akhomikha who in fact

propel it with their feet. The rowing and the riding are therefore

not merely left to the imagination of the audience. They are seen

to take place but depend for effect nevertheless upon the acceptance

of certain conventions, that a real object may be replaced by a

"similar" one (a bench for a boat, a "skovorodnik" for a horse), that
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the real actions may be replaced by others which merely mimic them.

f'akhomushka 'was one of the .oissiau folk-pl^ 3 usually performed

indoors where an acting space with seating arrangements for the

audience on benches down three sides of the room was prepared in one

of the larger peasant homes. Although the time and place of action

in the physical sense was tuus necessarily limited the action of the

plot moves from place to place, from the "homes" of the girls courted,

to Pakhomushka's house, to the other side of the lake and back

again. In the agricultural rituals we saw that the action could

move in reality from place to place according to the demands of purely

non-dramatic circumstances} in 'faldionushkd', on the other hand, the

movement is restricted by purely dramatic conventions.

In discvssin& "Pakhomushka" we are entitled to speak of audience

and actor as we are not with regard to ritual drama. The plot of

the play is quite independent from the working life of the villagers.

Its performance or non-performance is of no material significance to

then. There are already signs of the barrier between those performing

and those watching (linked only by the understanding and acceptance

of particular dramatic conventions) which has been typical of drama

in the modern world. Yet in spite of non-involvement, the audiences

of "Pakhomushka" were unwilling to remain on one side of the fence,

acting as they did as a sort of multiple director or producer,

prompting those who forgot their lines and even coming on stage

during performances to advise and correct the proceedings. The minor
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characters, in particular the girls courted by Pakhomushka, were

not prepared beforehand but chosen at random from the audience. The

audience took part in the "responses" during the wedding "liturgy"

and also in the free-for-all with which the performance ended. So

there were in fact moments when actor and audience merged into one.

This lack of absolute differentiation between the two remained one

of the distinguishing features of the Russian folk-drama, S3 indeed

of folk-drama in general.

The dramatic structure of the play is extremely simple. It

is, as I have said, divided into two parts, the first half consisting

largely of a single repeated episode (the courtship) followed by the

comic parody scenes. The 3econd half too is episodic in character.

This simplicity of structure is also reflected in the dialogue.

Corresponding to the repeated episodes of the first half we find a

question and answer type of dialogue typical of dracetic games such

as "Kostroma" but somewhat more developed. Similarly, in the second

half, the sketchy substance of the plot lends to result in a series

of brie£, at times monosyllabic answers or responses to questions and

comments. There are no monologues or developed dialogue such as is

to be found in some folk-plays of a higher artistic order such as

'Lodka" or "Tsar kaximilliaa". Certain moments such as the wedding

ceremony or the wedding night must have depended for success upon

skilful improvisation and clearly varied from actor to actor. But,

in spite of obvious limitations, "Pakhomushka" still offers a

primitive example of dialogue following the demands of the plot, rather
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than merely a spoken comment to mimetic actions or undeveloped

questions and answers of the dramatic games.

The dramatic and aesthetic potentialities of the Aussiaa

marriage ritual were noted not only by the villagers themselves but

eventuidly also by students of folk-lore and the theatre who arranged

versions to be played on stage, solely for the interest and enter¬

tainment of an audience. Thus, for example, on the 22nd December,

1923, in Leningrad there was performed "The Hussion folk Wedding

Aitual" by the State Experimental Theatre.Erupyanskaya, too, in
2

her article 'Harodnyi Teatr," informs us that amateur performances

of the marriage ritual were popular among school and kolkhoz

dramatic circles.

A theatrical performance of the ritual in the Son region in the

1940s is described by Golovaohev and Laehchilin.^ The stage was

set to look like a street in a typical Son Cossack villaget-

"MaiicKHM se^ep b Eaaa^sefi cTanime. Oko.io Ky-isiEKHa
^Bopa Ha saBajiHHKe Ha tfpeHax CHAHT noxone sa3anEH.

Cy^anaT o tom o o§U H rpasHyT ceMe*iKsu B cTopoEe

co<5paJiHci. KaaaKH norouopnTB o xoasiicEHX h odHecTBeiraax

1. V.N. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, lotoriya russkogo taatra (M.-L. 1929),
Vol. I, p. 190.

2. In kusakoe, narodnoe, poeticheskoe tvorchestvd, edited by P.C-.
Sogatyrev. PP-33Z.-4/f.

3. Golovachev and Lashchilin, op. cit.
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Aexax. nocepe/iHne yxumi pe3BHTca, BH3XHT H xoxonex

Ae^Bopa, arpaeT b "rycii" h "ceporo Boxsa". MoxoAext

^epKHTcs oTAex&Ho. CTatsa AeB^aT na npoTHBonoxo;sHoa

cTopone yxumi aanrpajra necmo ..."

and so on. Then the "play" begins and the various parts of the

ritual, from the first arrival of the natch-maker3 to the final

rejoicing and feasting, are presented on stage.

5» Dramatic Ritual and Games Connected vri-th heath

Up to this point I have discussed the dramatic forms arising

from three groups of the luasian Sites of Passage. I come now to a

group which rivals in importance that of the marriage ritual itself.

After the celebration of life comes inevitably the celebration of

death and there are a great number of dramatic scenes among the

Russians which draw their inspiration from death and the burial of

the dead. In fact, the themes of life, death and rebirth recur with

almost obsessive regularity throughout the whole of the Pus3ian

folk-theatre.

A man's passing out of the world, no less than hie coming into

it, was attended by innumerable ritual observances, some designed to

facilitate his departure from the earthly life and his entry into

the world of the 3pirit. Such was clearly the intention behind

opening the doors and removing a part of the roof or wall of the
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room where a dying man lay, or the custom of furnishing the deceased

with various objects, a change of linen, money, toilet articles, etc.,

which might be of some use to him in the after-life.~ Similarly

in some parts there was a strange belief that the finger-nails of

the dead should be left uncut to facilitate his ascent up the steep
2

glass mountain upon which heaven supposedly stood. Or, again, it

was customary to open the window and place upon the sill a glass of

water so that the soul could wash and fly away."1 On the other

hand, there were many other observances whose purpose was mainly to

protect the still living from any possible ill-effects that the

dead might have upon them. One may suppose that the often-encountered

dislike of carrying out the corpse through the normal door of entry

was of this nature, remembering for example ovyatoslav's dream in

the "Slova o polku Igoreve"*-
4-

"y^e jockh 6es khsatisa b mosm TepeMe IMfOiepKOlb"

P. Bogatyrev has noted many such examples in Sub-Carpathian

itussia, connected primarily with the protection of the grain store »-

tthen the corpse is brought into the house, it is
necessary to stir up (rua&ti) the grain; if it does not
shift, that is a sign that it will not grow when it is
sown (ne zi.jde nasinie) ■ It has to be eaten for it is not

1. Vsevolodskii-Gerngross, Istorfya russkogo teatra, Vol, I, p. 151.
2. A. Kotlyarevskii, 0 pogrebal'nikh obychayakh yazycheshikh
slavyan (LI. 1868), p. 212.

3. Ibid.. p. 206.
4« "Slovo 0 polka Igoreve" (M. I96I), p. 25*
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good for anything else (laso s toho ne val.iu&no) ." x

Descriptive material, upon the Old Russian or early Slavonic

burial rites is severely limited although, of course, we do come

across references in such documents as the "Povest'vremennikh let" and

eyewitness accounts in the writings of early travellers, like

Abu-atli-kkhmed ben Uaar Ibn Dosta who gives an account of Jlavonic

burial customs in his Book of Treasures, or the description by Ibn

Potslan, Arabian .umbassador to the Bulgarian court in the early tenth

century, of the funeral of a Slavonic merchant. In the Christian

era, of course, the funeral service became that of the Russian

Orthodox church which, in itself, cannot in any way be considered

as part of the Russian folk-theatre. This being the case it is

impossible to examine any major kites of Passage connected with the

burial of the dead as dramatic phenomena. This chapter-division,

therefore, will be restricted to a study of the dramatic games

derived from burial rites, rather than the actual rites themselves.

..ithin the death games ("igra v pokoinik", "umran"), several

distinct themes or threads may be discerned. Ibr example the

retention of an almost pagan fear of the dead and the representation

of the dead in a horrific and repulsive manner can be found in many

of them. In one variant of the "corpse game", for instance, the

most simple-minded village lad or peasant was first persuaded to

1. P.G. Bountyrev, actes '-iagiciues et Croyances en lassie lubcar-
pathiaue i,Paris, 19297*Travaux de 1'Institute d'etudes Slaves,
XI, p. 119.
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dress up as the corpse. He was dressed all in white, his faoe was

smeared with oatmeal flour, long fangs cut from a swede-turnip were

stuck in his mouth to make his appearance more horrific and he was

placed on a bench or in a coffin. He was then tightly bound to

make sure that he didn't fall off or run away.x The reaction of the

girls at least, some o'f whom were forced to kiss the corpse, was

quite unequivocal. Maksimov reports that many were terrified, burst

into tears and in some cases even felt ill after the experience.

A little earlier on I was discussing the playlet "Pekhomushka"

in which a parody wedding ceremony formed the nucleus of the first

half. An interesting analogy in this respect is found in the

folk-play 'ivlavrukh", in which the plot is based largely upon a

funeral service of a similar nature. It is possible that the

formation of "Mavrukh" was influenced by the pantomime "Bataliya

Gencrala Mal'bruka" popular in 1812, but if so scarcely any of the

original remains. The text of the play quite simply takes the form

of a dramatisation of the well-known song "mal'bruk v pokhod

sobralsya" (from the French "ilalbrouk s'en va t'en guerre") in which

the death and burial of the general are enacted in the manner of the

mock funeral games I have .just been reviewing. It was popular in

liusaia from the second decade of the nineteenth century (the song

was often used to refer to Hapoleon after the 1812 campaign) among

the peasants and particularly among the soldiers. Pushkin himself,

1. S.V. Maksimov, op. cit.. p. 300.
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while staying at Kishinev in 1821, is reputed to have watched a

performance in which the death of a Lieat eriant-Colonel Adarnov was

parodied."1"

The action is limited and rudimentary. It "begins with the

entry of the chief characters, the "officers" carrying the bier,

("TjeTHpe, B qepHHx HiusasKax, Ha nwse^ax coxoMeKHKO

ano-aeTH, cdoKy Ha noscax catfxn, na roJiOBax manKH me

\ 2
sxseh c xeHTo^KaMis b ^KrypKaMH"},

the corpse of 1-iavrukh, the priest and "d'yok" who are to pronounce

the service, and several subsidiary characters. The first half of

the play is taken up with this and the singing which accompanies the

action,

("Maspyx b noxcue yisep
Oe yxcep aa aeMXH
ye'rnpe o$n«epa noKotamca necyT
K no»T, HOiOT, nOiOT
Be^naa e&y naMflTB"),

followed by the mock funeral. The service is interrupted by llavrukh's

remarkable recovery and a conversation between him and the priest

about the fate of his family. After this the mock funeral continues.

The interest of this brief play lies in several directions.

It is an example of a folk-play constructed partly on the basis of

song-dramatisation (which w ill Le seen in a more advanced state in the

1. P.G. Logatyrev (ed.), raisskoe narodnoe poeticheskoe tvorchestvo,
p. 490-

2. N.a. Gnchukov, -evernye narodnye draay'i.iavrukh'' (Spb. 1911 )j
p. 134-
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I
drama "Lodka", in another chapter}"*" although in fact the song

"hal1 bruk" is little more than a commentary to part of the action.

It also brings to our attention another significant feature of the

Sussian folk-theatre, that is, the role of military men which will

be discussed in the section on "Tsar Maximillian". However, it is

the parody funeral which connects it to a whole series of the

folk-theatrical repertoire.

The "funeral" game was extremely popular among the peasantry

and could be played at any time of the year, and although it was often

incorporated in the framework of the larger folk-plays such as

"tlavrukh" and "Tsar "iaximillian", also existed independently in many

variants among which the following is a typical example;-

"floKoKHHKa BHOCHT B H3<5y Ha noCKASkKH neTHpe

HekoBeica, C8a^n hast non b porojsHoa pn3e, b KaiouaBKe

Ha CHHefi caxapHOH <5ynarH, c ksah^om b bh,a;e rkhh3horo

ropska hkh ]iykowojshhka,B kotopom akmhtch ropaane

yrojibh, mox h cyxoii KypHHHfit noneT. Pagon c nonon

BHcTynaeT ^naaeK b kacptabe c kochuqM haaa^h, hotom mtax-

aki>25Hha, b TeMHOM capa<jaHe h njia-roaKe h, ixaicoHeii, Toxxia

niOOBOkaiDIUHX UOKOiiHHKa pOACTBQHHUKOB, UGXJS.y EOTOpHMH

o6a3aT6JiBHo HHeeTca ityacunHa b xghckok nka'rbe, c

Kop3HHoS maHer m oneKHiaeii kkfl iiomhhobchhh ycornaero.

Tpo<5 c noKoiiHHEoH cTaBaT cpe^H hs6h h HaanxiaeTca

1. InteaJ'p2.8o ff.
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Koiaynci'BeHHoe oTae^BaHHe, coaromee i&a caMoS oT<5opHofi,

m:to HasiisaeTcH, "ocTposnoll" (SpaHx, kotopaa npepKBaeTcH

to.si.kq Bcx^HUKBaEiscjs nxaxajiBHiimH /ia Kax^eHHOU "nona".

.... iCoHnaeTcs arpa tcm, eto nacTj, napneil ynocHT

xxoKoiiHHKa xopoHHTB, & Apyraa EacTB ocTaeTGH b ms6q h
P

ycTafisaaT HO&HHKH, cocTosmie E TQM, ^TO KyxiHHa,

HapHSOHHH^ ^eBKofi, oxexaeT asbme ks GBoeii Bopasrsii
.. 1

isaHraMxi—KycKaMEt Mep3xoro kohckoto noKCTa,

l-ost of these funeral and wedding scenes based upon services of

the Orthodox Church were usually very rudimentary in form, with only

one or two of the major points retained. In the case of the funeral

game there was often little more than the appearance of the priest

(with or without the "d'yak"), the censing of the body and the

pronouncements of a comical dialogue in place of the liturgy. The

parody wedding scene in "Pakhomushka" is in fact one of the more

developed examples. For one thing, there are more of the official

participants present, not only the priest and the bride and groom,

but also relatives, the choir and the "shafery", all of whom play a

part, however small; and an attempt is made to fill out the scene

with appropriate motions and gestures. Thus, the bridal ring is put

on by the priest, the couple are made to hold a "candle" (a smouldering

spill or splinter of wood),at appropriate moments they "bow" and "cross"

1. 3.V. Maksimor, op. out., pp. 30C-301.
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themselves, actions rendered absurd by the fact that each time they

turn a complete circle and finish up inevitably facing in opposite

directions; the'benser" (a match-box dangling on a piece of string)

is waved, they are led three times round the lectern, the whole being

accompanied by the garbled chanting of the priest. The ceremony

ends with Pakhomushka and Pakhomikha kissing the cross (made from

splinters of wood bound together).

Such scenes were often condemned by pre-Hevolutionary writers

as blasphemous and praised by later critics as a strong expression

of anti-clerical feeling among the peasantry. There are certainly

many features in them which the church could not but regard as

disrespectful.

The increasingly hostile and critical attitude on the part of

certain sections of the Russian peasantry from the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries onward towards those in authority revealed

itself in satirical folk-literature of all kinds, in songs, tales

and anecdotes in particular. The rural clergy, often illiterate,

greedy and given to vices of one kind and another, were one of the

main targets of this satirical streak. Note, for example, some of

the tales in J).[i.MolcIa~vS~lrij S collection of satirical folk-tales

(see "Kale pop rabotnikov moril," "Zhadnyi pop," "Pop telenka rodil,"

"Tserkovnaya sluzhba," "Pop Pakhom"),'3" or the anti-clerical songs "Iz

1. D.ll. Lloldavskii, Itusslcava 3atiricheskaya skazka (M.-L. 1955),
pp. 49, 61, 65, 71, 72.
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monastyrya Bogolyubova," "Ypdnoi kel'e monakh bednyi spasaetsya,"

"Ghto vo Kieve vo monastyre," etc Similar themes were to be found

in the popular literature of the towns, in the interludes: for
2

example "Intermediya Ho. 11" in the Tikhanov collection.

That the funeral and wedding scenes as they appear both

independently and as a part of the folk-plays are more than innocent

imitations of the ceremonies known to those performing in them is

apparent from their content and general tone. Their main intention

is clearly to amuse audiences by deliberate and often gross distortion

of various elements of religious services and satirical representa¬

tion of ecclesiastical figures, normally the priest ("pop") and

"d'yak" and sometimes a Patriarch or monk.

The appearance of these characters is not such as to invite

respect, consisting usually of an assortment of ragged garments with

a cassock made from ba3t-matting ("rogesha"). They were often

distinguished also by the large book they carried. The main piece

of church inventory was the censer which, as we have seen, could be

a match-box on the end of a piece of string. Thi3 could also be

made with an old bast-shoe ("lapot1") or an earthenware pot filled

with seme evil-smelling fuel, usually fowl-droppings, which was swung

among the crowd of spectators to the consternation of some and the

amusement of others.

1. Narodno-pooticheekava satira (i960), pp. 40, 46, 47*
2. odinaadt3at' Interaedii HYIII veka (1915)» P* 54*
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The religious figures show no respect towards each other nor

towards the office they perform arid- their speech is coarse and often

obscene?-

o

"Hyt ftluutS ea&ayatb, hto aimemh . . . abhboh,
-j

aaacapuBafc aKa$KcT!" "Tenept BajiaM MnpnBHHyjiMl

(npoKHMes) ... A Tenept csraxstpa aanysnpHBafil"

In such tems the priest addresses his "d'yakon" in two folkvplay3.

The characteristics of the religious figures, both those who appear

on stage and others who are mentioned in the dialogues, are by no

means flattering and drunkenness seems to be the besetting sin. In

the two plays mentioned above they have drunk away the holy books j-
"
- JUSKOH, .sbkkoh, ,ae Oo^suaji-To KHHra? . . .

- A B^jepa Ha CeHHofi-To hto npoiiHXKY"

and the sources from which the dialogues are drawn are fall of

references to drunken clergy and others. In both versions of "Tsar

Maximillian" there is, for example, the tale of the trials and

tribulations of the drunken sinner, in which various forms of drink

are addressed in terms normally reserved for the Virgin or the Deity

in prayers and other religious writings. Thus Vodka {"Gorelka",

"Gorilka") is addressed?- "O npeno,so<5Has warn fopa^Ka, pa^yitcal"

1. IT.II. Vinogradov, farodnaya drama "Tsar' Ilaksiniliyan", toksty
sobrannye i prigotovl ennye k' mechati N.N. Vinogradovom, bbornik
OE.YA&, Vol. 90, no. 7 (Spb. 1914)) variant 2, pp. 78, 79*

2. "Tsar Liakeimilian" II in P.N. Berkov, Ifaaskaya I-arodnayu drama
j-iii-j-i yekov 1953), P» 250.

3. Vinogradov, on. cit., p. fB.
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and beer, mead and vodka as follows s-

"CaaBa Te<5e, nnsy (5emeHony,
C.iaBa Te<5e, we/,y cnneaoMy, ^
CUaBa Te<5e, ropexBKa cTpaAaTejr&Hasl"

similarly, in tho same play we find a tale which in form resembles

a humourous "bylina ' about an abbot who is encouraged by his monks

to let them drink and make merry i-

"nycTB OH CTaBHT EOM HaHH .aytfoBtie,
he^eHHM bhhom HanoJEiieKHHe h oTnycTHT doKaan MeAHKe,
BosahH Me^Hsie, kobhh .we-ieaHse . . . " 2

The language and manner of presentation of the church ceremonies

was parodied also to a certain extent and the texts of these folk-

scenes are full of archaisms, church Slavonic and 01q Russian words

and phrases or approximations to than (in one passage from "Tsar

Llaximillian" Ho. 2 RBerkov, p. 249_7 we come across such lines, for

instance»-

"yBH^ax H xpaMHHy <5o^Binysj,
H cauisha b hg& myxh Bepmie,
aepacaaa ^apy bhhs mephhe ..."

and«-

"UocTpaxax ecu ot roHHTeas KyHHTeaa BKHoicypa,
npoHJta ecu oraH h boak . . . ")

Church terminology was often referred to, in many cases wrongly, but

whether simply through the ignorance of the performers or for

deliberate comic effect it would be difficult to say. Hote, for

example; "BeiiHaHHaa KHHra" for IW% "SpSSUM* for

1. "Tsar ilaksimillian," variant 2, Berkov, p. 249 •

2. Ibid., p. 259»
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1 H

"npoKHMes", "cTHXHpH", and "naHa^swa c saKaTKCTHM £ox
2

"naHHXHASL c asa^nc-roM".

Moreover it was common to reproduce also the liturgical chantt-

"ynTaeT non upothsho no Kaare, sa nopKOBHiifl ma/u

This is also the case with the other parody scenes mentioned here and

of course many others as well. The so-called "liturgy" of these

scenes was compiled from a wide range of sources, usually of humourous

content. I have already noted the "life of the sinner", a humourous

"hylina"j also common were comic songs such as the one about a

quarrel between a peasant and his wife in "Mavrukh", and anecdotes and

nonsense rhymes.

The general atmosphere surrounding these scenes was certainly

one evoking mirth rather than respect.

However, it is not obligatory to view the dubious comic elements

in the "funeral" game either as parody or as satire. The coexistence

of the sacred and the profane was a common feature of mediaeval

literature. In the Miracle Plays, for instance, scenes depicting

the life and passion of Christ alternated with scenes of a ribald

nature which indeed often closely parallelled the former in construction.

We shall see later in the chapters on "Tsar Maxiiaillian" that the same

1. Ibid., pp. 249-250.
2. "Tsar1 Maksimilian," Vinogradov 2, p. 77•

3. B.V. Yarneke, "bhto igraet narod," in Szhegodnik imperatorakikh
teatrov (1913), issue IV, p. 24.
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phenomenon does in fact occur in the kussian folk-theatre.It

was not unusual either in the Czech folk-theatre for reputedly devout

peasants to take part in scenes of this nature occurring in the

popular religious plays, without showing the slightest trace of

embarrassment.

In connection with this point it should not be forgotten either

that the ecclesiastical condemnations, whether in Kussia or elsewhere

in kurope, of the apparent moral laxity prominent at the celebration

of the spring and winter festivals did not take into account the

fact that such manifestations may have been originally an essential

part of the pagan religious rite with a purely practical purpose

2
totally divorced from common ideas of morality.

The presence of erotic and other allied elements in the funeral

games gives them a connecting link with the agricultural and animal

rites of intensification and seems to point to a deeper and earlier

significance than religious parody and blasphemy. kaksimov tells

us that a typical feature of the corpse game ("igra v pokoinika") was

the disarranging of the "corpse"1 s garments in such a way as to

mortify the girls present. This reminds one of similar episodes

during some of the "animal" games and the underlined sexual nature of

some of the spring figures. Moreover the ending of life and the

potential growth of new life are often bound together by the Slavonic

infra,359-6/; the
2. See S'razer, The Golden bou^h. pp.i35-6
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imagination in a bizarre, yet meaningful relationship. Such was

the case when, in the Ukraine, a dead girl was decked as if for her

wedding day and the rites for the marriage ceremony and the burial.

of the dead were joined together. A "groom" was chosen for her and

was thereafter regarded as a widower and addressed as "son-in-law" by

the dead girl's mother. The customs of linking death and marriage

were not restricted to the Slaves. Among the "wake games" of the

Irish were mock marriages which in many ways resemble the mock

funerals discussed aboves-

... Two clever young wake-men dress themselves fantastically
as priest and clerk, the latter carrying a linen bag filled
with turf ashes, which he swings about to keep order, giving
a good hit now and then, while the dust promotes a good deal
of coughing amongst the crowd. But nothing irreverant is
meant; for it is considered that whatever keeps up the
spirits at a wake is allowable and haxmless in the sight of
God.

The priest then takes his place in the circle, the
clerk at his elbow, and pours forth a volley of gibberish
Latin, after which he calls out the names of those who are
to be married; the selections being always most incongruous;
and then the cleric seises them and hurries them forward, the
bag of ashe3 enforcing obedience to the call.

As the names are called out, each man takes his place
by the bride named for him, and the priest begins the
ceremony in Irish, adding a homily, describing the horrible
life probably reserved for the bride and bridegroom, owing
to their vile temper and other bad qualities.

... Then the clerk whirls his bag of ashes, and threatens
to strike any man who grumbles at the wife he has got, and he
demands his fee. Something must be given to him, a penny or
even a button, and the bride mu3t give an article of her own
property, but this is returned to hpr, and she is told they
only wanted to test her obedience.

1. A. kbtlyarevakii, op. cit.. p. 232.

2. Lady Wilde, Ancient Cures. Charms and Usages of Ireland (London,
1890), pp. 131-132. " -
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Although the game "umran" was played "by adults for an adult

audience the children of the village too were familiar with death

and funerals and made use of their knowledge in play. The little

girls of "Gkolok fholm" who enjoyed playing at wedding3 with their

dolls also played at funerals with them. The dolls were buried in

a box made to look like a coffin and parts of the burial service

read over them plus the laments of various relatives. Of interest

too are the strange Mfly" burials found in some parts of Ilussia

where insects were buried in miniature coffins.

6. The dkonorokhi - fir3t professional actor3 of the early theatre

The dramatic ritual games and other entertainments of the simple

people which have been described in this section constitute a signifi¬

cant part of the repertoire of the liussian folk-theatre. They

represent, in the majority of cases, a very elementary stage of

theatrical development. dome of them became the foundation or

starting-point for a whole series of more sophisticated and secularised

dramatic forms; from some, folk-actor3 borrowed a variety of different

features for use in the creation of plays of quite other origin and

intention; others again contained potentials which were never

realised. Consistent persecution from both civil and ecclesiastical

authorities over a period of some six hundred years did not completely

prevent either the creation or the preservation of indigenous,
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spontaneous art forms in Russia, but it did successfully inhibit

their growth. .Among them, the primitive theatre, connected as it

was with too many phenomena that were clearly offshoots of an earlier

and hostile religious cult and attitude to life, was one of the more

unfortunate victims. Russia's first "professional" entertainers,

the "Skoinorokhi", counterparts of the strolling players and jongleurs

of Mediaeval western Europe and the skilled nucleus around which a

popular dramatic tradition was beginning to form centuries before the

"first iiussian play" was performed at the end of the seventeenth

century at the court of Aloxei . .ikhailovich, suffered a like fate.

Nothing is known about the antecedents of the first "Bkhomorokhi"

on Russian territory. Both Byzantium and Western Europe had

contacts with Mediaeval Russia and either may have given the original

impulse through visiting groups of strolling entertainers which were

already a popular phenomenon in these countries. Whatever their

real origin, however, the activities of the "Ikomorokhi" in Russia

are reasonably well documented from the eleventh century. The

"okomorolchi" were perhaps best known for their playing on the Russian

folk-instrument, the "gusli", and that Prince Svyatopolk was in the

habit of amusing himself with such musicians at his court is

attested by the Chronicles for the year 1015*-

"
- Jtefe 60 rpa^y tony, b hens %e khslsb ybb,"

BHHO nilTH c'b ryC^aBHH K Cb MMaAHJdH CBeTHHKiU "

1. Povest' vremennykh let 1015, text prepared by B.C. Likhachev
(m.-l. 1950), p. 95.
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.again in the seventeenth century Iheodosius, abbot of the Pecher-

skaya Lavra from 1051 until his death in IO74, a man renowned for

his adherence to the ascetic way of life and his abhorrence of all

earthly pleasures, upbraided Prince YarooLav for watching and

encouraging the antics of the ''okomorokhi1'. Coming to him one day

he found:-

"... MHornx'B HrpaJDinHxt neper's HHMI>; OBKXB rycxHHH

rjiacH HcnycKaK)inHX*B, hhhx opraHBHHH hhckh raacsmscxi.,

MHLDCB xe MycMKHKCKHfi, h TaKo Bcexb BeCC-SHiaHXCSr, HKO
-J

ze ofintiaB ecTB npeAi» xnaaeMi.. "

The imaginary epic hero Dobrynya Eikitioh was famed for his gusli-

playing and the "byliny" which tell of his masquerading as a

"okomorokh" paint a vivid picture of the skill of such artists whose

presence gladdened the hearts of prince and warriors at the court

of Vladimirs-

"A boab HaqaJE cTpyHyimenleH HaTarnBaTB, / A no
i

rycejiHEKaM noxsxHB&TB * / A bgaJ> npnneBOM:eK saae.1

jit,odpHHIOsiKa ot KHeBa, / A Be4t aoboaht ^odpHH-n £0

hephkroba; / A be^b M bch ha nmpy noaa-nixHyjtH, - / A

Be^t tsko3 arpH bbsk He cAHxano, / A Beie He cxHxaHo r,

h He bhasho."
Oddly situated on a dark staircase of the ot. Gofia Cathedral in

Kiev, frescoes dating back to the seventies of the eleventh century

1. Pecherskii Paterik 1806, quoted by ffemyntsin, op. pit., p. 10.
2. Mylioy, (L. 1957), P. 405.
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give the first pictorial representation of a band of "Skomorokhi"

dancing to a musical accompaniment of flutes and pipes and other

instruments.

T'he term "Skomorokh" is a general one covering a wide variety

of artistic accomplishments. darning an often precarious living by

his skills the "Skomorokh" on the whole had to be a jack-of-all trades

able to provide a choice of entertainments as the need arose. But

the majority of them no doubt specialised in one or more fields,

dome were musicians, gusli-players mainly, who sang to their own

accompaniment about the wonders of the far-off lands they had visited

and of the exploits of heroes. Some were acrobats and tight-rope

walkers, jugglers and conjurors. The Church considered them to be

in league with the devil and many accredited them with supernatural

powers. Conjuring and magical tricks were also used for their own

purposes by the "kudesniki" and "volkhvy", such as those who, as we

are told in the Chronicles, by their cunning and sleight of hand

caused the death of many innocent people in the Rostov Oblast1 in
1

the year 1071• It is not surprising therefore tiat the Church

viewed these activities of the "Skoraorokhi" with such suspicion.

Exhibitions of dancing, not always of a respectable kind, was another

of the entertainments offered by the "Skomorokhi1' and Adam Olearius

described in Ms "Travels of the Ambassadors" such a performance at

the court of .likhail Tedorovich.

1. -ovost' vremennvkh let tjl.-L. 1950)» quoted in B.C. Lilchachev,
op. cit., p. 317-
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The "Skomorokh" was often invited to weddings to entertain

the guests and to lead the festivities and the jollity. The "Stoglav"

(1551) soundly condcarina this practice." lioth Chancellor and Olearius

tell of the participation of professional hired entertainers at

weddings.

The "Skomorokh." entertained both high and low and catered for

all tastes. At the royal court and the houses of princes he played

the gusli, sang songs and told tales; in the village market-places

and on the streets his humour wa3 cruder and broader, his antics

unrestrained, hi3 songs often bawdy, and his dancing obscene. He

was a perennial favourite at village festivities, talcing an active

role in all the available types of entertainment, training and

leading bears and playing the rausic for their clumsy dances, showing

puppets and, at Christmas and Shrovetide, leading the games, dressed

in the traditional animal mask. It was for thBLr prominent role in

these remnants of pagan ritual, which seemed to awaken ancient

instincts, luring people away from decorous behaviour and Christian

devotion, to heathen practices and orgies of often flagrantly immoral

revelry, that the Church authorities mainly persecuted them. Nestor,

for instance, writes thus:-

"Ho CHMH ^BJIBOJI JBCTET H ApyTHMH HpaBH, BCH^BCKHMH

jrecTBME, npedab-asa hh ot 6ora, Tpydasoi h cKOMpaxis,

rycjr&MH h pyca-s&fl. Bsuhm <So HrpHKa ytqjmesa h

1. -S upTa ; p. 155.
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MHoro mho&2>ctbo f ako yuHxai'H Ha^HyT Apyj? Apyra,
-j

nosopu AejEOine ot <5eca 3aMHioeHHaro Ae^ia.

These games and maskings were referred to as "besovskie igrishcha" or

"poaory'1 and all the entertainments with which the "bkomorokhi" were

connected were in general described as "of the devil" ("besovskoe").

The earliest mentions of the activities of the "Skomorokhi" are

accompanied by accusations and condemnations from the Church. During

the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries these were followed

by direct prohibitions against participating in their amusements and

against encouraging or inviting the presence of the strolling players,

severe punishments were threatened for those who disobeyed. The

most destructive and conclusive of these was Tsar Aleksei Llikhailovieh1 s

order of I648 which forbade poeple to take part in a wide variety of

entertainments including not only the more obvious markings and

games, leading of bears and goats, dancing and singing, frequenting

the "okoaorokhi" and all the non-Christian activities connected with

Christmas and Shrove, but also such apparently innocuous pastimes as

swinging, chess-games, telling stories, hand-clapping and boxing.

All musical instruments were to be handed over to the authorities,

broken and burned. Those caught persistently contravening the act

were liable to be sent into exile.

1. Pol, sobr. russk. let. 1, 6, 73? quoted by Famyntsin, op. cit.,
P- 79-
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By the middle of the seventeenth century, the "Okomorokhi" had

almost disappeared from the scene, being replaced in the favours of

the princes, at least, by musicians imported from abroad.

The Russians did not abandon their art-forms; many of the old

customs continued to flourish discreetly in spite of persecution and

when, by the end of the century, the Tsar's outlook became more

liberal many more were revived. But at the same time the destruction

of the Russian national musical instruments and the "Skomorokhi"

remained an incalculable loss. It is ironical that Tsar Aleksei

Ilikhailovich, who effectively curbed the development of an indigenous

secular theatre among his own people, should al30 have been the first

to introduce a secular theatre to Russia from abroad, based upon the

alien traditions of the Anglo-German drama.



SECTION TWO

THE PUPPET THEATHE



CHAPIER IV

THE VEBTEP

Puppets of one kind or another have been known to man from an

early period in history and they are certainly one of the oldest,

most popular and most universal forms of public entertainment. It

would be difficult to find a single country which does not have some

form of puppet-theatre tradition.

It is probable that puppets began first in the east and our

earliest references to their existence come from Efeypt (l6th c. B.C.),

India (11th c. B.C.) and China (1,000 B.C.). It is also probable

that the original impulse towards making puppet3 of one sort or

fmother oame from the side of religion. The anthropomorphic custom

of making models or idols of the gods for the purposes of worship,

or of men or animals for purposes of magic, is one common to all

peoples in a primitive state of existence at whatever era. In Bussia

the use of wooden or straw figures to represent the spirit of vegeta¬

tion is one such instance. The practice often found in ritual drama,

religious processions, etc., of using an inanimate "actor" rattier than

a human one in the place of the god or spirit in question may well

have evolved from a sense of reverence towards the deity or, more

probably, from fear of the dangers involved in too close identification

of the susceptible human spirit with powerful supernatural forces.

- 201 -
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Once "graven images" had been accepted as a normal part of the

ritual or religious ceremony the next obvious step would seem to be

an attempt to make than appear more life-lite, to make' them simulate

not only the external appearance but the movements and voice of the

creature represented. Liability was produced in a variety of ways,

by hidden springs or clockwork mechanism for example, by wires or

cords attached to their limbs and set in motion by a hidden manipulator.

The idea of the mobile puppet spread quickly throughout the east

to Japan, Persia, Turkey, Ceylon, etc., and in time it penetrated

to the ancient Greer iiapire and later of course to the Roman Hnpire.

It is probably from this latter source, rather than from Asia

(although eastern influences obviously played a part' that the

European puppet theatre tradition stems. The ancient Greeks used

similar mobile statues in their religious festivals to those of the

ancient Egyptians.

The type of puppet manipulated by an internal system of coils,

springs, weights and levers probably gave rise eventually to the

ingenious "working model" puppets in which a scene (as, for example,
j

a battle) would be acted out by machine-driven figures. Known as

"avtomaty" in Russia, these puppets were very popular there in the

18th century, appearing regularly in the fairgrounds and public squares

and owned mostly by Germans who were very skilled in the craft. In

1'75S'» we are told, a irench machinist, Pierre Dumoulin, turned up in

Moscow with a working models-
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"upe^ctabjisaouiaa jraiuna&t, b kotopom bhaeh 6y&yt MBome

.SBHacjnRaecH HaoGpaxemiS acpoosHmx|n:isaeQ vs. bosob h MHonie

padoTHise xr&vl , KOTopne ynpaxHjnovcfl b pasnnx be^ax tsiic
4

KaTypaxBHo Kaa <3H XHBH6 ..."

The large, unwieldy, yet, as one can well imagine, effective

mobile statues of the gods known in the .jncient world (note, for

instance, the Greek automaton of Bacchus at a feast given by Ptolemy,

or the fhiladelphus statue of Apollo in the tomplo of -leliopolis )

did not die out with the coming of Christianity to the ifoman -world

for the Christian church adopted the idea to enhance its own religious

festivals. Indeed, the word "marionette" comes from the popular

mobile statues of the Virgin Mary. The marionettes, however, were

in actual fact derived from the type of puppet mentioned above,

imanipulated by strings or wires attached to their joints, rather than

from those working on the principle of the machine. btring-nanipulatec

puppets became known throughout Europe and Asia as well, and because

of their virtually unlimited potentialities could, in the hands of a

skilful manipulator, reach great heights of artistic grace and

expression.

The highly sophisticated marionettes which we know today in

Europe are, however, a comparatively recent development. Cruder

examples of an earlier type were also known: such were the Italian

1. VI. Perets, "Kukol'nyi teatr na ilusi," Ezhegodnik iraperatorskikh
teatrov (Season 1894-5; Supplement, Book 1 "(SPb. 1895)", p. 94 •'

2. Charles Magnin, Histoire des marionettes (P. 1352), pp. 11, 12.
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Fantochini, carved wooden dolls made to move by means of a string

attached at one end to the puppeteer's legs and at the other to the

waists of the dolls. uhen the puppeteer moved his knees the dolls,

which were fixed to a wooden stick, danced and jogged about.

Marionettes were also known in Russia, making their first

appearance in all probability in the early 13th century, although it

is often difficult to decide from the wording of the -evidence, to

exactly what type of puppet contemporary documents refer. It is

certain, however, that marionettes were known in both Moscow and

St. Petersburg by the late 18th century, in court circles and among

the general public. Thus we know, from a description of St. Peters¬

burg published in 1779s"1" that marionette performances took place there

from 1749 and that special buildings were set aside for them such as

the "komediantskii dom v Morskoi" built in 1745? and the "KomediantsldLi

ambar" built near the Sinii Most. In 1761 a Dutch puppet-master,

Serger, put on a month of marionette plays in Moscow*-

"SkejgiieBBo, upome ey<5<5oTH, srrykh cboh c iJUfnepoHOBos)

re-ioBo?) h .ztpyme Kosse rioieaaKBaTB (Sy^eT, ecxn xotb 10

h.ih 12 nejioB9K apuTexelt <5y^eT. CBepx xe Toro, <5y,2iyT

y Hero npe^cTaB.iweMH pasHHe koms^kh, nanpHMep, "0 ^oKTope

©aycTe" h np. , <5ox&ihhmh aByxapmHHEHMH kysj-aMH, kotopk©
2

paoroBapHBaTB k nj)OH,"

1. 71. Perets, op. cit., p. 94*
2. Ibid., p. 95.
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It aeem3 probable that many of the bills for puppet shows

relating to the thirties of the 18th century, although not specifi¬

cally quoted as such, were for marionettes, as their repertoire,

which included a number of plays adapted from the "school" stage, was

similar to that of the west European marionette theatre (in the

repertoire were plays on religious themes, hagiographical tales and

several adaptations from the romantic stories popular in the 18th

century, "Don Juan", etc.).

The marionette companies were, in the beginning at least, of

foreign origin, Italian, German or French, although the Russians

themselves eventually developed the art too. Saltikov ihchedrin has

an interesting story about a Russian marionette-maker in the 1841s

whose dolls (a "kolledzhskii assesor", a peasant, a gourmand or

'lakomka" in the costume of an 13th-century "petit uaitre", etc.) and

repertoire (e.g. "Nakazannyi gordets," "ITerazauditel'nyi Vidumshchik

ili sdelai milo3t' ostanovis'," etc.) appear to be drawn from the

characters and themes of everyday life.1 Che marionette theatre,

however, did not attain any lasting popularity among the ordinary-

people, nor can it be said to have entered the traditions of the

Russian folk-theatre.

Following the custom of the ancient world the Mediaeval European

1. Saltikov-Ghchedrin, "Igrushechnogo dela lyudishki," in Gtecheat-
vennve zapiski, Vol. CCXLVIII (1880), No. 1 (Jan.).
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church made use of puppet figures to represent characters from the

Holy Scriptures: the Holy Family itself, the Saints and Martyrs;

and mobile statues, "papoires", were used to portray sacred figures

in processions throughout mediaeval France, in Orleans, Poitiers,

Amiens, etc. Possibly the most popular of the scenes thus shown and

certainly the most widespread was the Christmas Crib with the Holy

Family, the oxen and the ass in the stable, the shepherds with their

sheep and the wise men with their gifts. It is to these Christmas

nativity scones, combined with certain features of the mediaeval

stage proper, that we should look for the origin of a type of puppet

show which, as opposed to the marionettes, attained a high degree of

popularity throughout -astern Europe, particularly ir Poland, the

Ukraine and, later on, in Russia (mainly, but not exclusively, the

south-west) itself. This puppet theatre, known as the "szopka",

"betleika" and "vertep" in Poland, white Russia, and the Ukraine and

Great Russia respectively, contained puppets of an e:rtreciely simple

nature. They were immobile, crudely carved and dressed figures which

were moved horizontally or diagonally along the slatted floor of their

little stage by means of the rod to which they were attached. Such

puppets were known in Russia as "sterzhnevye" or rod-puppets. A

similar, although more complicated system was known tilso in Italy.

The following description is to be found in the 13th-century Storia i

ragione d'ogni poeaia, by Qiadriox-

1. Milan 1744, Vol. Ill, part 2, pp. 245-248; quoted by George
Speaight in The History of the English Puppet Theatre (1955)> PP*
36-37-
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Let a high stage be arranged, such as is used in an
ordinary theatre, provided with scenes of the usual size»
Place on the stage a few wooden boards grooved in channels,
which £ire to serve as slots within which figures about two
feet high or more in height, and made of papier mache,
representing various characters, are to stand or travel.
These figures aro then to be moved from one end of the
channel to the other, as required, by means of concealed
counter-weights, some of which hang by a wire attached to
the shoulders of each figure, and are intended to serve the
purpose of manipulating the figures and arranging than in
various graceful and appropriate attitudes: these counter¬
weights are worked by men hidden under the stage, cr in some
other convenient place.

It is difficult to decide exe,ctly where and when the custom of

the crib with the tableau vivant, to which the "vertep" partly owes

its origin, began its existence. According to Ivan Franks, the

rell-known Ukrainian scholar and historian of the theatre, it was

probably first introduced in Italy - in Home at the church of Santa

'iaria Liaggiore, founded by Liberia#. In it there was a special

chapel which on Christmas Day held the crib with dolls for Jesus,

xary, Joseph and the other participants in the Nativity scenes. It

is suggested that this crib in the 9tli century formed the model which

other places eventually copied."'"

The Christmas crib spread throughout Europe and was known not

only in Germany, Italy, France and England but eventually in Eastern

Europe as well, in Czechoslovakia, Poland and the Ukraine. The

Franciscan monastic order seems to have played an important part in

1. I. Franko, "Do istoriyi ukrayin' skogo vertepa XVIII v." in nap,
naulc. tovar. im. Ehevchenka (1906), Vol. LXXI, book III, p. 37.
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the development of the "crib" for after Pope Innokenty had banished

it in 1210 along with all clerical participation in plays, it was St.

Francis who reintroduced the custom in his monastery and it wan

probably the Franciscans who brought the "ssopka" to Poland in the

14th century.

After the Reformation, when the crib was frowned on in the

churches, it became customary for seminarists to carry it about from

place to place, showing it to people in the villages, explaining the

contents and receiving in return some small reward. At Christmastime

in Lo¥je_ Austria, for instance, up to the middle of the 19th century,

a church sexton together with some boys from his parish, dressed in

scarlet cassocks used to carry a box known as "die Cl.ristschau" from

house to house. When the front wall of the box was removed it

revealed a landscape with shepherds, huntsmen, the three kings and,

in the background, the Nativity scene itself. Above the crib hung

a star and angels. The boys performed as a choir, tinging Christmas

hymns corresponding to the various 3tages of the Nativity, while the

sexton explained to the onlookers everything that ootid be seen in

the box.^"

The same custom was clearly observed in Slavonic countries; in

Czechoslovakia, for example, where the youngsters of the villages

used to spend their evenings during the Christmas period up to the

1. 1/1. Perets, op. cit., p. 126.
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Hew Year talcing a "crib" round from house to house. In the crib

would be "the newly-born Saviour, in front of Hiaa, Joseph and Mary,

behind, a bull and a donkey. The 'crib' was made from paper or wood

and firmly fixed on a wooden stick."^

Between this static crib with its explanatory text and the

"vertep" with its cruc&y mobile puppets and primitive monologues and

dialogues the distance is not very great. It is difficult to decide

the exact date of the appearance of the "vertep" theatre in the

Slavonic countries. Vladimir Perets suggests the) beginning of the
2 0

loth century for Poland,4* and it is possible that it made it3 debut

in the Ukraine not long after, for the oldest known "vertep" box, seen

by the Polish ethnographer Izopol'skii in dtavishchi, bore the date

1591. %• the early 18th century it had penetrated as far as Siberia

where it was introduced by the Archbishop of Tobolsk, Filofei Lyash-

chinskii (himself a former pupil of the -dievan academy) and supported

no doubt by some of his choir-boys, also natives of the Ukraine.
3

These dates can of course only be regarded as approximate.

1. Karel Jaromir krben, Prcstonarodni ceske piano (Prague IO64),
pp. 43-45; quoted by VI. Perets, op. cit.s p. 128.

2. VI. Perets, op. pit., p. 128.
3. There existed in the Ukraine a rather chaining explanation of
the "vertep"'s original appearanceThere was a story which told
how a certain Polish king was intending to marry a princess from a
far-off foreign land. As he wanted to acquaint her with the faith
and customs of his own land he ordered a "crib" to be made and a

performance of the Christmas Stoiy with scenes from the everyday
life of the Polish-Ukrainian people (see Morozov, op. pit., p. 75)*
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Vsevolodskii-Gerngross recollected seeing a primitive "vertep" per¬

formance as late as the 1920s but by that time such sights must have

been very rare, for its widespread existence and popularity was

already seriously undermined by the middle of the "19th century. By
1

the late 1870s~1880s G.P. Galagan was writing of it as a rarity.

The actual theatrical box in which the play was performed varied

little through Eastern Europe as can be seen from the following

descriptions from V.hite Russia, the Ukraine and Great Russia respec-
it.- r '

tively*

(a) The "betleika". - In White Russia*

It is a box with little windows or sometimes without
them, having instead quite simply a front wall which can he
raised. The floor is covered with hare's fur so that the
slits along which the puppeteer leads his wooden Colls,
dressed in their gaily coloured scraps of cloth, are hidden.
The "set" inside the theatre is the same as in the Polish
"szopka" only sometimes the back wall of the upper stage is
made to look like an iconostasis. The "oetleika1 or
"Yaselki" is accompanied by musicians playing on the violin
or pipes. The performance begins with the entrance of a
doll depicting a sacristan, who lights the candles; the lads
accompanying the "betleika" sing a Christmas hymn. 2

(b) The Ukrainian "vertop" (noted down 8th Jan., 1928, from

A. Volovik by members of the Xhorol Regional, studies group). - The

"vertep" in the description is a box, divided into two levels. Its

measurements are - height, 1.5 metres, depth, 36 cm. and width, O.75

metres. It is*

1. G.P* Galagan, "lialorusskii vertep," in .Jlov3kaya Gtarina (1882),
Ho. X, p. 9.

2. VI. Perets, op. cit.. pp. 133-134*
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. . . solidly and carefully constructed and painted llue and
green. The floor of both stages H.e. upper and lower -
J.A.\i._j has slits so that the puppets may be moved across
it. The floors and slits are covered over with hare's fur.
On botn stages on the left hand side there are doers through
which the puppets make their exits and entrances. On the
upper 3tage are fixed the immobile figures of the Virgin;,
Joseph and the crib with Christ ... On the lower stage
there is only a throne for Herod. In the back wall there
are two pairs of holes for the puppeteer's eyes. In front
there was a cloth screen so that the pupoeteer would not be
visible while manipulating the puppets. 1

(c) The Great Russian "vertep". -

The marionette theatre /.the term is used loosely here -

E.A.W.J is a rectangular-shaped box about an 'arshin" and a
quarter wide,2 three-quarters of an "arshin" in depth and
about one in height. The front wall can be opened and when it
is let down hides the various manipulations carried out under
cover by the skilful hands of the owner of the "vertep"; the
roof of the "vertep" has been decorated with a "horse"^and
other carvings. Strong paper of the sort used in bookbinding
("perepletnaya bumaga") and folk-pictures depicting the various
"a^ae of man" have been stuck on the outside of the theatre.
The interior is richly decorated. Gold and silver paper, foil
of different colours and spangles have been stuck over the
walls and ceiling. Several small coloured lamps to light the
stage during evening performances have been lung at the sides
and top. The floor is covered with black fur to hide the
movements of the marionettes on their wires along the slits
cut in various directions. At both the right and left side of
the stage a door has been cut. In the middle of the back wall
stands Tsar Herod's painted throne, raised by a few steps above
the level of the floor. Hear the throne, on both sides of it,
stand three fixed and immobile figures, warriors in full amour.
This is the royal suite. In the right-hand corner there is a
crib with the new-born Christ and a star shining above it. A
red calico curtain is drawn to mark the beginning and end of

1. Yevgen - larkovskyy, "Okrayins'kyy vertep, Llateriyali z ukrayins'koyi
narodnoyi drami," issue 1, Vol. I, in -dbirnik Istorichno-filologich--
nogo viddilu (Vseukrains'ka Akademiya nouk), ho. 86 - htnograficima
kononisiya (Kiev 1928), p. 187.

2. One "arshin" • 0.711 metres.

3« "Kon'" - typical carving on Russian village rooftops.
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each performance.

Prom these descriptions it can be seen that the fundamental

shape and design of the "vertep" remained more or less constant

although ornamentation was left to the fancy of the individual

manipulator.

The dolls belonging to the box were normally carved out of a

piece of wood and could be between 10 arid 30 centimetres high. The

more talented "vertep" owners might carve their own clolls, while

others bought thera or ordered them from a local carpenter. Sometimes

the features of the dolls were skilfully carved too, and hair, beards

and moustaches would be added from bits of wool, Ir. less pretentious

"vertep"s all features including heir, etc., might sirply be painted

on. 'The dolls were immobile in the sense that they were not jointed

and they could not move from one part of the stage to another except

along the slits provided in the floor of the stage. Only one leg,

normally, was visible, the other being replaced by the rod by means

of which the puppeteer manipulated them. The dolls were often

cleverly dressed in costumes corresponding to their character,

nationality or calling.

The' division of the box into an upper and a lower section cor¬

responded to the division of the play into a religious and a secular

part. Generally speaking, the religious scenes, those of the Christmas

1. N. Vinogradov, Velikoruaskii Vertep. lavestiya CRYAS (l9C5)j
"Vol. 10, book 3> PP* 362-363.
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story, took place on the upper stage, while the conic scenes which

followed, and which had little or no organic connection with the

preceding text, were on the lower. Sometimes, however, 'the upper

stage would be reserved only for the Nativity itself, while everything

else including the scenes with Herod was relegated to the ground floor.

Although the two-tiered "vertep" was the most usual form, there

are instances of a three-tiered box being used. It is probable that

in such cases the lower and upper floors were used for the action of

the puppets while the middle one was designed to hide the various

springs and other works inside the box.

The play itself, as is usual in the oral tradition, occurs in

a great number of different versions. The basic scenes which occur

are: the appearance of the angels telling of Christ's birth; the

adoration of the Infant by the Three Kings, the ii'ise Men, Shepherds,

etc.; lierod's "hassenre of the Innocents"; a scene between Herod

and Aachel, whose bab;y is killed by a soldier; Herod visited by

fteath, and the devil dragging him off to hell. However, some texts

are considerably more detailed than this and such scenes as the follow¬

ing can be seen also: the baptism of the believers by John the

baptist (this occurs in one Siberian "vertep11 J;"1" the shepherds

watching their flocks in the fields are told of the birth by an angel.

1. B. Zherebtsov, "Teatr v staroi Sibiri," in Zap!ski gosudarst-
vennogo instituta teatral'nogo iskusstva 1940;.
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After the singing there appear on the upper stage two
angels in white clothing, carrying lighted candles in their
hands. After they have bowed to all sides one angel
approaches the side door and sayss-

- BocTaHHTo, nacrapie, a d^KTe ae.ao,
siko ce npHcnejto PoamecTBo CnacoBo . . .

A little later the two shepherds themselves can be heards-

- fpHQBKyI
- A no npnm>By?
- BcTaBal xyreHBKO,
asl BHdapeM araa, ,

*a npHTBo niAewo reH-reH Hajropy, .

Moace me ii mh nocnieMo e nopy.. .

There is.a scene of the Annunciation, in a performance described

by Oelivanov, which he saw at a friend's house on 30th January, 1330,
2

near Aupyanslc, ^taroverovskaya Voloot1.

Ir. several versions the three Wise Men or the :..hree Kings on

their way to worship the Infant Jesus are stopped and questioned by

Herod, who makes them promise to tell of the child's whereabouts.

This simplified version comes from a Oreat liissian Bret J-

The Kings sings
- leprae Tpie napn

Ko JfpncTy c yaapoM (co Aapn),
0poA hm npe.fiBJiacTeH,
Ky^a nmyT cnpocHTii.

Here they speaks

lUeM k poac.fiesHoMy,
noKJtOHETBCK,

1. Galagan, op. cit., p. 11 etc.

2. A. Selivanor, "Vertep v Kupyanskom ueade -Qiarkovokoi gub.", in
Kievskava Otarina (1884), Vol. VIII, March.
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They sing again?
- R&&K HOKJrOHHTI>C£,
Ilpe^ iiapen hbhtbch;
A«e noEJioEBCH,
ripe^ uapeM cmepioch ...

In others again Herod, worried by the news he lias received,

seeks advice from his Jewish counsellors and in some texts this

opportunity is used to incorporate several comic scenes with the Jew,

a character whose very unpopularity in real life made him one of the

favourite stock comic figures of the Polish, Ukrainian and Southern

iiussian popular theatre. Although more usual in the Ukrainian

"vertep", such a scene is in fact found in a Siberian composite text
2

in which Herod consults his ancient scribes.

Apart from the adoration of the Infant by the ,«ise Men, Shepherds;

etc., there are some variants where David and Aaron and other

Testament characters come and pay their respects as in the Ukrainian

"vertep" from olavuta."^

After the Adoration, in the Biblical text, the Shree Kings are

warned by an angel to return to their own land by another way instead

of going bade to Eerod as they had promised, and this scene too can

be found in the "vertepHJ-

1. N.N. Vinogradov, ifelikorusakii Vertep, Izvestiya OiQfAS (1905)>
Vol. 10, book 3, p. 366

2. VI. Perets, op. olt., pp. 154-155•
3. Yevgen Markovskyy, op. oit., p. 123•
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An angel comes out to them through, the right-hand
door and says J

- i-4UTe hhhm nyrew,
K Hpo^y He xoAHTe,
hpoA cMymaeT,
Bojocbob eoBHBaeT, ^
kaaj^eBQeB HsdHBaeT ..."

E.A. Avdeev writes of a Siberian "verten" with the Plight into

Egypt as one of its scenes, along with the Nativity, and appearance

2
of the angels and the worship of the Wise Men. A strange confusion

in the folk-imagination has led to the insertion in some instances

of a character called Herodiada whose dancing, like Salome's, so

entrances Herod that he orders John the Baptist's head to be chopped

3
off and brought to her on a dish.

<5 ; ' t. ;

After the massacre of the children and Rachel's vain appeal to

Herod to spare her son, the religious half of the drama usually ends

with Herod being struck down by Death and dragged off to Hell by the

devil. Herod is,however, sometimes further punished by being- presented

with his own son's head (one of the slaughtered children) served up

on a dish.^ In Vinogradov's Great Russian, text Herod is given a last

chance to repent of his sins by a Polish "ksigdlz" who comes to warn

him of the torments to come#-

1. N.N. Vinogradov, Velikoru33kii Vertep, p. 367-
2. E.A. Avdeev, hapiski i zamechaniya o Jibiri (hi. 1837)t P* 57*

3. A. Tereshchenko, op. cit .. Part VII, svyatki, svyatochnye obryady
pp. 70-71'

4* Ivan Pranko, op, cit.. Vol. 73> P* 47-
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"
- noMeHTy!!, noueHTyli,

Ha tom to cBeTe-<5es^H£,
CMOJia, AHTOTB, ^
ByAesrB nHTaTH. AMeHTi ..."

Sometimes, in the Siberian "vertep", a final scene was added,

consisting of the funeral of Herod in which the coffin was borne by
2

generals in full uniform with medals and military sashes. And thus

ended in triumph the religious part of the "vertap" drama.

The exact origin of the religious text of the play is shrouded

in mystery. It is obvious at least that it was at some early stage

adapted for the puppet stage from one of the innumerable texts of the

Nativity in existence in Mediaeval Europe, or it nay even have been

specially written for the puppets on the model of plars already known.

We have already seen how in Mediaeval IDurope certain part3 of

the liturgy, particularly the Christmas and Master services, were

rendered more explicit by the presence of a tableau in the church.

This embryonic leaning towards dramatisation of the religious service

was further enhanced by the fact that parts of the liturgy lent them¬

selves to a more vivid interpretation than merely reading aloud. It

is not difficult to imagine how the mediaeval clerics proceeded from

the simple crib with its corresponding explanation read from the Bible

to embellishing the service with dialogue taken from or based upon

the same text or the liturgy itself; they themselves, suitably

1. I.N. Vinogradov, Velikoruaakii Vertep. p. 371*
2. Mhcrebtsov, op. ext.. p. 131♦
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dressed, taking over the part of the main. characters from the wooden

figures.

One of the most important factors in the development of the

drama from the church service was the insertion of appropriate

religious verses or "tropes", some already in dialogue form, as a sort

of aesthetic decoration, into the main body of the liturgy. As will

he vseen these "tropes" or "virshi" played a considerable role too

in the development of the "vertep".

These additions and adaptations eventually gave rise to

primitive liturgical dramas, and from this dramatic embryo emerged

the colossal literature of the 15th-century Passion plays in Ifeance.

In the course of time the congregations of the churches, the laity as

well as the clergy, were allowed to participate in the dramatic

scenes. They came to church dressed as shepherds and kings. They

helped to rock the Infant's cradle. Minor roles like soldiers,

midwivos and pedlars appeared, to give the action more life* and these

were played (possibly to prevent loss of dignity on the part of the

clergy) by laymen. These characters introduced improvised speech,

often of a humorous and colourful nature, and comic scenes, or scenes

drawn from the everyday life of the people mingled with the conven¬

tional biblical part.

.then these performances were eventually banished from the

churches on to the public squares in the middle of the 12th century,

the mediaeval theatre proper was born.
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For several centuries, in spite of the growing influence of

secular themes, ecclesiastical ones remained extremely important.

Hundreds of plays were written about the nativity alone in many

countries of Ilirope including the Slavonic lands, where such early

nativity plays as "Betlern nebo Jesli6ky" (l6th c.}, 'Hru pasty£slcou!i

(1566 in Prague), ,:I)ialog o Narozeni Pang" (1566 in Oloraunts) from

CzechoSlovakia or the Polish !,iialogus brevis pro festo Hativitatis

Lonini nostri Jesu Christi" (found in a 17th-century MS. in the Krakow

university Library),'1' or the Ukrainian "Komicheskoe deistvo na

Itczhdostvo Khristovo" of Mitrofan bovgalevsid.1 (l73o), or Itaitri

Iu03tovakii's "Komediya na Hozhdestvo Khristovo" (17O2), are known.

There seems little point, however, in trying to specify the

exact play of origin, as Zhitetskii for instance tries to do in his

introduction to Gelagan's "Malorusskii Vertep", pointing out the

strong similarities between the Ukrainian "vertep" text and both

Lovgalevskii' s and Lrnitri Rostovakii' s Christmas piay3, since the

inevitable mass of influences, reflections, repetitions and borrowings

upon and among an infinite variety of plays on the same narrow subject

would prove almost impossible to disentangle. Probably a more

important influence on the text of the puppet-play were the religious

verses ("virahi") or Christmas hymns which contained the same basic

text as the "vertep" although not usually in dialogue form. Note; for

1. See I. Frariko, op. cit.. Vol. LXXII, p. 9 etc.

2. Compare with role of tropes in development of mediaeval
religious drama.
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instance) the "virshi", "BeceJta CBiTy hobuna'' beginning with

the announcement of the angels to the shepherds *-

"oece^a cBiry HOBuna / #*e sacra iiaHHa cHHa cnoBMa,

3 HeOee aHrejtBCKHe iMaon / G^aBHTB Bora no bcs iaeas

Cbst dor, BHQiiBac, / Cnaca CBoro Be-iinia*.

y<5orfi nacrapiH / CaasstTB Bora h Bejsia; * . .M

which continues with the description of the Nativity scene, the

Massacre of the Innocents, etc.J-

"iajtocTHMi MaTKH njiasyTB / I raK cMeprHya spyray® 6asjrT£«
A

KpoAt Mpo.5 Te« sy< / ^ac .aeiepsiT h no£imcy«: . . .M

See also Ho. 101 in the same collection (p. 378), "^HecB npHH^KTe

yBHAHTe Bora b se.iax Haaiero," in which a certain amount of

dialogue also appearsi-

"H^e boScko k Hpo^oBi, / &&£ SBarn caiiowy:

- Hewa XpucTa y KpyjESBCTBi / H niB-naifcTri ^a/iHOMy.

&HTH TSJ5H, KPOBB UAS5LXH

pocKaay TBoero - "

Seme more specific references are mad© by Ivan Franko, who

points out some of the borrowings in Vinogradov's Great Hussian text.

He says that the angel's song at the beginning (p. 365* 'MieBO AHecB,

npec.ymecTBeHHoro paxAaeT " ) is taken from a hymn by the Byzantine

poet itomanos, which later became incorporated into the church service.

1. Trudy etnografichesko-Statisticheskoi ekapeditsii v zapadno-
rusakii icrai (SPb. 1372). Vol. Ill, p. 373, Ho. 98.
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A ' * *

The second shepherd's song, wHoBa pajocTB CTaxa / 5iko b He<5e

XBaxa,1''too, he tells us, is a well-known old song appearing in a

"Bogoglasnik" of 1790» while the words of the Polish "ksigdz",
"o Hpo^e, o Epy^HHra, sa tboh npeBeaHKHH smooth npnu^eT

rude-SB," are apparently a corrupt translation of a Polish hynn, "0
1

Herodzie Okrutniku, wielka to wina."

Some editions of the "vertep" in fact remain very close to the

original conception of the liturgical drama as a tableau vivant

accompanied by appropriate Biblical readings or by choral commentary.

In the 'MLavutinslcii vertep", for instance, there is no live dialogue

between the characters who appear on stage. Instead, as each one

makes his appearance and carries out the required movements the choir

sings a descriptive hymn. So, as David appears in the second scene

to worship the Infant, they singi-

"Th, £aBiue oaaBHHft, Ilpopoie h Hapy,
Ha ace cTpyHii y^apaem
XpncTa aocxBaoxaem . • .M;

when the throe kings enter with their giftsi-

"ffieAnte xpire liapii,
Ko XpncTy co ^apK.
Hpo,a hx nphrxacmi,
ICy^a h^yT, oh cnpocmi . . ."}

and while itachel'3 child is being destroyed the choir singsi-

"BocnjtaqTe ^a^a pa^u lipoma, do HacTyiraeT 2
BpeMH cTpamHoe, do Hpoa ugh cboA sa Bac roTyoT • . ."

1. Ivan I'ranko, op. cit.. Vol. LXXIII, part XI,.p. 60.
2. levgen laarkovskyy, op. cit.. rirpxnkvfmmraiqfgy Vol. I, po. 145>
146, 147-
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There are also texts where choral participation is completely

ah3ent. This must have "become a common feature of the "verten'1 by

the end of the 19th century when, often in the hands of professional

puppeteers, and no longer an integral part of village life, it could

not count as previously upon the presence of informed and trained

volunteers reach'- to occupy this role. But for the cost part the

choir was an essential feature of performances, and there are many

examples (Galagan's "MalorusskLi vertep" is quite typical) of the
combination of choral participation with spoken dialogue, the speech

of the characters in the first half of the drama being interspersed

with hymns and that of those in the second half with gayer humorous

songs. It was not unusual for these songs and the dances which were

another feature of the second section to have a musical accompaniment,

on the "bandura" or other popular instruments.

The legacy of the western mediaeval religious theatre is evident

not only in the textual side of the "vertep" but cuso in the struc¬

tural side. The division of the box into two floors may well be a

reflection of the structure of the mediaeval stage where "heaven" or

"paradise" was often represented on a higher level than the earth,

whereas devils were wont to appear suddenly from below through a

special trapdoor on the stage. Such devices were known in the

"vertep" also and in several texts Herod's corpse is dragged off to

Hell by the devil through a trapdoor."'"

1. See e.g. Vinogradov, Velikorusskii vertep. p. 373.
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It is interesting to note that -while the religious text of

the "vertep" remains essentially the same (although with additions

or abbreviations) in Poland, White ihissia and Great Russia the

secular text which follows is extremely varied depending largely

upon regional history, traditions and ways of life. This divergence

applies both to the "plot" and to the language. The impossibility

of exactly dating each variant of the "vertep", of fixing its place

of origin or tracing the development of linguistic and other

influences upon it, plus the added complication of textual distortion

t: rough oral transmission, make it extremely difficult to make exact

pronouncements about the language in which each text is written.

Moot are a strange and unbalanced mixture of a variety of linguistic

elements, but in the secular part of the drama it is essentially the

local vernacular which is predominant. In the religious section,

however, where much of the various texts has a common origin in church

hymns and tropes, the regional differences are not sc marked because

of the importance of Church Slavonic elements. If, for example, we

compare the opening hymn, "HoHa p&uoeft crtajia," as it appears in

Vinogradov's Great Russian "vertep" and the "Baturinskii vertep" we

can see that both are basically the same although in the forcer the

Church Slavonic elements are fused with what is recognisahly Great

Russian, in the latter Ukrainian features?-
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(a) Vinogradov13 text;- (b) The Baturinskij text:-

"Hobs pa^ocTB cTatia, "Hoaa paia craxa,
Hbo b nede xssura, Xkq 3b Hetfa cxasa.
Ha* BepTenoM sBcs^a aciia, Ha^ sepTenoM 3Bii3£a acna
CBeTJia Boaci&m. OBHTy Boscfasa
riacTyHKH HAyT c arnsTKEH, OCB XpKCTOC POAKBCS,
Eepe,® kbjlwbx ^HTsTKoa as ahbh bohjcothbcsu
HajKOJteKii ynaiaxir, IlacTymsH go srasTKois
XpHCTa npocjsaB^asuiH: IIopea HMI aktkt:som
"Seiaai# speosx, XpucTe-Itapio Ha Ko^ssax |S|jpil'
Hp/iQQ.mtj rocy^aXDK) , XpHCTa UpOCtiaB^JOOTB.
AapySt xeTo cHacxjajBoe IIpocHM 'rede uapss,
Bcewy rocno^KHyi "1,1 IIodecHHS coxBaj®,

Xapyfi jieso macxH^pe
CoMy roencuap®." **

Another interesting linguistic feature of the "vertep" is that

even in the religious section, dialogue in the vernacular between

people of lowly origin could also be found interspersed among the

hymns and the often garbled attempts at literary speech of the other

characters, just as in the European mediaeval religious drama the

ribald conversations of midwives, 3olaier3, stallholders and others

mingled with the religious text. ouch is the conversation between

the two shepherds mentioned shove (p. 214), from uaiagan's "Malorussicii

vertep11. The unfamiliar and difficult language of the religious parts

of the text must have added considerably to the difficulties of

remembering and accurately reproducing the drama for performers were

often barely, if at all, literate. bote, for example, the lines

1. N.H. Vinogradov, Velilcorusskii vertep, p. 365.
2. Ye. I.iarkovsl<yy, op, cit.. Vol. I, p. 171.
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"H CKGiU HHHe 6hctb TaKo" (instead of Hckohh 6hctj Ta&o )
or ,!B uepKBH isenTpn KHtpyeT" (instead of nepKB.i o<j?epyeT) in

1
the olavutinskii "vertep", or oompare the linesJ-

"ilie^me Tpue uapn
ICo XpHcTy c y,aapoM,
HpoA HM npeABJ:acTeE, ?
Kyja H^yT cnpocHTH,"

in Vinogradov's "Velikorusskii vertep" with the versiom-

"ie^ise TpH© napE ko XpsteTy co japs,
Hpox stx npHraacH, Ky^a HjsyTB - scnpocii ..."

as in Galagan's "Maiorusskli vertep".

The relative stability of the characters and scenes to be found

in the religious half of the drain, also contrasts with regional

fluctuations in the second half. The Cossack hero of the Ukrainian

"vertep" does not occupy the same position in the Great Russian or

White Russian puppet-theatre; the cowardly Polish "pan" of the Ukrai¬

nian "vertep" is no longer the same as his prototype in the "ssopka"|

the Ukrainian Cossack, once he became an historical anachronism, was

replaced in many text;3 by the boastful Napoleon; etlmographioal types

popular in Poland do not occur in the Ukraine and vice-versa. Note

for instance that in Vinogradov's Great Russian text popular Ukrainian

characters have been replaced by two shepherdesses from the region of

the Valdai Mountains near Novgorod, the home territory of the Russian

1. Ibid.t p. 144*
2. Ibid., p. 366.
3. Galagan, op. cit.% p. 12.
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"vertepnilriL" from whom the text was taken.

This secular part of the play consists of a series of scenes

based on the antics of characters from the popular repertoire aid

features of everyday life. The "humour" of these scenes is always

primitive and often crude, but there can be no doubt as to their

popularity. In the preface to his text Vinogradov, for instance,

points out the wholehearted laughter of a peasant audience on board

a Volga steamer and compares it with the affected condescension of

the few intellectuals present."

In these scenes we are presented with a stream of different

characters, some of a national or local nature. Thus, in the Polish

"szopka" we find the couple from Krakowj- with the "short but sturdy

1kryakovyak*, in the picturesque costume of his native land, with a

2
peacock's feather in his hat which i3 set at a jaunty angle"? and

the Mazurs (Poles living in eastern Prussia). Paere are characters

from countries bordering on Poland like the "Lady from Vienna", the

"iiithuanian" or the "Hungarian". Then follows a whole series of minor

figures, usually in pairs, the old man and old woman, a couple of

Spaniards, a monk with a young girl, soldiers - an uhlan or a Hussar -

with their partners. These figures generally have no speaking part,

they are there for the sake of spectacle, to fill in the blanks of

1. "Beside the sincere joy and hearty, unfeigned laughter of the
simple folk their ironic sniggers and condescending shrugging of
the shoulders were particularly unpleasantly noticeable" (see
N.N. Vinogradov, Velikorusskii Verten. p. 361).

2. P. Pakarskii, iiisterii i Jtarinnyi Teatr v dossil (SPb . 1857)»P*H*
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what could be, in the hands of a not very talented "vertepnik", a

rather uninspiring show. All their action consisted usually of the

exchange of a few kisses and a gay "dance" accompanied by an

accordionist or bandura-player.

In both the "szopka" and the "vertep", however, there are several

characters around whom the action of the comic section revolves. In

the Polish "3zopka", for example, we find the haughty Polish "pan"

("3hlyakhtich" or "gospodar") whc is represented satirically in much

the same way as the Russian "barin" who forms the subject of one of

the later chapters." She Polish "pan" also occurs in the Ukrainian

"vertep" and it i3 interesting to note the subtle change in emphasis

in his character which has taken place during the transition. He is

no longer simply the tyrannical master but the epitome of all that

the Ukrainians hated about the Poles, who were equated in their eyes

with loud-mouthed bragging, cruelty, cowardice and religious heresy.

An old Cossack, Ivan Ignatevitch Possolode, who was familiar with the

life of the "zaporozhe" from the talk he heard around him in boyhood,

related many typical tales about the Poles to 3.1. Jvamitskii, such

as one where he tells how a group of young Poles were sitting around

one day and boasting to the girls about their prowess in killing

Cossacks. ifven the old men playing cards were dreaming about how

they might kill one, two, three or even four hundred Cossacks. Just

then the war music of the Cossacks banging drums and rattling

1. IjifTAjCh.Vlll,



tambourines is heard and the Poles scatter in all directions as fast

1
as their legs will cany then.

it is this mood which the "vertep" reflects. The great hero

of the Ukrainian puppet-theatre is clearly the "zaporozhets" or

w.ossack (although this figure was also known in the Polish "szopka",

and was gaining popularity in Polish literature during the 2nd decade

of the 17th century). In fact he is the focal point of the action

in the second half of the drama since much of the comic action stems

from his adventures and encounters with the other characters (Jew?

gypsy, etc.). Three distinct versions of this character can be

distinguished: the earlier "zaporozhets", the freedom-loving brigand''

warrior; the "gaidomak", the partisan frontier-soldier whose energies

and antipathies were mainly directed against the Poles; end thirdly,

the "Cossack" whose positive national characteristics still lingered

in the folk-memory, although in later times when the raison d'etre

of the Cossack ferocity vra.3 beginning to fade the character became

debased ana only negative qualities remained - boastfulness, over-

fondness for drink and indiscriminate violence. It is an interesting'

point, too, that whereas in the Polish "szopka" the "zaporozhets" tends
2

to bo simply an earlier border brigand figure, in the Ukrainian

"vertep" it is the "gaidomak", enemy of the Poles and national hero,

1. 2.1. Pvarnitskii, Saoorozh'e v ostatkakh atariny i predaniyakh
naroda (SPb. 1338), Part II, p. 11.

2. See, e.g., comic scene between Cossack and Jews in the "szopka"
from Krakow and Sedletsk in Ivan Franko, cu. cit., Vol. 72, P« 55 •
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who tends to dominate. An indication of the important place of the

Cossack in the imagination of the people is the fact that this puppet

was generally considerably larger than the others. It is easy to

recognise the Cossack by his appearance and dress, which is colourful

and flamboyant. He is dressed usually in baggy, brightly-coloured

trousers (scarlet i3 popular) and "zhupan". In some cases the latter

may even be decorated with gold "lace" for a more splendid effect,

He is depicted as dark of countenance with the typical long, drooping

moustaches of the Cossack and a fierce expression on his face.

Often found, too, was the shaven head with its long, single lock of

hair ("chuprin").

There are many scenes in the Ukrainian "yertep" in which the

Cossack is represented as the champion of Ukrainian orthodoxy and

nationalism. Typical are certain scenes in Oalagan's "Little Russian

vertep", where the Cossack, after the ignominious flight of the

Polish "pan", pronounces a long monologueJ-

"Hfc, Hal MaxnyB,
Mob nahbckit xopTara,
A<5o onapemifi hSc!
IiiO ?o aa EapoA
H3 ex npecnixbif,
iiio can K B OrOHB He bckohhtb,
Xn<5a ero chsoio Bnpem'b! " ^

In this monologue he describes the essential features of the fierce,

free life of the "zaporozh'e", his pleasures, mainly drink*-

"CjtyqajiocB MKHj it ae pas
B cTeny bapnt& hhboI"

1, Galagan, op. cit.« p. 22.
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his antipathies? his occupations, his battles against the Poles and

his laments for the passing of this way of lifes-

"TaK to (5atiy, no yse
He Aofipa aiTB iiamiDCT. ro;,iiHa:
Cicopo elb#Te H BBane,
2x y nojri 6nxim&,"

The Gossack is one of these invincible folk-heroes and in

subsequent scenes he overcomes a whole host of."enemies", the "shink-
V

arka" (tavern-keeper), Feslca, who demands payment; the gypsy

wise-woman, who under cover of curing him of snake-bite tries to

cast an evil spell on him; the Jew who tries to strangle him when

he is in a drunken stupor} the uniate priest who tries to convert

him. Throughout, he shouts and stamps, swears and makes a great

show of his fierceness and hatred of the enemies of the Cossacks,

Orthodoxy and the ordinary people.

Eventually the vulgar pugnaciousness and self-importance of

the CoosacK itself became an object of ridicule. In i-Ialinka's "Shivoi

vertep", an accusing voice is heard off-stage during one of his

bragging monologues»-

MBpomH sx nee." 1

The main anti-hero or scapegoat of the "vertep" is undoubtedly

the Jew, who occurs both in the religious and the secular part of the

drama. It is to his Jewish scribe or counsellor that Herod turns

1. A. Malinka? "^hivoi Vertep - k istorii narodnogo teatra," in
■Efcnografioheskoe Obozrenie (l897)» No. 4> ?• 4^*
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for advice and information. The Jew "misunderstands" Herod's

questions and is threatened with punishment. Similarly in the

"Jlavutinskii Vertep" a Jew, instead of doing reverence to the Infant,

spits on Him and is beaten by a peasant with a flail. It is, however;

in the comic scenes that the folk-imagination runs riot and the Jew,

with all his stereotyped, so-called national characteristics - avarice,

cowardice, cunning, etc. - and dressed in his national costume which

marked him as "different", is made fun of in a variety of situations,

especially by the swaggering Cossack. He is often represented as a

merchant or tavern-keeper importunately demanding payment for large

quantities of goods or drink requisitioned by Cossack bands.

The Jewish religion, too, was a source of hatred and mockery

and popular literature is full of jokes at the expense of the Jewish

mode of worship. In some variants the Jew was called upon to "say

his prayers" for the amusement of the audience. Thus in a play of

1098,^" after he has refuseu to believe that God would allow His son

to be born in a stable, Herod'3 minister orders himi-

"BiunpaB raa6ac."

The Jew obliges, uttering instead of prayers a long passage of

"comical" nonsense.

Another character familiar on the "vertep" 3tage is the gypsy,

a bri~htly-dres3ed character in boots, baggy trousers and a gay shirt,

distinguished by the horse-whip which he holds in one hand or tucked

1. Ivan Franks, op. cit.. Vol. LXXIII, Part IX, p. 49*
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into hie broau belt. The gypsy was, on the one hand, heartily

disliked by the peasants for his dishonesty and laziness, yet on the

other admired for (Tinning and. ability to outvrit a fool.

In some less developed texts the gypsy has no proper character.

He is merely one of the many who pay homage to the new-born Christ.

In the "Slavutinslcii" variant, for instance, he enters with a stubborn

ram who only calms down when he draws level with the crib.1

The gypsy was a well-known figure in Southern liussia and

fulfilled a variety of functions. It was often a gypsy who led the

performing hear around and he was a familiar sight at the local fairs

where the men dealt in horses and the women told fortunes. In the

2"Laturinskii" variant we see all the details of a sale between the

gypsy and the Cossack from the initial bargaining; to the ceramony of
trans

sealing the jjaction. Unfortunately, after all the .;ypsy'3 oaths as

to the excellent qualities of the herse it throws and kills the

Cossack as he tries to ride off on it. In the same text (pp. 177-8)

there is an instance of the gypsy wise-woman at work when she is

called in to cure the Cossack of snake-bite. The old woman's spells

are really in the form of a curse but the Cossack recovers in spite

of her and refuses to pay the three-rouble fee. Although the gypsy

often gets the better of his dupe, he too can become an object of

derision, for on the whole the gypsy rivalled the Jew as a butt for

1. Ye. laarkovakyy, op, cit., p. 149*
2. Ibid., p. 131.
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much unkind liumour and mockery in many examples of ikrainian wit.

In this text he not only is unable to sell his hor3e, which throws

him into the bargain, but on his return to the encampment hoping for

supper he is presented instead with some dreadful brewi-

"Ktuajia, Hie MiiJteEfcKjit, iuidyjno h neTpysxy,
A me £xsi cBoro rocno^aRH
KycoK causa hs KOMapnl" '

It is clear from the above survey that there was little or no

connection between the religious and secular parts of the "vertep".

In the early mediaeval religious theatre the secular scenes were not

usually separated from the religious but alternated with than. Such

originally subsidiary scenes arose inevitably when minor characters

and the lay actors who played than took their place .alongside the

most important figures of the drama. As a logical development from

the improvised speeches of soldiers, midwives, merchants, perfume-

sellers and bystanders they were often of a crude nature. It is

possible that the wide range of characters appearing in the secular

scenes of the puppet-drama may have arisen in a similar way, or from

the long chain of "speechless" worshippers at the crib (for example

the gypsy vdio brought his ram before Christ). Such characters,

already familiar to the people from other forms of folk-literature

(anecdotes), may eventually have lost their original connection with

the crib and taken an independent part in the secular drama.

1. G. P. Gala.ga.-n., op.cit. f-zo ,

2. Supra ,pZ2>Z
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The antipathy of the clergy towards the Vertep" was mainly

directed against the secular side of it ana they insisted upon the

complete separation of the two elements va departure from the practice

of the mediaeval stage). This artificial segregation led to the

fact that one part or the other was very often not played at all,

according to the wishes of the audience. At fairgrounds, for example,

the religious text was banned by the authorities, for fear of

blasphemy. The church on the whole had a considerable amount of

influence upon the fate of the 'vertep", especially in White kussia

where by the 19th century it was severely suppressed. At one point

it was even banned in Siberia, in Irkutsk by the Arkhierei himself

(a ..hite Hussian, incidentally) because of the unseemly nature of the

comic scenes.1 The later history of this type of puppet-theatre is

in fact more or less the history of its secularisation, the fate indeed

of the whole of the mediaeval religious theatre, for gradually "the

comic scenes attracted their attention /the people' a little too

much and in them they forgot the serious purpose ox the play which

was to show the birth of the true Ilessiah. After all, they believed

in it fervently and were not sorry to take their part in the joys of
2

this world even while they sang of the Nativity." In many of the

extant texts no religious content is present, in others reduced to the

1. "Narodnye uveseleniya v Irkutskoi gubernii," in ^apiski impera-
torskogo geograficheskogo obshchestva (1869), Vol. II, p. 392.

2. Austave Cohen, Histoire de la llise en Scene dans le theatre
rellgieux francais du lloyen Age (Paris 1951), P» ^2.
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bare minimum or the details so forgotten that the text has become

distorted and scarcely recognisable. iuch a fate has befallen the

'vertep" which Pekarskii describes.,where, after numerous comic

scenes, Herod finally appears. He threatens the world with des¬

truction but himself dies in terrible torment along with his Jewish

favourite and his wife Rebecca(0«

With time, too, the possession and manipulation of the "vertep"

became less of an ecclesiastical prerogative (usually the task of

wandering seminarists, "bursaki", trying to earn a little cash for

their studies). Coon the youths of the village began to take it

round themselves at Christmas and finally it was exploited by

professional "raeshniki" who would travel the countryside showing

their puppets at fairgrounds and markets, gaining a meagre living

from it. One recollects the two men encountered by Vinogradov on

the Volga steamer. Both these puppet-theatre owners were from the

Novgorod government. Haeh year they would set off with their theatre

to different parts of the country. Previously each used to go his

own way but eventually they decided to try their luck together in the

Kostroma, Yaroslav and Nizhagorod governments. It was apparently

dangerous to travel independently over the country. They were

generally welcomed at the towns and villages they called at but they

did not earn much ard the police often used to harry them. Particu¬

larly popular with strolling entertainers of all kinds was the big

1. P. Pekarskii, op, cit., p. 11.
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Nizhegorod fair and it was there they had decided to end their

theatrical tour.""
I

The "seasonal-ritual" nature of the "vertap1 eventually changed

too. Originally shown only at Christmastime, it was accepted for

its entertainment rather than its didactic value and thereafter

could be seen at any time during the year when enough people were

gathered together with the leisure and inclination to watch it. Its

popularity as a form of entertainment became so great that in

Siberia a special house was set aside for performances which were

advertised by lighting a lantern above the house gate on the evening

of the show.

ill though to modern eyes the ! vertep 'drama seems a crude and

unsophisticated form of entertainment, a considerable amount of care

and ingenuity was often put into tic presentation of the show. The

box itself had to be as spectacular as possible in order to attract

the crowds, and enthusiastic puppeteers found many different ways of

decorating these and adding their own touches of individuality.

At its simplest the little theatre needed to be no more than a

large oblong box, roughly split into two sections by a dividing

partition. The fourth side of the box, closed while travelling, was

merely undipped and opened down during performances. However, the

architectural possibilities of the travelling theatre were often more

1. Vinogradov, Velilcorusskii Vertep, pp. 361-362.
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fully exploited. On the one hand one finds attempts to enhance the

dramatic function of the "vertep" either by simply bordering the

edges of the two floors with a strip of broad serrated braid to give

a closed-in, stage-like effect or indeed by providing the stage with

a curtain as in the live theatre- The Great Russian "vertep"

described by Vinogradov for instance has a curtain." Some of the

'vertep1 3 reflected their religious origins in a church—like exterior

(this wa3 particularly the case, however, with the Polish "szopka"

which could be most elaborate, even to the extent of "stained-glaas"

windows fashioned from small pieces of coloured cellophane paper).

Closely resembling Galagan's famous "ookireneto vertep" with

its ornately constructed house-like exterior and verandah-like,

pillared and balustraded upper and lower stages, a model now on show

in the Museum of Sergei Obraztsov's Puppet Theatre in Moscow shows

the extent to which the simple box-like structure could be imaginatively

developed. An ingenious way of stressing the national characteristics

of the Great Russian as opposed to the Ukrainian type can be seen in

Vinogradov's description where the roof of the box is decorated with
2

carving typical of Russian peasant architecture. The exterior walls

of the box were usually gaily painted and decorated ;dth patterns

from coloured and tinsel paper, spangles and stars or perhaps with

pictures of a moral tone, while the inside of the stage was either

1. for description see pp. 211-212 above.
2. Ibid.
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painted or lined with gold, 3ilver or coloured paper. The floors

of the stage were often covered with some sort of fur whose pile

effectively hid the slits along which the dolls had to move. Dcenery

was necessarily kept to a bare minimum. The upper storey was

characterised by the usually immobile tableau of the Holy family

with the crib, while on the lower stage Herod's throne, flanked on

either side by the doors through which the puppets made their

entrances and exits, formed the only decoration. wome properties were

used, mainly as symbols which helped to identify the various charac¬

ters. Thus the shepherds were portrayed with their crooks, sometimes

with pan-pipes and carrying or accompanied by a few lambs, the

'zaporozh^ets' with his mace, the Jew with a barrel of liquor under hia

am, Herod with the royal insignia, his bodyguard with their spears,

death with her scythe. The "vertepnik" was able to follow the action

through eye-holes placed inconspicuously in the back wall of the box.

Performances were brightly lit by the use of small candles or coloured

lanterns.

The dolls and the costumes too were often skilfully made. The

characters who appear in the drama may be divided roughly into three

categories* Biblical (the Holy Family, Herod, etc.), supernatural

(Death, the Devil, angels), and contemporary (comprising ethnographical

and religious groupings who appear in the second half of the show).

The principles governing the choice of dress of the first and third

groups differ considerably. The Holy Family, Herod and the Three

Kings are dressed sumptuously, regally, in robes and mantles decorated
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with gold embroidery or lace, Herod, the Kings and Joseph are

usually crowned. Typical of Joseph's costume is that of the figure

in a 19th-century Ukrainian "vertep" in Obraztsov's iuppet Museum in

Moscow - in a long, darkTblue robe decorated with gilded stars and

wearing a golden crown. The Virgin is typically dressed in the

traditional blue with white as in the "Jlavutinskii" version in Yevgon

Harkovskyy's history of the "vertep" theatre," where she wears a white

veil and a blue robe trimmed at the neck and down the front with

gold lace, over a white shift, or in the "Sokirenets" version where

a blue robe with silver brocade collar and trimmings is worn under a

transparent white mantle and the head is covered with a veil fringed

with silver. Here too even the Infant is wrapped in silver brocade
2

sewn with gold lace. Regal scarlet and purple are the colours

associated with King Herod (e.g. a blue jacket, red trousers and a

3
red cloak, or, as he appears in the "Sokirenets" variant, with a

scarlet chasuble edged with gold lace worn over a gold brocade

"podryasnik"^ ), and his dress, like that of the preceding characters,

is always bright and decorative.

However, there are exceptions to the general style of costume

in the first section of the drama. Rachel and the shepherds, for

1. Ye.LIarkovskyy, 0,0♦ cit., p. 113.
2» Ibid., Vol. I, issue 1, p. 14•

3. Vinogradov, Velikorusskii Vertep, p. 3^3•
4» Ye. -iarkcvskyy, op. cit., Vol. I, p. 15*
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instance, wear ordinary Russian or Ukrainian peasant costune, or,

in the ca3e of the latter, the characteristic shepherds' garb of the

region represented (e.g. two Little Russian shepherds, "with long

forelocks or "chuby" and moustacr.es, in short sheepskin jackets and

leather sandals . .

The representation of the warriors of Herod's bodyguard, who

also appear only in the religious half of the drama, shows hesitation

between the "ancient" and the "modern". There are texts where their

dress of gilded helmets and shields and silver or gold armour is in

keeping with that of the rest of the Biblical character's. There

are other texts, however, where the dress clearly reflects military

fashions long after the "vertep" had become established in the

Ukraine and Russia, as in the Siberian "vertep" where the generals

who bear out Herod's coffin are dressed in full military uniform with

cordon across the breast, such as was worn in the 19th century. As
2

will be shown later, this was the traditional way of representing

the knights in the liussian folk-theatre and this is no doubt a sign

of influence from that direction. Clearly the whole scene of Herod's

funeral has been influenced by the playlet "Ivlavruldi," popular' in
3

northern parts of liussia. Similarly, in live performances of "King

Herod", where there is strong contamination from the Russian "Tsar

Llaximillian", one finds the soldiers' costumes are nearly always of the

"moderri* type. ^

1. P.G. Galagan, op. cit.. p. 11.
2. rnfra. j ]D, 526ff.
3. Supra, p* I Si .

4. Infra, j p .*45 W,
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Angels are dressed in white, some with wings and some without.

Death is also in white, a figure traditionally in the fom of a

skeleton with painted lines to show up the structure of the bones

and a skull-like head with sunken eyes and nose; a white shroud

sometimes covers her shoulders and in her hand she bears the scythe

with which Herod is struck down for his sins. In one text Death was

a skeleton cut from a picture and stuck on to a piece of cardboard.^

By contrast, the devils who appear to drag Herod off to Hell are

predominantly black creatures daubed here and there vdth scarlet (on

the stomach, the no3tdls, eyes, ears, etc.). Dome have the black

or gilded wings of the "fallen" angel, others are more conventional

with tail and horns and many are covered with fur or hair.

In the secular half of the drama with its kaleidoscope of

characters emphasis was laid mainly upon a realistic representation

of specific historical, national, regional, religious or professional

types, each immediately recognisable from his distinctive costume .

Buch were the "Krakovyak" (dressed in national costume, a cap with a

peacock's feather in it set at a jaunty angle on his head); the Polish

"pan" ("OAeTKh b KyiiTyin c pyicaeaKii na BEJueTe. Ha rojrobe

y Hero KOH^eAepaTKa'*);*^ The "Zaporozhets" or Cossack in his charac¬

teristic baggy trousers ("sharovary") with the broad sash, tall boots

1. Vinogradov, Velikorusskii Yertep-, p. 364 •

2. Pekarskii, op. oit., p. 11.

3. G.P. Galagan, op. oit.. p. 20.
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and long, loose-fitting ''zhupan" (red trousers with blue zhupan" and

pink belt in the ''ookirenet a'"variant,1 or blue trousers and red

"zhupan! with a grey hat in the "Baturinskii" variant^). It is

interesting to ccaapare his appearance with the historical description

of the Gossaok given by D.I. Evarnit3kiis-^

They put a tall hat on their heads . . . Then they put
on a leaftan which reached down to their knee 3 and was red with
buttons. The kaftan was first buttoned and then bound with a

belt . . . The belts could be of various colours, green, red,
blue, brown . . • Over this outfit the Cossack wore the
' Cherkeska' or ' dhupan'. Ihis was a loose-fitting and long
garment reaching right to the ankles, with wide sleeves . . .

The Cherkeska was a different colour from the kaftan; if the
kaftan was red, then the Cherkeaka was light or dark blue . . .

To the costume there was added a pair of wide loose-fitting
trousers made of cloth, nankeen or leather . . .

This description, which includes many other details of the Cossack's

festive rather than everyday dress, is much more elaborate than that

of the puppet, yet the essentials are the same.

The Jew, both in the religious half of the drama where he

appears in the r6le of counsellor to Herod and in the secular half

where he becomes a target for the amusement of the 'Daporoahets", is

usually presented in recognisably Jewish costume; see for example the

two Jews in Vinogradov's Great Hussian variant:- "B a&hezwz nepiiux

•sancep^aKax, b dejihix mTaHax, 11a ro^ioBe epnohKH atejsToro iiBera."^

1. Ye. Markovskyy, op. cit.» p. 19.
2. Ibid., p. 163.
3. D.I. Evarnitskii, op. cit., Part II, pp. 21-24.

4. ->ee N.if. Vinogradov, Velikorusakii v'ertep, p. 364.
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Several church figures occur at various moments in the action of the

"vertep" - to ring the little bell which announced the beginning of

a performance (the "ponamar'"), to warn Herod of his coming punish¬

ment in Hell, to try to convert the Jew in the secular section, etc.*

and these are dressed, with slight variations according to rank and

religion (for example the Polish "ksigdz" in Vinogradov's "Veliko-

russkii Vertep" carries a rosary), in normal ecclesiastical garb.

On the whole the religious characters in the first half of the

drama have retained in their appearance the typical features of their

west European forerunners. Neither the Virgin Llary nor Joseph, for

instance, in their sumptuous robes resemble the traditional figures

of Pussian iconography in which the Virgin is shown usually with an

upper garment of red or violet over a lower robe of dark blue or dark

green, while Joseph is invariably dressed in an extremely modest

fashion, an old man with a small, rounded grey beard placed to one

side of the central action and often asleep. In the secular and

comic parts of the play, however, each rationality felt free to

embroider upon the action, adding to the plot, language, characters

ana costumes seme of the distinctive features of the tastes and ideas

of their own region. In this respect it is interesting to note that

the Devil of the Ukrainian and Nussian "vertq>", who in many variants

plays a comic role looks very similar to the Devils of Hussian folk¬

lore as, for example, in Haksimov's description, "with their offspring

the jolly lively baby devils who look just like their parents, black

and hairy, covered with fur, with two sharp horns on the top of their
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heads and a long tail."

Not only were the puppets of the Vertep' theatre carefully

and attractively distinguished by their external appearance, but also

to a certain extent by their manner of speech. Most puppeteers

were not content with merely reeling off the speeches in a monotonous
{

and unchanging voice, but made every effort to endow the puppets'

words with character and national and regional variety. In Calagan's

"Lalorusakii vertep", for instance, changing tone of voice or emotion

in the speeches of the "ionomar1", Herod, Rachel and the Uniate Priest

ere attested respectively by the following remarks in the taxt:-

"Tohbhm ropjtoBHis roaocoifi roBopHT ..."

end:- "Ob roBopHT T0.10C0M B£UKEHM, pe*IBK> odHEHa^BHOB ..."

or:- "PaxasB Ha^HHaeT piwaTB ..."
2

end:- "yHMaTCKHfi noE ApoacasHii ro.aocoM CMzpeHHo oTBeBaeT ewy "*

The speech of Poles, Hungarians and other nationals who appear

in the "vertep" is marked by lexical or phonetic peculiarities,

ecclesiastical characters often use bookish or biblical phraseology;

the speech of the Jew is sprinkled with Yiddish expressions and that

of the gypsy with occasional incomprehensible words which may or may

not have originally been authentic Romany. Language was used in this

way not only for realistic effect but often too, particularly in the

case of the two last-mentioned characters, in order to poke fun at them.

1. -laksimov, op. cit., p. 7«
2. G.P. Galagan, op. oit., pp. 10, 12, 13, 33«
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The "vertep" was not only an extremely popular form of the

puppet-theatre; it also had a considerable amount of influence upon

other genres of the folk-theatre. Scenes from the Christmas drama

appeared for instance in the shadow-theatre, hut of far greater

significance was its influence upon, or rather its translation into

terms of the live folk-theatre traditions. Under the title of

"Iron", "Tsar1 Irod" or "Ilushkurata" (in White Russia) this variant

of the Christmas drama was popular in the Ukraine, southern Russia

ana White Russia and was performed about Christmastime by groups of

boys and youths up to the first decade of this century.

iui intermediate stage between the puppet end tie live theatre,

in which the religious parts were mainly 3hown through the traditional

medium of the puppet-theatre itself while the rest of the action was

performed by live actors, was also known (see for instance one of

the Urogcbich variants (19^5) given by Ivan I'ranko ).

In content "Tsar1 Ixod:; and "Iron:! were close to the puppet-play

original, with the same division into religious and secular plots,

with the participation of the choir and the singing of hymns, but in

the maimer of presentation there are considerable differences because

of the influence of the traditions of the live folk-theatre such as

were to be found in "Tsar1 maximillian". Many texts of "Herod" show

contamination from "Maximillian" and vice-versa. It is possible, for

1. I. Franko, op. cit., Vol. LXXIII, p. 43*
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instance, that the emergence of the Jew and gypsy (not important

figures in Great Bussian, as opposed to Ukrainian, popular literature),

in some variants of "Tsar1 Haximillian1', may have been due to this

factor and similarly, the inclusion of totally irrelevant scenes from

the "vertep" drama such as the destruction of iiaciiel' s infant by

Anika-Voin upon the orders of Tsar . -aximillian in Vinogradov' s 4th

variant."1" In fact, in many cases basic similarities of plot have

led to confhsion between the two plays and the creation of composite

texts. Sometimes attempts were made to rationalise the link-up as

in the text of "iron" noted in the Kherson government ("I&izavet-

gradslcii uezd", "Tishkovskaya volost'") by Smirnitakii in 1910.2
Here the characters included not only .the wise men, Herod, his body¬

guard, death, etc., but also Tsar Maxiuillian, Adol'f, the "bogatyr'"

Inrs, Zmeiulan and others connected with the drama "Maxjuaillian".

The fusion of the two plays is to a certain extent rationalised by the

introduction of tenuous connecting links. After Herod's death his

grief-stricken bodyguard rejects the idea of suicide in favour of

entering the service of another leader, King Mamai. Before the

impending battle between Maximillian and Mamai takes place, the former

is asked by his field-marshal to take the Christian faith, for only

In this way will he prove able to defeat his powerful anemy:-

1. N.N. Vinogradov, Tsar' Haks. • variant 4*

2. A. Snirnitskii, "K voprosu o vyrozhdenii vertepnoi dramy," in
Izvestiya Odesakogo bibliograficheskogo obahchestva (Odessa 1913),
Vol. 2, issue: 5«
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"Bo3&mh b pyKH - AepaaBy b JteByio, a b npaBya KpecT.

IIpHMK Bepy XpHCTHaHCEyK) H dpoct CXaBHHCKyiO. "

'Then at the end Maximillian, having accepted Christicinity, is led

away to heaven by Death. The religious idea of repentance and

conversion thus ends the play on a note qfiite out of keeping with

"Tsar Ilaximillian" but which links it up with the earlier scenes with

Herod.

On the other hand one finds that the scene between Herod and

Death as it appears in most versions of the live Christmas drama has

clearly come under the influence of an analogous scene in "Tsar

Maximillian" where Anika the warrior pleads with Death to leave him

in peace a little longer. So one finds Herod too piendings-
"
- CuepTBl Ox, CMepTB, MaTB koh, ^a; HEC e-2,e xotb

cuhh rcu noshtb . . ." ?

The dialogue in general is reminiscent of "Tea:: liaxlmilliam"j

for instance the forms of command and reply between Herod and his

warriors are close to those used by Tsar Maximillian and his field-

marslial. Military uniforms, characteristic of i'sar Maximillian" but

not, as was seen, common in the religious half of the "vertep', tend

to appear frequently in the live drama. In the Moshkov variants Herod

appears as followsi-

1. Smirnitskii, op. cit.
2. t.X. Dronin, "Drama-Igra 'Tsar' Irod'," in Trudy otdala drevnei
russkoi literatury (1940), Vol. IV.
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"B co.2AaTCK0M MyEAHpe, noBepx KOToporo HaKHHyTa

Kpacnaa mshthh, oh noAnoacaH bhipokhm KysaEOM, omccehm

aoAoneHoft dyisaroiis nepea AeBoe n-aeHo noBemaHa HBeTHas

(SyMasHaa opAencicas AeHTa, a *iepe3 npaEoe-nainKa Ha

nopTynee odKAeesoli soaotoA dynaroM} Ha ro-ioBe KapToHHan

KopoHa, odKAeeHan 30AoneHofi dyMaroft, na pyicax <5eAHe
» 1

nepnaTKH."

The acting methods, particularly the typical military bearing;

again connect the play with the traditions of the Great Suosian folk-

theatre. Thus the remarks to inirnitskii's variant of "Tron" describe

how a warrior leaps forward on to the stage" from the choir and

solutes the Tsar with his sabre, raising it level with his eyes and
2

then lowering it again.

-nd so the 'vertep", through both inanimate and live actors,

contrives to play a dual role in the history of the folk-theatre.

!• SM-
2. niirnitskii, op. cit.



CHAPTER V:

" P E T R U S H K A "

After the "vertep" with its crudely made rod-puppets and its

part-religious plot I come to another type of puppet-theatre immensely

popular in Russia for hundreds of years, which although differing

from the "vertep" in many essential features still has enough in

common with it to make both appear part of an essentially similar

tradition,

"Petrushka", the only extant play of the old glove-puppet

repertoire of the Russian puppet-theatre, in fact probably appeared

in Russia not long after the "vertep" in the 17th century, although

it is impossible to establish this exactly. It is certain, however,

that by the 18th to early 19th centuries its popularity had attained

its highest level and that by the second half of the 19th century,

although it never completely died out and, indeed, helped to lay the

foundation of the modern puppet theatre within the hoviet Union, it

was, like most other forms of folk-entertainment, gradually

disappearing.

The construction of the puppets of the "Petrushka" plays

differed from those of the "vertep" since they were glove-puppets.

- 249 -
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'The body of such puppets consists only of a loose costume, fitted

over the hand like a glove, and is manipulated by three fingers, one

entering the neck of the hollow body and the other two the empty sleeves.

She heads of these puppets are usually made out of light wood or

papier uache, the former being carved into shape, the latter moulded

and the features painted on. She puppets have little wooden or

cloth hands (often very crudely shaped) but no legs as they are rarely

visible below the waist. She exception to this is Petrushka himself

who, like our Mr. Punch, is fond of dangling his legs over the edge

of the stage where he perches to "converse11 with the audience.

Adam Olearius, the Dutch ambassador to Russia in the 17th

century, gives both a written description and a drawing of a puppet

performance, possibly of "Petrushka", which he witnessed during

his stay s-

... Those who lead Bears about, Juglers and puppet-players,
who erect a stage in a moment, by the means of a coverlet,
which, being tyed about their -wast, is brought over their
heads, and within it show their Puppets, representing their
brutalities and sodomies, make sport to the children, who are ^
thereby induced to quit all sentiments of shame and honesty.

Prom the drawing it is clear that these are glove-puppets, which were

already well-known in western Europe before the 17th century. It is

reasonable to suppose that little change has taken place in the

construction of Petrushka himself since his first appearance in liussia.

She stage, however, upon which he appears in the Olearius drawing is

1. A. Olearius, op. cit., Bk. Ill, p. 81.
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not of the type which would normally he familiar to present-day or

19th-century Russian audiences. The sack-like garment which hides

the puppeteer's head, arms and trunk from the onlookers is open

at the upper end, which was presumably strengthened by some sort of

frame so that his hands were free to manipulate the dolls in the space

above his head. Eremin1 suggests that this construction was

borrowed from the German Spielenanner in the 16th and 17th centuries.

Although this may he so a similar type of stage wa3 also widespread

in the East. It was used, for instance, by the Garti (it was called

"Kol-chadir") for their puppet-plays, "Kol-Kurciiak", which were in
t~y

many ways similar to Petrushka.*" The skirt was usually made of a

bright red or striped material, also popular for later Petrushka

stages. The skirt-theatre was also known in Uzbekistan and an

excellent example of it has been preserved in the Gbraztsov Puppet

Museum in Moscow together with the hero of the Uzbek puppet-theatre

Pavan Kachal and his life-sized wife with her long black pigtails and

head carved out of a melon. It was also known among the Chinese

where the puppet-master, set on a small platform for greater visibility,

was enveloped in a large shroud of blue calico from his shoulders

right down to his ankles where it was gathered tightly together. His

"theatre" was a box lowered over his head and he manipulated the

l.I.Eremin, Teatr Petruaki (M.-L. 1927)5 P» 56.
2. N. Martinovich,"Sametki 0 narodnom Kukol'nom teatre Gartov," in
kazanskii Muzeinyi Vestnik, Eos. 1-2, 1921.
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puppets with his raised hands hidden under the puppets' clothes."1"
This presents a picture remarkably similar to that in Olearius'

drawing.

This type of stage did not completely die out in Hussia as can

be seen from this description of a puppet-show among the Don Cossacks

in the late 19th century by the popular puppeteer Kondakov. The

arrangement here is if anything even more primitive than that of the

Olearius drawingi-

"B coceAHeii c ropmmeli KoimaTe Ha ttoa paceTH.aa.aH

6oabmy® hoactb. Ha see ca.4h.2ea boahtcab. Ero

norphbaah peakhm nojroroM taic hto<5h mojkho 6ujiq cacahtb

aa ABiraeHMeii icyKOA h 3pHTeAeft. PyKH boahtcak npocoBH-

saAHCB nepee noxor, Ha hex HsueBaAHcB syKAK. IIoca©

nphrotobaehhs tietbepo aswhx kaaakob <5paAH hoactb aa

yrAH h BHOCHAM BOAHTeAfl B ropHHHy TA6 OH HaHHHaA CBoS
2

npsactabaehhe. Ho okohnahhh cneHH ero chobh bhhochah."

Eventually, however, a box-theatre more or less replaced the

earlier kind. This consisted of a tall, rectangular wooden frame,

covered with brightly-coloured material. An opening for the "stage"

was made in one side of the structure and the puppeteer standing inside

the box could manipulate the puppets so that they appeared to be

walking about on it. Sometimes these "stages ' were quite elaborate

1. Charles Magnin, op. cit., pp. 39-40.
2. Golovachev and Lashchilin, op. cit.
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with a proper curtain, -wings and back-cloth. This type of stage

was common all over Europe as well as in the Hast. Obraztsov

describes a typical Chinese street theatre which is basically the same

as the familiar western box-theatre except that the stage resembles

the exterior of a Chinese pavilion.1

The distinctive features of Petruahka's dress were his tall,

tasselled dunce's cap and his bright red shirt. The other puppets

were dressed more or less according to their profession or calling,

the gypsy in gypsy-like dress with a whip stuck in his belt, the Jew

in national costume, the doctor with top-hat and huge spectacles, the

soldier in unifona.

The scenes, comic and tragi-comic, played out on this simple

stage were many and varied, involving a wide range of characters from

popular literature and everyday life; the common link being the hero

Petrushlca who one by one vanquished all his enemies.

Among the most common scenes are the following. Firstly, that

in which Petrushka introduces and dances with his fiancee (Varya,

Mar'ya Ivanovna, Katya, Pelageya, etc.). This scene is often followed

by one in which the gypsy, typically represented as an unscrupulous

horse-dealer, tries to sell Petrushlca a broken-down old nag, describing

it in such a way as to make its faults seem like virtues. Of course

as soon as Petrushka has paid for the animal and tries to ride it, the

1. S. Obraztsov, Teatr xitaiskogo naroda (M. 1957)> P« 250.
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horse promptly rears and flings him to the ground. Shis occasions

another scene with the doctor, which is typical of many analogous

scenes in other genres of the folk-theatre:-"1"

"iia^hhaetch ocmotp IleTpyjaKH. aobtop imet oojibhoro

MecTa, TuicaeT neTpymiey naa&iteM h cnpiaiiiiiBaeT: " lyTV"

'"fyT:"' A neTpyiuKa Bee Bpena kphmhtj "lloBKmel IIoHHxe!

Kpoine^Ey noBamei" H B^pyr HeosHAaHHo BCBaiCHBaeT h
2

KOJIOTHT ^OKTOpa. AOBTOp CKpHBaeTCE."

Two other very common scenes are those in which Petrushka meets the

local officer-of-the-law ("kvartal'nyi") and the soldier. In the

former, the "kvartal'nyi" has come to arrest him because of all the

people he has killed or thrashed. But Petrushka usually has no

difficulty in disposing of him in the same way. Banger threatens

again when the soldier appears to enlist him ("sa^patb ero 8 CcuiflaTbj").
Petrushka, however, i3 not long in finding a way out of this situation:-

"Kanpa.a uphhocm pysig is. uphhhmosch otfy^aTB IleTpymKy

BoeHEouy apTHKy^y.

- Cjiymaii KaK si cKeuKys pas, .sBa, Tpw - TaK h na-siil ...

koKaEAOBajx icanpaji.

- 3ana^Jo, sanaaul ••• to^ochji IleTpyEKa, o(5hbb pyicaMH

pyxi>§.

1, e g- Infra, o9 ff.
2. Amilferov,A.Gruzinski i, Bopetrovskaya literatura i narodnava poeziya
(M. 1911), p. 373. -------
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- Pa-a-aal... KOMaEuoBa.5 Kanpa^.

- Pa-a-aa!... riiycaBH^ rteTpyuKa.

- ABa-a-al *.. kou&haob&i Kanpajt.

- iiBa-a-at.,. nepeApaaHHBaj IleTpyiiiBa,

- Tpn-H-HJ,.. BocBpHicHBaji Kanpaa.

- tleTHpel IIhtb! liiecT&l BoceMBl - /leBiiTBl ... £ecsTB!

BocTopseHHO oTc^HTHBaji neTpyiaica, aadHBaa Kanpajra,

EoTopHii cnacajica dercTBOM. " 1

In spite of his bravado and early successes over his enemies

Petrushka cannot escape paying the penalty for all his "sins", and is

dragged off to Hell in the last scene by the Devil ox his assistant,

a large, ferocious black dog ( Pes - barbos"). I.iaxim Gorky, writing

of Petrushka, indicates that he was in the end usually victorious over

all his foes including even the Devil and Death itself, but this

edition of the play is no longer extant in Itussia. It is, however,

quite possible that this was the case as we find analogous examples

in the puppet-theatre of other Duropean nations. Thus, for example,

both the Czechoslovak Kashperek and the Hnglish Mr. Punch destroy the

'ultimate'1 enemy (the Devil and Jack Ketch the executioner respectively)

who comes to hang them as a punishment for the many crimes they have

committed, in exactly the same way by making their victims demonstrate

how to wear the noose and by talcing advantage of their stupidity to

1. A. Ya. Alekseev-Yakovlev, Dasskig ri'arodnye Gul.yanjya (L.-M. 1943),
pp. 6l, 62.
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hang them instead.

Apart from those just mentioned above, the different versions

of "Petrushka" contain a large variety of other scenes and characters

many of which cast an interesting light on the life of the ordinary

people of the day. Aremin, for example, tells us of scenes with the

Jew, a stupid, cowardly fellow in Jewish costume, who tries to reclaim

the money he has lent Petrushka and in return for his efforts is

dragged off to Hell by the Devil. He also tells us of Petrushka's

bosom friend and drinking-companion, lilimoshka, who is dressed as a

dandy. Another interesting character who sometimes appeared was the
2

'Star1evshchik", an old-clothes dealer. Alekseev-Yalcovlev also

tells how a puppeteer in Nizhni-Novgorod showed him a puppet-deacon

("d'yachok") who was supposed to call Petrushka to repentance. This

figure was not used normally for fear of the censor. Most of the

time he lay quietly in a bag, wrapped up in a rag waiting for an

opportunity to appear before a small circle of spectators, when the

puppeteer gave a special "command performance".^ Other religious

characters which sometimes appeared in "Petrushka" were nuns ("Cher-

nichki") who came to bear away the coffins of his victims.

It was no doubt such "unofficial" representations of the clergy

1. See P.G. Bogatyrev, Cheshskii kukol'uyi i russkii narodnyi teatr,
p. 13; and P.T. Stead. Mr. Punch (1950). P. 142.

2. Alekseev-Yakovlev, op. cit.. p. 59*

3. Ibid.. p. 62.
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upon the stage of the puppet theatre which so disgusted Prince

Dolgorukii who describes in his travel diary a performance of

puppet-plays which he saw on his journey from Moscow to his estate in

Nizhnii in 1313:-

"Kyium Me-K^y TeM mexKaioT .adaira, a spuTexn xoxonyT, xt

o^chb c^acrjiHBH. Bcer^a mhe cTpaHHO KasajocB, ^to na

no^odHHx nrpn^ax npe^cTaBXjooT MOHaxa h AezajoT es Hero

nocMemane. Kysox&Holi eomcahh He dHBaeT dea phch. "

Also to be found are the wine-seller ( 'tseloval'nik"), the

musician - usually a Frenchman -, the German and various other nationa¬

lities, including Turks, Arabs, etc.

Although the procession of characters and series of humorous

episodes form the basic framework of the Petrushka plays there is,

however, another and most important side to them. Like every work

of folk-literature "Petrushka" consists of two parts, one of which is

more or less static and the other open to free development and impro¬

visation. The individual "petrushechnik" had to embroider upon the

static framework and the success of each performance largely depended

upon such features as quick-witted and lively use of language, his

ability to gain the sympathy of the audience towards the hero, the

introduction of topical themes and events and if possible characters

1. "Materialy otechestvennye - zhurnal puteshestviya iz Moskvy v
ilizhnii -uyasya Dolgorukogo," in Chteniya v iinperatorskom obshchestve
istorii i drevnostei rossiislcikh ( M. 1870),"bak I, Part 2.
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to hold the interest of and suit the mood of his audience and the

day. He al30 had to draw the audience into an intimate triangular

relationship between themselves, himself and she puppets. This

latter was done in several ways. for instance right at the beginning

of the performance it was Petrushka's custom to address the audience

as old friends, to establish contacti-

"Bot h h npnni&Ji Bac nosatfaBETb, c npaa^HiiKOM

no3ApaBHTBl ... 3,aopOBO, pe<5HTH]2IKII, BAOPOBO, XiapHHXiiKH t • . •
T

BoHxyp, c^aBHHe A#agnONE9 6Hcpor.sa3He BocTpynKHl ... Boasyp
A

M BaM, HapyMsneHHue cTapysKE - Aep&HTe ymcz Ha iiaKym&el * 1
members of the audience (sometimes specially planted) were encouraged

»

to answer back. This odd relationship between live audience and

puppets was further heightened by the important role of the musician

who accompanied the various dances and comic songs but who was also

used in the play for other purposes. He is used as a messenger when

the need arises, for instance when a doctor is needed to attend to

Petrushka after his fall from the horse. He is also Petrushka's

confidant. Petrushka discusses with him such matters as his proposal

to get married and asks his advice about how much he should pay the

gypsy for the horse. In fact the musician forms a link between the

world of the puppet and the world of the live audience.

The topical themes and references to local characters were

inevitably of a critical or satirical nature and an awareness of the

1. Alekseev-Yakovlev, op. cit.* p. 59*
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audience's identification with the sentiments expressed by Petrushka

no doubt contributed to its unpopularity with the authorities.

It is not possible to decide exactly when "Petrushka" first

appeared in liussia but it was probably during the 17th century,

aremin considers that its first home there was either the Central or

the Northern governments from which it spread over Russia, to the

Ukraine in the second half of the 19th century as well as to Siberia

and Tashkentand that it was brought to liussia from the west,

possibly by a group of wandering players.

Petruahka's name, too, has been the subject of much controversy.

The name Petrushka bears a certain resemblance to its western European

counterparts and could easily have been chosen (in much the same way

as the English Punch), the exact meaning of the original Italian name

having been forgotten long before, as a suitable Russian equivalent.

Some scholars, however, suggest that Petrushka has a more specific

origin than this. Vsevolodskii-G-erngross thinks that a favourite

jester of Anna Xoannovna, Pietro Miro (known in the hassian folk-

pictures as Petrillo, Pedrillo, Petrukha, etc.) may have given his name

to the puppet.

In Southern Hussia and the Ukraine "Petrushka" very often appeared

with the pseudonym of "Van'ka Hatatouille" or "Ityutyutyu". The

1. Eremin, Teatr Petrushki, pp. 49-5C.

2. Vsevolodskii-Cerngross, xkffikaya, ustnaya narodnaya drama, p. 123*
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meaning of this is difficult to ascertain. Berlcov has the idea

that it might come from the Ukrainian 'ksatui-tuii (A caj] -for Belp. )
Is it not a possibility, however, that the word comes from the French

"ratatouille" (a sort of vegetable stew), in which case "Van'ka

Ratatouille" would appear to have some connection with western

European popular comic figures also named after foods, such as the

French Jean Boudin, the English Jack Pudding, the Butch and Genaan

Han3 ..urst and Jan Pickelherring who often became confused with or

assimilated into the heroes of the puppet-shows of these countries.

Suggestions that Petrushka came to Russia from western Europe

may well be correct since although he was popular and admired as a

particularly national hero all over Russia, neither his appearance

nor his character nor his actions are exclusive to that country.

Petrushka, Punch, Polichinelle, Ka3hparek, call him what you will,

belonged to no nation in particular but to all in general and wherever

he appeared he was greeted by the joy and enthusiasm of his audience

"Observe the audience is in pain
While Punch is hid behind the scene,
But when they hear his rusty voice, 2
With what impatience they rejoice."

On the whole, we tend to think of the European "fir. Punch" as being a

direct descendant of the Italian "Pulcinella" who appeared in Italy

about the beginning of the 17th century. Pulcinella's name, like

1. P.If. Berkov, op. oit., p. 329*

2. J- Swift, "A dialogue between Had Mullinex and Timothyr"
Thej>oem-5 of Jo nSLthon Swift , Vol III ) (OxtoxS. MCMCvru) , ~p 776 .
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that of Petrushka is veiled in mystery. Some of the explanations

that have been offered include the foilowing

Pullicino = turkey-cock (an allusion to Punch's beaked nose).

Pulcinella - hen-chicken (an allusion to his squeaky voice).
Pollicinello = from the word nollice 'a thumb' (on the

assumption that Punch was always small).^

whatever his exact origin may have been, it is certain that by

the mid- to late 17th century his vogue was in full swing not only in

Italy where he had a whole repertoire of special ploys ("Pulcinellate"),

but in France (by 1649 there was a Polichinelle theatre at the Porte

de Nesle in Paris), and ikigland where scholars differ about the date
2

of its appearance there. kremin says that it was brought to England

by Italian players at the beginning of the 17th century, George

Cruikshank ^ that it probably came over from the continent with William

of Orange, while Charles Magnin^ sees traces of it in England before

the abdication of James II and suggests that it came from France with

the Stuarts.

Prom Prance and Italy "Punch" spread to Spain and Portugal where,

as Don Cristobal Pulchinella, he became one of a host of characters

in the traditional puppet-theatre. In Germany we find another puppet

1. _ee George Oruikshank, Punch and Judy (-London 1073).
2. Eremin, Teatr Petrashki, p. 36.
3. George- Cruik"sha.nk, op. cit.
4. Charles Ilagnin, op. cit.
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hero, Ilans Worst (or Kasperle), who closely resembles the others in

appearance and behaviour and whose further development was probably

influenced by them.

in appearance Petrushka corresponds to Punch, Polichinelle, etc.,

of western Burope whose most typical features are the hump-back (in

some cases two can be seen, one at the back and another at the front),

his hooked nose, squeaky voice, cudgel (or bell), his tall, pointed

hat and baggy trousers. Even when Petrushka appears in Russian dress

with shiny black boots and a Hussian shirt, the general impression

remains the same.

The German writer Lessing after watching performances of the

puppet Hans «ftxrst wrote the following about his characteri-

Altogether he is a bit simple, but not without cunning.
He is a coward but at the same time a dare-devil. He is fond
of drinking, eating, having a good time and chasing women. ^
He bows before no authority, either civil or ecclesiastical.

This could easily be a description of Petrushka himself, in whose

character it would be difficult to find a single good feature. Like

Hans VAirst and indeed Mr. Punch or Polichinelle, one of the first

things that strikes one about him is his love of violence which breaks

out at avexy suitable opportunity. This violence is used not only

against the traditional Hussian and Ukrainian antipathetic characters

(such as the Jew, gypsy, charlatan doctor, etc.) but eventually against

1. Quoted in Bremin, Teatr Petrushki. pp. 42-43*
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any creature who happens to cross his path, especially if that

character is unable to defend himself. In many cases Petrushka is

no more than a bully and hooligan, using violence for its own sake

or to get out of an awkward situation. In one version, after he

has summarily dealt with the soldier he is confronted by the latter's

old father who bewails his 3on's fate, but Petrushka kills him too.

In another, his old friend and drinking-companion lilimoshka turns up

and asks Petrushka to treat him for old times' 3ake. But Petrushka

merely belabours him with his cudgel. Like Hans .Turst too, and Mr.

Punch (cf. his treatment of the policeman) Petrushka is violently

disposed towards anyone in authority, whether civil (the "kvartal'nyi"),

military (the "kapral") or ecclesiastic. Although keen enough to

belabour those weaker than himself Petroshka is at heart a coward and

sometimes his bravado and effrontery break down. Thus, after he

has killed the German he pretends to be quite indifferent but after

a while he becomes apprehensive. He tries to hide and then finally

sits down and apparently in the deepest despair begins to sing a

sorrowful little son^s-

w
- Ilponaaa moh rojroBynnca, .

C KOJtnaMKOM H C KHCTOHKOii . . . H

Then, of course, the sudden appearance of the ferocious dog scares

him half out of his witss-

1. See A. ALferov and A. Gruzinskii, op. cit.. pp. 373-4«
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"OJi KyaiucaET, 3acTyrrncB, norsajtyixcTa, - rnycaBo boiimji

IleTpyiaKa. - lipoma^, peda^Tal IIpoBia&, xjchctb Mo-aoAemcafli

* . . y& » » » loii m00 K)Hl » 0 011 ^
hut in spite of his cowardice, his greed and his dishonesty Petrushka

has a very high opinion of himself and is inordinately vain and cocksure.

There is nothing at all subtle about Petrushka and much that is

crude and stupid, but as he is a great opportunist he can be quite

cunning when it i3 to his own advantage. He is a terrible womaniser

too, and although he usually intends to marry (mainly in order to have

a comfortable life) in some variants a less desirable attitude is

revealed. iiovinsky describes a version known as "Petrushka's bedding";

in which Petrushka anticipates his wedding-day and the final scenes

of which women were not allowed to attend.

Hot only does Petrushka himself resemble his western European

counterparts but the plots of the Hussian plays and those of Prance,

England and other countries also have much in common. Thus many

have an equivalent to Petrushka's "fiancee". Mr. Punch has his Judy,

Polichinelle his Dame Gigogne or Jacqueline. As in "Petrushka", the

western European plays follow a pattern of "scenes of combat", each

designed to emphasize the hero's cunning and bravado in outwitting a

succession of enemies. 'These characters often have local significance

and variations occur from country to country or indeed from one

1. Alekseev-Yakovlev, op. cit., p. 62.
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puppeteer to another. ibr example, the famous Italian puppeteer

Piccini, who performed in England for some forty to fifty years from

the last quarter of the 18th to the first quarter of the 19th century,

included in his repertoire a courtier with an extraordinary rubber

neck which could be stretched or shortened at will. The death of

the "Baby" is a scene typical of the English "Punch'1 but is rarely

found elsewhere. Mr. Punch may run foul of a whole host of charac¬

ters, Scaramouche, who accuses him of ill-treating his dog Toby, Judy

his wife, the -Doctor, a servant in foreign livery whose master
i

« »

complains of the noise Punch is making, an old blind man who asks in

vain for alms, a police-constable, Jack ketch the hangman, the beadle,

the undertaker, and the Devil himself. Similarly, the French

Polichinelle may test his strength on the "commissaire"} an apothecary}

his neighbours, archers, devils, etc. In this wet although the basic

plot remains the same each country puts something of its own charac¬

teristics into the text, and this of course is equally true of

"Petrushka".

many scenes found in "Petrushka" can be shown to have close

equivalents in western puppet-plays. Of this kind is the scene

between Petrushka and the quack-doctor. Variations upon this scene

occur throughout Europe and it is certainly one of those most basic

to the plot."'" Most striking in its similarity is this scene from a

1. Among the many illustrations of Pulcinella, as a live actor or a
puppet, in A.G. Bragaglia's book Pulcinella (1953), is one (p. 299)
showing/ ....
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text related by the old Italian puppeteer in George Cruikshank's

Punch and Judy;'1'

(Enter Doctor.)
Doctor; Where axe you hurt? Is it here'r (touching his

head.

Puncht No, lower.
Dr.« Here, then? (going downwards).
Punch: No, lower still.

2
Dr. t Then is your handsome leg broken?
Punch: No, higher (as the Doctor leans over his legs to

examine then, punch kicks him in the eye).
The doctor begins to belabour him as he thinks this a

fitting medicine. But Punch soon gets the better of him and
hits him till he falls down dead.

Petrushka's comic scene with the horse oocurs too in some ver¬

sions of "Punch'J. In Picoini's version again, Punoh enters leading

a horse, but it runs away as he tries to mount. .<hen he does manage

to climb on it throws him and Punoh calls for a doctor.

The familiar, brightly-coloured or striped box-stage in which

Petrushlca performs was as familiar to English, SVench or Italian

... showing him lying ill on a bed of straw, surrounded by his
family while the Doctor, wearing large spectacles, writes out a
prescription for him

1. George Cruxkshank, op. pit.

2. Compare with the Russian:-
"aoktop. - Iiy, TOBOPH, rje noKaacnl
UeTpyfflga. - Bot TyT.
&. - Tyr't
H. - noHEtxe.
&. - Tyr?
H. - IIoBHite ..."

from "Petrushka, on zhe Van'ka ratatyi," in Ilarodno-poetioheskaya
Satira (L. i960), p. 256.
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audiences as it was to the Russians. Petrushka's habit of chatting

with the audience or with the musician, fiddler or accordianist who

accompanied the show was also a common feature. Petrushka's

distinctive, high-pitched squeaky voice was also produoed in much

the same way over the whole continent, by using a strange instrument

known as a swaazle in England, pivetta in Italy, which was inserted

in the mouth to distort the natural speech of the puppeteer»-

It is a small, flat instrument, made of two curved
pieces of metal about the size of a knee-buckle, bound together
with black thread. Between these there was a plate of some
substanoe which he /the puppeteer Mayhew_7 said was a secret.

This material was just tape. In order to produce its characteristic

sound the swazzle was first soaked in water and then placed in the
<2.

mouth between the tongue and the upper plate. The pitch oould be

altered by loosening or tightening the tape.

In the preface to the MSS. copy of "Petrushka" from Tikhanov's

collection printed for the first time by Barkov, the editor of the

text describes how he attempted to use such an instrument (exactly

similar in construction to the English one)«-

"bajioxhb 8tot chap^.5 3a thjcbhy® qactb h3hka, hohth

y caMoro "s3h*nca", komeanaht npoh3hocnt cjcoba kakhm-to

ctpahhhm HH^ero o<5mero c He^oBenecKHM tojiocom he

HMeiDIUHM, tohom. ToBOp b 0tot chapi« oh©hb tpy^gh. h,

no Kpa&nefi-Mepe, hecmotpa ha Bee cbog ycujraa, He wor

1. G. bpeaight, op. cit.. Ch. 8 "Punch and Judy", pp. 212-213*
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HH^ero npoHSHecTB. Kax^an nonuTica corrpoBox^ajtacB
H 1

CyAOpOSHiiMH ropJia, H jJBJtHACH nOSilB B pBOTe.

Although the similarities between the Russian Petrushka and

Punch, Polichinelle and the others are quite clear, one cannot com¬

pletely rule out the possibility of some eastern influence on him as

well, for a Petrushka-like figure can also be found in the puppet-

theatre of many eastern countries too. There is, for example, the

Turkish puppet-hero Karagez (known also in Greece, Roumania and the

Balkans) or Palvan-Kachal popular among the darts and in Uzbekistan.

Then in the ancient Indian puppet-theatre there was Vidushka, in

Persia Kandal' Pakhl'avan. All these characters are in basic

appearance and behaviour similar to Petrushka. At a folk-festival

in Singapore in the 1880s a Russian visitor witnessed a performance

of the Chinese puppet-theatre which amazed him by its similarity to

his native "Petrushka". The hero of the performance was, naturally,

dressed as a Chinese and the basic scenes, although close to those

of the Russian plays, clearly reflected the Chinese background, but

the longer the Russians watched, the more convinced they became that
2

the Chinese clown and his Russian brother were one and the same.

As has been seen, Petrushka had much in common with the tradi¬

tional secular puppet-theatre of the west and these elements were

1. Quoted by P.N. Berkov, Russkaya narodnava drama XYII-XX v.v, p.
329, from the preface to MSS. from Tikhanov collection, No. 914»
Ch. II, lines 88-91 ob., in Ruk. omd. Oos. Pub, bib, im. Salt.
ulxchedrina.

2. Vs. Krestovskii, "Iskusstvo na dal'nem vostoke," khudozh. Zhurnal
(1881), No. 2, pp. 264-5> quoted in VI. Perets, ^ukol'avi teatr
na Rusi. pp. 171-2.
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no doubt brou^it to Russia with the first texts of the drama in the

17th century. On the other hand, it can be shown to have consider¬

able affinities too with the non-religious parts of the bouth Russian

"vertep". The two forms of puppet-theatre probably influenced each

other a great deal during the long course of their co-existence on

Russian and Ukrainian territory. Thus the appearance of the Jew and

the Gypsy in "Petrushka" is probably due to the "vertep", whereas

the comic scene between the Cossack and his broken-down old horse

probably came from 'PetrushksP since, as was seen the scene is common

to the Petrushka/Puneh tradition whereas it is not common in the

Ukrainian "vertep" or the Polish "szopka". On the whole, the aBcular

part of the "vertep" may wall have been considerably influenced by

"Petrushka". The stricture is basically the same vd.th a series of

semi-humorous scenes of an episodic nature containing similar

characters and situations loosely strung together by the co-ordinating

role of the hero* I have indicated * how the character of the

national hero, the "Zaporozhets", underwent radical changes during

the latter part of his existence and it is surely due to more than

mere coincidence that the later Cossack so much resembles Petrushka.

In spite of the difference in their origins, the one being the

product of a process of historical evolution and the other yet one

more representative of that class of hunch-back clowns who appear so

frequently in the folk-theatre and ritual of Europe, many common

1. Supra, pp. 228-9-
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features can be seen. Like Petrushka the Cossack is over-fond of

eating and drinking and chasing the girls. Both are mean and

unwilling to pay for their own pleasures and when thwarted both

react with violence and cruelty even against the weak and defenceless.

Both, in spite of their actual size, are characters larger than life

and it is more than mere coincidence that Petrushka, like the Cossack,

is often bigger than the other puppets.

It is an odd paradox that the two major characters of both the

Northern and the Southern Russian folk-theatre should display these

negative characteristics which separate than from other popular heroes

of folk-literature. kven in the plays "Barin" and "Lodka" where,

as will be seen, violent moods play an important part, anger is

generally directed against specific economic or social conditions.1
But in the "vertep" and "Petrushka" it is turned not only against the

traditional enemies - whether they be Poles, Catholics, the police

or Jews - but against all who cross the path of the hero.

In this they bear no resemblance to the other folk-heroes, for

in Russian folk-literature it is a general principle that good triumphs

over evil. The heroes of the "byliny" and "skazki" fall roughly

into two categories, the great and powerful like the "bogatyri" or

the vfeak, gentle and kind-hearted such a3 the 'little orphan", the

child left in the care of a wicked stepmother, the youngest brother

without lands or fortune, or the "fool" ("durachek"). The former

1. e,g. Infra.; ff>



use their great strength and supernatural powers not only to defend

their native land from the scourge of the enemy hut also to protect

the helpless. They support order and authority against anarchy and

internecine struggles as well as against the inroads of the external

enemy. Ilya Muromets is warned by his parents

"ICor^a 6y,aeiaB e3no hojijo HucroMy,
He noJHBafi tu Hanpacno kpobh ne^oBeHecKoS."

The latter, on the other hand, gain good fortune partly through their

own quick wits, partly because of their kindness towards animals and

those in trouble for which they axe rewarded by magical gifts and

special powers.

Those who use their strength and power for evil purposes are

condemned and/or punished, as Herod is dragged off to Hell and Anika,

who boasts too much of his skill and begins to seek battles merely in

order to prove his own superiority, is struck down by a righteous death.

In "Tsar Maxiraillian" the hero is the meek, persecuted Adolf

and not his father who tortures and executes him for his faith.

Although Petrushka is often dragged off by the "Pes-barbos" or

the Devil himself, the sympathies of the audience nevertheless remained

with him, and the folk-imagination in a refusal to admit the defeat or

humiliation of its hero was forced to insert the final scene of his

triumph over even these enemies.

The comparative lateness of the appearance of "Petrushka" and

the "vertep" in the Ukraine and Russia must have had a great deal of
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influence upon its development, The philosophy and attitudes of

the masses for whom these two forms of entertainment flourished from

the 17th to 19th centuries were no longer the same a3 those which

gave birth to the bulk of the "skazki" and "byliny". At this stage

these two heroes were symbolic of something which the ordinary Russian

people admired and hungered for, total freedom of movement, self-

expression and action. Too long frustrated and restrained by the

social conditions of the time, their own natural instincts, soured

and distorted, became reflected in the ferocity and cruelty of the

Cossack and Petrushka, These characters, full of an almost pagan

:ioie de vivre, have no enemies who cannot be oonquered by a blow from

a stick, They are completely unbound by any of the moral or social

laws or penalties which governed the lives of ordinary people and

therefore could not but appeal to audiences who were only too

oonscious of their own legal and social limitations,

But whatever the true reason, there can be no doubt that

fetrushka remained throughout the 18th and 19th centuries one of the

most indispensable and popular attractions of the fairground, adding

his own distinctive squeaky voice to the general hubbub.1
To sua up one might quote Shcheglov-Leont1ev"s remarks»-

1. ryx hochtcs b bo3^yxe. rpoMKdfi roBop Hapo^a,
kphkh ToproBneB, aasHBaiDEjHx nydxHKy, SByxu opieecTpoB,
mapisaHOK, hmck AepeBHHHKx heTpymeK, BHCKaKH»a»s|iDC H3-8a
BiHpM, cTpeJstda b dajiaraHax , necHH Ha jcapyee-asx - bcS
CHJIOCB BO-eAHHO. "
Prom newspaper account of 1890s in A.V. Leifert, "Bad(1922),
issue: 2, p, 61.
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All this is as old as the world itself but still it
provokes deafening bursts of laughter from the festive crowds
of simple folk, and Petrushka's fight with the gypsy and the
corporal as usual creates a furore. 1

1. I. Jhcheglov, flare Irxyi teatr (oPb.1898), p. 257*



CHAPTER 71:

ms SHADOW- THEATRE AND THE RASK

A1though? as has been shown? the Russian puppet-theatre consis¬

ted mainly of performances by rod, glove or string-manipulated puppets?

other foras were also known.

The "vertep" itself has given rise to other dramatic or semi-

dramatic forms of entertainment. An interesting development from it

can be seen for example in the appearance of a shadow-theatre version

from Voronezh government.1 There? in the second half of the 19th

century? the puppets in the "vertep" which the young folk used to show

at Christmas were in many cases replaced with figures out from paper?

turning on a spindle which passed vertically right through the box.

With the proper lighting? the turning spindle revealed sua endless

procession of shadows.

The shadow puppet-theatre? although known in Russia and other

countries of Europe? was primarily an eastern phenomenon and reached

its apogee in Turkey and China. The Russian puppeteer Sergei

Obraztsov who watched many different kinds of puppet performances

during his visit to China in 1952 gives the following accurate

description of the construction of the modern Chinese ahadow-theatre:-

1. Veselovskii? op. cit., p. 399•
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The shadow-theatre should really be called the
colour-shadow-theatre for the figures, which are cut from
donkey-hide, are semi-transparent, coloured and the faces,
the decoration on the hats and sometimes the costumes pricked
out in detail on them. The light from a lamp placed behind
the paper or cloth screen passes through these punctures and
the transparent gleaning skin of the figures, and from the
other side, where the audience is watching the performance,
there appears a brilliant yet slightly blurred coloured
drawing, amazing in the beauty, elegance and mastery of
its execution.^

The puppets are brought into motion by means of sticks attached to

the moveable joints of their arms and lags.

A theatre of similar although much more primitive design was

owned by the well-known puppeteer from Toropets, Ohizh, who was

2
performing in Russia in the sixties of the 19th century. There, the

puppets were shown through a sheet on to which the shadows were cast

by the light of a candle. The audience was composed mainly of women

and young children whose tastes were not at all sophisticated. A

typical performance would consist of a parade of various animals

followed by scenes from the common fund of folk-anecdote, popular

literature and characters used by all creators of the folk-theatres

the quack doctor, who cures his patients in a most unorthodox manner

and transforms old women into young girls; duels between warriors}

the satirical dialogues between servant and master (in this case the

1. Sergei Obraztsov, op. cit.. p. 276.
2. VI. Forets, op. cit., p. 177*
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"barin" and his servant Vanya),^ a mock funeral resembling that of
o

Mal'brukj and gypsy songs and dances. The show was brought to a

conclusion by the appearance of the monk who announced

"Bot BaM ^epHeu, h Bce& KOMe^HH EOHeii. "

Another popular feature of fairground entertainment during the

18th and 19th centuries, which may be considered as a very primitive

type of puppet-theatre, was the "raek". Although this appeared

usually as an independent amusement with owners, "raeshniki", who

often enjoyed a considerable reputation for quick-witted humour, it

was also sometimes used as an additional attraction to the "bslagan'

theatre shows, when the "raeshnik" was placed at the doors to attract

the crowds and cajole them into entering. The "raek" itself consisted

of a large box provided at the front with peepholes covered with

magnifying glass through which the spectators could watch, for the

sum of a few copecks, a series of pictures slowly revolved by the

turning of a handle. This picture-show was accompanied by a running
3

commentary in "raeshnyi stikh", the traditional verse of the fairground

comics (the "balagannye dedy"), describing the contents. There was

little attempt to put feeling or expression into these monologues,

which were pronounced very quickly and in a monotonous tone of voice

in the traditional manner of many kinds of folk "declamatory"

literature.

1. See infra. j~p s°7 ft.
2. S-VLj>Ta. J>~ 723 .

3. 1-nfra pp.4/7-426 .
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Much of the humour and interest of the Mraek" in fact depended

upon the improvisatory wit of the "raeshnik" rather than upon the

artistic merits of the pictures which, although brightly coloured

and eye-catching, were often crudely drawn with little sense of

accuracy or perspective* The subject-matter of the pictures covered

a wide range of topics wandering far from the original scenes from

life in Paradise and the Pall of Adam and Ave which .gave the show its

name. Most frequent were those depicting well-known characters

(Peter the Great, Napoleon, famous Russian generals, etc.) and events

either from history or from the contemporary political scenei-

"A oto, h3boji£te cmotpets - paccmatphbatl, raayietb h

paarjihahbatb, kak ha Xotehckom no.se hs IleTpoCBcxoro

£Bopna can annnpaTop ^excaH^pa HnsoJiaHH BaesxaeT b MocicBy

Ha KapaHaHHE): aHTuxepHH, KaBaxepHH no npaBowy cTopoHy,

H 1a nexoTa no JteByio,"

"A bot hsboJtBTe BH^eTB, ropo4 BepJHH! . . .

v^hbet b hen BHciaapK - TOCHO^HH,
Ero nootHTHisa tforaTa, «

Toxbko ehTpiiramh TapoBaTal ..."

Equally popular were pictures with views of the capitals and chief

towns of Europe (Paris, where rich Russians could dissipate a fortune

overnight; Rome with its "Papa, zagrebistaya lapa"; Berlin which

housed the unpopular Bismarck). Many of the monologues reveal a

1. Berkov, op. cit.. p. 124•
2. Alekseev-Yakovlev, op. cit.. p. 55*
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distinctly chauvinistic attitude towards the customs and peoples of

other lands. Other subjects included characters and thanes from

popular folk-literature and anecdotes, the more interesting "sights"

of dhssian cities and towns and scenes from everyday life often with

satirical overtones, in which fat merchants, over-dressed ladies and

dissolute dandies come in for attack. Indeed the satirical nature

of many of the monologues attracted the suspicions of the authorities

and the "raeshniki" were subject to police repression, particularly

towards the end of the 19th century.

It is interesting to remember that all the types of puppet-

theatre mentioned above from the simple shadow-theatre to the more

sophisticated "vertep" and "Petrushka" coexisted with one of the most

primitive forms of puppet "theatre", the use of dolls in the agricul¬

tural rites. The construction of such figures did not progress

beyond a rudimentary stage. As they were regarded as symbols rather

than specific characters their appearance and dress was, as was shown,

restricted to suit the requirements of the puppets' material role in
i

the ritual. As this role was a purely passive one ending in burial

or destruction there was no need to make the figures in any way

life-like, or to make them mobile or vocal. There is a vast gulf

between this use of puppet figures and the puppet theatre proper, whose

aims and results were entirely different, representing like the true

theatre a microcosm of aspects of "real" life with the puppets depict¬

ing people and animals from the world, however subject these were to

the traditions and conventions of the art form. Yet, at the same

1, Susp-ra. -p-p. 81-88
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time, both in a way represent no more than opposite ends on the same

scale of dramatio evolution.


